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ABSTRACT

Detailed stratigraphic and structural analysis has shown that
tectonic development in the central Papua region can be divided into
three stages.
, The first stage involved apparent eastward migration of zones
of deformation and sedimentation from the Palaeozoic to the late
Mesozoic.

Pre-Permian, late Palaeozoic to Triassic, and mainly ?Jurassic

sediments were thickly deposited in three adjacent belts, with the eastern ?Jurassic belt probably formed on a floor composed of the rocks now
uplifted and exposed in parts of the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt.
Sedimentation may have been controlled by subsidence caused by crustal
tension.

This eastwards, sedimentary prograding towards an oceanic

province was punctuated by phases of deformation and metamorphism before
the Permian, in the late Triassic, and in the early Cretaceous, each
event being restricted to the·wedge of sediment built up just prior to
the deformation.

The axial parts of the pre-Permian and late Triassic

belts of· deformation are reflected in the trends of the Erave-Wana Swell
and the "Bismarck-Moresby high" respectively.

Early Cretaceous deform-

ation included the initial westerly downthrow of the Owen Stanley Fault,
which is the western boundary of the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt.
The second stage involved westward migration of zones of late
Mesozoic to Middle Miocene deformation and sedimentation across a basement of rocks formed and deformed during the first stage.

Cretaceous,

Eocene, early and late Lower Miocene and Middle Miocene deep-water
marine sediments were thickly deposited in five adjacent belts parallel
to and west of the Owen Stanley Fault, each belt overlapping the western
margin of the preceding one.

The sediments were affected by periodic

v

folding and uplift along trends parallel to the Owen Stanley Fault.
The most intense deformation during any one phase occurred within the
sedimentary belt formed just before the deformation.

Thus, fold belts

which were the provenance of the deep-water sediments and troughs in
which they accumulated were closely related in space and time.
Migration in the late Cretaceous and in the late Palaeogene was caused
by periodic crustal compression accompanied by metamorphism.

Further

westward migration was due to phases of compression, or to vertical
oscillation of crustal blocks with folding produced by surficial
gravity spreading.
The third stage involved Middle Miocene to Recent deformations
and zones of sedimentation trending NNW to west, both of which were
superimposed on; but mainly oblique to, the older tectonic features.
The broad anticline and syncline-like warpings of the Eastern Cordillera,
the Ramu-Markham Depression (an area of Pliocene to Quaternary sedimentation) and the Lakekamu Embayment (Upper Miocene to Quaternary sedimentation) were probably produced by compressive forces directed NE-SW.
WNW-trending sinistral transcurrent faults were also moving from the
Middle Miocene to the Recent and may have been caused by the same compressive forces.

Since there is also evidence of anticlockwise crustal

rotations in the area, the stress field may have involved an overall
sinistral shear couple acting about a vertically oriented intermediate
principal stress.

Some of the Pleistocene folds in the Lakekamu

Embayment could have developed through gravity sliding of rocks off the
SW flank of the rising Eastern Cordillera.

vi

INTRODUCTION

History of Study
In 1961 a post-graduate study group was established by Professor
S. W. Carey at the University of Tasmania, Hobart, with the view of critically examining and synthesising available data concerning the geology of
Papua and,New Guinea and, as far as possible, outlining the tectonic
evolution of this region.

In testing some of the postulated mechanisms of

folding against the observed deformation, particular attention was to be
focussed on Professor Carey's suggestion that the foreland folds of Papua
are based on a decollement.
Because much of the information required for the study was in
the form of unpublished reports held in oil company and Commonwealth
Government confidential files, ,the University of Tasmania approached the
Australasian Petroleum Co. Pty

Ltd and Island Exploration Co. Pty

Ltd

through Oil Search Ltd, The Papuan Apinaipi Petroleum Co. Ltd through
Mines Administration Pty
Geology and

Geophysi~s,

Ltd, and the Bureau of Mineral Resources,
Canberra, suggesting joint sponsorship of the

Papua-New Guinea Tectonics Project.

Agreement to the proposal was obtain-

ed from these organisations, and J. G. Smith (refer unpublished thesis,

1964), A. Kugler (thesis in preparation) and the author were assigned to
the study.

The author, as the Bureau of Mineral Resources representative,

commenced full-time work on the project in 1962, and completed it paTttime in Canberra during 1965 and 1966.
In 1963 Professor Carey expanded the scope of the Papua-New
Guinea Tectonics Project to incorporate study of geophysical data; this
entailed a review of results of all previous investigations and
gravity surveys.

The work was commenced by J. E. Shirley (refer

furt~er
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unpublished B.Sc. [Hons.] thesis, 1964) and V. P. St.John (thesis in
preparation);

J. A. Brooks (Bureau of Mineral Resources, Canberra) is

currently engaged on seismic aspects of the project.

The writer con-

ducted a small trial palaeomagnetic survey in 1963 and the results are
utilised in this thesis (refer also Green and Pitt, in press).

Location
The study area originally assigned to the author covered the
coastal plains of central Papua to the north-west* of Port Moresby.
It became apparent later, however, that if a broad idea of the tectonics
was to be obtained, a larger region should be studied.

The final geo-

graphic limits adopted enclose the region of central Papua and the
adjoining part of New Guinea bounded by latitudes 6°00'S and 9°40 1 s,
and longitudes 145°30'E and 147°30'E; this 47,000 square kilometre* area
includes part of the Eastern Cordillera of New Guinea (much of the northwestern end of which is geologically unexplored) and its flanking coastal
plains (see Fig.l).

Smith (1964) was assigned the study of the western

Papua region, and Kugler (in prep.), the Purari and Vailala Rivers
region; the latter area straddles the boundary between central and western Papua.

The nature of the topography and vegetation cover in parts

of the survey area is well illustrated by the aerial photographs herein
opposite pages 10, 146, 150, 158 and 176.

A locality index is printed

on the reverse side of the Territory of Papua and New Guinea 1:2,534,400
geographical map (refer Encl. 1).

Main Definitions
The definition adopted here of the adjective tectonic,

"Of, pertaining to, or designating the rock structure
and external forms resulting from the deformation of
the earth's crust",
follows that of the American Geological Institute (1962).
*

From this,

on subsequent pages terms such as this are abbreviated to NW, km etc.
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tectonics is used in reference to deformation of the earth's crust and
associated effects. Although the more recently formed structural features in the central Papua region can be defined with confidence,
prolonged periods of crustal movement along trends not always mutually
coincident, have made older ones difficult to delineate.

In general

cases such as this, structure development may be initially indicated
only from the effect which any accompanying vertical earth movements
might have had on patterns of sedimentation.

The latter indefinite

types of earth movements are here termed diastrophic movements; dias-

trophism is taken to mean unspecified types of earth movements which
may initiate or in some way vary the rate of erosion of rocks and which ·
may possibly influence the mode of accumulation of the resultant
detritus. In the attempt to identify the specific nature of such movements in the central Papua region, particular attention is paid to
determining the age of formation of each element of structure.

Struc-

ture is used to denote
"the sum total of the structural features of an area"
(American Geological Institute, 1962).

Study Approach
It was decided at an early stage that study should proceed
along three lines.

First, stratigraphic data would be examined to

determine changes in space and time, and of the intensity of diastrophic
movements, and structural data would be examined to determine the ages
of specific deformations.

Second, this information would be correlated

and the tectonic evolution in the central Papua region outlined.

Third,

the deformation would be interpreted, and types and origins of forces
suggested.
It was found, however, that in its existing form, stratigraphic and structural information could not be readily synthesised and
a large proportion of the total available time, far more than originally
anticipated, was spent in analysing these data.

This involved, among

other things, study of some 2,000 aerial photographs and four months of
field work.
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Presentation
Although a great amount of detailed stratigraphic and structural information was assembled in the course of the analysis, it was
felt that the original three part tectonics study approach, as outlined above, should be retained and the results presented along these
"lines, even though inclusion of all the stratigraphic and structural
data weuld result in the thesis being somewhat unbalanced.

The three

main divisions of this work are then (I)

Tectonic Analysis:
(A)

An age by age analysis and synthesis of

the available stratigraphic information, and deduction of diastrophic
frameworks of sedimentation during these time intervals.
(B)

Structure analysis and synthesis and the

determination of a sequence of deformation.
(II)

Tectonic Synthesis:
(c)

The relationship between diastrophism and

structure development; outline of the tectonic evolutien in the central
Papua region.
(III) Tectenic Interpretation:
(D)

Interpretation of deformation.

(E)

Postulation of the types and origins of

forces.

Sediment Description
The varieus undefined terminolegies used for sedimentary
rock

descripti~~-

interpretatien.

in many of the reperts examined raised preblems of
For example, greywacke is commonly used but it is eften

difficult to decide if compositionally, texturally or genetically applied
(the problem is not peculiar to this region only - refer Pitt, 1961); in
situations such as this, the term is written in the text as "greywacke".
Apart from work by Edwards (1950) on seme Middle Miocene sand-grade
sediments from localities to the west of the area, no detailed petrelogical studies have been made; insufficient information is available to

xi

determine general modes of sedimentation.

For these reasons an attempt

has been made to translate the existing report nomenclature int0 purely
textural terms with, as far as possible, qualifying compositional descriptions.

Because the term sandstone is frequently used in the reports

both in sediment description and stratigraphic nomenclature, it is
retained here and used as a synonym of the grade term, arenite,

Stratigraphic Nomenclature
In selecting the predominantly informal stratigraphic nomenclature for use in this work, the writer has retained published names,
even if poorly defined, and the mGst suitable of the
terms used in the unpublished rep0rts.

o~en

numerous

This terminology, as well as

that proposed by the author in cases where rock units have been sectioned but not named, is indicated initially in the text by bold type
and is followed, 0r preceded, by a description.

Unpublished invalid

terms are used only if no alternatives exist; these are indicated in
the text by the use of parentheses (see also page 2 and Table 1).

Structure Nomenclature
In naming the structural features of the central Papua region,
priority is given to the-first term applied to each particular element.
Those defined and named by the author are shown in the text in parentheses but they are not differentiated as such on the maps.
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I

A.

TECTONIC ANALYSIS

STRATIGRAPHY, SEDIMENTATION

AND

DIASTROPHISM

This first portion of the tectonic analysis involves an age by
age analysis and synthesis of available stratigraphi9 information in
central Papua and the adjoining part of New Guinea.

Depending on the

quantity and quality of stratigraphic information, factors such as provenances, rates of deposition and degrees of stability in source and
depositional areas can- be deduced.

Although information in the above

region is somewhat scarce in parts (refer Encl.3), deduction of these
factors has been attempted, as well as postulation of diastrophic frameworks of sedimentation for given time intervals.

Biastrophism, as

mentioned earlier, is taken to mean unspecified types_ of earth movements
which may initiate or in some way vary the rate of erosion of rocks and
which may possibly influence the mode of accumulation of the resultant
detritus.
The known ages Of sediments in the area under examination range
from the early Mesozoic through to the Quaternary.

The greatest amount

of available stratigraphic information concerns some of the youngest of
these sediments, therefore, the reliability of palaeogeological deduction
in the area should increase as the geological record is
more recent time.

trace~

towards

For this reason, the age by age analysis, synthesis

2

and interpretation of the stratigraphy is discussed in anti-chronological
order.

The main sections of part A in order of presentation are -

Morphology (a background for discussion of the Quaternary), the Quaternary
Period, the Pliocene Epoch, the Miocene Epoch (subdivided into the Upper,
Middle, late Lower and early Lower Miocene), the Palaeogene (Lower
Tertiary) and the pre-Tertiary.
For convenience of presentation and facility of stratigraphic
analysis, central Papua and the adjoining part of New Guinea have herein been subdivided into six sub-areas or sectors from Port Moresby north
to the Markham River; each sector is treated separately.

They are, from

south to north, the Moresby, Oroi, Biaru, Lak.ekamu, Kapau and Markham
sectors (refer Fig.2).
Table 1 (see opp. page 8) lists the stratigraphic.nomenclature
adopted for use in this work·; the termin0logy is predominantly informal.
In selecting terms from unpublished reports and in suggesting new terminology, the writer has kept in mind the requirements of the Australian
Code of Stratigraphic Nomenclature (1964) for the formal definition of
stratigraphic terms.

The nomenclature is, therefore, suitable for later

formal definition.

MORPHOLOGY

1.

Physiographically, central and eastern Papua and the adjoining
part of New Guinea are dominated by a continuous, rugged mountain system,
the Eastern Cordillera - the SE-trending morphological continuation of
the main cordillera of New Guinea.

In.eastern Papua the ranges swing to

an ESE ·trend and further east, become narrower, discontinuous and lower
in elevation before passing out into the Coral Sea as a chain of islands',
the Louisiade Archipelago.

Flanking the ranges are irregular foothill

belts and coastal plain embayments (see Fig.land Encl.l).

\
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THE EASTERN CORDILLERA

1.1

The cordillera is widest at its NW end where it joins the
eastern end of the Central Cordillera (see Fig.3).

The Central Cord-

illera is here made up of the Bismarck and Kubor Ranges and Mt. Michael.
These mountains continue to the SE into the Eastern Cordillera where
they are known as the Kratke and Ekuti Ranges.

Most of the area has an

elevation of over 2,500 metres which falls sharply to the NE into the
Ramu-Markham Depression.

About 125 km to the SW, the SW fall of the

cordillera is less extreme.

Here, the Albert Mts., or the morphological

unit named the Kukukuku Lobe by Carey (1938), form high and rugged foothills between the mountains and the Delta Embayment and the Gulf of
Papua (refer Fig.3).
The mountains of the Ekuti Range extend SE into the 'tail' of
Papua and New Guinea where they are known as the Chapman Range.
range has an average elevation of 2,800 metres.

The

To the NE of this region,

the NW flank of the cordillera falls straight into the Huon Gulf without
intermediate coastal plains.

Within the area covered by this part of

the NW flank are two isolated, elongate depressions, the long axes of
which are sub-parallel to the SE trend of the cordillera.

The NW

depression is drained by the Bulolo River and the depression further SE
is drained by the Waria River.

The mountains between the Waria and the

Bulolo Depressions and the Huon Gulf coast are known as the Kuper Range
and the Bowutu Mts.
above sea level.

Peaks along these ranges rise to over 2,500 metres

The SW flank of the cordillera in the Chapman Range

area and SE of the Kukukuku Lobe, drops precipitously to a broad coastal
plain 55 km wide.

Here, there are no intermediate foothills.

This is

the NW end of the Lakekamu Embayment (Carey, 1938).
Further SE the ranges become narrower and more elevated, much
of the area being 3,000 metres above sea level.

The four main peaks in

this part of the cordillera are from NW to SE, Mts. Dickson, Albert
Edward, Scratchley and Victoria.

Further SE again, the mountains are

known as the Owen Stanley Range.

The NE flank, which further NW

extends to the Huon Gulf coast, in this region falls fairly rapidly to
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6
a broad coastal plain embayment.

East of Mts. Scratchley and Victoria

the fall is interrupted by a depression, narrower and deeper but otherwise similar to the Bulolo and Waria Depressions.
Mambare River.

It is drained by the

A fourth depression, outside the general area covered

in this thesis, exists about 75 km further SE.

It occupies a position

comparable to the above three valleys relative to the cordillera and is
drained by the Musa River.

From Mt. Dickson SE to the Owen Stanley

Range the SW flank of the Eastern Cordillera is made up_ of narrow discontinuous foothills and wide undulating coastal plains.

These plains,

which terminate immediately NW of Port Moresby, are the central and SE
portions of the above mentioned Lakekamu Embayment.

_ THE

1.2

LAKEKAMU

EMBAYMENT

The Lakekamu Embayment consists of a series-of-swampy coastal
flats surrounding low, disconnected, island-like hills.

It stretches

along the Gulf of Papua coast from near Kerema and Rim Ridge at the
southern end of

t~e

Kukukuku Lobe in the vicinity ef the Lakekamu

River, SE almost to Port Moresby, a distance of 170 km.
The NW and widest end of the embayment is made up of two large
areas ef swamp-covered alluvium, the eastern
coastal

Lakekamu Basin.

shaped eastern swamp.

Kunimaipa Basin and the

Several large rivers debouch onto the ovalThey flow towards it from all sides except the

west, the majority coming from the east directly off the cordillera.
This is the region,

m~ntioned

earlier,

in topography of the Chapman Range.

~f

the precipitous westerly fall

The streams converge and flow out

of the basin as the Lakekamu River through a narrow opening at the
northern end of the Kurai hills.

The Lakekamu and Tauri Rivers drain

the irregularly shaped swamp area, herein called the Lakekamu Basin,
·between the Kunimaipa Basin and the coast.

The upper reaches of the

Tauri River drain south from the central parts of the Kukukuku Lobe,
Further SE the embayment narrows to a width of 35 km.

The

Kunimaipa Basin is replaced by foothills, the highest peak of which is

7
the great butte-like Mt. Yule (3,264 m).

The swamps of the Lakekamu

Basin extend SE along a narrow strip between the foothills and a long,
low line of hills adjacent to the coast.

These hills stretch 55 km SE

along the coast from just south of the ·Lakekamu River almost to the
Angabunga River.

High.

The area covered by them is herein called the Biaru

The alluvial flats widen in the vicinity of the Angabunga River

and extend to the coast opposite Yule Island.

These swamp-covered

flats have been termed the Angabunga Basin.
Separating the latter basin from the Galley Reach Basin
further SE, is a low undulating SW projection of the foothills which
extends to, and widens at the coast.

It stretches from Yule Island SE

to the Dilava River and is herein termed the Oroi High.
The SE end of the Lakekamu Embayment is formed by the Galley

Reach Basin, an a~ea of marshy flats to the NW and SE of Galley Reach.
The foothills belt, which narrows immediately east of the basin, widens
again further south and extends from the Sogeri Plateau to the Gulf of
Papua coast in the region of Port Moresby.

A narrow.NW-trending valley

separates the Sogeri Plateau from the hills in the Port Moresby area.
This latter area of hills rises abruptly from the coast to heights up
to 385 metres above sea level and is herein called the Moresby High.

2.

QUATERNARY

PERIOD

Widespread Quaternary terrestrial sediments occur within the
Ramu-Markham Depression and in the Waria, Mambare and Musa Depressions.
These are mainly lacustrine and bajada-type fluvial deposits.

In the

area of detailed examination, along the Eastern Cordillera and its SW
flank, Quaternary sediments exist in the sub-basins of the Lakekamu
Emb8.yment.

.The sub-basins are, from Port Moresby to the NW, the Galley

Reach, Angabunga, Lakekamu and Kunimaipa Basins.

Small exposures of

marine sediments occur at a number of localities along the Gulf of Papua
coast.

I
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ANALYSIS

2.1

MoresQy Sector (refer Enclosure 4 - geological map No.l, 1:250,000)
In the Moresby sector, Quat.ernary sediments· are mainly
restricted to the Galley Reach Basin.

These include talus, fluvial and

swamp deposits,. with-. possibly some deltaic beds in the coaf;\tal regions.
This alluvium was derived from the mountains.of. the· cordillera to the
east, the Moresby High to the south and the •immediate margins of the
basin.

The very youthful nature of the rivers ·draining from the cord-

illera into tl;te basin, such as the upper reaches of the Brown, Goldie
and Laloki Rivers, suggests a present abundant sµpply of detritus as
well as in the immediate past.

Within the Galley Reach Basin, the

Brown and Laloki Rivers exhibit mature meander patterns due to the fact
that

~he

basin is virtually at sea level.

ing and down-cutting is of some importance.

The, .absence of stream braidIt means, together with

factors of river maturity and abundant detritus supply, that the

~asin

surface during recent time has been stable or slowly subsiding.
Eustatic sea level changes during the Quaternary·could affect the validity of the above reasoning.

This will be discussed at a later stage.

The western hills of ·the Moresby High rise abruptly from the
sea lending the coastline a drowned appearance.

The rather 'clean'

nature of the inlets in the area, apart from a few marshy mangrove
swamps and coral reefs, suggests that· if the drowning is real it occurred
very recently.

Arguments opposing this conclusion include factors such

as poor supply of detritus and the presence of a number of raised coastal
~11

features.

The hills of the Pert Moresby area are made up of resistant,

chertified sediments which,

tog~ther

with a low local rainfall, to some

extent explain the lack of abundant coastal alluvium.
may therefore be older than_, Recent.

The 'drowning'

Elevated coastal features include

wave-cut benches,, sea-cave.s, hard shelly beach rocks and fringing coral
reefs up to

4 metres above mean sea level (Glaessner, 1952).

This

apparently anomalous situation as to the degree of stability of the
Moresby High during the Quaternary will be further discussed when considering eustatic influences on Quaternary sedimentation.
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Oroi Sector (refer Enclosure 5 - geological map No.2, 1:250,000)
The central and NW parts of the Galley Reach Basin cover a
large area in the southern part of the Oroi sector.

The Quaternary

~

sediments in this region are similar to those just described in the SE
part of the basin.
Additional information is available from the Papua Oil,
Development Co. Rorona Corehole No.l sunk- in 1939 just'north of Galley
Reach.

Here, the drill penetrated at least 20 metres of marine sedi-

ments containing a sub-recent fauna before entering a thick Pliocene
sequence (Taverne, 1939).

This fact, together with the drowned appear-

ance of the Galley Reach inlet, points to some precess ef recent reclamation in the area.
There are a number of reports of marine Quaternary deposits
exposed above sea level around coastal regions ef the Orei High.

These

include fringing reefs and coralline calcirudite deposits 2 metres.or
more above sea level (Allen, 1958) and other coral reefs and terraces at
higher altitudes above sea level (Taverne, 1939).

Allen also included

the wide expanses ef mangrove ·swamp at the mouth ef the Angabunga River
as evidence of recent

~elative

-changes of land and sea levels.

At the

present time fringing reefs are well developed along the entire Groi
coast.

Biaru Sector (refer Enclosure 6 - geological map No.3, 1:250,000)
Little is known of the Quaternary sediments within

th~

Angabunga Basin as much of its surface, being very close to sea level,
is swamp-covered and marshy.

Stratified alluvial deposits are exposed

around its perimeter and these dip towards the basin axis at shallow
angles (Millward, 1941).

Most of this material was derived from the.

cordillera to the east and transported to the basin.by the youthful
upper reaches of the Angabunga, Inawafunga and Akaifu Rivers.

Once

within the boundaries of the basin, however, these rivers assume a high
degree of maturity.

Thus most aspects of the Angabunga Basiµ are. com-

parable to those of the Galley Reach Basin.

This would seem to-indicate

similar morphological developments.

(

10

There are numerous reports of elevated coastal features such as
beach deposits, shore platforms and wave-cut benches along the hills of
the Biaru High.

These are cut in folded Pliocene sediments at elevations

up to 100 metres above sea level and at least 10 km.from the present
strand line (Millward, 1941; Condon, 1949).

The morphology of the Biaru

High can-be closely compared with that of the Oroi High.

Lakekamu Sector (refer Enclosure 7 - geological map No.4, 1:250,000)
Quaternary sediments cover large areas of the NW end of the
Lakekamu Embayment.

The two main areas of deposition are the Kunimaipa

and Lakekamu Basins.

Sediments also extend west along the coast from

the latter basin into the large NW-trending Muruwaie Syncline.

These

depositional areas are separated from the Kukukuku Lobe by the 75 km
long, crescentic-shaped cuesta of Pliocene strata previously referred to
as Rim Ridge.

The curvilinear-sweep of Rim Ridge is interrupted where

the Pliocene beds project 10 km south along the Malalaua hills immediately
north of the Lakekamu-Tauri delta.

Along the NE side of the Kunimaipa

Basin, at the base of the Chapman Range, extensive bajada slopes of gravel
and sand are being formed by the braided tributaries of the Kunimaipa
River.

The remainder of the depression is covered by marshy swamp.

In this area the rivers are mature and show no evidence of cutting down
into the alluvium.

They converge at the northern end of the basin and

flow west into the Lakekamu River through a gap at the northern end of
the Kurai hills .

The swampy Lakekamu Basin is drained by the Lakekamu

River and the lower reaches of the Tauri River.

Both of these rivers

exhibit extremely mature meander systems since they are effectively
at base or sea level (see Photograph No.l).

Recent sediments in the

basin include the usual marsh and fluvial material as well as extensive
strand line deposits.

These can be observed in the ·accompanying

photograph to stretch back into the basin for at least 10 to 18 km.
At the present time there is rapid reclamation along the west side of the
basin at the mouths of the Tauri and Lakekamu Rivers.
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Between the Recent alluvium in the Lakeka.mu Basin and along
the trough of the Muruwaie Syncline, and conformably overlying the Rim
Ridge cuesta-slope of Pliocene strata, are thick deposits of non-marine
sands and silts·.

Laing ( 1957, 1959) differentiated these sediments

from the Pliocene beds and, although they contain no definitive fossils,
considered them Pleistocene in age.

Osborne (1947) reported thinly

developed, sub-horizontal marine sediments resting with strong unconformity on late Pliocene beds near Koaru, a little south of Malalaua,
and at Malalaua.itself.

These strata were found to contain a definitive

Pleistocene fauna and were informally named the Firu Formation.

There-

fore, the beds conformably overlying·the Rim Ridge Pliocene may be older
than Pleistocene.

The only other dated Pleistocene deposit in the

.

Lakeka.mu Embayment region occurs on the SW side of the Muruwaie Syncline.
It is known as the Silo Limestone and rests unconformably on the Miocene
rocks of the Cupola 'structure'.

The beds of the Firu Formation at

Malalaua and the sandy limestones at Silo occur at elevations greater
than 10 metres above sea level.

2.2

SYNTHESIS

The basins of the Lakeka.mu Embayment all appear to have undergone similar morphological developments.

Their internal drainage systems

are apparently mature and devoid· of any sign of down-cutting or braiding
(except on the eastern margin of the Kunimaipa Basin).

This fact,

together with a very abundant detritus supply and evidence of rapid
reclamation where basins are open to the sea, indicates that the basin
surfaces have been either stable·or; more probably, subsiding during at
least the Recent. - The apparent absence of Pleistocene sediments around
the edges of the basins within the Lakekamu Embayment may be real; this
does not, however, discount the possibility that Pleistocene beds could
exist beneath the alluvium in the central parts of the basins.

12

The highs of the Lakekamu Embayment, and also the Moresby High
and the Malalaua and Cupola areas, all show evidence of post-Pleistocene
uplift, ranging in altitude from l.to_ 100 metres.

The slight uplift of

the Moresby High, however, appears to have occurred subsequent to a
phase of 'drowning'.

The drowning (or subsidence of the high) could

have occurred sometime in the Quaternary Period.
It is possible that these movements. can be explained b.Y
There is a we~l authenticated small drop

eustatic changes in sea level.

in sea level that occurred comparatively recently around the Pacific
coast.

A world-wide substantial rise --in sea level is believed to have

taken place late in the Pleistocene during the retreat of the Wurm
glaciation.

This late Plei'stocene rise in sea l_evel may have flooded

the areas now occupied by the

ba~ins·of

the Lakekamu Embayment (and

which have subsequently been reclaimed), 'as well as imprinting the
erosional features of the highs and drowning the Moresby High.

The

recent drop in sea level explains some of the raised erosional features
and-Recent deposits along the highs referred to in the previous paragraph.

This fall in sea.level ·does not, however, explain the absence

of river down-cutting in the basins, which might be expected sub~equent
t': \~

to a drop in base level, or the more elevated erosional

features of the Biaru and Oroi Highs.
It can, therefore, be conciuded·that differential vertical
land movements took place between the· basins and the highs during the
Recent.
Plioc~ne)

Movements also occurred during the Pleistocene (or lat'e
as evidenced by the unconformable relationship between the

Firu Formation and the late Pliocene sediments at Koaru and Malalaua.
The Lakekamu Embayment region exhibits signs of having been
diastrophically unstable

dur~ng

the Quaternary.
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2.3

PATTERN OF QUATERNARY DIASTROPHISM
In the Lakekamu Embayrnent region of the SW flank of the Eastern

Cordillera, Recent positive earth movements occurred along a NNW trend
which passes through the Oroi and Biaru Highs and probably the Malalaua
area.

Comparatively small Recent negative earth movements took place

along a parallel trend connecting the Galley Reach, Angabunga and
Lak.ekamu Basins.

The NNW-trending Kunimaipa Basin, which also underwent

negative movements during the Recent, is remarkable in that it is superimposed on the foothills belt.

This Recent activity cannot be traced

with any certainty either to the NW or SE of the Lak.ekamu Embayrnent.
Quaternary sediments within the Waria, Mambare and Musa Depressions, on
the NE flank of the cordillera, have in many cases been considerably
deformed along trends mainly parallel to the long axes of the depressions.
The trends of all the above movements are sub-parallel to the central
axis of the Eastern Cordillera,
Little is known of the morphological development of the cordillera itself.

Traces of glaciation exist on Mt. Albert Edward (4,030 m),

the highest peak of the ranges (Stanley, 1923; V.P. St.John, pers. comm.).
This glaciation may correlate with the possible Wurm phase of glaciation
described on the Central and Western Cordilleras by Reiner (1961) and
Verstappen (1960).

Therefore, the present morphological expression of the

Eastern Cordillera probably evolved p~ior to the close of the Pleistocene
Pleistocene movements occurred in the area but neither the
trends nor the intensity of the activity can be deciphered from available
stratigraphic information.

At this stage the activity can only be assumed

similar to the Recent pattern of diastrophism.

Further, the degree of

instability ma:y have been greater than in the Recent; for example, the
Eastern Cordillera could have been considerably elevated early in the
Pleistocene, as Verstappen (1960) postulated a post-Pliocene, pre-Wlirm
phase of

upli~

along the Western pordillera.
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PLIOCENE EPOCH

3.

In the area of detailed investigation along the Eastern
Cordillera and its SW flank, fairly well documented occurrences of
Pli0cene volcanics and terrestrial and marine sediments exist in the
Lakekamu Embayment region.

Thickly devel0ped Pliocene sediments occur

beyond the limits of the above area in the Belta Embayment (refer
Kugler, in prep.) and in the Ramu-Markham Depression (see Fig.3).
the latter area the

11

In

0uba Series" and part of the "Mena Series", which

consist of marine. and lacustrine conglomerates, sandstones and-mudstones
up

to

690 metres in thickness, are thought tG be Pliocene in age (Ongley,

1939; Glaessner, 1942).

The deposition of the latter sediments was prob-

ably associated with tlie initial formati0n 'of the depressfon but litt·le
more than this can be deduced from available inf0rmation.
of the "series" ·both in space and time are poorly kn0wn.

The boundaries
The v0lcanics

and the lacustrine sediments of the "Otibanda Series" in the Bul0lo
Bepression were considered by Fisher (1944) to be Plio-Pleistocene in age;
however, recent investigations point to their being Pliocene .in age
(M.D. Plane, pers. cemm. ).

On the NE flank of the Eastern Cordillera the

Pliocene ·appears to be represented only by thinly developed and isolated
outcrops of sandstones and mudstones in the lower Mambare River area;
'however, more extensive deposits could exist beneath the coastal alluvium.

STRATIGRAPHIC

3.1

ANALYSIS

Moresby Sector (refer Enclosure 4 ·and Figure 4)
In the Moresby sector two areas-contain sediments believed to
be Pliocene in age.

These deposits are the volcanic accumulations on

the Sogeri Plateau and the conglomerates and sandstones 5 km east of
IDareba Hill at the northern end of the Moresby High.
The Sogeri Plateau is a large mesa-like feature made up of a
mass of volcanic sediments (see Figure 4, locality l)* which are at

* 0n

subsequent pages this type of reference is abbreviated to (Fig.4, 1).
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least 400 metres in thickness (Carter and Brouxhon, 1963).

Glaessner

(1952) named these volcanics the Astrolabe Agglomerates and Tuffs; they
are composed of thick-bedded, crudely cross-bedded agglomerates and
volcanic breccia, with subordinate graded tuff bands and rare lava
streams.

The framework of the sediments is composed entirely of angular

to subangular fragments of vesicular to dense basalt and andesite.

The

comparatively undeformed unit of the Astrolabe Agglomerates and Tuffs
unconformably overlies ?Upper Miocene conglomerates, Lower Tertiary
and pre-Tertiary sediments and metamorphic rocks.
The beds unconformably overlying the Lower Tertiary and Lower
Miocene sediments of the Moresby High, east of Dareba Hill (Fig.4, 2),
are also thought to be Pliocene in age (Taverne, 1939).

They consist

of an unknown thickness of velcanic breccia, tuff, reworked volcanic
c0nglomerate and sandstone and a basal conglomerate of chert and other
material derived directly from the rocks of the Moresby High.

The lith-

ology of these sediments and those cropping out on the Sogeri Plateau is
very similar to the volcanics interbedded with dated Pliocene marine
beds at Aropokina and Rorona in the Oroi sector (q.v. ).
The complete absence of float material of a volcanic nature
between the above two ·areas of ,Pliocene outcrop in the Moresby sector
suggests that the sediments were not an originally continuous body.

Oroi Sector (refer Enclosure 5 and Figure 4).
The Pliocene rocks of the Oroi sector change facies from
terrestrial volcanics around the headwaters of the Aroa River in the
east, to intercalated marine and fluviatile 'sediments in the coastal
regions.

Except where they pass beneath the NW end of the Galley Reach

Basin there is almost continuous outcrops of these beds from east to
west, a distance of approximately 60
In the Mt.

Camero~

km.

area, between the Vanapa River and the

upper reaches of the Aroa River (Fig.4, 3), Brouxhon (1965) mapped a
comparatively unweathered, sub-horizontal series of alternating basalt
flows and agglomerates which are at least 750 metres thick.
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He correlated this series with Miocene volcanics exposed in the Angabunga
River some 40 km to the NW.

From a study of-air.photographs of the area

the writer believes that these volcanics are more likely t0 be c0ntinuous
with the gently-dipping Pliocene volcanics along the 10wer reaches of the
Dilava and Aroa Rivers.
The volcanic sediments along the NE side of the Galley Reach
Basin (Fig.4, 4) have been examined by both Australasian Petroleum Co.
and Papua Oil Development Co. geologists (Pratt and Whittle, 1938;
(

Osborne, 1946; Taverne, 1939); additi0nal information c0ncerning the
volcanics is available from the latter company's Rorona Corehole No.l.
These investigations have shown that there is a 295 metre thickness of
volcanic sediments above pre-Miocene rocks in the Rorona hole, and a very
questionable 3,000 metre thickness of similar strata exposed along the
Aroa River.

Marine beds of Pliocene age are intercalated with volcanics

in the top 20 metres of the Rorona corehole succession and Millward and
Stach (1941) have described Pliocene marine beds in a volcanic series in
the Aropokina area.

In the Aroa River there are coarse-grained agglom-

erates, volcanic breccias, tuffs and basaltic lava flows which, at Rorona,
become interbedded with fluviatile volcanic conglomerates and sandstones.
The base of the Pliocene sequence in the Aroa River ·and Mt. Cameron
regions cannot be defined.

It is possible that the whole volcanic series

is Pliocene in age; on the other hand, most workers in the area have
favoured a Mio-Pliocene age for the series.

The writer, following Taverne,

(1939), prefers to use the informal name Kanosia Beds in referring to this
dominantly volcanic assemblage.
Between the west side of the Galley Reach Basin and the coast,
Pliocene beds crop out around and over the anticlines of the Or0i High.
In 1957, The Papuan Apinaipi ·Petroleum Co. sank a stratigraphic well 0n
the Kaufana Anticline near the western edge of the Galley Reach Basin
(Fig.4, 5).

Before entering a Middle Miocene section the drill penetrated

a 28 metre thickness of Pliocene strata, which together with measurements
of surface outcrop, gives a total of 500 metres for the thickness of
Pliocene sediments in the area.

These consist of volcanic conglomerates

and sandstones, minor basaltic agglomerates and volcanic breccias and
biohermal limestones, clearly an intercalated series of marine and
fluviatile sediments (Belford, 1958; Power, 1958).
Some 5 km west/of Kaufana No.l in the vicinity of the
Vanuam~i

and Bokama Anticlines (Fig.4, 6), lithologically similar but

mere thinly developed Pliocene sediments rest on Upper Miocene siltstones
(Millward and Stach, 1941; Mathews an.q Sturmfels, 1957; Belford, 1957).
About 8 km further west again, Allen (1958) has described a
series of silts, sands and conglomerates in the Biumana Anticline area
(Fig.4, 7).

These sediments, which have a maximum thickness of 430

met:t'es,, are believed to be Pliocene in age; they decrease in thickness
westwards and are unconformable on Middle Miocene beds.

Here, as well

as at the previous locality, the sediments are marine and fluviatile
types dominantly volcanic in origin but there is a westward increase in
the amount of material derived from a second source.

This detritus

includes quartz, feldspar, chert and unspecified

fragments, some of

ro~k

which contain Middle Miocene fcraminifera.·
The Pliocene sediments west of the Galley Reach Basin have
been ascribed different formation names at different localities.
Pliocene terminology of the Kaufana Anticline, the

Kaufana

Be~s

The
(Power,

195g; Papuan Apinaipi Petroleum Ce. Ltd., 1960), is herein used in
reference to all the Pliocene strata of the Oroi High.

Biaru Sector (refer Enclosure 6 and Figure 4)
The Pliocene rocks in this

sec~or

occur along the SW fopthills

of the Eastern Cordillera and further west along the coastal Biaru High.
Gutcreps in the former region cons_ist ef terrestrial velcanics but aleng
the Biaru High the Pliecene is represented by both marine and terrestrial
sediments.
The terrestrial volcanics ef the foothills form a sheet-like
body which dips at 5° to 15
Angabunga Basin.

8

west and SW beneath the Quaternary ef the

In the Angabunga and Bilava Rivers area (Fig.4, 8),

Pratt and Whittle (1938) have described basic tuffs and agglomerates
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interbedded with basaltic lavas which they estimated to be 3,000 metres
thick.

The author made a traverse across this area in 1963 and found

that these volcanics continue further to the east than believed previously.

The more easterly volcanics occur·as sub-horizontal outliers

capping the higher mountains.

The basalts and agglomerates mapped by

de Verteuil and Rickwood (1946) and Brouxhon (1965) further east again,
near Mt. ·Tafa, are of the same lithology and crop out at a similar
elevation as those to the west.
in age.

They are therefore probably Pliocene

This conclusion has been substantiated by examination of aerial

photogra~hs

(Adastra - Kubuna).

The author.estimated a thickness of

between 1,200 and 1,500 metres for the volcanics in the Angabunga River
area.

Some 45 km NW of here, Pratt and Whittle (1938) examined similar

lavas and pyroclastics in the Akaifu River near Mt. Yule (Fig.4, 9).
These two volcanic series can be photogeologically correlated.
author uses Sturmfels (1957) informal nomenclature, the

The

Mt. Davidson

Volcanics in reference to the Pliocene rocks of this region.
Pliocene sediments make up most .,of the eight mapped anticlines of 'the Biaru High.
beds-are exposed.

In the cores of three of these, Upper Miocene

The writer, following Allen (1958), herein refers

to the Pliocene beds of this area as the Apinaipi Group.

informa~ly

Most geologists working in this area have subdivided the group into

Apinaipi
and a lower marine sequence, the Wedge Hill Limestone

two 'formations; an upper generally non-marine sequence, the
Forma~ion

11

,

(informal nomenclature a~er Millward, 1941).

11

These formations are

exposed on the Popa, Inawafunga and Oiapu Anticlines, respectively
in'the northern, central and southern regions of the Biaru High.
Only the upper· parts of the Apinaipi Group are exposed on the other
five anticlines:
On the Popa Anticline (Fi,g.4, HJ.), Millward (19141) measured a
600 metre thickness of non-marine sandstones, thin mudstones and minor
conglomerates (composed mainly of volcanic detritus with subordinate
amounts of chert, quartz and feldspar), which he correlated with the
"Apinaipi Formation".

This information can be supplemented by Condon' s
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(1949) description of equivalent units on the Lesi Anticline which is
immediately south of the former anticline.

Here, cress-bedded calcareous

marine strata are intercalated with the non-marine sequence.

The compo-

sition ef the detritus is similar to the above but also includes a minor
component of slate and

schi~t

fragments.

On the Pope Anticline the

"Apinaipi Formation" rests en a 30 metre thickness of arenaceous marine
sediments rich in,foraminifera and large,ceral aggregates; the latter
unit lies unconfermably on Upper Miocene sediments.

Millward·equated

this 30 metre thickness of marine beds to the Wedge Hill Limestone.
Sturmfels (1957) measured a thickness of 910 metres of
Apinaipi Group sediments en the Inawafunga Anticline (Fig.4, +1).

The

top 545 metres of non-marine sandstones and conglomerates can be correlated with the "Apinaipi Formation" and ·the lower 365 metres of marine
beds can be equated to the Wedge Hill Limestone.

The calcareous sand-

stones, silts and coralline limestones of the lower unit overlie Upper
Miocene mudstones with apparent

conf~rmity.

The "Apinaipi Formation" alse
crops out along the ' flanks ef the
,
Oiapu Anticline (Fig.4, 12) where Millward (1941) measured a 760 metre
thickness of marine and non-marine silts, marls, sandstones and conglomerates.

A greater proportion of the marine beds are developed, on the

western limb of the anticline and in the lower half of the section.

The

composition ef these sediments is similar to those on the"Pope Anticline,
being dominantly of velcanic derivation.

There ·is an overall decrease

in grainsize from east to west across the anticline.

The Wedge Hill

Limestone underlies the upper part of the Apinaipi Group with slight
unconformity, and.in turn, again with apparent slight unconformity, rests
upon the Upper Miocene mudstones expesed in the core ef the Oiapu Anticline.

The Wedge

~ill

Limestone consists of a variable thickness, from

240 to 330 metres, of coralline limestones, calcareous sandstones and·
siltsenes, with interbedde~ shelly grits and conglomer,ates (Millward,
1~41;

Glaessner, in Osborne, 1947; Sturm:f'.els, 1957).

,,
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Lakekamu Sector (refer Enclosure 7 and Figure 4)
The NW limits of the Pliocene sediments of the Lakeka.mu
Embayment region are exposed in the Lakeka.mu sector.

As in the Oroi

and Biaru sectors the beds range from terrestrial deposits in the NE
to a marine and non-marine sequence in the SW.

The latter sediments

crop out along the previously mentioned Rim Ridge cuesta.
Outcrops of Pliocene terrestrial sediments are discontinuous
along the eastern and northern margins of the Kunimaipa Basin, as much
of the sequence is masked by the Quaternary bajada slopes at the base
of the Chapman Range.

In the Tiveri and Olipai Rivers area (Fig.4, 13)

the volcanic content of the sediments is minor compared with that of
the Pli9cene succession further SE in the Biaru sector.

An approximate

thickness of 1,400 metres of conglomerate has been reported in the
Tiveri River; ?2,000 metres of similar sediments exist 10 km further
west in the Olipai River (Chawner, 1940).

Chawner divided this south-

Ironstone Creek
Agglomerates and Conglomerates and an upper member, the Olipai
Conglomerates. The latter formation consists of conglomerates and interdipping sequence into a basal member, named the

bedded sandstones and siltstones which are made up of metasediment,
granite and minor a.mounts of basic volcanic detritus.

The basal form-

ation, which lies unconformably on Upper Miocene and, further east, on
.regional metamorphic rocks, consists of intercalated agglomerates and
very coarse-grained conglomerates.

The composition of the conglomerates

is similar to those just described but the agglomerates are reported to
consist of volcanic breccia and basic tuff containing small fragments
of schist and phyllite.

In both these formations there is an overall

decrease in grainsize towards the SW.
Immediately SW of the Kunimaipa Basin on the Kurai hills and
further NW on the NE end of Rim Ridge in Fish Creek, the Pliocene
sequence is more finely-grained and partly marine.

Chawner (1940)

measured Pliocene non-marine and marine beds 1,640 metres in thickness
folded about the anticline along the Kurai hills (Fig.4, 14).

The upper

1,000 metres of this sequence consists of terrestrial sandstones and
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conglomerates which are composed of metasediment and basic volcanic
detritus.

Agglomerates become interbedded with these sediments in the

lower portions of the section.

The lower 640 metres of the sequence

is made up of a basal non-marine conglomerate, resting unconformably
on Upper Miocene marine beds, and massive marine sandstones and siltstones above which are fossiliferous siltstones and clays.

Pratt (in.

Chawner, 1940) described an extraordinary thick section of Pliocene
conglomerates irr Fish Creek (Fig.4, 15).

Here, there is said to be a

thickness of more than 2,200 metres of medium to fine-grained, nonmarine conglomerates and minor interbedded sands and silts.
The Pliocene succession of the Rim Ridge cuesta has been examined where the Tauri River cuts the ridge 15 km NE of Malalaua, in the
Malalaua area itself and on the NE flank of the
Karova Creek.

Muruwa~e

Syncline in

A Pliocene section has also been measured on the SW side

of the Muruwaie Syncline in the Cupola area.
In the Malalaua area (Fig.4, 16) Osborne (1947) divided the
Pliocene beds into an upper non-marine sequence, the Malalaua F0rmation,
and a lower marine sequence, 'the· 11 Rim Formation"; the whole succession
was informally named the Rim Group.

The Malalaua Formation consists of

a thickness of at least 150 metres of both unconsolidated and lithified
cross-bedded conglomerates and·grits.

The age of the uppermost beds

which dip under alluvial deposits is unknown.
tively included in the Pliocene.

~erein

they are tenta-

The "Rim Formation" varies from 300 to

600 metres in thickness but both the upper and lower contacts appear to
be conformities.

The formation contains marine sandstones and siltstones

with subordinate calcareous bands, limestone and conglomerate beds.

The

coarse-grained elastic components of the Rim Group sediments consist
mainly of reworked basic volcanics, meta.morphics and quartz, with chert
being an important component towards the top of the succession.
To the NE of the latter region (Fig.4, 17) the Tauri. River
cuts through a minimum thickness of 580 metres of conglomerates and sandstones (Pratt and Mackinnon, 1938) which can be correlated with the Rim
Group.

According to Laing (1957) these sediments, and those a little
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further to the NE, cannot be subdivided into smaller units but consist
of a uniform series of estuarine conglomeratic sandstones composed of
fragments of metasediment, basic igneous rock, quartz and chert set in a
c~~yey matrix.
I

I

In the Karova Creek area (Fig.4, 18) Osborne (1940) measured

an approximate 580 metre thickness 0f arenaceous and argillace0us marine
sediments containing minor lenses
of fine-grained conglomerate and lime,stone.

He correlated this sequence with the lower part of the Rim Group;

presumably the upper parts are masked by alluvium.
The succession measured on the SW limb of the Muruwaie Syncline
(Fig.4, 19), consisting of an upper 400 metre thickness of ?non-marine,
thick-bedded sandy mudstones ·and a lower predominantly marine sequence of
fine-grained and pebbly sandstones 600 metres thick (Stanley, 1951), is
thought to be equivalent to the Rim Group.

Here, as at Malalaua, the top

of the Pliocene succession cannot be precisely defined.

3.2

STRATIGRAPHIC

SYNTHESIS

The top of the Plioaene sequenae of the Lakekamu Embayment
region cannot be palaeontologically defined.

Where the upper part pf the
1

series consists of stratified sediments, these are generally terrestrial
and contain no definitive fauna.

In this work the top of the Pliocene is

tentatively taken to be where the succession dips beneath the onlapping
alluvial deposits of the Lakekamu Embayment.

It could be argued that

this might include in the Pliocene quite considerable thicknesses of
Pleistocene beds lying conformably on the Pliocene beds.

As mentioned in

the Quaternary section, dated Pleistocene strata occur only in the
Malalaua area (Firu Formation) and at Silo (Silo Limestone) where they
lie with angular unconformity on Pliocene and Miocene beds.

This is the

only factor that can be used to counter the above argument.

The base of the sequenae has been palaeontologically defined in
regions where its lower parts are in a marine facies.

In many areas this
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level is coincident with an unconformity, but along Rim Ridge and at
Cupola the Pliocene succession is conformable with that of the Upper
Miocene.

Here, there are gradational faunal transitions between Miocene

and Pliocene beds but a lithological marker usually exists within the
tr~sition

zone which can be conveniently used as the basal unit.

In

most areas along the foothills, the basal parts of the Pliocene terrestrial unit can be photogeologically correlated with defined Pliocene
basal beds along the NE end of Rim Ridge and on the Kurai Anticline
(Millward, 1941).

Strong unconformities as well as distinct changes in

lithology mark the base of the Pliocene sequence in the former areas.

The thickness of the PZiocene sequence ranges fre.m 300 to
2,000 metres.

Higher estimates of thickness mentioned in the analysis

are thought by the writer to be apparent only, the exaggeration possibly
being attributable to foreset-type cross-bedding.

Erosion along the NW

and NE edges of the Pliocene succession has produced long, wide cuestas
which, in many areas, can easily be traced on aerial

pho~ographs.

These

cuestas are made up of the south and SW-dipping sheet-like bodies of the
Rim Grdup and its equivalents, the Mt. Davidson Volcanics and possibly
the Kanosia Beds.

Variation of ZithoZogies within the Pliocene sequence of central Papua is depicted in Figure

4.

The NE half of this elongate, sheet-

like body consists of coarse-grained, terrestrial conglomerates and
pyroclastics in the NW part and basic effusives and pyroclastics in the
central and SE parts.

The SW half consists of an upper mainly terres-

trial sequence of arenaceous sediments with minor conglomerates and
biohermal limestones.

There is an overall decrease in grainsize of the

sediments within the series from the NE towards the SW.

The overaZZ

vari~tion

is comparatively simple.

in composition of the Pliocene sequence
'

Terrestrial basic effusive and pyroclastic

rocks occur along the NE an'd SE parts of the series.

Reworked material

of exactly the same lithology occurs in the sediments throughout the
remaining portions of the series but decreases in abundance to the south
and SW.

Clastic and non-elastic bodies of limestone occur within the
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Kaufana Beds, the Apinaipi Group and the Rim Group but are of a comparatively restricted nature.

Chert detritus occurs in the Rim Group sedi- .

ments and the Kaufana Beds.

The latter formation also contains

reworked Miocene material.

Environments of deposition:

The strata constituting the NE

half of the Pliocene sequence, with the exception of the lower parts in
the Kurai area, were deposited under subaerial conditions.

In the late

Pliocene these conditions also existed along the SW half of the depositional area, except in the Oroi High region where a shallow-water neritic
environment prevailed.

Moderately shallow to shallow-water neritic

conditions existed along the SW half of the depositional area in the
early part of the Pliocene.

The relative positions of the early and

late Pliocene strand lines are shown in Figure

3.3

SEDIMENTATION

AND

4.

DIASTROPHISM

Five PZioaene provenances can be postulated in the Lakekamu
Embayment region from examination of-textural variations within the
Pliocene sequence and comparison of its composition with the rock types
of contiguous older formations.
The very coarse-grained metamorphic and granitic detritus in
'
.
the con·glomerates in the north part of the sequence decreases in abundance and grainsize towards the south and west.

This indicates a

proximal source to the NW, where there are, in fact, metamorphics and
granites on the Ekuti and Chapman Ranges.
There is a complete lack of metamorphic detritus in the
volcanic formations along the foothills, that is, in the Mt. Davidson
Volcanics, in the Astrolable

Agglo~erates

and Tuffs and possibly in the

Kanosia Beds, as well as in the Kaufana Beds of the Oroi High.

This

means that either the volcanics originally covered the metamorphics of
the cordillera adjacent to these parts of the Pliocene sequence, or the
relief of the cordillera was insu.fficient fGr it tG contribute detritus.
The abundance of reworked basic igneous material, 0f the same lithology
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as the Pliocene volcanics, throughout the sedimentary sequence suggests
that the volcanics were undergoing erosion synchrenously with their
deposition.

This is substantiated by decrease in grainsize and abund-

ance' of the volcanic detritus awa;y from the foethills area towards the
NW and SW.
Chert detritus is an important, if minor, constituent of the
Rim Group, particularly in its upper unit.

The only known source for

this material is the area threugh .-rhich the middle reaches of the Tauri
River flews.

Here, Lower Miocene c'onglomerates c0ntain abundant

reworked Eocene chert and a little further south, cherts are expesed in
the Saw Mts. area.

Parts of the Albert Mts. c0uld therefore have been

Pliocene provenances.
The Moresby High was a provenance during the Pliocene.
cherts make up the hills in this area, and reworked chert

Eocene

occu~s abund~

antly in Pliocene sediments at the northern end of the high.

~he

subordinate chert det·ri tus in the Kaufana Beds may also have bJ~en
derived from the Moresby High.
Detrital quartz, feldspar, chert and sedimentary rock fragments,
s0me of which contain Middle Miocene foraminifera, occur abundantly in
the western parts of the Kaufana Beds.

This material may have been

derived from exposed Middle Miocene rocks to the west.

The or>iginaZ PZioaene depositionaZ area in the Lakekamu
Embayment region can be outlined by expanding the present outcrop limits
towards the postulated provenances described in the preceding paragraphs
I

(see Fig.

5).

Tentat~ve

isopach c0ntours have been constructed within

these expanded limits, allowing for reasonable rates of thinning of the
series towards the postulated seurce areas.

The resultant configuration

of the contours suggests that the sediments make up an elongate, shallow,
basin-shaped body, the SW margin of which lies beneath the Gulf· of Papua.
The depositional interface may have also been basinal during the Pliocene;
if this was so, an overall SW dip of the interface is indicated by the
particular arrangement of the depositional environments.
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;· The rate of deposition of the PZiocene sequence cannot be
.,.
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Slight
instability of the PZioce·nri' ,depositi~naZ area is indi..
'

cated by the fact that at many
metres of sediment were

19~i;il:i, ties,-

' .
'tl;1icknesses of at least 1,000

depos-ite~; ~de~~'.t?-e:~ame

environmental conditions.

Local variations in thick:qess ( e .·g., the "Rim Form~tion" at Malalaua)
coupled with observations

;~f ~6onformi tie~ ~i

·1ev'eis coincident with

thickness variations (e.g. the Wedge Hill Limestone along the Biaru High),
indicate contemporaneous differential earth movements within the depositional area.
Correspondingly, instability of the source areas (those
supplying the metamorphic detritus at least) can be deduced from the fact
that coarseness of grainsize is maintained from the bottom to the top of
the series, and from the possibility that sedimentation outpaced subsidence, as evidenced by the seaward migration of the Pliocene strand line
(see Fig.4).

It must be remembered, however, that the latter effect

could have been the result of an eustatic sea level change.

3.4

PATTERN

OF

PLIOCENE

DIASTROPHISM

From the above deductions a possible pattern of Pliocene diastrophism in the Lakekamu Embayment region can be delineated (see Fig.5).
Erosion occurred with varying degrees of intensity in the areas now
occupied by the Eastern Cordillera, the Albert Mts., the western part of
the Oroi High and the Moresby High.

Synchronous volcanism and erosion

of the products of this activity took place along the portion of the
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Eastern Cordillera adjacent to the SE part of the Pliocene basin.

The

eroded material accumulated in a slowly subsiding, NW to NNW-trending
o'asin, the SW flank of which is concealed beneath the Gulf of Papua.
A WNW projection of the basin along the Muruwaie Syncline probably
connected with the Pliocene deposits of the Delta Embayment.

Positive

vertical movements took place within the basin in the Biaru High area
early in the Pliocene.

The axis of this movement possibly connected

with the Malalaua region where there are variations in thickness of
early Pliocene sediments; however, no unconformities have been recorded
at these levels in the latter area.
To summarise:

there were movements immediately prior to or

at the commencement of the Pliocene as evidenced by the unconformities
at the base of the Pliocene along the NE flank of the basin and in the
Oroi ·High area.

There were movements early in the Pliocene along the

coastal axis of instability and there were movements throughout the
Pliocene in the whole of the depositional area, as well as in the
I

bounding provenances.
It was concluded in the Quaternary section that there was
probably strong diastrophism during or immediately prior to the
Pleistocene.

Movements also occurred in the Recent, the axes of which

are·shown, for comparison with.the Pliocene diastrophic pattern, in
Figure 5.

The trends of both the Pliocene and the Recent movements

were parallel but not coincident.

There has been a seaward shift of

the Pliocene basin axis to a position now occupied by the Recent
alluvial basins of the Lakekamu Embayment.

This could mean that the

Pleistocene (or late Pliocene) movements took place on similar trends.·
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MIOCENE

4.- 7.

EPOCH

In central Papua and the adjoining part of New Guinea the
Miocene is represented by a great variety and thickness.of sediments;
these surround, onlap and, in places, cover the metamorphic arid igneous
rocks of the Eastern Cordillera.
beneath the Pliocene

se~uence

Miocene sediments extend north from

of the Lakekamu Embayment, through the

Albert Mts. and across the NW end of the cordillera to the RamuMarkham Depression.

Miocene rocks also make up the Finisterre Mts.,

the ranges to the NE of the Ramu-Markham Depression, and,the NE slopes
of the Bowutu Mts., part of the NE flank of the Eastern Cordillera.
In the region of detailed examination, the most complete
record of Miocene· sedimentation is .exposed at the SE end of the Albert
Mts. immediately NW of the Lakekamu Embayment, that is, in the TauriKapau Rivers area.

North of this area Miocene rocks ,,are
widespread' but
'

lack investigation (refer Encl.3); to the SW of the area, 9~a~ergary
and Pliocene sediments blanket all but a tantalisingly
Before proceeding with an age by age discussion of

f~w

out·crops.

the.Mio~ene

Epoch,-

some mention must be made of attempts by oil company geologists to subdivide the Miocene beds of the Tauri-Kapau Rivers area.
Determining the inter-relation of pre-Pliocene.rock units in
the

Tauri-Kapau area is complicated by their intricate structural con-

figuration, the presence of unconformities and rapid changes in facies.
Palaeontological studies by Glaessner and Stach (refer later) have
greatly helped to resolve the complexity.

Maximum use of this inform-

ation, coupled with an intensive study of aerial photographs, have
enabled the author to form a consistent stratigraphic (and structural)
synthesis.

Roak units of the area:

Two rock units can be distinguished

at the top of the Miocene succession, the outcrop patterns of which
generally conform with those of the overlying, east and NE-trending and
gently-dipping Pliocene rocks of the Rim Group.

Below these two units,

sediments are exposed in generally steep attitudes along north and
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NW-trending structural features.

The overall pattern gives an impression

of strong regional discordance or discontinuity between the two sets of
units (refer Encl.9).

Figure 6 shows the relationship between these rock

units from the SW to the NE.

The Upper Miocene Murua Mudstone (see later)

immediately underlies the Pliocene sequence and is predominantly an argillaceous unit which becomes increasingly conglomeratic towards the NE.

The

under.lying Maipora Formation (herein redefined - see later) consists of
limestenes, mudstones and local congl0merates, the latter lithology
increasing in prominence towards the NE.

There is some contreversy

concerning the base of this formation; in some localities it is unconformable, in others, apparently conformable on older rocks.

The writer

believes that the basal horizon can be followed on aerial photographs
and that it is generally an unconformity or a disconformity.
the level of regional discordance mentioned above.

This is

Rock units below this

level consist of limest0nes, marls and cenglomerates in the eastern part
of the area and massive develepments of sandstones, mudstones and local
conglomerates in the western part of the region.

The latter assemblage

and the fine-grained terrigenous parts of the Maipora (Iavokia) Formation
have been referred to in oil company reports as sediments of the Aure
facies; the name "Aui-e Group" was applied as the overall rock unit term.
The "Aure Group" thus covers Middle and Lower Miocene sediments of the
1

.,

above lithologies cr.opping out in the studied area as well as across wide
areas to the west and NW of it.

Because the Aure facies is extremely

difficult to define spatially and because the term "Aure Group" is of·
doubtful validity' (for redefinition refer Kugler, in prep.) the writer
has avoided using this rock unit name.

Three main rock unit terms have

herein been,informally defined in the Tauri-Kapau area as substitute
/

terminology (see later), but these refer to all pre-Maipora Formation
Miocene sediments and not only to

tho~e

of the "Aure facies".

They are

the rKarova and Muiai Sub-groups (Middle Miocene) and the Hells Gate
r'

Sub-group
(Lower Miocene).
,,
/
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Biostratigraphy:

Among the foraminifera found in the sediments

are those which have been used to apply the Van der Vlerk East Indies
letter classification of the Tertiary.

These larger foraminifera indi-

cate the presence of rocks representative of all, or at least portions ,
of, the Van der Vlerk time subdivisions equivalent to the Miocene epoch.
Larger foraminifera characteristic of Tertiary

1

e1,

1

f 1 _2 ' and 'f ' and
3
als0 some smaller types considered indicative of these ages, have been

found in the strata below the regional discontinuity.

Directly above

the discontinuity, three biostratigraphic subzones have been defined
mainly by use of smaller foraminifera.

The lowest subzone (OrbuZina

o1 )

is characterised by a sudden appearance of benthonic foraminifera in a
.fauna dominated·by pelagic OrbuZina.

The appearance of the benthonic

types is everywhere coincident with the discontinuity (base of the redefined Maipora Formation) and is therefore considered by the author to be
an approximate time boundary (OrbuUna

0/02 ).

A marked increase in

abundance of pelagic GZobigerina and a decrease in abundance of

OrbuZina, as well as a change in the benthonic fauna, occurs at the horizon marking the top of the Maipora Formati0n.
the Tertiary

1

f

This level is regarded as

/'g' boundary. The second subzone is separated from
3
the third, about the middle of the Murua Mudstone unit, by a change in
1

relative abundance of GZobigerina subarietaaea-infZata over GZobigerina

triZoba-buZZ'oid.es.' The top boundary of the third subzone is coincident
with the base of the Rim Group sediments and is regarded as the Tertiary
'g'/'h' b0undary.

Time-rook units can be established from the above palaeontological information (see Fig.6).

The three 'time parallel' biostrati-

graphic subzones coincide with the Maipora Formation and the lower and
upper parts of the Murua Mudstone.

However, the Murua Mudstone cannot

be divided lithologically into two formations in this area, therefore,
only one· sub-stage and one stage c1µ1 be defined.
f

(sub stage) and the Muruan (stage).

They are the Maiporan
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In this area, definition of

1
1
f _ 1 and 'e' stages is
,
1 2
3
impossible with presently available information; only approximate

boundaries can be drawn.

1

f

Substantial time gaps occur within the

succession but cannot be evaluated with any accuracy.

For this reason,

use of the Papuan time-rock terminology of Ivorian, Taurian and
Kereruan (corresponding to the

1
1
f _ 1 and 'e' stages respectively ,
1 2
3
refer Australasian Petroleum Co., 1961) has been avoided. Apart from
1

f

the Maiporan and the Muruan, only time unit and rock unit terms have
been used.
In·the following sections the Miocene Epoch has been subdivided
into Upper Miocene, Middle Miocene, late Lower Miocene and early Lower
Miocene.
I f
I
I f
3 '

These ages correspond approximately with the Tertiary 'g',
I
and I e I •
1-2

4.

UPPER MIOCENE
In the Lak.ekamu Embayment area Upper Miocene marine and

terrestrial sediments, up to 2,000 metres thick, are present in most
places beneath the Pliocene _sequence,

No Upper Miocene sediments appear

to exist directly opposite the Lak.ekamu Embayment on the NE flank of the
Eastern

C~rdillera.

Here, Pliocene sediments have been found resting

disconformably on Lower Miocene limestones and basic lavas.

In the

Markham River area the "Mena Series", which is partly Upper Miocene in
age (Glaessner, 1942), crops out along the SW flanks of the Saruwaged
Range (the SE part of the Finisterre Mts.) and dips SW beneath' the RamuMarkham Depression.
marine beds.

The "series" consists of a variety of shallow-water

Sediments of the same age have not

side of the depression.

~een

found on the SW
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4.1

STRATIGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

Moresby Sector (refer Enclosure 4 and Figure 7)
Terrestrial conglomerates and sandstones crop out along the
Laloki River at the base of the Sogeri Plateau (Fig.7, 1) and·25 km
further west near Fairfax Harbour.(Fig.7, 2) wher~ they overlie Eocene
cherts.

Glaessner (1952) correlated these sediments on lithology and

named them the

Siro Beds.

They contain no definitive fossils but the

writer has tentatively placed them-in the Upper Miocene because they
occur beneath probable Pliocene volcanics on the Sogeri Plateau and
because they are devoid of unweathered volcanic detritus which is a
characteristic component of the Lower and Middle Miocene sediments of
the Lakekamu Embayment region.
The poorly-sorted sediments along the Laloki River consist
of mainly coarse to medium-grained detritus which is made up of
chert, quartz and weathered basic igneous rock fragments.

schist.~

The beds are

of unknown thickness and lie with slight unconf0rmity under the gentlydipping Astrolabe Agglomerates and Tuffs.

They rest with strong uncon-

formity on Lower Tertiary and pre-Tertiar;r sediments and metamorphics.
The outlier of lithologically similar rocks near Fairfax
Harbour is contained within a syncline made up of-Eocene cherts.

The

contact between the folded Siro Beds and the older cherts has not been
closely observed but is probably an unconformity.

Oroi Sector (refer Enclosure 5 and Figure 7)
Sediments containing an Upper Miocene

GZobigeT'in~

zone fauna

have been found in only one locality in the Oroi sector •. Mathews and
Sturmfels (1957) described a 200 to 300 metre thickness of marine calcareous siltstones, clays and minor thin-bedded sandstones in the
vicinity of the Vanuamai and Baka.ma Anticlines, near Tubu (Fig.7, 3).
The upper and lower boundaries of these sediments, the
(informal term), are reported to be faulted.

Tubu Siltstone

As mentioned in the

36

Pliocene section, part of the Kanosia Beds to the NE of Galley Reach
Basin may be Upper Miocene in age.

Biaru Sector (refer Enclosure 6 and Figure 7)
Arenaceous terrestrial sediments believed to be Upper
Miocene in age occur below the Pliocene Mt. Davidson Volcanics in the
foothills region of the Biaru sector.

Upper Miocene argillaceous

marine sediments crop out below the Pliocene Apinaipi Group rocks
along the coastal Biaru High.
Fluviatile sandstones, siltstones and minor conglomerates
composed of metamorphic and weathered basic igneous rock fragments are
reported by Pratt and Whittle (1938) to lie with probable unconformity
under the Mt. Davidson Volcanics in the Akaifu and Angabunga Rivers
(Fig.7, 4 & 5).

In the former locality they are 460 metres thick and

in the latter locality between 170 and 240 metres thick.
with the underlying volcanics is possibly an unconformity.

The contact
These

sediments, which are herein termed the Yaifa Formation (a~er informal
nomenclature of Sturmfels, 1957), can be photogeologically correlated
with beds of Upper Miocene age about 20 km to the NNW on the Kurai
Anticline (Millward, 1941).
Calcareous argillaceous sediments containing a GZobigerina
zone fauna crop out in the cores of the Popo, Inawafunga and Oiapu
Anticlines on the Biaru High.

The sediments are known informally as

the Miaru Formation (Millward, 1941).
On the Popo Anticline, (Fig.7, 6) Millward (ibid.) described
a 60 metre thickness of mudstones under a thickness of 210 metres of
inter-bedded argillaceous limestones, mudstones, and sandy calcareous
siltstones.
Group.

These sediments lie unconformably under the Apinaipi

An estimated 180 metre thickness of similar sediments was

penetrated by Popo No.3, the deepest of five bores drilled on the anticline by the Anglo-Persian Oil Co. between the years 1922 and 1929.
Thus. a minimum thickness of 450 metres of Upper Miocene sediments occur
in the core of the fold.
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On the Oiapu Anticline (Fig.7, 7) the thickness of surface
exposure of Upper Miocene beds has been estimated at 240 metres; the
outcrops consist of mudstones, some calcareous siltstones and thin
limestone layers, as well as interbedded or intrusive basic igneous
rocks.

Between the years 1938 and 1941; seven b0res were sunk on the

anticline by The Papuan Apinaipi Petroleum Co.

The deepest of these,

Oiapu No.l, penetrated 455 metres (c0rrected) 0f mudst0nes, 65 metres
(corrected) of

11

pyroclastics" interbedded with muds tones, and bottomed

in 67 metres of basic igneous rocks.

Depending on whether these basic

igneous rocks are extrusive or intrusive, they may either be contemporaneous Upper Miocene lavas 0r younger intrusives.

There is,

therefore, a minimum thickness of 760 metres of Upper Miocene sediments
below a probable unconf0rmity at the base of the Apinaipi Group.
In the core of the Inawafunga Anticline (Fig.7, 8), there is
a thickness of at least 180 metres 0f mudstones, siltstones and
calcareous beds belonging t0 the Miaru Formati0n.

This thickness

includes the section revealed by two shallow scout bores drilled on
the fold by The Papuan Apinaipi Petroleum Co. in 1938.

Lakekamu Sector (refer Enclosures 7 & 9 and Figure 7)
Upper Miocene sediments are exposed in three main areas in
the Lakekamu sector.

The outcrops are 0n the Kurai Anticline, along

a belt below the cuesta of Pliocene Rim Group sediments and on the
Cupola 'structure'.
Cha~ner

(1940) divided the Mi0cene marine sediments and

v0lcanics in the core 0f the Kurai Anticline (Fig.7, 9)
formations.

marine sandstones and silty clays.
o~

four

The top formation c0ntains a Globigerina zone fauna and

lies unconformably below Pliocene sediments.
up

in~o

It consists of massive

The underlying formation'is made

non-marine sandstones and c0nglomerates which interdigitate with,

and replace, the sediments of the top formation to the south along the
western limb of the anticline.

These non-marine beds are therefore
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included in the Upper Miocene, giving a total'thickness of 645 metres
for the sediments of thi? age.
composed

m~inly

The sandstones and conglomerates are

of weathered basic volcanic and subordinate meta-

morphic detritus.

The Upper Miocene strata of the Kurai Anticline rest

with apparent conformity on Middle Miocene sediments.
\

As mentioned in the introduction to the Miocene section the
belt of sediments below the Pliocene cuesta of Rim Ridge forms a unit
which has been .termed,the

Murua Mudstone.

It was named informally in

1930 by Anglo-Persian Oil Co. geologists in a poorly exposed area along
the Murua River at the far western end of Rim Ridge (Fig.7, 10),

The

unit is a predominantly argillaceous marine series along much of the
belt behind Rim Ridge but to

NE, in the Fish Creek-Tiveri River

~~e

area (Fig.7, 16 ~ 17), it changes facies to a conglomeratic non-marine
series.

Its boundaries coincide with the palaeontological limits of

the GZobigerina zone in the area.

The Murua Mudstone is therefore an

Upper Miocene time-rock unit and can be termed the

Muruan.

It has

been defined in five separate localities between the Murua River and
Fish Creek.

Incomplete sections, which can be photogeologically

correlated with the defined sections, have been described at a number
of other localities.
The five areas in which Stach (in Osborne, 1940) has
palaeontologically defined the Muruan are, from SW to NE, Eel Creek
(Fig.7, 11), the Karova Creek area (Fig.7, 12), Barren Creek
(Fig.7, 13), the Maipora Creek area (Fig.7, 14) and the Yamuti Creek
area (Fig.7, 15).

The approximate thickness of the unit at each

locality is 1,675 metres, 1,585 metres, 1,830 metres, 1,920 metres nad
1,675 metres respectively.
stone occur at the base of

Interbeds of conglomerate and thin limemos~

of the sections and at slightly

different biostratigraphic levels about the middle of the unit.
latter members are presumably lenticular or diachronous.
beds are more numerous in the Yamuti Creek section.

The

Conglomeratic

The coarse-grained

components of the conglomerates consist of basic igneous rock, coral

40

limestone and minor metamorphic rock fragments.

In this area the upper

and lower boundaries of the Muruan are conformities.
From Yamuti Creek the unit can be photogeological1y traced to
the NE through the Fish Creek and Tiveri River areas where it wedgesout between pre-Tertiary metamorphics and the overlying Pliocene
conglomerates.

Although there have been reports of considerable thick-

nesses of Upper Miocene conglomerates in the

region~

no accurate

estimates of thickness can be quoted since the lower boundary is illdefined.

In Fish Creek, Pratt (in Chawner, 1940) found· the unit to

consist predominantly

of

non-marine sandstones and 'conglomerates

containing five or six thin marine incursions of fossiliferous silts
and clays.

The Tiveri River section is much thinner than that in Fish

Creek and consists mainly of coarse-grained conglomerates made up of
metamorphic and weathered basic igneous rock detritus.
Upper Miocene sediments are exposed on the SW limb of the
Muruwaie Syncline on the Cupola 'structure' (Fig.7, 18).
of silty mudstones approximately 1,652 metres thick.

They consist

Lenticular

coralline limestone beds 90 metres thick occur about the middle of the
section.

The upper and lower boundaries of this Muruan equival.ent are

conformities and can only.be palaeontologically defined (Stanley, 1951), ,.

.

4.2

STRATIGRAPHIC

SYNTHESIS

The top of the· Upper Miocene sequence of the Lakekamu Embayment
region can be palaeontologically defined where the upper parts are in a
marine facies.

The horizon is a conformity or a slight unconformity and

is usually marked.by a lithological change.

Where the sediments are

terrestrial the top horizon, which appears to be a slight unconformity,
can be traced photogeologically.

The base of the sequence can be both lithologically and palaeontologically defined where the sediments can be directly correlated with the
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Murua Mudstone, that is, in the Rim Ridge area.
belt the oase is assumed to be at

a

Along the

foothil~s

level of "Unconformity and marked

lithological change.

The thickness ef the sequence· ranges from 460 to almost
2,000 metres in the areas where complete sections have been measured.

These areas are at the NW end of the Lakekamu Embayment region.

Towards

the SE end of the embayment the sediments· are either concealed or extensively eroded.

Var>iation- of ZithoZogies within the Upper Miocene sequeµce of
the Lakekamu Embayment is shown 'in Figure 7. The NE half of the series
consists 0f non-marine c0nglomi;i).rates and sandstones which sh0w a

...

decrease in grainsize to the SW and SE away from the Olipai and Tiveri
',1.1t1' ~ '1

r

)

Rivers area.

'

I,

The SW half is made up of marine mudstones and minor

sandstones, congl0merates,'biohermal and argillace0us limestones.

There

is an overall decrease in grainsize of these Upper Miocene sediments
from the NE towards the SW.

The var>iation in composition of the Upper Mi0cene sediments
can be

~eas0nably

well defined at the NW end of the series.· The meta-

morphic detritus in the coarse-grained sediments decreases in abundance
towards the SW and SE.

However, the component of weathered basic

volcanic rock fragments ·increases in abundance, relative to the metamorphic component, towards the SW and SE.

If the basic volcanic rocks

on the Oiapu Anticline are interbedded with the Miaru Formation they
are probably related to a local Upper Miocene centre 0f volcanism.
terrestrial beds of the

Mo~esby

The

sector are similar to those further NW

but contain an additional component of chert detritus.

The enviY'onment of deposition

of the Upper Miocene conglom-

eratic facies was fluviatile and possibly partly lacustrine.

Th1

presence of an abundant pelagic foraminifera fauna in the argillace0us
facies suggests that· a moderately deep-water neritic envir~n~~nt existed
in the area along the SW half of the series during the UpP,er N:L0cene.
'

,

l'/

The appr0ximate position ef the Upper Miocene strand line is shown in
Figure 7,

~
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4.3

SEDIMENTATION AND DIASTROPHISM

Upper Miocene provenances can be postulated to the north, NE
and east of the series from an examination of its textural and compositional characteristics.
The decrease in grainsize and abundance of the metamorphic
detritus from NE to SW, and to a less extent from NW to SE, indicates
a major source of this material to the NE of the series, and minor
sources to the east of it fUrther SE.

As noted previously metamorphics

are exposed on many of the ranges of the Eastern Cordillera.
Reworked volcanic material also decreases in grainsize and
abundance towards the SW.

The source ef this detritus could have been

the Middle and Lower Miocene basic and intermediate volcanics which
crop out to the NE and east of the series.
The local increase in abundance of reworked basic igneous
material in the Karova and Maipora

Cr~eks

exposures of the Murua

Mudstone, indicates a reasonably local source for this detritus.

The

source could have been to the north where pre-Muruan Miocene conglomerates contain reworked volcanic material.
A proximal source for the elastic chert observed in the
terrestrial beds of the Port Moresby area is indicated by the local
abundance and coarse-grained nature of the material.

The sub-stratum

of the Siro Beds is partly made up of Eocene chert.
The

l~mits

of-the original area of Upper Miocene deposition

are outlined in Figure 8.

Around the eroded edges of the series the

1

tentative isopach contours have been extrapolated beyond the present
outcrop limits towards the postulated source areas.

Although there is

little known of the original pattern of sedimentation in the SE part
of the Lakekamu Emba;yment, where Upper Miocene sediments are either
mostly concealed or have been eroded, the overall shape of the depositional area appears to have been similar to that of the Pliocene.

The degree of stability of the depositional area can be
guaged only in the area at the NW end of the series.

Here, thick-

nesses of up to 2,000 metres of uniformly fine-grained deep-water
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sediments were deposited during the Upper Miocene.

Subsidence of the

depositional interface must have accompanied this comparatively rapid
sedimentation.

There was instability within the depositional area in

the Oroi sector, and possibly in the M0resby sector, towards the end
of the Upper Miocene or early in the Pliocene.

At Tubu, Upper Mi0cene

fine-grained deep-water sediments form an isolated outlier beneath
c0arse-grained shallow-water Pliocene sediments.
There was probable uplift of the NE souPce aPeas relative
to the depositional area during this time because there is no upward
decrease in grainsize within the conglomeratic succession in the Fish
Creek and Olipai River region,

4.4

FATTERN OF UPPER MIOCENE DIASTROPHISM
A probable pattern of Upper Miocene diastrophism in the

Lakekamu Embayment region is depicted in Figure 8.

The Upper Miocene

sequence in this area represents the NE half of a possibly elongate,
basin-shaped sedimentary body, the SW portion of which is concealed
beneath the Gulf of Papua.

Erosion took place to the NE of the basin

along an area n0w occupied by the Eastern Cordillera.
intense at the NW end of this belt.
Albert Mts. region as well.

It was most

There was probable erosion in the

This is suggested by the curvature 0f the

1,500 and 2,000 metre isopachytes around the southern end 0f the region,

besides the local increase in abundance of reworked volcanic material
in the sediments of the Muruwaie Syncline area.

The area in which the

products of the er0sion accumulated was elongate in a NW direction.
There were, however, thick sediments deposited along a locally important axis, oblique to this trend, in the Rim Ridge area.

The whole

basin, particularly in the latter area, was probably subsiding during
the Upper

Mio(en~.

To summarise:

there were overall differential earth move-

ments between source and depositional areas during the Upper Miocene.

There were movements aleng the NE flank of the basin Sust before or
early in the Upper Miocene.

Movements also took place tewards the end

of the Upper Miocene or early in the Pliocene along the NE flank and
across the whole SE end of the basin.
Cemparison of the Upper Miocene· diastrophic pattern with
that of the Pliocene shows that the activity of an early Pliocene semistable high trending from the Albert Mts·. SSE to the Port Moresby area,
produced a corresponding low along the area previously accupied by the
NE flank of the Upper Miocene basin, thus spreading the Pliocene
depositional area towards the NE.

MIDDLE MIOCENE

5.

Middle Miocene sediments cover large areas along most of the
SW flank of the Eastern Cerdillera.

They are, however, mainly concealed

beneath Upper Miocene and Pliocene sediments in the Lakekamu Embayment
region and apparently absent in the Moresby sector.

-

To the NE of the "
/•,

cordillera Middle Miocene beds make up part of the "Mena Series" which
is exposed along the ranges to the NE of the Ramu-Markham Depression.
They may also occur along the Lower Watut River to the SW of the
depression,

There are no recorded instances of Middle Miocene sediments

on the part of the NE flank of the cordillera directly opposite the
Lakekamu Embayment.

STRATIGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

5,1

Oroi Sector (refer Enclosure 5 and Figure 9)
Middle Miecene sediments have not been found east of the Galley
Reach Basin.

However, there may be beds of this age, perhaps volcanics,
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concealed beneath the Pliocene Kanosia Beds, but none were encountered
in Rorona Corehole No.l where Kanosia Beds are thought to rest unconformably on pre-Miocene rocks.

In this sector, recorded instances of

Middle Miocene sediments are restricted to the Oroi High.
Along the Delena and Oroi .Anticlines (Fig.9, 1) a lithologically variable sequence of Middle Miocene shallow-water sediments has
been named the Lavao formation by Millward and Stach (1941) and
This informal term is herein written Lavao

followed by Allen (1958).

Formation 8."!1d used by the writer in reference to all Middle Miocene
sediments on the Proi High.

Two detailed sections have been measured

on the Delena .Anticline and one on the Oroi Anticline.

On Yule Island,

the Lavao Formation consists of a 550 metre thickness of detrital limestones overlying marls, which give way to calcareous sandstones to the
south, and which in turn overlie calcareous sandstones in the north
and detrital limestones in the south.

On the mainland, at Delena, the

formation is 510 metres thick and, from top to bottom, consists of
calcareous mudstones, biohermal limestones, conglomeratic sandstones
and detrital limestones.

Along the western limb of the Oroi .Anticline

similar sediments are 435 metres thick but the basal detrital limestone
is apparently missing.

The coarse-grained material which makes up the

above sediments is composed of reworked volcanic rock (both fresh and
weathered), metamorphics, limestone, chert, mudstone and quartz.

It

can be seen from these descriptions that both thickness and facies
changes are common within the sequence.

The contact with the under-

lying Lower Miocene strata is an apparent conformity.
The Middle Miocene Bokama limestone (Belford, 1957), which
is about 65 metres thick, outlines the shapes of the Vanuamai and
Bokama .Anticlines (Fig.9, 2) some 15 km east of the Oroi .Anticline.
The limestone is mainly biohermal but it incorporates some elastic
beds and cherty layers.

The overlying and underlying sandstones, or"

"greywackes" (Mathews and Sturmfels, 1957), are heavily conglomeratic
in parts.

The overlying formation, probably more than 170 metres thick,
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is at least partly Middle Miocene in age and is faulted against Upper
Miocene siltstones.

The underlying formation, the base of which is

not exposed, is 2l5 metres thick.

The lower beds may be Lower Miocene

in age but the formation is here included, for convenience, in the
Middle Miocene; the whole sequence has a minimum total thickness of
450 metres.

The conglomerates contain boulders of volcanic rock,

cherty material and limestone (Power and Morgan, 1957; Taverne, 1939).
Some of the latter detritus is possibly reworked Eocene; if so, it
would explain Crespin's (1938) identification of limestone samples
from this area as being Eocene.

A similar Middle Miocene sequence

crops out along the Diumana Anticline about 8 km further west.
In the eastern part of the Oroi High, about 150 metres
(corrected) of grey siltstones were found unconformably below Pliocene
sediments in the Kaufana No.l well (Fig.9, 3).

These beds, which in

turn unconformably overlie Lower Miocene sediments, have been lithologically and palaeontologically correlated with the upper part of
the Lavao Formation on the Oroi Anticline (Belford, 1958; Power, 1958).

Biaru Sector (refer Enclosure 6 and Figure 9)
The oldest sediments exposed on the Biaru High are Upper
Miocene in age but along the foothills belt to the east, parts of the
thick

~xposures

of volcanic rocks could be Middle Miocene in age.

In the Angabunga River (Fig.9,

4) Pratt and Whittle (1938)

measured a 1,200 metre thickness of andesitic lavas and agglomerates,
unconformably below the Upper Miocene Yaifa Formation, which they
informally named the Talama Volcanics.

During a traverse through this

region in 1963 the author found that the lavas ef the formation dip
between 25° and 4o

0

towards the WSW and SW over quite a large area.

These volcanics unconformably overlie more steeply-dipping, hornfelsed
basic lavas.- Pratt and Whittle (1938) found a similar set ef lithologies in the volcanics of the Akaifu River-Mt. Yule area (Fig.9, 5).
These reeks, which can be related both in thickness and lithology to
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the Talama Volcanics, crop out below the Pliocene volca.nics on Mt. Yule
and possibly under part of the Upper Miocene Yaifa Formation but Pratt
and Whittle.did not find the formation in the Akaifu River.

The latter

volcanics appear to rest unconformably on hornfelsed basic lavas.
Rocks similar to the Talama Volcanics are closely associated
with thinly devel0ped Middle Miocene marine and terrestrial beds, about
20 km NW of the Akaifu River, under the Upper Miocene of the Kurai Anticline (see Lakekamu sector).

For this reason the Talama Volcanics are

tentatively placed in the Middle Miocene.

Lakekamu Sector (refer Enclosure 7 and Figure 9)
In this sector Middle Miocene sediments change facies from
shallow-water types, which include volcanics in some places, in the
region east of the Saw Mts., to deep-water sediments to the west of the
Saw Mts. (see Fig.6).

An exception to this is the upper-most Middle

Miocene unit, the Maipora Formation, which is made up of shallow-water
sediments across the whole area.

In the Pegion fPom the SaMJ Mts. east to the Kurai Anticline,
Middle Miocene secti0ns have been measured at eight localities.

Un-

fortunately some of these sections are either incomplete or have not
been closely sampled,

In some areas this has resulted in doubt as to

where the base of the Middle Miocene is located.
Possibly conformably below the Upper Miocene of the Kurai
Anticline, Chawner (1940) measured a thickness of 225 metres of marine
and non-marine sediments resting conformably on basic and intermediate
volca.nics of unknown thickness (Fig.9, 6).

The shallow-water marine

sediments, which contain a Midfile Miocene fauna, are replaced by
terrestrial beds towards the SE.

The whole sequence is tentatively

placed in the Middle Miocene.
On the SW flank of the Doorway Anticline (Fig.9, 7) there is
estimated to be a 700 metre thickness of Middle Miocene sa.ndst0nes and
conglomerates (from Stanley, 1941).

These sediments lie conformably
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below Upper Miocene beds and possibly disconformably above
Miocene limestenes.

lat~

Lower

A possible disconformity about 300 metres belew

the top of this sequence can be photogeologically correlated with a
herizon coincident with the Orbulina Ol/o

subzene boundary (refer
2
Miecene intreductien) l2 km te the SW in Poison Creek (Fig.lO, celumn 8).
Osborne (l940) measured a thickness of 183 metres of siltstones and
calcareeus mudstones en the nose of the Yamuti Anticline (Fig.9, 8).
These sediments were found to contain a Middle Miocene and an

Orbulina o subzene fauna.

They are apparently conform~ble below
1
conglemeratic beds at the base of the Muruan (Fig.10, column 7). In

this locality a base cannot be defined either to the Orbulina o sub1
&
zone or to the Middle Miocene.
In the Kapau River-Poison Creek area (Fig.9, 9) Pratt and
Mackinnon (1938) examined a sequenc.e of Middle Miocene marls, flaggy
limestones and calcareous mudstones which lies conformably under the
Muruan of Yamuti Creek.

Stach {in Osberne, 1940) drew the Orbulina

o /o boundary in this succession at a level estimated by the writer to
1 2
be 490 metres below the base ef the Muruan and coincident with a
probable unconformity.

The sediments below this horizon, the Poison

Creek marls, are at least 305 metres thick.
but

~an

They have no defined base

be photogeologically traced for 3 km northward te the Kapau

River, where late Lowe~ Miocene sediments (samples X in column

6,

Fig.10) occur below the unit and also below a distinct structural discontinuity.

Since Pratt and Mackinnen did not report faulting in the

area, the above circumstances strengiy suggest the presence of an
unconformity at the base of the Poison Creek marls. ~
Similar rock unit relationships exist at the northern end of
the Saw Mts. along the Tauri River (Fig.9, 11) where a thickness of
200 metres ef Middle Miocene, Orbulina

o1

subzone marls rests on Middle

Miocene flaggy limestones (sample 19 in column 4, Fig.10) with apparent
unconformity.

A structural discontinuity between the latter sediments

and the late Lower Miocene mudstones in the Tauri River could·either be an
unconformity or a fault.
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A thickness of 153 metres of Middle Miocene marls and thinlybedded limestones lies conformably under the Muruan and probably disconformably on the biohermal limestones of the Saw Mts.

A basal

conglomerate contains boulders possibly derived from the underlying
limestone.

This is the most probable interpretation of the information

gained by Osborne (1940) in twice traversing these mountains (Fig.9,
12 & 13).

Stach (in Osborne, 1940) placed the

at the level of disconformity.

o1 /o 2

subzon~

boundary

The unit rests on the 366 metres thick

Saw Mts. limestone, which in turn, lies with possible conformity on
153 metres of mudstones and sandstones.

The latter beds appear to rest

with strong unconformity on Eocene chert in some places and Lower
Miocene mudstones in other places.

The age of the Saw Mts. limestone

and the underlying unit poses a problem.

Beds at the top of this

limestone body contain a Middle Miocene fauna which includes

Lepiclocyclina (Trybliolepidina) rutteni (samples T334 and T348 in
columns 2 and 3, Fig.10).

Definitive foraminifera have not been

recovered from lower levels;_ an exception is sample T339 (Fig.10,
column 2) in which Stach (ibid.) found the following late Lower Miocene
forms, Lepidocyclina (Nephrolepidina) verbeeki, L. (N.) sumatrensis and
var. umbilicata, L. (N,) cf, angulosa and Cycloclypeus sp.

However, in

the mudstone unit below the Saw Mts. limestone, sample T359A (Fig.10,
column 3) contains Globo~otalia menardii which could be a subspecies
restricted to Middle Miocene and younger rocks.

Furthermore, the

Middle Miocene foraminifera Marginopora vertebralis has been reported
by the Australasian Petroleum Co. (1961) to occur in the Saw Mts.
limestone, but unfortunately the writer cannot discover from what
horizon the fossil was recovered.

Definition of the base of the Middle

Miocene in this area is, therefore, difficult; there appear to be at
least three alternative solutions.

Firstly, there could be a grada-

tional change from the Lower to Middle Miocene in the upper half of
the limestone body between samples T339 and T334 (Fig.10, column 2).
Secondly, the base of the Middle Miocene may be at the bottom of the
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limestone unit and thirdly, the base may be coincident with the level of
the probable unconformity at the bottom of the mudstone unit underlying
the Saw Mts. limestone.

The first two solutions require G. menardii to

be of an unrestricted type, and solutions two and three require a derived
origin for the late Lower Miocene foraminifera in sample T339.

The

author herein tentatively places the base of the Middle Miocene at the
level coincident with the unconformity (third solution).
The base of the Middle Miocene marl unit lying conformably
under the Upper Miocene sediments in the region· east and NE of the Saw
Mts., appears te be a disconformity or an unconformity and is everywhere
coincident with the OrbuZina

o1 /o 2

subzone boundary.

The writer there-

fore considers the marls to be -a time-rock unit and is herein informally
named the Maipora Formation (see also Murua River area).

The sediments

between the Maiporan and the (above) defined bases to the Middle Miocene
are correlated with the Muiai Sub-group (see Kapau sector).

In the area west· of the

SO);)

Mts. towards the

Muru~

River, a

very thick, mostly massive-bedded series of deep-water marine sediments
occur unconformably below a unit ef shallow-water sediments.

These beds

are probably mainly Middle Miocene in age.
'Along the Murua River, from the base of the Upper Miocene
Murua Mudstone (horizon determined photogeolegically by Kugler, in prep. )
to the axis of the Murua Anticline, Pratt and Mackinnon (1938) measured
a thickness of 4,250 metres of predominantly arenaceous sediments
(Fig.9, 14).

At the top of this succession, a 430 metre thick unit of

sandstone and siltstone can be photogeologically correlated with conglomeratic marls to the SE in Kareva and Eel Creeks which contain a Middle
Miocene and an OrbuZina

o1

subzone fauna.

Judging from phetogeological

evidence, an unconformity probably exists at the base of the unit in the
Murua River.

Two lithologically distinct rock units are present in the

middle of the.Murua River succession.

They are sandstones and siltstenes

about 430 metres thick which overlie massive-bedded sandstones about
1,010 metres thick.

The latter sediments are made up predominantly of
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unweathered basic and intermedi.ate volcanic detritus.

The two units can

be correlated lithologically with the Ibai Creek beds and the Yuaini
Creek beds of the Tauri Expedition succession.

These units have been

renamed respectively the Ibai Creek Sandstone and the Yuaini Tuffaceous
Sandstone (refer following section -'Kapau ~ector).

Between the top

unit of the'' succession and the Ibai Creek Sandstone there are mainly
conglomeratic sandstones which are about 1,310 metres thick.

Kugler

(in prep.) has informally named these sediments the Morai River

Formation.

Beneath the Yuaini Tuffaceous Sandstone, in the core of the
.., r
Murua Anticline, are mudstones and interbedded sandstones at least 1,070
metres thick which Stanley (1941) informally-named the Rumua beds
(Fi'g.11, column 1).

The base of the Middle Miocene succession has· been

tentatively-placed at the bottom of the Yuaini Tuffaceous Sandstone. ·
The author believes that this formation can be photogeologically traced
as a unit from the Murua River towards the NW, along the Kevoro and
Lohiki Synclines, to Piyai'ia Creek.

In Piyai'ia Creek (Fig.9, 19),

Glaessner (in Stanley, 1941) correlated the sediments in the troughs of
these synclines with basal Middle Miocene beds further west (Calcareous
sandstone subdivision), because they contain "Lepidocyclina grits"
(samples KS219 and KS208).

Kugler (in prep.) found two probable Middle

Miocene foraminifera in the Yuaini Tuffaceous Sandstone during a traverse
up the Murua River in 1963.

They are Globorotalia menardii menardii. and

Spho.eroidine'l la seminulina cf. subdehiscens.

The sequence from the base

of the unit below the Murua Mudstone to the base of the Yuaini Tuffaceous
Sandstone (2,750 metres in thickness) is herein called the Karova Sub-

group and is considered Middle Miocene in age.
Between the base of the Muruan in Eel Creek and the axis of the
Murua Anticline to the NE (Fig.9, 15), Osborne (1940) and Pitt (in prep.)
have measured a combined 3,425 metre thickness of very coarse to finegrained sediments which can be correlated photogeologically and partly
lithologically with the Karova Sub-group and the unit overlying it.
top 430 metre thickness of conglomeratic marls can be correlated

The

·. :·}.:;·

,"
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photogeologically with the latter formation and the two bott0m units can
be photogeologically and lithologically correlated with the· Yuaini
Tuffaceous Sandstone and the Ibai Creek Sandstone.

The sediments between

the above two sets of units consist of an upper 1,400 metre thickness of
~oarse-grained

boulder conglomerates (the Eel Creek c0ngl0merate), made

up mainly of basic volcanic debris, and a 10wer 790 metre thickness of
conglomeratic sandstones.

At least part of the Eel Creek c0nglomerate

occupies a stratigraphic position which indicates probable equivalence
with the upper part of the Morai River Formation in the Murua River.
The most satisfactory explanation of the lithological 'differences is a
change in facies (Fig.11, colwnns 1 & 2).

This facies·chan~e may also

occur between Eel Creek and Karova Creek (Fig. 9, 16 )·.

In the latter area

calcareous mudstones and sandstones crop out at equiyiµ:ent

'stratigr~phic

levels to the Eel Creek c0nglomerate (Fig.11, colwnns 2 & 3 an~·_Encl.9).
At the SE end of the Karova Syncline, in

th~ -~~rren

Creek area

(Fig.9, 17), Osborne (1))40) measured a thickness of about.·~,040 metres of
marls, thin biostromal limestones and calcareous
Muruan.

Stach (in Osborne, 1940) placed the

mudsto~e be~ow

o1 /o 2

the

subz'?·n.e ·"boundary at a

level (430 metres below the base of the Muruan) along which the author,
'
., .
in 1963, disc0vered an unc0nformity,
~

Pratt and Mackinnon (1938) measured a 3,125 metres thick
section of Kar0va Sub-group· sediments along the upper reaches of Karova
Creek where it passes across the NE flank of the Murua Anticline (Fig.9,
18).

The two bottom lithological. units, in the core of.the anticline,

can be correlated with the Yuaini Tuffaceous Sandstone and the Ibai
Creek Sandstone.

The overlying 1,565 metre thickness 0f-sandstones and

fine-grained conglomerates can be correlated on lith0logy a.!l;d stratigraphic p0sition with the Merai River Formation.

No lithologies of the

Eel Creek conglomerate type were found in this section.

The top 320
•i

metres of calcareous mudstones can be equated photogeol0gically and
l~ thologically

to similar. sediments below the

o1 /o2 subzon.e b.oundary in

the Barren and Karova Creeks sections (Fig.11, colwnn 5). · .
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There is an approximate 1,800 metre thickness of coarse to
fine-grained sediments under the Muruan of the Cupola (Fig.9, 20).
this section, the top 430 metres contains an OrbuZina

o1

Of

subzone fauna

but the palaeontology of the lower part is not well defined; it may also
be Middle Miocene in age or it may be older.
The unconformities noted by the writer, both in the field and
photogeologically, at the base of the shallow-water sedimentary unit
between the Karova Sub-group and the Muruan are coincident with the

OrbuZina o ;o 2 subzone boundary in Karova and Barren Creeks and also
1
fUrther east, near the Saw Mts., in Maipora Creek.

The unit can there-

fore be correlated with the earlier mentioned Maipora Formation.

In

the area covered by the above descriptions, the tentative base of the
Middle Miocene occurs only in the Murua River, therefore the sediments
in the other described sections belong to the Karova Sub-group and are
herein considered to be Middle Miocene in age.

The two bottom units of

the sub-group appear to be uniform, both in thickness and lithology,
throughout the area but

the,Mo~ai
',...,

"-~o<<•I

River Formation does not follow suit.

Variations in thickness of the latter unit are thought to be partly due
to the unconformity at the base of the Maiporan and changes in lithology
are probably due to facies variations.

Reports of sedimentary structures

in the sub-group are rare, particularly in the two lower formations.
However, Kugler (pers. comm.) and the writer noted some instances of
graded-bedding and rather extensive developments of mud pellet conglomerates in the Morai River Formation.

Kapau Sector (refer Enclosures 8 & ~ and Figure 9)
Middle Miocene sediments appear to be confined to the more
southerly parts of the Kapau sector.

They have been examined by the Tauri

Expedition (Stanley, 1941) in the Kapau River area.

For convenience of

presentation the part of the expedition's traverse which extended SW into
the Lakekamu sector is discussed in this section.

As in the Lakekamu

sector, Middle Miocene sediments range from shallow-water types east of

the Tauri River to deep-water types west of the Tauri River.

The un-

altered sediments capping the metamorphics in the Chapman Range area
of the Eastern Cordillera are tentatively included in the Middle Miocene.

In the aioea east of the Tauri River, sediments of probable
Middle Miocene age have been examined in three main regions, on the
Chapman Range, in the Kapau River area, and nearby in Be Creek.
The pre-Maiporan Middle Miocene sediments between Poison Creek
and the Doorway Anticline in the Lakekamu sector, can be traced as a
group northward, photogeologically, along the trough of the Muiai
Syncline into the Kapau sector.

In this area, the sediments have been

sectioned by the Tauri Expedition from the late Lower Miocene Kapau
Limestone (see section 6.1) in the Kapau River (Fig.9, 21), SE to the
Doorway Anticline (Fig.9, 7).
logical units can be

These beds, in which four distinct litho-

reco~ised,

rest with probable unconformity on the

Kapau Limestone and its equivalent, the Doorway limestone.

The ·four

rock units range from conglomerates, in the trough of the .Muiai Syncline,
down through marls (580 metres thick), tuffaceous conglomerates (366
metres thick) to limestones and interbedded conglomerates which are
458 metres thick (Fig.12, colUlTJil 7).

The marl unit has been equated

palaeontologically with the Middle Miocene Poison Creek marls by
Glaessner (in Stanley, 1941) and since there is a gradationaJ. relationship between this unit and the under-lying tuffaceous conglomerates,
the latter unit is herein tentatively considered Middle Miocene in age.
The basal conglomerates and limestones, unconformably overlying the
Kapau Limestone aJ.ong the- "Kapau Anticline" and containing reworked
Kapau Limestone pebbles (sample 3460 in colUIDil
not be Middle Miocene.

7, Fig.12), may or may

By analogy with the Saw Mts. limestone (Fig.10),

the base of the Middle Miocene ·is tentatively placed at the bottom of
the conglomerate and limestone ynit.

The whole sequence, from the last

'
mentioned horizon to the top conglomerate
unit is herein informally
termed the Muiai Sub-group.

Its constituent conglomerates are made up

predominantly of igneous rock (perhaps andesitic) and slate fragments.
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These coarse-grained beds can be traced on air-photographs for about
20 km northwards along the Muiai Syncline and for about 30 km to the
east, below the Maiporan, to the Tiveri Rivero
The Be Creek beds, which consist of calcareous mudstones
366 metres thick and possibly thin basic lavas, were examined and
named by the Tauri Expedition in Be Creek (Fig.9, 22).

The writer con-

siders that these sediments make up a synclinal outlier of Middle
Miocene age which rests unconformably on Lower Miocene bedso

They

contain two restricted Middle Miocene-foraminifera (sample 3082 in
column

4,

Fig.l2), as well as a necessarily derived Lower Miocene faunao
Marine sediments, which lithologically match the more finely-

grained parts of the Muiai Sub-group, rest unconformably on metamorphics
and make up the higher peaks in the Mt. Imbini and Chapman Range area of
the Eastern Cordillera (Fig.9, 23).

They consist of mudstones, "tuff-

aceous chocolate shales", soft coarse-grained sandstones and minor
limestones and are at least 600 metres in thickness (Noakes, 1936).
The composition of these beds is reported to be weathered and unweathered,
basic to acidic igneous rock and metamorphic rock detritus.

In the area west of the Taun Riveyi and east of the Karova
Syncline (see Encl. 7 & 8), sediments examined by the Tauri Expedition
appear, photogeologically, to extend some distance northward into the
Kapau sector, and can in part, be lithologically and photogeologically
correlated with the Middle Miocene Karova Sub-group of the Murua River
and upper Karova Creek area to the south.

As mentioned earlier the lower

parts of the Karova Sub-group in the Murua River can be photogeologically
correlated with basal Middle Miocene sediments in the Kevoro and Lohiki
Synclines of the Piyai'ia Creek area, to the NW of the river.

The latter

sediments occupy the cores of the synclines and since there is an overall
SE plunge of these structural features, the Karova Sub-group does not
extend northward into the Kapau sector in the area north of Piyai 1 ia
Creek and west of the Karova Synclineo

Therefore the majority of sedi-

ments examined by the Tauri Expedition to the west of Karova Syncline and
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by Stanley (Stanley and Mackinnon, 1940) in the Lohiki River, are Lower
Miocene in age (see Lower/Middle Miocene boundary in Encl. 7).
The Tauri Expedition measured a thickness of 1,953 metres of
sandstones and conglomerates on the NE flank of the Kar0va Syncline
(Fig.9, 24 and Fig.12, column 1).

The sequence is made up of 824 metres

of tufface0us sandstones and fine~grained congl0merates (Yuaini Creek
beds), 763 metres of siltstones and sandstones (Ibai Creek beds) and
366 metres 0f c0nglomerates and sandst0nes (Enna Creek beds).

These

units can. be lithologically and ph0togeologically c0rrelated with the
Kar0va Sub-group sediments further SE in the Karova Syncline (Fig.11,
column 5) and in the Murua River (Fig.11, column 1).

The Yuaini Creek

beds and the Ibai Creek beds are herein informally termed the Yuaini

Tuffaceous Sandstone and the Ibai

,c~eek

Sandstone· respectively.

The

Enna Creek beds are equivalent t0 the lower parts of the Morai River
Formation.
A similar but thinner set of lithologies, compared with those
in the Karova Syncline, crop out on the SW flank of the Idigue Anticline
(Fig.9, 25 and Fig.12, column 2).

The tuffaceous beds are, however,

absent on the NE flank of the anticline but this is th0ught by the
writer to be due to thrust-faulting along the NE flank of the fold (see
part B, section 1.1).

The configuration of this faulted anticline

suggests that the sediments in the NE-flanking Mawki Syncline should be
equated to the Ibai Creek Sandstone.

The sediments in the Wagewa

Syncline, which is immediately NE of the Mawki Syncline (Fig.9, 26 and
Fig.12, column 3), are correlated with the Lower Miocene Werr Beds
(see section 6.1), and therefore, no Karova Sub-group sediments exist
either to the NE 0f the Mawki Syncline or t0 the NE 0f the "Eruki Fault"
in the.Kapau sector.
Thus the main difference between the author's interpretation
0f the stratigraphy, in this area and that of the Tauri Expediti0n, is
that the base 0f the Middle Miocene

st~ata,

as defined by Glaessner

(in Stanley, 1941) in the Kevoro and Lohiki Synclines, is herein
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correlated with the base of the Yuaini Tuffaceous Sandstone in the Karova
Syncline to the NE (via the Murua River and Karova Creek sections), and
not with the base of the Enna Creek beds.

The above rock unit correla-

tions are tentative only, as is the definition of the lower boundary of
the Middle Miocene since the basal horizon of the Yuaini Tuffaceous
Sandstone may be diachronous.

Markham -Sector (refer Enclosure 2 and Figure 9)
In the part of New Guinea adjoining central Papua, herein
referred to as the Markham sector, Middle Miocene sediments have been
examined in two main areas.

They are the Pio and Tsoma Rivers area,

30 to 40 km north of the Purari and Aure Rivers' junction, and along the
Saruwaged Range to the NE of the Ramu-Markham Depression.

Middle Miocene

sediments may also occur to the SW of the depression along the Lower
Watut River.
In the Pio and Tsoma Rivers area (Fig.9, 27), Rickwood and·
Kent (1956) have described marine arenaceous and conglomeratic beds up to
2,000 metres in thickness.

The lower part of the succession contains a

reworked Lower Miocene fauna and the upper part contains metamorphic and
igneous rock fragments including slate, quartzite and granodiorite.

The

fact that thin coal bands are interbedded with the above sediments in the
most northerly area of outcrop, led Rickwood and Kent to suspect Middle
Miocene shore-line conditions to the NE of this region.
Undifferentiated late Lower Miocene to Upper Miocene, and possibly early Pliocene, deep and shallow-water marine sediments known as the
"Mena Series" ( Ongley, 1939; Glaessner, 1942) crop out along the SW and
NE slopes of the Saruwaged Range (Fig.9, 28).

The whole "series" is

about 4,500 metres thick but it is not known how much of this is Middle
Miocene.

It consists of interbedded arenaceous and argillaceous sedi-

ments with carbon.aceous, "orbitoidal grit" and c0nglomerate beds.

The

latter beds contain large b0ulders of "greywacke" and weathered basaltic
rocks.
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In the Kapau sector Middle Miocene Muiai Sub-group sediments
crop out in the south-plunging part of the Muiai Syncline.

This syn-

cline extends NNE into the Lower Watut River area of the Markham sector
(refer Encl. 10), where it plunges under a syncline which, according to
Nason-Jones (1935), is made up.of mudstones,
limestones (Fig.9, 29).

c~nglomerates

and possibly

Judging from the structural configuration of

these sediments thay may be equivalent, or partly equivalent, to the
Muiai Sub-group.

STRATIGRAPHIC SYNTHESIS

5.2

The top of the Middle Miocene sequence of the central Papua
region can be defined palaeontologically only in the Murua River, Tauri
River and Fish Creek areas where the Middle Miocene sediments of these
areas plunge to the south conformably beneath the Muruan.

o1

The Orbulina

subzone - Muruan boundary is here coincident with a marked litho-

logical change.

The Middle Miocene' beds of the Oroi High are almost

everywhere overlain unconfermably by Pliocene sediments.

In the Albert

Mts. area and in the Kapau River, Lower Watut River and Pio and Tsoma
Rivers areas, Middle Miocene sediments exist as eroded outliers; in these
parts the original thickness of the series is unknown.

The base of the sequence has been precisely palaeontologically
defined onlw on the Oroi High.

In the Saw Mts. area and east of the

Tauri River, the base is herein placed tentatively at a certain level of
unconformity which appears to agree well with available palaeontological
information.
the Middle

In the Albert Mts. and Murua River area, the basal part of

~iocene

sequence is herein defined by its lithological and

photogeological equivalence to beds which, in turn, are lithologically
but only tenuously palaeontologically correlated with basal Middle
Miocene sediments to the west of the studied area.

The thickness of the sequence in regions where complete sections
have been measured ranges from more than 3,500 metres in the area west of

the Saw Mts., down to 700 metres and less, in the area east of the Saw
Mts.

Variation of lithologies within the Middle Miocene seQuence
is shown in Figure 9. In the Albert Mts. region a line can be drawn
trending SSE aiong the Tauri River to the SW end of the Saw Mts.,
separating an area of thick and

apparen~ly

continuously deposited deep-

water marine sediments to the west, from an area of comparatively thin,
discontinuously deposited shallow-water sediments to the east.

The

latter beds consist of biohermal limestones, conglomerates and calcareous mudstones or marls.

Similar sediments crop out on the Oroi High.

In the Kurai hills area, sediments of this facies are associated with
andesitic and basaltic volcanics.

Terrestrial volcanics of similar types

crop out in the Angabunga River and near the Akaifu River.

The thickly

developed and massive-bedded sandstones and conglomerates to the west of
the "Tauri River line" show no great lateral variations in grainsize,
except in Eel: Creek where the Morai River Formation is locally very
coarse-grained (the Eel Creek conglomerate).

In the part of New Guinea

adjoining central Papua, Middle Miocene deep and shallow-water marine
sediments exist in the Pio and Aure Rivers area and the Lower Watut
River area respectively.

These sediments are lithologically similar-to

those further south but the two facies are here separated by a distance
of about 50 km.

A variation in composition between the Middle Miocene shallow
and deep-water facies of the Kapau River and
shown to exist by Stanley (1941).

Alber~

Mts. area has been

Both facies contain metamorphic and

reworked Lower Miocene rock detritus, as well as components of andesitic
and unweathered basaltic tuffaceous material, but in addition, the deepwater Karova Sub-group sediments contain acid-intermediate and basic
plutonic rock detritus.

The composition of the Karova Sub-group sedi-

ments is very similar to that of the Pio River beds and the composition
of the Muiai Sub-group sediments is comparable to that of the Lavao
Formation of the Oroi High.
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The environment of deposition of the Middle Miocene conglomerate, limestone, marl facies was a shallow-water neritic one.

There

were periodic phases of erosion in parts of the area in which these
conditions existed.

The Karova Sub-group sediments were probably

deposited in a deep-water neritic environment which, towards the end
of the Middle Miocene and during deposition of the Maiporan sediments,
became much shallower.

5,3

SEDIMENTATION AND DIASTROPHISM

Middle Miocene provenances can be approximately delimited for
the sediments of the shallow-water facies but definition of source areas
for the deep-water sediments poses more of a problem.
The terrigenous component of the Muiai Sub-group and its facies
eq_ui valents consists of andes'i tic igneous and low-grade metamorphic rock
detritus and reworked Lower Miocene limestone.

Locally important

detrital chert occurs in the Lavao Formation at the SE end of the belt.
The coarse-grained nature of

som~t.5~,i,.,,.;this

material indicates proximal

provenances, and bedrock of the above compositions are contiguous, and
in some cases forms the sub-stratum,.to the sediments of the Muiai facies.
Metamorphic rocks occur partly beneath and to the NE of the Muiai facies
along the Eastern Cordillera and Lower Miocene sediments were probably
exposed to erosional processes in the upper Kapau River area of the cordillera and in the Port Moresby area, as were Eocene cherts in the latter
region.

The obvious source for the widespread reworked andesitic material

was the Kurai hills-Angabunga River area in· which contemporaneous
andesitic volcanism took place.
As mentioned previously, much of the constituent detritus of the
Karova facies is similar to that in the Muiai facies and since these two
areas of sedimentation were separated by a barrier only in the upper Tauri
River region, the material in the former sediments could have been derived
from the Muiai provenances to the east and from contemporaneous erosion of
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the Muiai sediments.

An additional component of more acidic igneous

rock detritus and a greater amount of unweathered basic tuffaceous
material occur in the deep-water facies.

The origin of the former mat-

erial is uncertain but it was not derived from the Ekuti Range granites
as they were not widely exposed by erosion until late in the Upper
Miocene.

The latter material was probably derived from centres of

volcanism along the "Tauri River line" where intrusive and extrusive
basic igneous rocks have been reported in Lower Miocene sediments and
at the base of the Middle Miocene Be Creek beds.

The very coarse-

grained boulders of basaltic rock in the Eel Creek conglomerate were
probably locally deposited around a transient volcanic island (see
Fig.13).

Since the previously mentioned "LepidocycZina grits" appear

to be restricted to the western part of the Karova facies, the exotic
limestone fragments in these beds may have originated from areas to the
west.

The original areas of Middle Miocene deposition are difficult
to define.

Sedimentation occurred in places which are now concealed

beneath Upper Miocene and younger sediments or are considerably
elevated, making up parts of the flanks and some of the ranges of the
Eastern Cordillera.

However, consideration of factors such as sediment

thickness and provenance, allow tentative is0pach contours to be extrapolated beyond present outcrop limits (see Fig.13), but since this
method of reconstruction must necessarily be kept to a minimum, areas
of Middle Miocene sedimentation cannot be fully depicted.

Instability of the Middle Miocene depositional areas is indicated by the great thickness (up to 3,500 metres) of rapidly deposited
deep-water sediments of the Karova facies and by the presence of unconformi ties within the shallow-water Muiai facies.

Instability of the provenances can be deduced from the fact
that the depositional areas contain such great volumes of sediments, for
although coarseness of grainsize is not typical of all Middle Miocene
stratigraphic units, a large elevation differential between the
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depositional interfaces and the areas suffering erosion must have existed
throughout the

Midd~e

Miocene so that the necessary detritus supply

could be maintained.

5.4

PATTERN OF MIDDLE MIOCENE DIASTROPHISM
A pattern of Middle Miocene diastrophism in the central Papua

region is depicted in Figure 13.

The spatial relationship between the

NNW-trending, deeply subsided low in which the Karova Sub-group sediments were deposited and the Pio River low suggests an original interconnection.

An interconnection may have also existed between the shallow

but unstable basin in which the Muiai Sub-group sediments were deposited
and the area of similar sedimentation along the Lower Watut River.

The

high separating these two areas of differing sediments appears to have
been wide and NW-trending in New Guinea but narrow and south-plunging in
the Tauri River area of central Papua.

Three factors suggest that there

is a similar facies arrangement under the Upper Miocene and younger sediments of the Lakekamu Embayment and Gulf of Papua region.

Firstly, the

early Pliocene semi-stable high developed along an axis which appears to
connect with the southern end of the high, or line, separating the Muiai
and Karova facies (see Fig. 13).

The Pliocene high could, therefore,

mark the sub-surface southern continuation of the Middle Miocene high,
Secondly, the Lavao Formation of the Oroi High is to the east of this
Pliocene axis and is made up of sediments that can be
Muiai facies.

e~uated

to the

Thirdly, bathymetric contours off the Biaru and Oroi coast

(the 70 metre contour is shown in Fig. 13) indicate a sharp increase in
depth of the Gulf of Papua along a trend parallel to and to the west of
the Pliocene high.

Sediments of the Karova facies may exist at depth to

the west of the 70 metre contour.
Early Middle Miocene erosion took place in many places to the
east of the "Tauri River line." and its possible southern continuation.
This was followed by intermittent shallow-water sedimentation (Muiai facies)
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and phases of erosion along an area immediately east of the extrapolated
"Tauri River line".

Erosion continued throughout the Middle Miocene

along the area to the east and NE of the Muiai facies.
To the west of the "Tauri River line", and possibly to the
west of its southern continuation, sediments were rapidly deposited in a
subsiding low throughout most of the Middle Miocene.
Towards the end of the Middle Miocene the central Papua region
suffered erosion prior to the deposition of the comparatively thin,
shallow-water Maipora Formation.
Comparison of the Middle Miocene diastrophic pattern with
that of the Upper Miocene shows that the Lakekamu

Emb~ment

region con-

tinued to receive sediment in the Upper Miocene but that the region
north of the Saw Mts. probably emerged late in the Middle Miocene or
early in the Upper Miocene.

These two regions appear to have been sep-

arated by a local Upper Miocene low, the axis of which was transverse
to the Middle Miocene and the later Pliocene trends of diastrophism (see
Fig.13).

6.

LATE LOWER MIOCENE
Late Lower Miocene volcanic, terrigenous and organic, accumu-

lations occur along both flanks of the Eastern Cordillera SE of the
Chapman Range.

On the NE flank, in the Waria and Mambare Rivers area

(see Fig.14), the upper portions of a basic volcanic sequence includes
minor developments of detrital limestones which contain a Tertiary
f _2 1 fauna (Patterson and Kicinski, 1956; Dow and Davies, 1964}.
1
The lower parts of the sequence may be older than late Lower Miocene.
1

Opposite this area, on the SW flank of the cordillera, much of the late
Lower Miocene succession is concealed below younger sediments in the
Lakekamu

Emb~ent.

Late Lower Miocene rocks crop out across the entire

width of the Eastern Cordillera NW of the Chapman Range.

They extend

from the Albert Mts. area, north and NW to the Aure, Pio and Asaro
Rivers region and NE along the Kapau River and into the Lower Watut
River area.

Sediments which may, in part, be late Lower Miocene in age

occur in the Saruwaged Range to the NE of the Ramu-Markham Depression.

STRATIGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

Moresby Sector (refer Enclosure 4 and Figure 14)
f _ 1 (late Lower
1 2
Miocene) fauna occur along the coastal or western side of the Moresby
Sediments containing a restricted Tertiary

High.

1

They have been examined at Redscar Head (Fig.14, 1), Dareba Hill

(Fig.14, 2) and at Papa (Fig.14, 3).
The coralline and orbitoidal limestones cropping out at
Redscar Head and about 4 km to the NW of the head on Vari Vari Island,
contain indigenous KatacycZocZypeus annuZatus and are, therefore, late
Lower Miocene in age (Australasian Petroleum Co., 1961).

Identification

0f SpirocZypeus sp. in these beds (Taverne, 1939), suggests that reworked
early Lower Miocene material is present.
Similar limestones containing a late Lower Miocene fauna, as
well as reworked Lower Tertiary and early Lower Miocene detritus, crop
out on Dareba Hill above a large but unmeasured thickness of tuffaceous
sandstones, conglomerates and thin-bedded limestones (Taverne, ibid.).
The conglomerates are made up of fragments of fresh and weathered basic
igneous and metamorphic rock.
Further SE, towards and beyond Papa, the orbitoidal coralline
limestones give way laterally to detrital limestone, tuffaceous sediments
and coarse-grained conglomerates.

Detritus in the latter beds consists

of basic volcanic and intrusive rock, metamorphics, Eocene limestone and
chert.

Taverne (ibid.) reported that these sediments transgress east-

wards onto the Lower Tertiary rocks of the Moresby High.
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Oroi Sector (refer Enclosure 5 and Figure 14)
In this sector, thick developments of late Lower Miocene sediments occur beneath the Middle Miocene succession of the Oroi High.
They crop out at the surface along the Delena and Oroi Anticlines, and
possibly in the Vanuamai and Bokama Anticlines area (see section 5.1),
'and have been encountered in Kaufana No.l well, about 20 km east of the
~

Oroi Anticline.
On the NE flank of the Delena Anticline (Fig.14, 4), late
Lower Miocene sections have been measured on Yule Island and on the
mainland at Delena by Millward and Stach (1941).

In these sections two

units can be distinguished on the basis of faunal difference and, to a
less extent, lithological difference.

The upper unit, informally named

the Pupunina Formation (after Millward and Stach, ibid.), lies with
apparent conformity below the Lavao Formation and consists of calcareous
siltstones and mudstones and minor beds of pebbly coralline limestone.
It has an average thickness of 240 metres and contains a shallow-water
orbitoid fauna.

Chert, presumably Eocene, is the predominant detrital

component in the coarse-grained beds of the formation.

The lower unit,

informally named the Chiria Formation (after Millward and Stach, ibid.),
has a minimum thickness of between 300 and 550 metres; the base is not
exposed.

It consists mainly of sandstones and calcareous mudstones,

with conglomeratic beds at the top and in the lower parts.

Detritus in

the coarse-grained sediments consists of pebbles and boulders of chert,
various types of igneous rock, metamorphics and limestone.

The limestone

pebbles contain Eocene, Oligocene and early Lower Miocene faunas. A
'
derived Upper
Cretaceous foraminifer, GlobotFUncana linnei, has been
found in this unit on Yule Island.

The indigenous faunal assemblage

consists principally of pelagic foraminifera but some benthonic types,
both large and small, are present.
Further south on-the Oroi Anticline (Fig.14, 5), sediments which
can be palaeontologically correlated with the Pupunina Formation occur in
the core of the fold and were encountered in the top part of the
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Australasian Petroleum Co. 1 s Oroi No.l well.

The well was drilled to a

total depth of 1,682 metres (below rGtary table) in 1948, on a site
near the crest of the anticline.

In this area the Pupunina Formation

lies with apparent conformity below Lavao Formation sediments and consists of foraminiferal siltstones which are interbedded with pebbly
limestones near the base.

A faunal change fr0m a Pupunina assemblage

to a Chiria assemblage occurs in horiz0ntal beds at a depth of 457 metres
in Oroi No.l (Glaessner, 1949b).

The Pupunina Formation has, therefore,

a stratigraphic thickness, including surface 0utcrop, of appr0ximately
525 metres.

In the lower part of the well, faunal repetition and steep

dips in sediments of the Chiria Formation suggest stratigraphic repetition.

Since the base of the unit was not reached, only a minimum thick-

ness can be quoted; the writer has estimated 1his to be about 650 metres.
The formation consists of argillaceous pebbly sandstones and finegrained c0nglomerates which are, in parts, tuffaceous.

The coarse-

grained detritus in these sediments is composed of low-grade metamorphics,
weathered igneous and fresh basic volcanic rock, reworked Eecene chert
and limestone and reworked early Lower Miocene limestone.
Late Lower Miocene sediments were encountered under an unconformity at the base 0f the Middle Miocene beds in Kaufana No.l well
(Fig.14, 6).

They consist 0f sandstones and fine-grained conglomerates

which can be lithologically and palaeontologically correlated with the
Chiria Formation.
area.

The Pupunina Formation is apparently absent in this

The well finished at a depth of 1,031 metres below the rotary

table, but the base of the unit' was not reached and as no dip readings
were taken, no estimate of thickness can be made (Belford, 1958; Power,
1958; Papuan Apinaipi Petroleum Co., 1960).

Biaru Sector (refer Enclosure 6 and Figure 14)
1
· -'

The only rocks of possible late Lower Miocene age examined in

this sector are the hornfelsed basic v0lcanics along the foothills of
the Eastern Cordillera.
Upper Miocene.

The oldest rocks exposed on the Biaru High are
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Pratt and Whittle (1938) measured a minimum thickness of 1,220
metres of slightly altered, steeply-dipping basic lavas in the Angabunga
River which they named the Aibala volcanic series (Fig~l4, 7).

These

lavas occur unconformably below the Talama Volcanics which are of probable Middle Miocene age.

During the 1963 traverse through this region

the writer found the lower part of the Aibala Volcanics (informal nomenclature after Sturmfels, 1957) faulted against probable pre-Tertiary
rocks.

As mentioned in section 3.1, the volcanics capping the higher

peaks further east near Mt. Tafa were correlated by de Verteuil and
Rickwood (1946) with the Aibala Volcanics, but the writer equates them
with the Pliocene Mt. Davidson Volcanics.
A similar thickness of lavas lithologically identical with the
Aibala Volcanics occurs in the Akaifu River (Fig.14, 8) below the Upper
Miocene Yaifa Formation and below equivalents of the Talama Volcanics.
Pratt and Whittle (ibid.) considered them to be faulted against Eocene
sediments.

Lakekamu Sector (refer Enclosure 7 and Figure 14)
Lower Miocene sediments are exposed beneath the Middle Miocene
sequence in three separate areas in the Lakekamu sector.

Late Lower

Miocene limestones and c0nglomerates crop out in the domal core of the
Doorway Anticline; late and early Lower Miocene sediments are exposed as
a narrow, faulted and folded inlier trending north from the Saw Mts.,
and thick, fine:grained sediments of probable late Lower Miocene age
occur conformably below Karova Sub-group sediments in, and to the NW of,
the Murua River.
Doorway

AnticZine:

Late Lower Miocene biohermal limestones

and conglomerates appear as a domal inlier on the axis of the Doorway
Anticline (Fig.14, 9).

These sediments are at least 153 metres thick

(Stanley, 1941) and lie with probable unconformity below thinly developed units of the Muiai Sub-group (Fig.10, column 8).
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Area north of the Saw Mts.:

Because of poor exposure and

structural complexity no attempt has yet been made to measure continuous
sections across the belt of Lower Miocene sediments trending north from
the Saw Mts,

The undifferentiated early and late Lower Miocene beds of

this area, which rest_with probable unconformity on Eocene cherts,
consist of conglomerates, sandstones, detrital and reef limestones and
calcareous mudstones.

From the distribution of these rock-types in rel-

ation to structure information obtained from study of aerial photographs,
and from Pratt and Mackinnon (1938) and Osborne (1940 and 1947), see
Enclosure 9, the writer has compiled two generalised, composite Lower
Miocene sections (Fig.10, columns 1 and 4).
Column 1 represents the probable lithological sequence above
and to the west of the cherts in Hells Gate Creek (Fig.14, 10).

The

section is for the main part steeply east-dipping but much of it is very
probably inverted.

Repetition of this nature has been allowed for in

the reconstruction depicted in colwnn 1.

Close to the Eocene outcrops

in Hells Gate Creek are chert-pebble conglomerates, sandstones, mudstones
and detrital limestones.

In the latter beds Glaessner (in Osborne, 1947)

found the early Lower Miocene foraminifera EuZepidina and SpiroaZypeus
both in pebbles and in the matrix (sample 184LMA).
were also found in the matrix.

Derived NummuZites

The same fauna was found in samples 174

and 176LMA from similar beds to the north in the Tauri River.

Above the

sediments in Hells Gate Creek are conglomerates, sandstones, mudstones
and minor lenses of biohermal limestones.

According to Stach (in

Osborne, 1940), samples collected from these beds (T370 and 371) contain
a late Lower Miocene fauna which includes LepidoayaZina (N.) anguZosa,

CyaZoaZypeus sp. and Miogypsina sp,, and a derived Upper Cretaceous fauna
consisting of GZobotrunaana ~raa, G. stuarti and ReusseZZa sajnoahae.
The mudstones overlying these sediments also contain a late Lower Miocene
fauna (samples T363 and 368).

Similar mudstones with the same.indigenous

fauna occur to the north in the Tauri River (173LMA) and to the south in
Peva Creek (415).
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A succession similar to that just described occurs above and t0
the east of the cherts in Hells Gate Creek.

This east-dipping sequence,

with which little if any overturning is associated, crops out at the
mouth of Hells Gate Creek and downstream from Hells Gate in the Tauri
River (Fig.14, 11).

The main difference between this section and that to

the west of the chert is the presence of a thick biohermal limestone, the
Hells Gate limestone (Fig.10, column 4).

This limestone occupies a strati-

graphic position similar to that of the minor limestone lenses in the
above mentioned section; it contains a late L0wer Miocene fauna which
includes AustrotriZZina howchini, Miogypsina polymorpha, Katacyclocypeus
sp., and Lepidocyclina sps. (Australasian Petroleum Co., 1961).

The lime-

stone and the overlying mudstones can be traced northwards on air-photographs for about 10 km.

The mudstones have been examined by Pratt and

Mackinnon (1938) along the trough of the Werr Syncline in the Kapau River.
Stach recorded (in Osborne, 1940) that these beds also contain a late
Lower Miocene fauna (samples X in column 6, Fig.10).
The above information suggests that in the Hells Gate area
early Lower Miocene beds, of which about a 100 metre thickness has been
measured, rest unconformably on cherts of probable Eocene age.

The con-

tact between these beds and the overlying late Lower Miocene mudstones
and reef limestone lenses has not been located; it may be an unconformity.
The late Lower Miocene sediments are at least 300 metres thick and are
unconformably overlain by beds of probaple Middle Miocene age •. Lower
Miocene rocks in this area are herein termed the Hells Gate Sub-group.

The area NW of the Murua River:

As explained in section 5.1

the base of the Middle Miocene Karova Sub-group has

~een

tentatively

drawn at the top of the lowest unit examined by Pratt and Mackinnon (1938)
in the Murua River (Fig.11, column 1).

This unit, the Rumua beds, is

exposed in the core of the Murua Anticline (Fig.14, 12) and consists of
mudstones with interbeds of pebbly sandstones.

These sediments have a

minimum thickness of 1,070 metres and lie with apparent conformity below
the

Kar~va

pµb-group.

They are probably late Lower Miocene in age and
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may be equivalent to sediments which outcrop along Piyai'ia Creek (Fig.14,
13) below beds equated to the Calcareous sandstone subdivision.
correlation is supported photogeologically.

This

Glaessner (in Stanley, 1941)

placed the boundary of the Middle Miocene at the bottom of the Calcareous
sandstone subdivision.

On photogeological evidence, the majority of beds

examined by Stanley (Stanley and Mackinnon, 1940) in the Lohiki River,
some 10 km north and NW of these areas, can be considered older than the
Karova Sub-group sediments and partly equivalent to the Rumua beds.
According to Stanley and Mackinnon (11940) they consist of intercalated
mudstones and sandstones in approximately equal proportions, throughout
which thin tuffaceous beds are irregularly distributed.

In this area

(Fig.14, 14), these sediments are at least 1,700 metres t~ick and ar.e
·'

possibly late Lower Miocene in age.

<11'"'

Kapau Sector (refer Enclosure 8 and Figure 14)
In the Kapau sector, late Lower Miocene sediments have been
examined by the Tauri Expedition along the lower reaches of the Kapau
River.

From here these beds stretch north across the Eastern Cordillera

and into the Lower Watut River region.

Late Lower Miocene sediments do

not, however, appear to extend very far north along the Tauri River.
Further west again, the probable late Lower Miocene beds in the Lohiki
River area of the Lakekamu sector can be observed on air-photographs to
extend north into the Kapau sector.

These are very probably equivalent

to the sediments which overlie early Lower Miocene beds in the M'bwei
River area.
The oldest beds located by the Tauri Expedition are early
Miocene in age (Glaessner in Osborne, 1947); they occur in the southern
part of the Kapau sector, about 3 km west of the Kapau River.

These

sediments, which crop out in a tributary of Be Creek (refer Encl.9),
are unconformably overlain by east-dipping conglomerates, sandstones and
foraminiferal siltstones (Fig.14, 15); limestone lenses can be seen within this sequence on air-photographs.

The basal conglomerate, herein
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informally termed the Obagewa Conglomerate, contains pebbles of Eocene
limestone and chert and basaltic igneous rock (Fig.12, column 5).

The

Obagewa Conglomerate is lithologically and compositionally similar to
the conglomerates found 4 km to the SW in the Tauri River, just below
the mouth of Be Creek, and in very large, locally derived boulders
along the

~ower

reaches of Be Creek.

The latter conglomerates contain

additional detrital components of early Lower Miocene and metamorphic
rock and occur at the base of a sequence of sandstones, marls and
siltstones (herein named the Werr Beds, see Fig.12, column 4), part of
which Glaessner (in Stanley, 1941) consi~ered to be late Lower Miocene
in age.

The writer

e~uates

the sediments above the Obagewa Conglomerate

with the Werr Beds.
In the Kapau River (Fig.14, 16), the Tauri Expedition measured
a 976 metre thickness of east-dipping late Lower Miocene biohermal limestones and minor calcareous mudstones.

The problem of the relationship

between this unit, informally named the Kapau Limestone by the expedition (Fig.12, column 7), and the probable late Lower Miocene beds above
the Obagewa Conglomerate is resolved if a facies change is assumed to
be present between these sediments, and if the westerly dip at sample
locality 3455 (Fig.12, column 6) is taken to be indicative of a westdipping flank of an anticline.

This structural configuration is

supported by evidence available from air-photographs.

The sediments

above the Obagewa Conglomerate make up the trough of the Wenunai'ia
Syncline and the Kapau

Lim~stone

makes up part.of the eastern flank of

the adjacent "Kapau Anticline" (see part B).

The facies change is con-

sidered to be along the faulted crest of the anticline.

The limestones

on the eastern flank of the north-trending "Kapau, Anticline"

can

be

I'

followed on air-photographs around the northern edge of the southplunging Middle Miocene sediments in the Muiai Syncline and into the
Olipai and Indiwi Rivers area further east, where they onlap pre-Tertiary
regional metamorphics.

The limestones. also stretch northwards along the

Muiai Syncline, across the Eastern Cordillera and into the Langimar and
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Lower Watut Rivers region of New Guinea.

They have been examined by

Fisher (1~35) along the upper Langimar River (Fig.14, 17).

Here, a

thickness of at least 900 metres of gently-dipping conglomerates,
massive fossiliferous limestones, sandstones and mudstones lie unconformably on pre-Tertiary low-grade metamorphics.

The conglomerates

contain boulders of basalt, andesi te, .rol:ite and granite.
logi.cal examination of samples frem this

~:r:ea

Palaeonto-

revealed the presence of

a late Lower Miocene fauna which includes~Miogypsina sp. (Crespin,
1941),

Ju'st to the east of the Muiai Syncline, these sediments give

way to basic and intermediate volcanics which onlap the metamorphics
on the western fall ef the Ekuti Range.

The volcanics may be the same

age as the limestones and conglomerates or a little older.
As mentioned earlier, at least some of the sediments of the
Werr Beds in Be Creek (Fig.14, 18) are late Lower Miecene in age.
The siltstones from which LepidoayaZina af. fePriePoi was recovered
(sample 3429 in column 4, Fig.12) have been correlated on lfthelegy
and fauna by Glaessner (in Stanley, 1941) with late Lower Miocene
mudstones in Hells Gate Creek (e.g. sample T363 in column 1, Fig.10).
The siltstones and marls from which samples 3424 and 3428 were collected
are considered by the writer to be the lower part ef the 976 metre

,··

thick, east-dipping Werr Beds sequence and not beds younger than Lower
Miocene in an overturned syncline, as suggested in the Tauri Expedition
report.

This conclusion, which has been reached after intensive study

of air-photographs, does not conflict with available palaeontological
information.

The sedi~ents in the Wagewa Syncline, 4 km SW of Be Creek

(Fig.12, column 3) are lithologically similar to the Werr Beds.

A

correlation of the Werr Beds with the Wagewa Syncline beds is satisfied
by the structural configuration of the region as determined by the
author (see part B) .
Only Middle Miocene sediments occur at the surface in the area
immediately west of the southern end of the Wagewa Syncline.

The late

Lower Miocene Obagewa Conglomerate, Werr Beds, and their equivalents,
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which crop out between the "Kapau Anticline" and the Wagewa Syncline to
the west, can be traced northwards on air-photographs for about 20 km.
These sediments form south-plunging synclinal outliers along the country
either side of the Tauri Rtver and are probably unconformable on early
Lower Miocene sediments.
Sediments of possible late Lower Miocene age crop out along a
north-trending tract of country between the Lohiki River in the Lakekamu
sector and the M'bwei River in the Kapau sector. ' In the former area
they occur below probable Middle Miocene beds but in the latter area
they occur, possibly as outliers, above early Lower Miocene beds.
sediments in the Lohiki River area have already been described.

The
The

beds exposed along the M'bwei River (Fig.14, 19.) have been examined by
Carey in 1937 and McWhae in 1948.

In this river, between the Dude and

Haue'ia Anticlines, McWhae (1948) found "greywackes", bands of Puri-type
( argillaceous) limestones and minor muds tones from which Glaessner (in
McWhae, ibid.) recovered a fauna indicative of the early Lower Miocene;
the foraminifera include LepidocycZina (EuZepidina).

These are the beds

which Carey (1941) described as hard "tuffs", hardeqed mudstones and
hard calcareous sandstones (Carey's fifth stratigraphic division).
Gently-dipping sediments consisting of "greywackes" and mudstones (which
Carey described as "tuffs", in part) overlie the early Lower Miocene beds.
The basal beds of the overlying sequence have been called the Ewe greywacke by McWhae, and Kugler (in prep.) has termed the whole sequence the
Oburu sandstone.

The thickness of this unit is not accurately known in

the immediate area.

Correlation of these Lower Miocene beds with the

section described by Carey (ibid.) on the western flank of the Aiweriba
Anticline, 10 km to the east, partly depends on the structural interpretation of the intervening region.

The author has expanded structure

knowledge in this area by utilizing new information available from
trimetrogon air-photographs (see Encl. 8 and part B).

This has revealed

the presence of additional folds in the region previously thought to be
occupied only by the Karova Syncline.

Even after consideration of these
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structure alterations the writer has found that Carey's correlation of
the sediments in the area of the Aiweriba Anticline with those in the
area of the Haue'ia Anticline can be left unchanged.

Therefore, on

the western flank of the Aiweriba Anticline there is a thickness of at
least 3,000 metres of possible pre-Miocene strata in the core of the
fold, followed by a 750 metre thickness of sediments which can be lithologically correlate.d with the early Lower Miocene beds in the DudeHaue' ia area of the M.'bwei River.

The "tuffs" and/or "greywackes"

overlying the latter sediments with possible unconformity, may be late
Lower Miocene in age.

The writer considers that there can only be

about a 500 metre thickness of these sediments unconformably below
probable Middle Miocene beds along the axis of the Karova Syncline.

The

revised position of the Karova Syncline is along the divide between the
M'bwei and Tauri watersheds.

Only early Lower Miocene and older beds

are thought to occur in the area immediately to the east of the Aiweriba
Anticline.

Markham Sector (refer Enclosure 10 and Figure 14)
In the Markham sector, late Lower Miocene sediments have been
described in the upper Pio and Tsoma Rivers area,. the Asaro and Lam.ari
Rivers area and in the Saruwaged Range to the NE of the Markham. River.
Sediments of this age probably also occur in the Lower Watut River area.
Near the head of the Tsoma River (Fig.14, 20) Rickwood and
Kent (1956) measured a thickness of 2,250 metres of late Lower Miocene
"greywackes", siltstones (which contain Orbulina universa) and carbonaceous shales.

Towards the SW these sediments give way to more thinly

developed shallow-water beds consisting of Puri-type limestones and
marls, sections of which range in thickness from 300 to 900 metres along
the lower reaches of the Pio River',
Some 35 km north and NE of the Tsoma River, very thick developments of late Lower Miocene sediments occur to the NW and SE of the
Asaro River in the Yaveufa and Orlowat Synclines (Fig.14, 21).

In this
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area, McMillan and Malone (1960) measured sections of fossiliferous
siltstones (containing a Tertiary

f _ 1 fauna), mudstones with inter1 2
bedded limest<:me lenses, "greywackes" and cenglomerates ranging up to
1,530 metres in thickness.

1

These beds were found to rest conformably

on early Lower Miocene rocks.

The conglomerates contain boulders of

dolerite, Cretaceous, Eocene and Lower Miocene limestone and "greywacke".
Overlying these beds are basic lavas, volcanic conglomerates and "greywackes".

McMillan and Malone (ibid. ) stated that this seq_uence reaches

3,000 metres in thickness.

It is not known whether a full section of

4,530 metres of late Lower Miocene rocks is developed at any one
locality.
Late Lower Miocene sediments have been examined by Dow and
Plane (1963) along the SE part of the Orlowat Syncline, 30 to 40 km SE
of the above area (Fig.14, 22).

They consist of volcanic conglomerates,

tuffaceous sandstones, calcarenites, reef limestones and basic volcanics
resting unconformably on early Lower Miocene beds.

The volcanics, which

include pillow lavas, are mainly developed in the lower parts of the
\

seq_uence.

The coarse-grained detritus in these beds is composed of

basalt, gabbro, andesite and silicified siltstene.

A maximum thickness

of 610 metres was measured in the Lamari River.
At one locality on the NE flank of the Bismarck Range (Fig.14,
23), a 150 metre thickness of late Lower Miocene calcareous siltstones
and limestone lenses dip under the Quaternary sediments of the RamuMarkham Depression (McMillan and Malone, 1960).
In the Saruwaged Range to the NE 0f the depression (Fig.14, 24),
the basal beds of the "Mena Series" rest unconformably on early Lower
Miocene sediments.

These basal beds consist of limestones on the NE

flank 0f the range and reworked volcanic material and marine sandstones
on the SW flank.

The limestenes have been dated as late Lower Miocene

(Ongley, 1939; Glaessner, 1942).
The previously described late Lower Miocene limestones and
c0nglomerates in the upper Kapau River area can be traced northward on
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aerial photographs into the Lower Watut River area (Fig.14, 25).

These

beds can be seen to pass under and around a synclinal outlier of possible Middle Miocene beds.

However, it is uncertain whether there is a

facies change towards the north, or if the beds reach as far north as
the Markham River.

6.2

STRATIGRAPHIC SYNTHESIS

The top of the Zate LoweP Mioaene sequenae has been defined
palaeontologically only in ,the Oroi High area where the Lavao Formation
rests in some places on the Pupunina Formation and in other places on
the Chiria Formation.

In the Kapau River region the tentative boundary

with the Middle Miocene is an unconformity but further west in the
Murua River area, it is an apparent conformity (see section 5.2).

In

the area to the SW of the Bismarck Range, late Lower Miocene sediments
occur as eroded synclinal outliers.

The base of the Zate LoweP Mioaene sequenae is not exposed in
the Oroi High area.

In the Kapau River region the shallow-water lime-

stones and conglomerates probably rest unconformably on ?Cretaceous
low-grade regional metamorphics, as is the case along the Langimar
River.

In the adjacent area along the Tauri River, late Lower Miocene

sediments rest with probable unconformity on early Lower Miocene beds.
At the southern end of this belt, in the Saw Mts., the contact with the
early Lower Miocene rocks has not been located.

In the M'bwei River

the base of the late Lower Miocene sequence is tentatively placed at a
level of apparent structural disharmony at the top of lithologically
distinctive sediments which contain indigenous early Lower Miocene
foraminifera.

To the SW of the Bismarck Range the series rests in some

places conformably and in other places unconformably on early Lower
Miocene beds.

The unconformities occur in localities where the late

Lower Miocene strata appear to be less thickly developed.

To the NE of
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the Ramu-Markham Depression the probable late Lower Miocene basal beds
of the "Mena Series" unconformably overlie the early Lower Miocene
"Mebu Series".

The thickness of the sequence in the Kapau River region,
where shallow-water sediments were deposited, ranges up to 1,000 metres.
No complete sections have been measured in areas where the widespread
deep-water argillaceous and arenaceous sediments were deposited.

Sedi-

ments of this type; as well as basic volcanics, are thickly devel0ped
in the Asaro River area but it is uncertain whether the full composite
secti0n of at least 4,530 metres was deposited at any one point.

A

thickness 0f at least 1,700 metres of possible late Lower Miocene
argillaceous and arenaceous beds occur in the Lohiki River,

Variation of ZithoZogies within the late Lower Miocene
sequence of central Papua and the adjoining part of New Guinea is
illustrated in Figure

14.

In the Albert Mts. area a facies change from

shallow to deep-water sediments is suspected near the Kapau River.

It

appears to be along a NNE trend some 15 km to the east of a similar
Middle Miocene facies change (the "Tauri River line").

The "Kap au

River line" separates widespread reef limestones, conglomerates and
basic volcanics to the east from argillaceous and arenaceous sediments
and local conglomerates and limestones.

The latter sediment types are

associated with thick basic volcanics in the Asaro River area.

The

argillaceous and arenaceous beds of the Oroi High give way to local
conglomerates and limestones to the SE, towards the Moresby High.
A

variation in composition exists between the sediments to

the east and those to the west of the "Kap au River line",

The beds to

the east appear to be devoid of derived Eocene and early Lower Miocene
material but it is a common component of the late Lower Miocene sediments in all other areas, particularly of the conglomerates just to
the west of the "line" and those of the Oroi High region.

Apart from

these variations, the late Lower Miocene sediments of the studied area
are generally unif0rm in composition, containing detritus derived from
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contemporaneous and older basic volcanic terrains, low-grade metamorphics and unmetamorph0sed Cretaceous rocks.

Argillaceous material

is a major constituent of all sediments of the deep-water facies.
The enviPonment of d.eposition in the Kapau and lower Watut
Rivers area, the Lower Pio River area, the upper Lamari River area and
the areas to the west of the Moresby High and to the NE of the Saruwaged
Range was shallow-water neritic during the late Lower Miocene.

The

thick argillaceous and arenaceous sediments were presumably deposited
in deeper water.

6.3

SEDIMENTATION AND DIASTROPHISM

Late LoWeP Miocene pPovenanaes existed immediately to the east
of the Redscar Head and Oroi High areas.

This can be deduced from the

fact that the sediments of this region contain c0arse-grained E0cene and
early Lower Miocene

d~tritus

and from the onlap relationship between

these sediments and the Eocene and early Lower Miocene bedrock of the
Moresby High.

A similar local-easterly source is postulated for the

basal late Lower Miocene Obagewa Congl0merate just to the west of the
"Kapau River line" and the conglomeratic beds in the

low~r part of the

late Lower Miocene succession in the Hells Gate area,

In both areas

these sediments rest on early Lower Miocene beds but the late Lower
Miocene beds to the east of the "Kapau River line" rest
?Cretaceous metamorphics.

The

~9onformably

on

writer believes that Eocene and early

Lower Miocene rocks were stripped from the area to the east of the "line"
during the early part 0f the late Lower Miocene and dep0sited to the
west of the "line".

Late Lower Miocene sedimentation then occurred in

both areas, shallow-water beds to the east and deep-water beds to the
west.

The metamorphic detritus in the conglomerates of the shallow-

water facies was derived from the metamorphic bedrock of the Ekuti and
Chapman Range areas.

The tuffaceous material and reworked basic

volcanic rock, which make up a high proportion 0f the.sediments of both
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the shallow'and deep-water facies in all the above areas, were probably
derived from centres of contemporaneous volcanism in the upper Kapau,
Akaifu and Angabunga Rivers areas (see Fig.15).
Rickwood and Kent (1956) postulated a local late Lower
Miocene provenance to the SW of the Pio River to explain reworked Lower
Miocene and Cretaceous pebbles in the sediments of the Pio and Tsoma
Rivers area.
The apparent thinning towards the SE of the late Lower Miocene
succession of the Asaro and Lamari Rivers area and the presence in these
beds of reworked Cretaceous, Eocene and early Lower Miocene limestone
clasts, suggests that a provenance could have existed along the Bismarck
Range.

The thick basic volcanics in the succession indicate local con-

temporaneous igneous activity.
The basal beds of the "Mena Series" on the SW flank of the
Saruwaged Range contain reworked early Lower Miocene material from the
underlying. "Mebu Series 11

(

Ongley, 1939).

The occurrence of late Lower

Miocene reef limestones on the NE flank of the range suggests a possible
source in-this area for the derived early Lower Miocene material.

The original areas of late Lower Miocene deposition were more
widespread than the present outcrop pattern suggests.

From a considera-

tion of facies type, provenance and thickness of the sediments in
relation to the eroded margins in the areas around, the Kratke Range and
the Asaro River, it can be .deduced that late Lower Miocene deep-water
sediments were originally continuous across much of this region (see
Fig.15).

Post-Middle Miocene sediments in the Lakekamu Embayment

conceal much of the late Lower Miocene sequence in central Papua.

Instability of the late Lower Miocene depositional area in the
Asaro River region is indicated by the great thickness of marine sediment,
possibly as much as 4 ,53·0 metres, which accumulated in this region.

The

full thickness of the argillaceous and arenaceous beds in the Albert Mts.
area is unknown but at least 1,700 metres were deposited in the vicinity
of the Lohiki River.
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Instability of the provenances in the Ekuti Range and Bismarck
Range regions can be deduced from the abundance of coarse-grained
material in contiguous late Lower Miocene sediments and from the large
volume of terrigenous material in these beds.

6.4

PATTERN OF LATE LOWER MIOCENE DIASTROPHISM
The trends of tentative late Lower Miocene isopachytes and

axes of diastrophism shown in Figure 15 are mainly based on facies
patterns and provenance distribution,

If the writer is correct in pos-

tulating that late Lower Miocene deep-water sediments originally existed
in the Kratke Range and upper Tauri River region, the Asaro River and
Albert Mts. unstable lows may have originally been interconnected.

As

described in section 5.4, the Middle Miocene low of the Murua River area
could have extended SSE to the region west of the Oroi High.

Deep-water

late Lower Miocene sediments exist on the Oroi High, therefore, by analogy with the Middle Miocene, the Albert Mts. low could also have
extended SSE to the Oroi High.

The Bismarck Range high, which was

probably active throughout the late Lower Miocene, appears to have
plunged southwards near the Kratke Range.

As can be observed in Figure 15,

the Middle Miocene high along the Tauri River may, indicate the position of
the southern part of the Bismarck Range high at depth.

The Ekuti and

Chapman Range high was also active throughout the late Lower Miocene but
the axis of this high plunged northwards under the lower Markham River
area.

In the early part of the late Lower Miocene, the western margin of

the high was coincident with the "Kap au River line" but for the main part
of this time the margin was some 40 km further east.
Comparison of the late Lower Miocene diastrophic pattern with
that of the Middle Miocene shows that towards the end of the Lower Miocene
there was a probable westward shift of the Albert Mts. low and the
shallow-water facies of the Kapau River area.

A similar shift could have

taken place in the Oroi High area where shallow-water Middle Miocene beds

t·"
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overlie deep-water late Lower Miocene sediments.

Near the end of the

Lower Miocene or early in the Middle Miocene, erosion commenced across
the area from the Ekuti Range NW through the Kratke Range to the Asaro
River area.

EARLY LOWER MIOCENE
Basic volcanics which may be partly early Lower Miocene in
age occur on the SW flank of the Eastern Cordillera in both the Moresby
and Biaru sectors.

Similar rocks also crop out opposite these areas

along the NE flank of the cordillera (see Fig.16).

~i~estones

associated with volcanic sediments in the Moresby sector.

are

No early

Lower Miocene sediments have been found in the Oroi sector but a
derived 'e' fauna occurs in the Oroi High late Lower Miocene beds.

NW

of the above regions, early Lower Miocene sediments crop out across the
Eastern Cordillera, around the Bismarck Range and possibly along the
Saruwaged Range to the NE of the Ramu-Markham Depression.

7.1

STRATIGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

Moresby Sector (refer Enclosure 4 and Figure 16)
The only sediments in the Moresby sector which Glaessner
(1952) considered to be of Tertiary 'e' age crop out on th.e coast at
Boira (or Boera) Bead.

However, Chapman (in Anglo-Persian Oil Co.,

1930), Taverne (1939) and Belford (1965) have suggested 'that rocks
"
representative of part of this time also exist further ~n~anq. As mentioned in the introduction to the Miocene section, the Tertiary

1

ei is

herein taken to be approximately equivalent to the early Lower Miocene
(and Upper Oligocene).
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Glaessner (1952) named the coastal Tertiary 'e' outcrops the

Boira Tuff and Limestone (Fig.16, 1).
tuffaceous

~andstones,

They consist of coarse-grained

calcirudites and coralline and foraminiferal

limestones up to 1,525 metres in-thickness.

The indigenous Tertiary

'e' fauna includes LepidocyaZina (NephroZepidina) and SpiroaZypeus sp.;

Nummulites sp. is present in reworked Eocene material.

These beds,

which are in fault-contact with the Lower Tertiary rocks of the Moresby
High, are reported by Taverne (1939) to be rich in derived Eocene chert.
Tuffaceous sediments, agglomerates and 'gritty' limestones up
to approximately 600 metres thick occur in a number of places as synclinal outliers on the Eocene rocks of the Moresby High.

Glaessner

(1952) named these beds the Dokuna Tuff and Agglomerate.

Concerning

one of the outcrops of limestone (Fig.16, 2), Taverne stated

"In the Bootless Inlet area .... NE dipping layers
aan be observed showing Port Moresby beds (Eoaene)
.•.• aovered by orbitoidaZ limestone with e (a, b
and d? reworked?) fauna • ..•• The Tertiary a, b
(DisaoayaZina, NummuZites, PeZZatispira) and d
(EuZepidina papuaensis) Foraminifera occurring in
this limestone are definitely redeposited. The
Miocene (e) rests· strongly unaonformabZy upon the
Port Moresby bed.s. "
The Tertiary 'e' fauna was listed by Chapman (in Anglo-Persian Oil Co.,
1930); it includes the genus Spiroalypeus.

Glaessner (1952) stated that

Chapman's identifications were in error and that the indigenous fauna
can be ascribed to the Middle Oligocene (Tertiary 'd').

However,

Taverne (ibid. ) also recorded that in thin "nummuli tic" limestone bands
further to the west of the above locality, three species of SpiroaZypeus
occur together with an Eocene fauna.

Once again, these may be erroneous

identifications as Glaessner suggested in the above case.

These

foraminifera may be Eocene types or, alternatively, the determinations are
correct and early Lower Miocene sediments may actually exist as scattered
remnants on an Eocene terrain.

This confused situation appears to have

been resolved by Belford (1965) who examined recently collected samples

from the Dokuna Tuff and Agglomerate.
be placed in the Tertiary 'e'.

He concluded that the unit can

Although the genus SpirocZypeus was not

identified, the listed Tertiary 'e' foraminifera include Heterostegina
bor>n~ensis

and Lepidocyclina (EuZepidina) diZatata.

Belford (ibid.)

considered the Oligocene and Eocene faunas present in the samples to be
derived.

Biaru Sector (refer Enclosure 6 and Figure 16)
As mentioned in the discussion of this sector in section 6.1,
the hornfelsed basic lavas unconformably underlying probable Middle
Miocene volcanics in the Angabunga and Akaifu Rivers (Fig.16, 3 & 4)
may be Lower Miocene in age.

Part of this 1,220 metre thick volcanic

sequence is possibly early Lower Miocene in age.

In the Angabunga

River the lower part of the unit is probably faulted against preTertiary rocks but in the Akaifu River, Pratt and Whittle (1938) found
it to be faulted against Eocene sediments.

Lakekamu Sector (refer Enclosure 7 and Figure 16)
In this sector probable early Lower Miocene beds have been
found only in the Hells Gate area; this is where the Tauri River cuts
across the north-trending belt of Lower Miocene Hells Gate Sub-group
sediments just north of the Saw Mts.

As mentioned earlier, in Hells

Gate Creek (Fig.16, 5) Eocene rocks are probably unconformably overlain by conglomerates, mainly made up of pebbles of chert and igneous
rocks, sandstones and detrital limestones which are, in turn, possibly
unconformably overlain by late Lower Miocene

sedi~ents.

EuZepidina,

SpirocZypeus, Amphistegina and smaller foraminifera have been found in
pebbles and in the matrix of the detrital limestone (Glaessner in
Osborne, 1947).

BoreZis sp. occurs in limestone pebbles and NumrrruZites

(presumably derived) occurs loose in the matrix.

This fauna is present

in sample 184LMA from Hells Gate Creek and in samples 174 and 176LMA
from an adjacent part of the Tauri River (see Fig.10, column 1).
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These beds are at least 100 metres thick and possibly of Tertiary 'e'
age.

Kapau Sector (refer Emclosure 8 and Figure 16)
Early Lower Miocene beds have been found at two localities
in the Kapau sector.

The outcrops occur near Be Creek, to the east of

the middle reaches of the Tauri River, and about 50 km to the NW in
the M'bwei River.
In Yuyebba Creek (Fig.16, 6), a tributary of Be Creek, the
Tauri Expedition (Stanley, 1941) found sandstones, sandy limestones
and mudstones,. all containing fragments of igneous rocks, some metamorphics and possible Eocene chert, lying unconformably below
conglomerates.

The latter unit, the Obagewa Conglomerate, is considered

by the writer to be the basal part of a late Lower Miocene succession
(see section 6.1).

The only diagnostic fossil found in the beds below

the conglomerates was a fragmentary specimen of EuZepidina (Glaessner in
Osborne, 1947).

These sediments·are herein termed the Yuyebba Creek

Beds; according to Glaessner (ibid,) they may be early Lower Miocene in
age.
In the M'bwei River (Fig.16, 7) the bottom of the late Lower
Miocene succession is tentatively taken to be the base of McWhae's
(1948) Ewe greywacke unit.

Possibly unconformably below this unit is a

thickness of at least 900 metres of calcareous "greywackes" and subordinate mudstones in which are bands of Puri-type limestone.

Glaessner

(in McWhae, ibid.) assigned these beds to the Tertiary 'e' mainly
because of the occurrence of LepidocycZina (EuZepidina).

As mentioned

previously (6.1), Carey (1941) described the beds as hard "tuffs",
hardened mudstones and hard calcareous sandstones.
About 10 km further east (Fig,16, 8) a thickness of about 750
metres of beds lithologically identical to those above, crops out on
the western limb of the Aiweriba Anticline (Carey, 1941), where the
unit appears to be bounded by unconformities.

On structural and
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photogeological grounds the writer considers that these beds also cover
wide areas to the SE of the anticline along the Tauri River.
Further east again, the basaltic and andesitic lavas described
by Fisher (1935) on the western fall of the Ekuti Range (Fig.16, 9), and
mentioned previously in relation to the late Lower Miocene sediments of
this area, may be partly early Lower Miocene in age.

Markham Sector (refer Enclosure 10 and Figure 16)
In this sector early Lower Miocene sediments have been described
from

th~

Pio River area in the SW, around the flanks of the Bismarck Range

in the central part of the sector and in the Saruwaged Range to the NE of
the Ramu-Markham Depression.
In the upper Pio-Tsoma Rivers area (Fig.16, 10) Rickwood and
Kent (1956) found limestones and mudstones, containing EuZepidina and
derived NumrrruZites resting either on Eocene.or on Cretaceous beds.

They

range in thickness from 150 metres to at least 365 metres and, in the
immediate area, are conformably overlain by late Lower Miocene sediments.
The limestones consist of detrital, coralline and orbitoidal types.
About·l5 km to the NE, in the vicinity of the SE end of the
Yaveufa Syncline (Fig.16, 11), the early Lower Miocene succession is at
least 1,220 metres thick and is made up of conglomerates, tuffaceous
sediments and a thick body of detrital limestone.
Near Asaro (Fig.16, 12), beneath the thick developments of late
Lower Miocene sediments in the Yaveufa Syncline, McMillan an.d Malone (1960)
measured a thickness of 2,440 metres of sediments which they referred to
the Tertiary 'e'.

The sequence consists of basal conglomerates and lime-

stones, which in places rest unconformably on the pre-Jurassic metamorphics
of the Bismarck Range, followed by mudstones with thin interbeds of calcare0us "greywacke", conglomerates, and limestones.

The conglomerates contain

pebbles of chert and granodiorite.
The early Lower Miocene succession near Henganofi (Fig.16, 13),
about 30 km SE of the above area, consists of thick basal conglomerates
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and coarse-grained sandstones which pass upwards into calcareous siltstones, marls and interbedded limestones and volcanics (McMillan and
Malone, 1960).

These beds, which are at least 1,220 metres thick, rest

unconformably on the Bismarck Range metamorphics.

The coarse-grained

detritus in the conglomerates is composed of igneous rocks, quartz,
slate and schist.

A similar succession was mapped by Dow and Plane

(1963) in the upper reaches of the Ramu River, near Sonofi

~&ig.16, 14).

Here, the basal conglomerate is reported to reach a thickness of 2,440
metres but much of this sequence contains interbeds of "greywacke" and
siltstone.

These conglomerates are mainly composed of metamorphic

detritus.
In the Mt. Victor area, 25 km due east of the latter locality,
Dow and Plane (ibid.) foUnd early Lower Miocene sediments surrounding an
inlier of granodiorite (Fig,16, 15).

The basal conglomerate of this

succession is unconformable on the granodiorite and is composed predominantly of material derived from the sub-stratum.

The basal beds are

followed by calcareous "greywackes", which contain interbedded siltstones
and detrital limestones, arkoses and pebble conglomerates; the whole
sequence reaches a thickness of at least 1,065 metres.
About 15 km south of the Sonofi area, on the SW side of the
Orlowat Syncline near Asempa (Fig.16, 16), a thickness of 2,010 metres of
sediments lithologically identical with those of the Mt. Victor area have
been measured by Dow and Plane (ibid.).

The lowest conglomerate unit

described, the base of which was not seen, has been correlated with the
basal early Lower Miocene beds of the Henganofi, Sonofi and Mt. Victor
areas.

It contains pebbles and boulders of granite, quartz, gneiss,

chert, "greywacke", schist and andesite.
These early Lower Miocene sediments can be traced on trimetrogon air-photographs SE from the Mt. Victor region towards the Namund
River area (Fig.16, 17).

Here, Mackay (1955) measured a thickness of

2,165 metres of conglomerates, siltstones, calcareous siltstones and
minor limestones.

The conglomerates are composed of boulders of quartz,
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slate, granodiorite, andesite and basalt.

The Namund River beds may be

early Lower Miocene in age.
The sediments which dip off the NE flank of the Bismarck Range
metamorphic massif (Fig.16, 18) consist of black siltstones and "greywackes11, in which are interbeds of limestone and, in places, intermediate
volcanics.

McMillan
and Malone (1960) have measured sections up to 3,050
,

metres in thickness; however, steep dips, local shearing and tight minor
folding suggest that some stratigraphic repetition may be present within
the sequence.

The contact between these beds of Tertiary 'e' age and the

underlying metamorphics has not been closely observed; thinly developed
Eocene detrital limestones occupy an intermediate position at one locality.
In the Saruwaged and Finisterre Ranges to the NE of the RamuMarkham Depression (Fig.16, 19), Lower Miocene stratigraphic relationships are poorly known.

A large but unknown thickness of indurated,
coarse and fine-grained sandstones, 11 greywackes 11 , argilli tes and thinly-

bedded limestone has been found which contains either indigenous or
reworked Spiroclypeus and Eulepidina (Ongley, 1939; Glaessner, 1942).
Neither the fauna nor the lithology of these beds, the 11 Mebu Series",
really warrant their separation from the possibly unconformably overlying Tertiary

1

f' "Mena Series".

The so-called "Mebu Series" appears

to rest unconformably on agglomerates and tuffaceous sediments.

The age

of the latter beds is uncertain; they are associated in an unknown manner
with Oligocene (Tertiary 'd') limestones.

7.2

STRATIGRAPHIC SYNTHESIS
In the studied area the top of the early Lower Miocene sequence

has not been precisely defined palaeontologically.

In areas where both

early and late Lower Miocene sediments are developed, the boundary is
usually ta.ken at a level of lithological change and/or struct~al disharmony.

In the Kapau sector, lithological changes are coincident with
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probable unconformities in the M'bwei River and Yuyebba Creek, near the
Kapau River.

In the upper Pio and Tsoma Rivers area of the Markham

sector, the boundary appears to have been placed at a level of lithological change.

Around the flanks of the BisTharck Range early

Lo~er

Miocene

sediments are not greatly different lithologically from those of the late
Lower Miocene.

Only at the SE end of the Orlowat Syncline, where an

unconformity exists between early and late Lower Miocene beds, can a
boundary be drawn with any certainty.

The base of the eaPZy LoWeP Miocene sequence in the Moresby
sector is coincident with a marked lithological change.

This level may

also be one of unconformity since the early Lower Miocene beds, which
contain derived Eocene and Tertiary 'd' faunas, rest directly on Eocene
rocks.

An analogous situation may exist in the Saw Mts. area of the

Lakekamu sector.
region.

However, an Oligocene fauna has not been found in this

Possible early Lower Miocene basic volcanics are in fault-

contact with pre-Tertiary and Eocene rocks along the foothills of the
Biaru sector.

Similar

vol~anics

lie unconformably on ?Cretaceous meta-

morphics in the upper Kapau River area.

Further west, early Lower

'Miocene sediments may overlie unmetamorphosed Mesozoic rocks on the western limb of the Aiweriba Anticline.

In the Pio River area beds of

Tertiary 'e' age rest disconformably or unconformably either on Eocene or
unmetamorphosed Cretaceous sediments.

Similar relationships exist around

the Bismarck Range but in some places in this area, the early Lower
Miocene

seq~ence

rests unconformably on pre-Jurassic metamorphics and in

other places, on Oligo,c.:me beds.

The thickness of the exposed parts of the sequence in the Kapau,
Lakekamu and Moresby sectors gi ve~·Jfuo indication of its original full
'

development in these areas.: . A possible thickness of 1,525 metres of
early Lower Miocene beds has been measured at Boira Head, near Port
Moresby, but neither the top nor the bottom of these sediments can be defined.

In the M'bwei River, in the Kapau sector, possibly only the upper

part of the early Lower Miocene sequence crops out; this portion measures
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900 metres in thickness.

Sediments of Tertiary 'e' age are better

exposed and less eroded in the Markham sector.

In the Pio River area

thicknesses of up to 365 metres have been measured.

Around the flanks

of the Bismarck Range the early Lower Miocene sequence reaches thicknesses of up to 2,440 metres and possibly even as much as 3,050 metres
in some places.

Variation of Zithologies within the sequence can be reasonably
well defined in parts of the Markham sector (see Fig.16).

A high propor-

tion of argillaceous material is present in the sediments between the Pio
River and the Bismarck Range.
increasingly coarse-grained.

However, from SW to NE the series becomes
Conglomerates are thickly developed along

the SW flank of the Bismarck Range and in regions to the SE, but they are
apparently absent on the NE flank of the range.

Reef limestones are

common in the Pio River area; minor developments of detrital types are
ubiquitous.

Arenaceous material constitutes a large prop0rtion of the

exposed parts of the early Lower Miocene sequence in the Kapau sector.
These sediments are conglomeratic further south in the Saw Mts. area of
the Lakekamu sector.

The eroded remnants of the series in the Moresby

sector consist mainly of arenaceous material with subordinate components
of biohermal and biostromal limestones.

Variation in composition:

The belt of thick early Lower

Miocene conglomerates which stretches along the SW flank of the Bismarck
Range and SE to the Namund River, contains detritus derived from granitic
and metamorphic terrains.

An additional component of elastic chert

occurs in the Asaro and Asempa areas.

These sediments also contain frag..

ments of basic and intermediate igneous rock.

,

,I

~

Reworked Eocene material

is common in the sediments of the upper Pio River area.

In the Kapau

sector, the beds in the M'bwei River possibly contain a tuffaceous com~

ponent and those in the Yuyebba Creek area contain igneous and metamorphic rock detritus and Eocene chert.

Further south in the Saw Mts.

region, early Lower Miocene sediments are partly composed of igneous rock
and Eocene limestone and chert detritus; in the Moresby sector they

contain large amounts of fresh and reworked basic igneous material and
elastic Eocene chert.

A reworked Oligocene fauna occurs in some of the

latter beds.

The environment of deposition of the early Lower Miocene argillaceous and arenaceous sediments in the Bismarck Range area was deep-water
marine, possibly deep-water neritic.

Dow and Plane (1963) have recorded

instances of graded-bedding, flow casts, slumping and small scale crossbedding in the strata around the headwaters of the Aure River.

The

thickly developed conglomerates may have been deposited under estuarine
or shoreline subaerial conditions.
the Pio River area.

A shallow-water environment existed in

The textural aspect of the M'bwei River marine sedi-

ments suggests deposition in deep water.

At the southern end of the

series the presence of coralline and orbitoidal limestones in the tuffaceous early Lower Miocene sediments of the Moresby area indicates a
moderately shallow-water neritic environment of deposition.

7.3

SEDIMENTATION AND DIASTROPHISM

Early Lower Miocene provenances can be delimited in the Markham
sector.

The thick early Lower Miocene conglomerates contain metamorphic

and granitic detritus and in places rest directly on bedrock of this
composition along the Bismarck Range and in the Mt. Victor area.

The

nearest source for the Namund River conglomerates, which are lithologically
identical with the above sediments, may have been the Tauri River headwaters area of the Kratke Range where outcrops of metamorphic rocks have
been reported by Nason-Jones (1935).

The belt of country enclosing these

metamorphic outcrops could have been a contemporaneous volcanic province
since the surrounding sediments also contain basic and intermediate igneous
rock detritus.
provenance.

The Pio River area was an intermittent early Lower Miocene

Recycled Eocene material is present in the early Lower Miocene

beds of this and adjacent areas; Cretaceous and, in some places, Eocene
rocks make up the sub-stratum.

The Pio River region, as well as parts of
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the Saruwaged Range, could have been sources for the abundant argillaceous material in the early Lower Miocene
sector.

se~uence

of the Markham

The volcanic detritus in the sediments of the Kapau and

Lakekamu sectors was possibly derived from centres of volcanism in the
upper Kapau River area.

The Eocene detritus in these beds could also

have had an easterly source.

An easterly provenance is postulated for

the abundant basic volcanic material interbedded with the limestones
of Tertiary 'e' age in the Moresby area because of the possibility
that the centres of contemporaneous volcanism in the Akaifu and Angabunga Rivers area extended further SE.

The early Lower Miocene beds

in the Moresby sector, which rest on a sub-stratum of Eocene rocks,
also contain reworked Oligocene and Eocene material.

The areas o:eiginaZZy covered by early Lower Miocene deposits
are difficult to define because of lack of information in areas not
examined by ground survey and in areas concealed by younger sediments,
Early Lower Miocene sediments in the M'bwei River area and in the
Asempa area can be followed on trimetrogon air-photographs both to the
north and to the south into the uninvestigated region of the Kratke
Range.

The writer postulates that sediments of Tertiary 'e' age are,

or were originally, continuous across much of this area (see Fig.17).
As explained in section 6.3, early Lower Miocene sediments are absent
in the Kap au River area to the east of the "Kap au River line".

It is

thought, however, that sediments like those in Yuyebba Creek, were
originally deposited in this area but were removed by erosion early in

'

the late Lower Miocene.

Similarly, early Lower Miocene sediments

probably covered much wider areaj in the Moresby sector prior to their
partial erosion in the late
Lo~er Miocene,
.,'

It appears, therefore,

that the main parts of the early Lower Miocene sequence originally
extended in a wide belt from the Bismarck Range area south and SE
towards Port Moresby,
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Instability of the depositional surfaces in the region from
the Bismarck Range to the Namund River can be deduced from the great
thickness of early Lower Miocene shallow-water or subaerial basal conglomerates and the overlying deep-water arenaceous and argillaceous
sediments in this area.

Comparatively stable conditions existed in the

Pio River area,

Instability of the provenances in the Bismarck Range-Namund
River area early in the early Lower Miocene is indicated by the texture
and thickness of the basal conglomerates.

These conglomerates, and

possibly their source areas, were subsequently covered by thick deepwater sediments.

Parts of the Pio River area could have been the

provenance for some of the material in the latter beds but much of it
was probably derived from the Saruwaged Range area where an unconformity is reported to exist between the so-called early Lower Miocene
"Mebu Series" and the overlying "Mena Series".

7,4

PATTERN OF EARLY LOWER MIOCENE DIASTROPHISM
Possible trends of early Lower Miocene diastrophism are

depicted in Figure 17.

The Bismarck-Kratke Range area appears to have

been a zone of intense positive and negative vertical movements.
Along this zone, a chain of unstable local highs underwent rapid erosion
at the start of the early Lower Miocene.
Miocene the whole zone subsided.

Later on in the early Lower

At the end of the early Lower Miocene

or the start of the late Lower Miocene the Bismarck Range area was reelevated.

It is uncertain how far south this zone of instability

extended as much of the early Lower Miocene sequence in the Tauri-Kapau
area is concealed or has been eroded by the movements subsequent to the
main phase of early Lower Miocene sedimentation.

However, by analogy

with late Lower and Middle Miocene diastrophic axes in this area, it may
f> -

have continued south at least as far as the area now concealed by the
Lakekamu Embayment sediments.

Regions supplying detritus to the zone

~>

,. '

r

'

f ih

,'
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"

during the later part of the early Lower Miocene probably existed in
the Saruwaged and Ekuti Range areas and in places south from the Pio
River area (refer Kugler, in prep.).
~

Comparison of the early Lower Miocene pattern of diastrophism
with that of the late Lower Miocene shows that there was a probable
westward

shi~

of the zone of thick sedimentation

~t

the end of the

early Lower Miocene and a retreat to the SW of the area of shallowwater sedimentation in the Pio River region.

The

:Po'~tula~ed high to

the east of the early Lower Miocene sequence in the Moresby
sector also
. -,
.'
appears to have shifted westwards; the Port Moresby 'ar~a .. suffered
'

erosion during the late Lower Miocene.

{',

I

8.

1'..,

PALAEOGENE

Sediments representative of only parts 0f,. the .Eocene Epoch
and parts of the Lower and Middle Oligocene were deposited, or remain
uneroded, in the central Papua region.

Since little' can be determined

concerning the palaeontology of the indi vidua! epoc,hs: .'of; the Lower
Tertiary, all the above sediments are here discussed' under the Palaeo.
'
gene heading. Palaeogene sediments are thinly develo~~d ~n m9st places
in the studied area, however, partially eroded remnants ar'ounif the
edges of the Lakekamu

Embaymen~

on the SW flank of the Eastern Cordill-

"'

era, and in the Saruwaged Range area/;gi ve evidence of thick sedimentation having occurred in these regions at some stage duri_ng the
Palaeogene.

It is uncertain whether Palaeogene depos.i ~~on occurred

opposite the Lakekamu Embayment.along the NE flank·qf the cordillera.
'
.
The indurated argillaceous beds in the Waria Depression are of unknown
age.

Dow and Davies (1964) have suggested that they could be of Eocene

age.

,-

.
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STRATIGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

8.1

Moresby Sector (refer Enclosure 4 and Figure 18)
The Moresby High is made up of sediments containing an Eocene
fauna.

Possibly indigenous Palaeocene fossils have been recovered from

one locality in this area.

Eocene sediments may also cover areas as .far

east of the Moresby High as the base of the Astrolabe Range and the
lower reaches of the Brown River.

Lower and Middle Oligocene faunas

occur only in reworked material in the overlying eroded outliers of
early Lower Miocene sediments.
The oldest Palaeogene sediments found in this sector occur to
the east of Fairfax Harbour at Barune (Fig.18, 1).

Here, limestones

overlie unmetamorphosed Upper Cretaceous (Senonian) sediments with
apparent conformity.

The Palaeocene fossils Distichoplax, Miscellanea

and Daviesina have been recognised in the beds immediately above the
conformity (Australasian Petroleum Co., 1961).

No continuous or com-

posite sections have been measured or compiled through the overlying
sediments.

Montgomery (in Anglo-Persian Oil Co., 1930) remarked

"A succession of limestone-grits, l'adiolarian and
fol'aminifel'al marls, chel'ts and al'gillites follows
the Eocene (nummulitic) limestones of stage a-b •
••.. As the limestone-grits appear to be confined
to the lower few hundred feet of the sequence, the
rocks can conveniently be subdivid.ed as follows (1) Polyzoal and foraminiferal limestone-grits
associated with the basal pol'tion.
(2) Thin-bedd.ed marls, cherts and argiUites. 11
The limestone-grits and sandstones are made up of

11

polyzoal 11 and foram-

iniferal tests and fragments of basic igneous rock, feldspar, quartz
and glauconite, cemented with granular calcite, calcitic muds or calcitesilica mixtures.

According to Montgomery (ibid.) the overlying 750

metres thickness of beds are composed of marls and argillites, more or
less silicified, with segregations of chert.

These rocks are mainly
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constituted of calcareous mud, microcrystalline calcite and/or amorphous
to microcrystalline silica.

Manganiferous shales have been found at a

number of places within this sequence (Glaessner, 1952).
The stratigraphy in the area to the east of the Moresby High
and north of Bootless Inlet (Fig.18, 2) is not well known because of
structural complication and the presence of widespread dolerite and
gabbro intrusions.

Concerning this region Glaessner (1952) wrote

''Studies in the Bogoro Fault Zone and east of it indicate
the necessity of including in the Eocene the bulk of
the 'Metamorphic limestones' and of the 'Tuffs of the
Laloki and Dubuna Mines ' described by Montgomery.
'fhe greater abundance of globigerine limestones and basic
tuffs in the easteT>n part of the area indicates a facies
change, but they alteT>nate with cherty argillites indistinguishable from those of the westeT>n part ..•.. the
calcareous rocks (grits and foraminiferal limestone~)
which form the base of the sequence in the vicinity of
"Fort Moresby correspond closely to some of the limestones
between the Bogoro Fault and the Laloki River."
'

At many localities in the above area these Eocene sediments are in faultcontact with sheared Upper Cretaceous (Senonian) limestones and shales.
Papua Oil Development Co. maps show a generalised boundary drawn between
probable Eocene sediments and pre-Tertiary metamorphics (Taverne, 1939)
, further north in the vicinity of the Brown River (Enci.4 and Fig.18, 3).
The nature of this possible contact is unknown.
The limestones in the lower parts of the Eocene sequence of
the Moresby sector contain Nwnmulites, Discocyclina, Globorotalia and

Globigerina.

The nummulitic limestones are more thickly developed in the

western part of the area and the pelagic globigerine limestones are
thicker in the eastern part of the area.

'

These beds also contain

Alveolina sp. (Glaessner, 1952) and three species each of Assilina and
Pellatispira (Chapman, in Anglo-Persian Oil Co., 1930). According to
Eames et al. (1962), Alveolina and Assilina sps. are restricted to the
Middle Eocene and PeZlatispira to the Upper Eocene, Radiolaria,

l~

benthonic and pelagic foraminifera are common throughout the Palaeogene
sediments of the Moresby area.
Glaessner (1952) named these calcareous and siliceous rocks
the Port Moresby Group and considered their age to be restricted to the
Upper Eocene.

It appears probable that these sediments may also be

representative of parts of the Middle Eocene and Palaeocene.

Oroi Sector (refer Enclosure 5 and Figure 18)
The only rocks of possible Palaeogene age found in the Oroi
sector were encountered at a depth of 315 metres in Rorona Corehole No.l
(Fig.18, 4), below probable Pliocene volcanics.

They consist of highly

serpentinised basic igneous rocks containing clay and calcareous bands
(Taverne, 1939).

Reworked Eocene limestone and chert occurs abundantly

in the late Lower Miocene beds of the Oroi High.

Biaru Sector (refer Enclosure 6 and Figure 18)
In this sector Eocene fossils have been found in sediments at
three places high in the foothills of the Eastern Cordillera.

These

localities are in the upper reaches of the Angabunga and Akaifu Rivers.
In the Auga River, a tributary of the Angabunga River (Fig.18,
5), de Verteuil and Rickwood (1946) measured a thickness of at least
1,220 metres of mudstones, shales, sa.qdy limestones, limestones and lowgrade phyllites which rest with no great structural discordance on Upper
Cretaceous low-grade metamorphics.

The whole

se~uence

comparatively high-grade metamorphics to the east.

is faulted against

Glaessner (in de

Verteuil and Rickwood, 1946) recorded the presence of Globorotalia sp. in
the shales, and Nwnmulites sp. in the limestones.

These sediments are

known informally as the Mafulu Group; they are probably mainly Eocene in
age.

Glaessner (ibid.) tentatively correlated the Mafulu Group with the

limestones, shales and grits found near Goilala, some 15 km north of this
locality in the upper reaches of the Angabunga River (Fig.18, 6).
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Recrystallised detrital limestones, slaty shales, and quartzose
sandstones were discovered by Pratt and Whittle (1938) in fault-contact
with probable Lower Miocene basic lavas in the Akaifu River (Fig.18, 7).
These beds, called the Gorote sedimentary series, were subsequently found
to contain an Upper Eocene fauna.

The Gorote sediments overlie, in an

unknown manner, sheared and metamorphosed basic lavas and tuffs which, in
low~grade

turn, unconformably overlie probable Cretaceous
the Upper Kunimaipa River series.

metamorphics,

The altered volcanics may be Palaeo-

gene in age.

Lakekamu Sector (refer Enclosure 7 and Figure 18)
The only known outcrops of probable Palaeogene sediments in the
Lakekamu sector were found by Pratt and Mackinnon (1938) in Hells Gate
Creek (Fig.18, 8).

Osborne (1947) described the outcrops as follows -

"Siliceous rocks of lithology identical with the
Eocene beds of Port Moresby have been observed in
many places in a relatively narrow zone extending
from the Tauri River west of Hells Gate southward
along the foot of and on the steep slopes below the
west-facing limestone scarp of the 8Cl1J} Mts.
They consist of thick siliceou~ marls and very hard
dense thick to well-bedded grey siliceous rocks
.•••• containing abundant large black to brown flint
or chert concretions ..•.•. No specific fossils have
been found in these beds but Dr. Glaessner states
that the common radiolaria support the lithological
correlation with the Port Moresby, Group . ..••. There
may be something of the order of 500 feet [150 met'res]
exposed but the bottom was not seen, nor was any preEocene formation. "
'
As mentioned in section 7.1, chert

detritu~

and reworked Nummulites occur

in,the overlying early Lower Miocene conglomerates pnd detrital limestones.
:

j,

Kapau Sector (refer Enclosure 8 and Figure 18)
No authenticated occurrences of Palaeogene rocks exist in this
sector; here, Lower Miocene beds (which contain reworked Eocene material
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in places) appear to rest directly either on unmetamorphosed Mesozoic
sediments (refer Aiweriba Anticline in section 7.1) or on ?Cretaceous
metasediments.

In 1961 an observer unknown to the writer reported

possible Eocene limestones cropping out, in the Miwi Valley region of
the upper Tauri River (Fig.18, 9), near metamorphic rocks (G.A.V. Stanley,

pers. aomm. ).

Markham Sector (refer Enclosure 10 and Figure 18)
Sediments composed predominantly of limestones and containing
Palaeogene faunas have been examined at a number of localities in the
Markham sector.

The main areas of outcrop, as far as can be presently

determined, are between the Pio River in the SW and the Bismarck Range to
the NE.

Palaeogene volcanics may be thickly developed in the Saruwaged

Range area.
Eocene calcarenites and coarsely crystalline limestones up to
150 metres in thickness crop out in places in the lower Pio River area
(Fig.18, 10).

In other places Palaeogene sediments were either not de-

posited or eroded before the Lower Miocene.

The calcareous rocks in the

Pio River are slightly glauconitic and contain reworked foraminifera and
bryozoa, abundant indigenous DisaoayaZina and fragments of quartz and
mudstone (Rickwood and Kent, 1956).

About 25 km north of here Rickwood

and Kent (ibid.) found a thickness of at least 60 metres of well-bedded
and slightly sheared shoal limestones exposed on the Erun Anticline
(Fig.18, 11); they contain SpiroaZypeus verrrriauZaris and BipZanispira.
Further north in the Mt. Michael area Palaeogene sediments are missing.
Thus, across this region, early Lower Miocene beds rest directly on unmetamorphosed Upper Cretaceous (Cenomanian) sediments in the north and
patches of Eocene sediments occur disconformably below early Lower
Miocene beds and unconformably above unmetamorphosed Lower Cretaceous
(Albian/Aptian) sediments in the central and southern parts.

The only

Oligocene beds located in the region occur further west at the mouth of
the Pio River.
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Close to the junction of the Aure and Purari Rivers (Fig.18,
12), a minimum thickness of 203 metres of fine-grained Eocene nummulitic
limestones, "greywackes", indurated marls and "grits" was measured on
the Aure Scarp by Carey (1941).

Globigerina occur.in these sediments

but Discoeyclina and "Lacazina" have been found nearby in similar rocks
(refer Kugler, in prep. ) .
About 20 km north of Mt. Michael, Palaeogene sediments crop
out on a great hogback along the SW flank of the Yaveufa Syncline and
appear, in'trimetrogon air-photographs, to increase in thickness towards
the NW from the Asaro River.

At Chauve (Fig.18, 13) a thickness of 580

metres of Eocene sandy limestone, calcareous sandstone and minor mudstone has been measured by Stanley (1950).

The limestones consist of

algal types containing "Lacazina", Nummulites and Spiroclypeus

vermicularis, "Laca~ina" types containing Biplanispira rrrirabilis, and
Alveolina types. The calcareous sandstones contain Nummulites
perforatus and Pellatispira (Glaessner in Stanley, 1950). This section
is followed, apparently conformably, by early Lower Miocene beds but
along the cuesta to the NW, an Oligocene fauna occurs in the top parts
of the limestone sequence.

The base of the sequence rests disconform-

ably on Upper Cretaceous (Cenomanian) argillaceous beds.
On the NE side of the Yaveufa Syncline, near.Asaro (Fig.18,
14), an approximate thickness of 60 metres of Oligocene (Tertiary 'c')
foraminiferal limestones and calcareous shales containing Nurrunulites

intermedius unconformably overlies granodiorite and Bismarck Range metamorphics (McMillan and Malone, 1960).

Unfossiliferous banded cherts are

associated with the basal parts of the early Lower Miocene sequence a
little to the west of Asaro.

These strata could be equivalent to the

Eocene cherts of the Moresby and Lak.ekamu sectors since pebbles of chert
occur in the basal early Lower Miocene beds.
In the Kami area (Fig.18, 15), at the NW end of the Orlowat
Syncline, Nwnmulites bagelensie and Discocyclina sp ,' have been found in
globigerine limestones (McMillan and Malone, ibid.).

These Eocene lime-
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stones rest with apparent conformity on Upper Cretaceous (Senonian) sediments but the nature of the upper boundary is uncertain; it is probably
a faulted contact.

A short distance to the NE of Kami, Oligocene

(Tertiary 'c') limest-ones and thinly developed shales and siltstones
(possible Eocene in age) lie unconformably on the Bismarck Range metamorphics.

Directly opposite this area on the NE flank of the Bismarck

Range only one outcrop of Eocene sediment has been located.

Near Dumpu

thinly developed fossiliferous calcarenites containing JJiscocyclina sp.
occur between the metamorphics and the early Lower Miocene sequence.
In the Saruwaged Range (Fig.18, 16) a large but unknown thickness of coarse to fine-grained agglomerates and tuffs and pillow lavas
(the "Finisterre Series 11 ) crops out below the Lower Miocene "Mebu Series"
(Ongley, 1939).

These sediments, which are sheared and intruded by basic

dykes, are associated with the Oligocene (Tertiary 'd') Kei and Gasua
limestones.

The "Finisterre Series" could be representative of a large

part of Palaeogene time.

8.2

STRATIGRAPHIC SYNTHESIS

. The top of the Palaeogene sequence is practically everywhere
overlain apparently conformably by the lithologically different early
Lower Miocene sediments.

However, since Oligocene beds are absent in

most places at this level and since reworked Eocene and Oligocene material occurs abundantly in basal early Lower.Miocene sediments, the
horizon must be one of

discon~ormity

or slight unconformity.

The base of the Palaeogene sequence is a level of apparent
conformity or dis conformity in places, strong unconformity in' gther,;
places, and generally abrupt lithological change.

In the Bismarck Range

area Eocene and, in some parts, Oligocene sediments rest directly on
pre-Jurassic metamorphics but elsewhere Eocene sediments lie idisconformably on either metamorphosed or unmetamorphosed Cretaceous beds.

There

may be a conformable relationship between Palaeogene and Cretaceous beds
at Barune in the Moresby sector.
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The unmetamorphosed Cretaceous sub-stratum exists at the NW
end of the Eastern Cordillera; the metamorphosed Cretaceous sub-stratum
exists to the SE, along the SW flank of the Ekuti-Owen Stanley Range
part of the cordillera.

The thiakness of the Palaeogene sequence ranges from 580 metres
at Chauve, in the NW part of the studied area (a maximum measured thickness is a region of comparatively thin sediment), to at least 1,220
metres in the upper Angabunga River area of the Biaru sector.
figure, a measurement across an

incomple~e

The latter

Palaeogene sequence, is the

maximum reliably measured thickness in the Biaru-Port Moresby area of
comparatively thick sediment.

Glaessner (1952) has suggested that a

thickness of at least 1,530 metres of Port ·Moresby Group sediments exists
in the Port Moresby area.

Variation of ZithoZogies can be generally outlined within the
Palaeogene sequence in the Markham and Moresby sectors.

In the Markham

sector foraminiferal and algal deposits make up the major part of the
series between the Pio River in the SW and the Bismarck Range to the NE.
Terrigenous arenaceous material is the secondary lithological component
in the SW, but this is replaced by argillaceous material (possibly
including the 1banded cherts) adjacent to the Bismarck Range.

To the

east of the latter area, thickly developed coarse to fine-grained basic
volcanics are associated with thin limestones in the Saruwaged Range.
A similar but a seemingly more condensed lithological change occurs from
west to east across the Moresby sector.

The autochthonous foraminiferal

and coarse-grained detrital limestone sequence of the Moresby High,
which contains arenaceous and argillaceous terrigenous material, gives
way to basic tuffs, subordinate argillaceous beds and biostromal limestones towards ,the east, across a distance of only 15 km.

Variation of aomposition:

Limestones are widespread through-

out the Palaeogene sequence but they constitute the major part of the
measured sections only in the western regions.

The basic lavas and tuffs

appear to be confined to the eastern regions, for example, the eastern
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part of the Moresby sector, possibly the upper Akaifu River area of the
Biaru sector and the Saruwaged Range.

The composition of some of the

rocks in the eastern parts has been slightly modified by low-grade
regional metamorphism.

Siliceous sediments occupy a median position

between these two regions.

They make up large parts of the Palaeogene

sections in the area of the Moresby High, the Hells Gate area in the
Lakekamu sector and, possibly, the Asaro area of the Markham sector
(see Fig.18).

The environment of deposition in which the limestone successions of the western regions accumulated was shallow to moderatelyshallow neritic, as evidenced by the abundant benthonic foraminifera in
these rocks and also the presence of the medium-grained terrigenous
component and, in at least one area, glauconite.

Deeper marine environ-

ments could have existed within the region as globigerine limestones
occur near the junction of the Aure and Purari Rivers and near the SW
side of the Bismarck Range.

Minor developments of pelagic limestones,

and some shallower water types, are interbedded in places with thick
volcanics and/or terrigenous argillaceous sediments in the eastern
regions.

As mentioned earlier these regions cover the eastern parts of

the Moresby and Biaru sectors and the Saruwaged Range area.

Overlap of

environments was present in the western part of the Moresby sector since·
autochthonous nummulitic limestones occur interbedded with strata containing some pelagic foraminifera and radiolaria.

8.3

SEDIMENTATION AND DIASTROPHISM

Easterly provenances are postulated for the Palaeogene marine
volcanics in the eastern part of the Moresby sector because of the
absence of volcanic sediments 'in the western part of the sector.

If the

altered volcanics in the upper Akaifu River area are Palaeogene in age,
easterly provenances can also be envisaged for these rocks by analogy
with the Moresby area.

Since bodies of numm.ulitic limestone are
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interbedded with the thick argillaceous marine sediments of the upper
Angabunga River a Palaeogene shore-line could have existed nearby; a shoreline to the east of this area would fit well into the above postulated
provenance pattern.

As suggested by Glaessner (1952) the coquina and

fresh quartz and feldspar fragments in the Moresby High beds could have
been derived from the west.

The presence of disconformities and uncon-

formities between the pre-Palaeogene sub-stratum and Eocene and, in places,
'
Oligocene
beds in the Pio River and Bismarck Range region, points to

possible early Palaeogene erosion in the area but there is no direct evidence of this in the lithology or composition of the basal beds.

The

areas from which Palaeogene rocks are completely absent, for example, Mt.
Michael, the Bismarck Range and parts of the upper Tauri River area (see
'

Fig.19), could have been contemporaneous provenances; .however, apart from
areas where Oligocene beds rest directly on pre-Tertiary rocks, it is
possible that Palaeogene sediments were eroded from these places late in
the Palaeogene or early in the early Lower Miocene.

Large areas were originally covered by Palaeogene sediments in
the central Papua region; this can be deduced from the ainount of reworked
Eocene material in Lower Miocene sediments.

The possible,

detritus which is an important component in the early

"

~ocene
,

chert

Miocene basal

Lowe~

beds of the upper Aure River was probably derived from the .,east, from the
zone of early Lower Miocene instability along the Bismarck 'and Kratke
Ranges.

As mentioned in section 7.3 the weathered basic igneous rock
1

detritus and Eocene material in the early Lower Miocene and basal late
Lower Miocene rocks of the Tauri-Kapau area was probably derived from
east of the "Kapau River line" where late Lower Miocene limestones now
rest on ?Cretaceous metamorphics.

In the previous paragraph'. it was

stated that Palaeogene rocks may have once covered the areas now devoid of
them along the NW end of the Eastern Cordillera.

Upper Tertiary and

Quaternary sediments very probably conceal Palaeogene rocks in the Albert
Mts. and Lakekamu Embayment areas.
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Semi-stability is postulated in the Aure River-Bismarck Range
region of Palaeogene limestone deposition.

Intermittent positive vert-

ical movements must have taken place here because of the presence of
disconformities within the Palaeogene sequence.

The considerable thick-

ness and uniform lithology of Palaeogene sediments in the eastern parts
of the Moresby ?Jld

Biaru~ectors

and their apparent conformable relation-

ship with the Cretaceous sub-stratum suggests that this region was one of
continuous subsidence or instability during the main part of the Palaeogene.

The Palaeogene provenances outlined in the above discussion do
not appear to have been zones of great instability because of the lack
of coarse-grained detritus in the sediments of the series.

The proven-

ances of the Saruwaged Range sediments may have been exceptions.

Much

of the source area erosion could have taken place under sub-aqueous or
only slightly elevated subaerial conditions.

8.4

PATTERN OF PALAEOGENE DIASTROPHISM
It is difficult to trace the overall trends of Palaeogene

diastrophism in central Papua and the adjacent part of New Guinea,
because large parts of the Palaeogene sequence are either concealed by
younger sediments or were eroded inimediately after deposition.

There

appears to have been two main diastrophic' "environments"." These were
the large region of semi-stability between the areas of the Aure and
Purari Rivers and

~he

Bismarck Range where mainly shallow-water lime-

stones were deposited and the region of continuous subsidence and deepwater sedimentation in the eastern Port Moresby area and the upper Akaifu
and Angabunga Rivers area.

A clue as to the spatial relationship between

the two environments is provided by the areal distribution of the
Palaeogene siliceous rocks.

These cherts or chertified sediments crop

out along a belt stretching NW and north from the Moresby High, through
the Hells Gate area and possibly the northern part of the Kratke Range,
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to the Asaro area in the Bismarck Range.

If the cherts were in fact

mainly restricted to this belt, they probably mark the transition from
an easterly unstable low to a semi-stable high region to the west,
postulated configuration of the northern end of the

11

The

transition line"

is supported by its coincidence with the axis of early Lower Miocene
instability (see Fig.19).
The cherts appear to have been formed by chemical precipitation in some cases but selective partial replacement of beds consisting
of terrigenous and organic material has also taken place (Montgomery,
in Anglo-Persian Oil Co., 1930; Glaessner, 1952).
available during sedimentation.

A minor source of silica may have been

the siliceous organisms in the rocks, such as
sponges.

Silica was therefore

~he

radiolaria and

However, the above deduced Palaeogene rock distribution and

environmental a;rangem~nt points to either desilicification of the
basic volcanics in the eastern low, or juvenile fluids rising from the
axial zone beneath the low, as the major source.
Either one of these processes could have resulted in siliceous fluids moving up gradient from east to west, from the deep to the
shallow-water environment.

This migration could have taken place

through the beds by way of compaction currents and along the

deposit~on

al interface by way of marine currents.
Comparison of the Palaeogene diastrophic pattern with that of
the early Lower Miocene indicates that the Palaeogene unstable low was
partly replaced by an early Lower Miocene high, and that the Palaeogene
deep-water to shallow-water transition belt be·came an early Lower
Miocene zone of instability.

The semi-stable region of shallow-water

limestone deposition also appears to have retreated to the SW and west
by the early Lower Miocene.
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PRE-TERTIARY

9,

In the central Papua region the sub-stratum on which the Tertiary
sequence has been observed to rest is mainly made up of unmetamorphosed
Jurassic and Cretaceous sediments, regionally metamorphosed Cretaceous
sediments and pre-Jurassic regionally metamorphosed sediments of uncertain
age.

Because the spatial and stratigraphic relationships

betwee~

these

rock groups are poorly known they are here treated under the general preTertiary heading.

The four main areas in which pre-Tertiary rocks are

exposed are shown in Figure 20.

At a number of places minor outcrops of

mainly Cretaceous sediments exist as fault-slices within the surrounding
Tertiary sediments.

As can be seen from Figure 20 the main region of out-

crop is along the part of the Eastern Cordillera from the Owen Stanley
Range NW to the Ekuti Range; from here the region trends north to the
Markham River.

It contains low-grade Cretaceous metamorphics and higher

grade metamorphics of unknown age.

The other regions encompass the pre-

Jurassic metamorphics of the Bismarck Range, the unmetamorphosed Mesozoic
sediments NW of Mt. Michael and the metamorphosed and unmetamorphosed
rocks in the southern part of the Kratke Range.

STRATIGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

9.1

Moresby Sector (refer Enclosure 4 and Figure 20)
In the Moresby sector pre-Tertiary metamorphic ro'cks crop out
across the Owen Stanley Range from the upper reaches of the Goldie and
Brown Rivers in the SW foothills of the range, to the Owen Stanley Fault
in the NE foothills.

They have also been observed at one place under.

the Pliocene pyroclastics of the Sogeri Plateau.

'

Within the Palaeogene

terrain of the western part of the sector, Cretaceous rocks occur in
small fault-slices at Barune and along the Bogoro Fault Zone.
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Near Barune (Fig.20, 1) two outcrops of fossiliferous calcareous
quartzose sandstone have been found within the Koki Fault zone (see Encl.
4).

These beds lie with apparent conformity below Palaeogene sediments

(Australasian Petroleum Co., 1961).

Glaessner (1952) named them the

Barune Sandstone and stated that ·they contain an Upper Senonian fauna
which includes Pseu<lorbitoicks and GZobotruncana.
Along the NW-trending Bogoro Fault Zone (see ~ncl.4 and Fig.20,
2) there are a number of faul t-sl.ice segments of sheared Upper Senonian
limestones and calcareous shales which contain GZobotruncana area,

G. stuarti:and G. conica.

Bogoro Limestone.

Glaessner (ibid.) named these sediments the

The nature of the contacts with the surrounding

Palaeogene rocks is uncertain; they could be either faults, unconformities
or disconformities.
The boundary.between the regional metamorphics and the Palaeogene rocks, respectively in the eastern and western parts of the Moresby
sector, is difficult to define since deformation of contact metamorphosed
Palaeogene sediments has produced rocks similar in appearance to the preTertiary metamorphics.

A generalised boundary between the two rock

groups, taken from Papua Oil Development .Co. maps (Taverne, 1939) and
checked by close examination of air-photographs, is shown in Enclosure 4
and Figure 20.

The nature of the contact is unknown.

In places where

intrusions are mainly absent and post-kinematic deformation is not intense,
for example' in the Goldie and Brown Rivers area (Fig.20, 3), the regional
metamorphics (slates, phyllites and schists) are seen "interbedded" with
shales and lithic sandstones which are lithologically different to the
Palaeogene sediments (Taverne, ibid.).

Fossils have not been recovered

from these metasediments but further to the north and to the SE* of the
area, rocks of very similar lithologies contain Cretaceous foraminifera.
Because rio detailed traverses have yet been made across the Owen Stanley

* GZobotruncana sp. noted in a sample of limestone from the Kemp Welch
River (outside studied area) by Stanley (1923).
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Range, the relationship between these rocks and the higher grade schists
(including glaucophane types) and gneisses (Gray, 1955; Patterson and
Kicinski, 1956) on the NE side of the range is unknown.

Oroi Sector (refer Enclosure 5 and Figure 20)
Rocks referred to as pre-Tertiary have been examined in the SW
foothills of the Eastern Cordillera along the Vanapa River.

They con-

sist of low-grade regional metamorphics and indurated sediments which
lie unconformably below SW-dipping volcanics of probable Pliocene age.
As mentioned in section 6.1 a derived specimen of the Upper Cretaceous
foraminifer Globotruncana Zinnei has been found on Yule Is. in the late
Lower Miocene Chiria Formation (see Fig.15, 4).
In the lower Vanapa River (Fig.20, 4) Osborne (1946) found
slates and indurated li thic sandstones.

No fossils were recovered from

these rocks but they are lithologically very similar to the Upper
Cretaceous regional metamorphics some 50 km further north in the Auga
River.
Brouxhon (1965) has described the metamorphic rocks in the
upper Vanapa River (Fig.20, 5) as phyllite, schist and gneiss.

He re-

marked that there is a gradual southerly decrease in metamorphic grade
down the Vanapa River to the area examined by Osborne.

Biaru Sector (refer Enclosure 6 and Figure 20)
Along the lower Auga River (Fig,20, 6), a tributary of the
Angabunga River, de Verteuil and Rickwood (1946) found a large thickness
(possibly as much as 2,440 metres) of argillaceous limestones, argillites,
slates and phyllites (the informal Kea Group) resting with possible conformity below the Eocene Mafulu Group.

The presence in these rocks of

radiolaria and Globotruncana sp. suggests that they are Upper Cretaceous
in age.

In 1963 (see section 6.1) the writer found Kea-type rocks riddled

with basic dykes and in fault-contact with probable Lower Miocene volcanics just west of Deva Deva (refer Encl.6).

To the east of here, further
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up the Auga River (Fig.20, 7), the Kea and Mafulu Groups are in faultcontact with higher grade regional metamorphics of unknown age,

The

latter rocks consist of phyllite, chlorite and garnet schist, re-crystallised limestone and garnet gneiss.

Lakekamu Sector (refer Enclosure 7 and Figure 20)
Low-grade regional metamorphics have been reported along the
SW flank of the Chapman Range; in the Kunimaipa River (Fig.20, 8) these
metamorphics consist mainly of phyllites which,

~ccording

to Pratt and

Whittle (1938), are unconformably overlain by altered lavas and volcanic
sediments.

In section 8.1 the author suggests that the latter rocks

could be of Palaeogene age.

In the Tiveri River (Fig.20, 9) ther~ is a

thickness of at least 1,000 metres of indurated and slightly metamorphosed radiolaria-bearing argillaceous and fine-grained arenaceous sediments which Chawner (1940) described as phyllites and cleaved "greywackes";
they lie unconformably below Mio-Pliocene conglome~ates.

Glaessner (in

de Verteuil and Rickwood, 1946) has compared.the above metamorphic rocks
with those of the Auga River Upper Cretaceous Kea Group.

Allen (1958)

found similar sediments (argillites and phyllites) in the Aivavi River
(Fig.20, 10).

As mentioned in section 6.1 a derived Upper Cretaceous

fauna exists in late Lower Miocene beds near the Saw Mts. (see Fig.15, 10),
Regional metamorphic rocks extend eastwards across the cordillera
to the Waria Depression where they terminate against the Owen Stanley
Fault.

In the Ono River area (Fig.20, 11) the rocks consist of medium to

coarse-grained quartz-biotite schist, subordinate fine-grained schist,
marble, calcareous schist and stretched conglomerate (Dow and Davies,
1964).

Kapau Sector (refer Enclosure 8 and Figure 20)
The elongate region containing the above described

outcro~s

of

regional metamorphics extends along the NW-trending Eastern Cordillera,
but in the Kapau sector the metamorphic outcrops diverge from the cordilleran
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axis and stretch north from the Chapman and Ekuti Ranges area to the
Markham River.

The metamorphics in the latter region, named the "Kaindi

Series" by Fisher (1944), have been intruded by numerous bodies of acid
igneous rock.

The metamorphics along the western side of the belt con-

sist of shales, slates, phyllites and schists (Fisher, 1935) and have
been observed lying unconformably below onlapping Lower Mi0cene limestones,
conglomerates and basic lavas along the Kabu River (Fig.20, 12) and in
parts of the Langimar River (Fig.20, 13).

About 20 km to the east of the

Langimar River very similar low-grade regional metamorphics contain, in
the lower parts, a probable Upper Cretaceous fauna (Glaessner, 1949a).
These, rocks crop out along the Watut River and in the lower reaches of
Snake River (Fig.20, 14).

Dow,(1961) described them as micaceous "grey-

wackes", slates and quartz-sericite schists and named the lower fossiliferous beds the Snake River Greywacke; an in complete section 1,500
metres in thickness was measured through these rocks,' The contact with
the ?unfossiliferous higher grade metamorphics to the east (Fig.20, 15)
has been considered an unconformity by Dow (ibid.) but this interpretation involves much uncertainty; alternatively, the contact can be
regarded as a NNE-trending fault (see part B).

The higher grade rocks,

termed the Kaindi Metamorphics by Dow (ibid.) are made up of slates,
phyllites, marbles and biotite schists.

The Kaindi Metamorphics extend

eastwards to the Huon Gulf coast and SE to the Owen Stanley Fault.

An

outlier of ?Cretaceous "greywacke" and sericite schist may overlie the
higher grade metamorphics in Sampa Creek (Fig.20, 16), but here again,
the nature of the contact between the two rock groups is unknown (Dow
and Davies, 1964).

Dow and Davies (ibid.) revised Fisher's (1944) nom-

enclature, naming all the above metasediments the Owen Stanley Meta-

morphics.
Pre-Tertiary sediments and metamorphic rocks also crop out,
probably as a large inlier (observed on trimetrogon air-ph0tographs), in
the southern part of the Kratke Range.

They are separated from the above

mentioned zone of regional metamorphics by a north-trending belt of
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Lower Miocene sediments.
this region.

Three distinct rock types have been reported in

The youngest of these rocks are the limestones in the Miwi

Valley which are possibly of Eocene age (see section 8.1).

As mentioned

in sections 6.1 and 7.1 probable early Lewer Miocene beds on the western
limb ef the Aiweriba Anticline (Fig.20, 17) are underlain by a 3,000
metre thickness of ?tuffaceeus sandstones and shales in the core of the
fold (Carey, 1941).

These sediments, which are considered Mesozoic in age

because of their lithological similarity te dated successions te the NW,
and because of their stratigraphic position (typical Palaeogene-type reeks
are missing from this section), can be traced northwards inte Kratke Range
on air-photographs.

Possibly the oldest rocks in the area are the meta-

morphics found by Nason-Jenes (1935) in two places on the upper Tauri
River (Fig.20, 18).

On air-photographs the areal extent of these rocks

appears to be limited; they alse appear to underlie the possible Mesozoic
sediments (see Encl. 8).

Markham Sector (refer Enclosure 10 and Figure 20)
One of the two main areas of pre-Tertiary sediments and metasediment outcrop in the Markham sector stretches NW from Mt. Michael
enclosing unmetamorphosed Jurassic and Cretaceous beds (Fig.20, 19).
These rocks are exposed on the SE-plunging nose of an anticlinorial structural feature, the main fold of which is the Kubor Anticline.

Compara-

tively minor exposures of Cretaceous sediments occur along fault-slices
within the surrounding Tertiary terrain.
Along the most deeply exposed part of the WNW-trending Kubor
Anticline (outside the studied area) metamorphic rocks and intrusive
granites lie unconformably below thinly developed Permian limestone which
in turn lies unconformably below different thicknesses of Upper Jurassic
beds and partly tuffaceous Cretaceous arenites and mudstones.

Within the

examined area (Fig.20, 19) the Cretaceous sediments, which lie disconformably below Eocene limestones in some places and early Lower Miocene mudstones in other places, consist of a 1,490 metre thickness of Lower
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Cretace0us shales, interbedded slightly tufface0us "greywackes 11 and minor
c0ngl0merate beds, and a l,g30 metre thickness of

Ceno~a.n,i~

care0us shales (Stanley, 1950; Rickwood and Kent, 1956).

banded cal-

The c0nglomer-

ates contain pebbles of quartz, basic lava and metamorphic rGck.

The

sediments in the Wahgi River, underlying this Cretaceous succession, have
net been investigated in the immediate area, but they can be phot0geologi cally traced NW to the Maril River and Kera Creek where Rickw0ed (1955)
measured a thickness 0f 1,220 metres of Upper Jurassic mudstones and reef
limest0nes.
Lewer Cretaceous (Aptian/Albian) "greywackes" and siltstones,
lying disconfermably below thinly devel0ped Eocene ··limestones,· are exposed
in fault-slices along the divide between the Pio and Purari Rivers (Fig.20,
20).

The

11

greywackes" contain abundant pebbles of metamorphic· and igne0us

reeks and large gastropods, and are lithelogically and palaeont0l0gically
similar to the beds described by Carey (1941 and 1945) further west in Paw
Creek (Rickw00d and Kent, 1956).
NE of Mt. Michael an unkn0wn thickness of Cretaceous sediments
is exp0sed between the Yaveufa and Orlowat Synclines along the NNW-trending Kami Fault (Fig.20, 21).

Here, McMillan and Malone (1960) fGund

limestenes, shales and mudstenes containing a Sen0nian fauna lying with0ut
angular discordance below Eocene limestones.
The second of the two main areas of pre-Tertiary rock outcrop
in the Markham sector encloses the metamorphics and intrusive granites
ef the Bismarck Range (Fig.20, 22).

These r0cks have been divided by

McMillan and Malone ( 1960) into two formations; the "higher" grade Bena
Bena F0rmation which c0nsists of chlorite-actinolite and quartz-muscovite
schist, ark0se, feldspathic siltstone, phyllite, quartzite and gneiss,
and the Gor0ka FGrmation, which c0nsists of siltstone, "greywacke",, min0r
limestone, quartzite, phyllite and bi0tite schist.

At the SE end of the

range these metasediments are surrounded by unconformably 0nlapping
Tertiary sediments.

The age 0f the metasediments has been c0nsidered

pre-Permian or Palaeozoic by anal0gy with metamorphics and.granites which
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unconformably underlie the Permian limestone on the. Kubor Apticline.
However, recent work,by Dow 'and Dekker (1964) suggests that along the NW •
end of the Bismarck Range (outside the studied area) the meta.morphics pass
into Triassic sediments, and that the intrusive ?post-kinematic granites ;
may be as young as Upper Triassic (radiogenic date).

The meta.morphics and

Triassic sediments in this area are surrounded unconformably by unmetamorphosed Jurassic and Cretaceous beds.

9.2

STRATIGRAPHIC SYNTHESIS

The top of the sub-TePtia:ry is exposed in four main areas in
central Papua and the adjoining part of New Guinea.
In the Mt. Michael area, at the SE end of the Kubor Range, Eocene
and, in some places, early Lower Miocene sediments lie disconformably on
unmeta.morphosed Cenomanian beds.
Along the SE end of the Bismarck Range early Lower Miocene and,
in places, Eocene sediments rest unconformably on pre-Jurassic metamorphic
rocks.
In the upper Tauri River area of the Kratke Range unmetamorphosed
sediments, which may be partly Cretaceous in age, rest disconformably below
possible early Lower Miocene sediments in at least one place.

Thin deve1J

opments of Eocene beds may rest on the former rocks in parts of the region.
Cretaceous low-grade regional meta.morphics extend south from thd
lower reaches of the Markham River to the Eastern Cordillera and from
thence SE along the SW flank of the cordillera towards the Owen Stanley
Range.

These metasediments are onlapped from the west and SW by Lower

Miocene sediments in some places and Palaeogene sediments in other places.
In the former

cas~s
.,

the contacts are unconformities, but in the latter

cases they may be either disconformities or conformities.

At Barune, with-

in the Tertiary terrain of the Port Moresby area and about 20 km to the
west of the SE end of this line of Tertiary/pre-Tertiary contacts, unmetamorphosed Senonian sediments rest with apparent conformity below
Palaeogene beds.

1
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The base and thickness of ·ihe unmetamorphosed pr>e-Ter>tiary
sediments:
Along the Kubor Range thicknesses of between 3,660 and 6,ooo
metres of Cenomanian, Lower Cretaceous and, in places, Upper Jurassic
sediments rest unconformably on a thin veneer of Permian limestone.
Metamorphic rocks and granodiorite crop out in the core of the range
unconformably below the limestone.

So far no evidence has been found

for either the age or the thickness of these pre-Permian metamorphic
rocks.
This great thickness of unmetamorphosed Jurassic and Cretaceous
sediments is absent at the SE end of the Bismarck Range; here, Tertiary
sediments and minor developments of Senonian beds onlap the metamorphics
of the Goroka and Bena Bena Formations.

However, at the NW end of the

range a full succession of Cretaceous and Jurassic rocks, at least 3,600
metres in thickness, rests unconformably on indurated Upper Triassic
sediments.

The latter rocks appear to pass laterally into metamorphics

very similar to those of the Goroka and Bena Bena Formations.
In the Kratke Range area the base of the unmetamorphosed sediments, which may be partly Cretaceous in age, cannot be defined.

The

metamorphic rocks in this region could have been produced by local
alteration of the above beds (which are at least 3,000 metres in thickness);
alternatively, the metamorphics could be unconformably below them.
At Barune, in the Moresby sector, only the upper contact of the
unmetamorphosed Senonian beds is exposed.

The ZithoZogy and composition of the unmetamorphosed pr>e-Tertiar>y
(Jur>assic and Cr>etaceous) sediments:
In the region covered by the aforegoing discussions, unmetamorphosed Lower and Middle Jurassic sediments have been found only at the
NW end of the Bismarck Range; they are made up of interbeds of sand and
silt-grade terri.genous material overlain by submarine basic volcanics and
conglomerates.

From this area Upper Jurassic sediments extend soutli under

the Wahgi River valley to the Kubor Range.

These beds consist of
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fossiliferous, uniformly fine-grained terrigenous deposits in which are
sµbordinate lenses of biohermal limestones and carbonaceous plant remains.
The Lower Cretaceous, in both the NW Bismarck Range and Kubor Range areas,
is represented by heavily tuffaceous and conglomeratic arenaceous sediments, above which are mainly argillaceous strata containing minor, but
laterally continuous, beds of coarse-graine.d arenaceous material.

The

coarse-grained detritus in these Lower Cretaceous units consists of reI

worked basic-volcanic rock fragments and pebbles .of quartz
rock.

an~

metamorphic

The overlying Upper Cretaceous (mainly Cenomanian) argillaceous

beds grade upwards into more coarsely-grained, and in parts heavily tuffaceous, terrigenous sediments.

At the NW end of the Bismarck Range the

Upper Cretaqeous is represented predominantly by submarine basic volcanics.
The ?tuffaceous sandstones and
J;

Aiweriba

•

mudst~nes

along the core of the

in the upper Tauri River area could qe laterally.equi-

An~icline

valent to any part of the above Jurassic-Cretaceous succession.
The 1lnmetamorphosed fossiliferous Senonian beds, near the SE
end of the

Bisma~ck

Range at Kami and near Port Moresby at Barune, are

made up of

t~r~igenous

argillaceous and arenaceous material and biohermal

limestones.

The environment of dsposition of the Jurassia and Cretaaeous
sediments:

In the above areas, Jurassic and Cretaceous strata lack sedi-

mentary structures indicative of shallow-water sedimentation, but they do
contain structures which may have resulted from density-current deposition.
This evidence, together with the fact that autochthonous marine fossils
are ubiquitous at
lated in the

certai~

deepe~.parts

levels, indicate that detritus probably accumuof a neritic environment.

The bas'e .and .thiakness of t~e Cretaaeeus metasediments:

Cret-

ace0,us fossils have been found at three places in the part of the belt
of uniformly low-grade regional metamorphic rock-which stretches south
and SE.from the lower reaches of the Markham River to the SW flank of the
Owen Stanley Range (see Fig.20).

Thicknesses of more than 2,400 metres ,
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of metasediment have been measured within the belt.

The nature of the

contacts between these metamorphics and the- adjacent belt of stratigraphically ?lower, ?unfoisiliferous higher grade regional metamorphics to the
east cannot be precisely -defined.

In most cases the contacts can be

interpreted as faults but a gradational relationship may exist in the
Vanapa River area.

For this reason all these rocks are here tentatively

considered as one unit, that is, metasediment partly Cretaceous in

a~e.

The unit has no known base.

The lithology and aomposition of the partly Cretaaeous metasediments:

The Cretaceous rocks along the western side of this belt of

regional metamorphics consist of indurated lithic arenites and argillaceous limestones, slates, phyllites and chlorite-sericite schists.

The

higher grade, more coarsely-grained metasediments along the eastern side
of the belt (adjacent to the Owen Stanley Fault) consist of phyllites,
marbles, biotite schists and gneissic rocks, some of which are garnetiferous.

Glaucophane schists have been reported at one place (see

section 9.1).

These rocks were originally argillaceous and arenaceous

sediments probably containing abundant lithic and volcanic material and
biohermal limestones.

From west to east across the belt, there appears

to be a gradation from cleaved and indurated but otherwise unaltered
sediments, through a zone of sheared sericite-bearing metasediments to a
zone of more highly sheared biotite and garnet-bearing metasediments.
Most of the above rocks can be placed in the greenschist facies of
regional metamorphism.

The environment of deposition of the partly Cretaaeous metasediments:

The more coarsely-grained, higher grade metasediments, which

contain recrystallized biohermal limestones, were probably deposited
under moderately

shallo~-water

marine conditions.

According to Dow and

Davies (1964) this environment may have been marginal to deeper water
further east.

The Cretaceous metasediments are mainly fine-grained and

include argillaceous limestones.

These rocks contain, at certain levels,

pelagic foraminifera and radiolaria which suggests deposition in a deepwater marine environment.
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The base a:nd thickness of the pre-Jurassic metasediments:
The core of the Bismarck Range is made up of the regional metamorphics
of the Bena Bena and Goroka Formations.

These rocks have a probable

Upper Triassic age limit because, at the NW end of the range, they
appear to pass laterally into the indurated Triassic sediments lying
unconformably below Jurassic beds.
1,220 metres in thickness.

The Triassic sediments are at least

Since the stratigraphic relationship between

the Bena Bena and Goroka Formations is unknown, the metamorphic rocks of
the Bismarck Range are here considered as one unit, that is, metasediment
partly Triassic in age.

The unit has no known base.

The lithology a:nd corrrposition of the partly Triassic metasediments:
Regional metamorphism of the Goroka Formation sediments, which
were originally predominantly argillaceous rocks containing quartzose
beds and biostromal limestones, produced mainly quartzites and carbonaceous and biotite schists.

The Bena Bena Formation was probably an

arenaceous unit mostly made up of arkosic material with minor basic tuffs.
Metamorphism of these sediments produced phyllites and feldspar, muscovite and chlorite schists.
The indurated Upper Triassic beds at the NW end of the Bismarck
Range consist of an upper unit of feldspathic arenites, tuffaceous siltstones and dacitic conglomerates and a lower unit of interbedded argillaceous and arenaceous sediments with some conglomerates.
McMillan and Malone (1960) have suggested that the Bena Bena
Formation is possibly older and more highly altered than the Goroka Formation.

However, there seems to be little evidence on which to base this

supposition.
ies.

If the suggestion is valid, there are two obvious anomal-

Firstly, the lithologies of the uppermost Upper Triassic unit appear

to match those of the Bena Bena Formation and secondly, the higher grade
biotite schists are developed in the Goroka Formation and the lower grade
muscovite-chlorite schists appear to be typical of the Bena Bena Formation.

~8

The environment of deposition of the partly Tria,ssic metasediments:

The presence of conglomerates and cross-bedding in the fossil-

iferous uppermost unit of the Triassic succession suggest that sedimentation took place in a shallow-water neritic environment.

The arenaceous-

argillaceous lower unit may have been deposited in deeper water.

The

sediments of the Bena Bena and Goroka Formations could have been laid
down under similar conditions.

STRATIGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION

9.3

Stratigraphic synthesis points to the possibility that four
distinct pre-Tertiary sedimentary rock groups exist in the central Papua
region.
The oldest rock group included the pre-Permian low-grade regional metamorphics in the core of the Kubor Range.

Rickwood (1955) named

these argillaceous metasediments the Omung Metamorphics.
The second group included the metasediments in the core of the
Bismarck Range which some authors, on very little evidence, have divided
into two formations, both of which have been considered equivalent to the
Omung Meta.morphics.

However, the nature of their stratigraphic relation-

ship with comparatively unaltered Triassic sediments and the recent
radiogenic dating of an intrusive granite as Upper Triassic now indicate
that these meta.morphics have a probable upper age limit 0f Upper Triassic.
The earlier mentioned metamorphics in the core of the Kratke Range are
tentatively included in this group.

Although the nature and age of the

lower parts of the group are unknown the meta.morphics are here considered
as one unit and for the present purposes informally named the Bismarck

Metamorphics.

The Permian limestones unconformably overlying the Omung

Metamorphics may, as well as the Triassic beds, be unmeta.morphosed equivalents of the group.
The third rock group includes the low-grade regional metamorphics which crop out from the lower Markham River, south to the Eastern
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Cordillera and from thence SE along the cordillera to the Owen Stanley
Range.

Previous authors have differentiated these rocks into a younger

Cretaceous unit and an older unit of uncertain age but to which a
Palaeozoic age has usually been ascribed.

Available evidence, as already

discussed, does not support this division; the rocks should be tentatively
considered as one unit.

The metasediments of the group have an Upper

Cretaceous upper age limit but an unknown lower age limit.

In reference

to the unit the writer, following Dow and Davies (1964), uses the term

Owen Stanley Metamorphics.
The fourth group includes the unmetamorphosed Jurassic and
Cretaceous sediments cropping out around the flanks of the Kubor Range,
at the NW end of the Bismarck Range and in a number of fault-slices within
the overlying Tertiary sediments in the region SE from the Wahgi River to
Port Moresby.

Also tentatively included are the unmetamorphosed sediments

in the Kratke Range area which, in an earlier section, have been described
as probable pre-Tertiary beds.

The informal term

11

Wahgi Series II (Noakes'

1939) is herein used in reference to the sediments of this group.
Because so much of the pre-Tertiary succession has either been
eroded or is concealed by younger rocks, the time-spatial relationships
between the above defined rock units depend, not only on interpre,tation
of pre-Tertiary patterns of sedimentation and diastrophism, but also on
the Tertiary patterns of diastrophism.

9.4

JURASSIC-CRETACEOUS SEDIMENTATION AND DIASTROPHISM
P'l'ovenanaes:

The Upper Jurassic part of the "Wahgi Series" which thins, and
in flaces wedges-out, onto Permia.n and pre-Permian rocks WNW from the
Mt. Michael area, contains transgressive biohermal limestones.

These

features are indicative of possible Lower, Middle, and perhaps Upper
Jurassic provenances in that direction.

In the Pio River region Lower

Cretaceous beds are disconformably overlain by Eocene sediments, which
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suggests that this area may have suffered Upper Cretaceous (and/or early
Tertiary) erosion (see Erave-Wana Swell - section 9.5).
Much of the "Wahgi Series" has either been eroded or was not
deposited in the SE Bismarck Range area where shallow-water Senonian
beds appear to rest on, or very close to, the partly Triass,ic Bismarck
Metamorphics.

The abundance of metamorphic rock detritus at certain

levels in the Cretaceous sediments of the Wahgi River region points to
the Bismarck Metamorphics as a possible Cretaceous provenance.
The source areas of the great volume of predominantly argillaceous material constituting the portion of the Owen Stanley Metamorphics
containing Cretaceous fossils poses a problem.

Although some detritus

was probably derived from the west, that is, from the Bismarck Range area
and from near Port Moresby (where the relationship of the Senonian Bogoro
Limestone to the Barune Sandstone indicates possible nearby shore-line
conditions), much of the westerly region was receiving sediment during
this time, therefore, some detritus must have been derived from the east
(see Fig.21).
Dow and Davies (1964) considered that the more coarsely-grained
metasediments making up the "lower" parts of the Owen Stanley Metamorphics
were probably marginal to deeper water deposits originally existing
further east.

If this was the case much of the material in these sedi-

ments possibly originated from the west.

APeas of oPiginaZ sedimentation:
Figure 21 shows imp,ortant Tertiary trends of diastrophism, as
well as those for the Jurassic and Cretaceous.

The axes of a Middle

Miocene high and a late Lower Miocene high, the early Lower Miocene axis
of instability and the Palaeogene deep to shallow-water transition zone
were coincident on a trend which extended south from the Bismarck Range
area, through the Kratke Range area to the region at the NW end of the
Lakekamu Embayment and possibly further SE to the Port Moresby area.
This zone of Tertiary diastrophism could also have been the axis of a
Jurassic-Cretaceous high because, firstly, the Bismarck Metamorphics
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appear to have c_onsti tuted a Cretaceous and a possible Jurassic high,
secondly~

the core of the Kratke'Range:is made-up of metamori)hics prob-

' _ably equi va:l.'ent to the Bismarck' Metamorphics and, thirdly, the Port
Moresby area could have been at least an Upper Cretaceous high.

The

"Bismarck-Moresby high" appears to have separated the unmetamorphosed
sediments of the "Wahgi Series" to the west, from the Owen Stanley
Metamorphics to the east.
If the Cretaceous metasediments making up the western side of
the belt of Owen Stanley. Metamorphics are, in fact, the "upper" parts
·of this unit, considerable erosion of the Cretaceous beds has occurred.
Originally these deep-water sediments must have extended further east
over the "lower" parts of the Owen Stanley Metamorphics.

Instability of the Cretaceous depositional area to the east
of the "Bismarck-Moresby high" can be deduced from the great thickness
of mainly argillaceous, radiolaria-bearing metasediments which make up
the western part of the belt of Owen Stanley Metamorphics.

A thickness

of at least 6,000 metres of Jurassic and Cretaceous sediments was deposited between the Bismarck and Kubor Ranges; this suggests that_ an
unstable low also existed to the west of the "Bismarck-Moresby high".

·9.5

PATTERN OF JURASSIC-CRETACEOUS DIASTROPHISM
The unstable low in which the "Wahgi Series" sediments were

deposited may have extended south from the Wahgi River area through the
region now covered ny the thick Miocene sediments of the Albert Mts.
The axis of the low was midway between the Erave-Wana Swell (a mainly
Mesozoic belt of minimum subsidence, and of occasional emergence, which
.extended north and NW from west of the Purari River mouth, to the NW end
of the Kubor Range - Australasian Petroleum Co. , 1961) and the "BismarckMoresby high" (see Fig.21).

Sediments of the "Wahgi Series" may exist

to the west of Port Moresby beneath the Gulf of Papua.

The "Bismarck-

Moresby high" was an axis of positive vertical movements- during the
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Cretaceous and probably the Jurassic; along the axis, sediments of this
age were either only moderately thickly developed or not deposited.

To

the east of it, an unstable Cretaceous low extended from the Markham
River south and SE along the present axis of the Eastern Cordillera.
Sediments of the northern continuation of the low may exist beneath the
thick Tertiary sediments of the Saruwaged Range.
was partially

upli~ed

This Cretaceous low

to form a provenance for the Palaeogene low which

developed along a parallel trend a little further west (see section 8.3).
The high postulated as the source of much of the sediment in the Cretaceous low was further east and probably made up of rocks equivalent to
the "lower" part of the Owen Stanley Metamorphics (see Fig.21).
From the above information it is possible to diagrammatically
outline the spatial distribution of the pre-Tertiary rock units in relation to the sub-Tertiary surface (see Fig.22).

It also allows time

relationships to be drawn between the four pre-Tertiary rock units (see
Fig.23).

The interpreted cross-section is approximately representative

of late Mesozoic sections across any p13:rt of the "Bismarck-Moresby high".
However, uncertainty still surrounds the nature and age of the "lower"
part of the Owen Stanley Metamorphics.

It is possible that it represents

the western portion of a belt of thick Mesozoic deep-water sediments
originally deposited in a low which passed along the area now occupied by
the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt (see later).

The axis of the low may

have been uplifted during the Lower Cretaceous, providing provenances for
the Cretaceous sediments which now constitute the "upper" part of the
Owen Stanley Metamorphics.
Tectonic Synthesis section.

The problem is pursued further in the
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B.

STRUCTURE

ANALYSIS

AND

SYNTHESIS

The first section of part B, entitled Structure Analysis and

Ages of Deformation, involves the delineation, description and age
estimation of known and photogeologically defined structural features
in central Papua and the adjoining part of New Guinea.

Intensive use

of aerial photographs has been necessary to gain even the most rudimentary knowledge of the pattern of deformation in this region.

It has

led to the discovery that in the NW parts of the region the basic structural grain trends obliquely across the Eastern Cordillera.

In the SE

parts of the'region the grain is sub-parallel to the cordillera.

An attempt is made herein to subdivide the overall structure
of the central Papua region into fundamental structure zones.

Strictly,

this subdivision should be purely descriptive, that is, based on difference in style of deformation from place to place, but in the region, u±i,der
consideration this approach is not always feasible.

Difference in de;

formation style can, in some instances, be correlated with difference,in
the age of deformation.

However, in other cases, difference in deforma-

tion age is not accompanied by difference in style, although this may be
only apparent, as little detailed information is available concerning
the internal configuration of individual folds.

Thus, as presented here-

in, subdivision of the overall structure of the region is not only based
on deformation style, but also on difference in age of deformation.
Moreover, in cases where there is insufficient evidence upon

whi~h

to

base determination of both age,and pattern of deformation, unique or
abrupt change of rock-type and/or the age of the rocks (across a fault,
for example) is used as a basis for subdivision.
The sub-areas or sectors erected in part A to facilitate stratigraphic analysis, pass normally across the structural grain.

Thus, for

the sake of uniformity and clarity of presentation, these sectors are also
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considered individually in the following section.

Furthermore, this

scheme diminishes the possibility of erroneous generalisations in overall
delineation of structure zones.

Commencing with the structurally best

known sector, the order in which they are discussed reflects the relative
degree of structural understanding in the region.

The zones defined in

each sector in section 1, are inter-related in the second section of
part B which is entitled Structure Synthesis and Sequence of Deformation.

1.

1.1

STRUCTURE

ANALYSIS

AND

AGES

OF

DEFORMATION

ANALYSIS OF THE SOUTHERN PART OF THE KAPAU SECTOR
Refer Enclosures 2, 3, 8, 9, 10 and 11; i.e., Map
Index, Reliability Chart and Maps 5 (Kapau sector
at 1:250,000), 6 (Tauri-Kapau area at 1:100,000),
7 (compilation at 1:500,000) and Cross-sections.

General Description
Folded and faulted Lower and Middle Miocene terrigenous and volcanic accumulations occur in the western part of the South Kapau sector.
Towards the centre of the area, these strata transgress low-grade region1f1
metamorphics known as the Owen Stanley Metamorphics.

Some of the moun-

tains in the metamorphic belt are made up of intrusive granites (Morobe
Granodiorite) and others are capped by comparatively undeformed ?Middle
Miocene sediments.

On the eastern flank of the Eastern Cordillera, the

NE end of the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt is separated from the regional
metamorphics to the west by the Owen Stanley Fault.

Gently-folded and

faulted Lower Miocene lavas occur along the coastal area to the east of
the basic-ultrabasic belt.
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Little is known of the internal structure of the metamorphics
but photo-lineaments trend NNW to northerly which, in this sector, is
parallel to the Owen Stanley Fault.

The north-trending deformation of

the Miocene strata in the west of the area is, in general, parallel to
the contact of the strata with the metamorphics.

This pattern of

deformation extends north into the North Kapau sector (see part B
section 1.2) and south into the Lakekamu sector (see part B section 1.3).*

Sources of Information
In the western part of the sector, Fisher (1939) and Dow and
Davies (1964) have investigated regions on the NE flank of the cordillera.
In particular, Dow and Davies (ibid.) have contributed a great amount of
information on the basic-ultrabasic belt.
Geological information is scarce in the central part of the
South Kapau sector.

Nason-Jones (1935) recorded some observations during

a survey in the region of the Langimar River and Morton Peaks, and Noakes
(1936) conducted a survey through the Baum country on the SW flank of the
cordillera.

This information has been supplemented by the study of

Adastra aerial photographs designated Baum, Kapau South and Nauti.

In

addition, R.A.A.F. trimetrogon (M1332) photographs have been studied
(refer Encl.3 - Reliability Chart).
Rather more information is available in the western part of the
sector where a number of surveys have been conducted by oil company geologists.

Reports on this area included those of Stanley and Mackinnon

(1940) and Mott and Mackinnon (1940) in the region of the Lohiki River,
Stanley (1941) in the region of the middle-lower reaches of the Tauri
River, and McWhae (1948) along New_Year and Yoai Creeks.

Once again,

additional information has been obtained by use of Adastra aerial photographs (Albert Divide and Kariava) and R.A.A.F. trimetrogon (M1333)
photographs (refer Encl.3).

*

On subsequent pages this type of reference is abbreviated to (see B,
1.3).
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Structure Zones
The rocks of the South Kapau sector are subdivided into five
approximately north-trending strµcture zones.

From east to west they

are - the belt of basic and ultrabasic rocks, the zone of regional
metamorphics exposed across the Ekuti Range part of the Eastern Cordillera,
and three zones within the area covered by Miocene sediments.

Delineation

of the first two units is based on differences in rock-type and deformation style; definition of the latter three units is based on differences
in age of deformation and minor differences in deformation style.
Phases of deformation are reflected in post-deformation sedimentation by
coincidence of shore-lines and marked facies changes, with some zone
boundaries.

Zone 1
Rocks of the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt (name coined informally by Smith and Green, 1961) crop out along the Bowutu Mts. and are in
juxtaposition with the Owen Stanley Metamorphics to the west but separated
from them by the Owen Stanley Fault (Dow and.Davies, 1964).

No basic or

ultrabasic rocks of the zone 1-type are known immediately west of the
fault and no Owen Stanley-type metamorphics have been reported east of
the fault.

The eastern boundary of zone 1 is formed by the contact of

Lower Miocene lavas with rocks of the basic-ultrabasic belt.
(a)

Rock-types of zone 1:
'"

The ultramafic-portion of zone 1, which crops out in the western
part of the unit, consists of dunite, pyroxenite and peridotite.

These

rocks have been altered to serpentinite and actinolite schist along faults
and in proximity to later intrusions.

Gabbros and norites occur in the

eastern part of zone 1 and are intruded by bodies of ?tronhjemite and
later dolerite dykes.

The basic to acid rocks have all been related and

classed as a feldspathic group by Dow and Davies (1964).

These rocks

show evidence of partial chloritisation, epidotisation and saussuritisation.
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(b) Structure of zone 1:
Dow and Davies (ibid.) have suggested that the Bowutu Mts.
complex is part of a differentiated mass, the process of crystallisation
having been disturbed by "tectonic stress".

If this was the _case, an

overall easterly dip of the rocks of zone 1 can be envisaged by virtue
of the basal ultrabasic portion cropping out to the west of the more
basic parts.

However, lack of transition zones between the ultrabasic

and basic rocks, and their apparent intrusive relationships, suggest to
the writer that the ultrabasic rocks pre-date intrusion of the feldspathic rocks.

Given this situation, the overall pattern of deformation

of the zone cannot be determined from existing information.
(c) Boundaries of zone 1:
The nature of the important east and west boundaries of zone 1
is uncertain.

The eastern contact, a NNW-trending lineament, could be

an unconformity and/or a fault.

In the South Kapau sector, the Owen

Stanley Fault has a curvilinear trace trending approximately north (see
Encl. 10).

Dow and Davies suggested that the fault, a shear zone up to

90 metres wide, is approximately vertical near the surface.

The steep

easterly dip of schistosity in the Owen Stanley Metamorphics near the
fault, and the overall convexity of the fault to the west, may indicate
an easterly hade.

The situation is complicated by late movements along

the fa'l.llt which, according to Dow and Davies, includes a sinistral transcurrent component.
(d) Ages of deformation in zone 1:
Known age relationships of the structural features in and
surrounding zone 1, are few.

Development of the Owen Stanley Fault may

have commenced late in the Cretaceous, as Dow and Davies have stated
that it cuts Upper Cretaceous regional metamorphics.
rocks of the ultrabasic group.

It also truncates

The eastern boundary of zone 1,- if

faulted, is post-Lower Miocene in age, but if in part unconformable, and
in addition the later or younger dolerite dykes were feeders for the
Lower Miocene volcanics, the igneous complex is pre-Lower Miocene in age.
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Given these data, the time of emplacement of the Bowutu Mts. complex
could range from Upper Cretaceous for the ultrabasic part, to pre-Lower
Miocene for the feldspathic part.

Zone 2
This zone extends west from the Owen Stanley Fault to a northtrending photogeological lineament in the upper Kabu-Indiwi Rivers area;
thus, zone 2 is mainly made up of the partly Cretaceous Owen Stanley
Metamorphics and intrusive bodies of Morobe Granodiorite.

The western

photogeological boundary of the zone is an arbi tr.ary one, separating,
judging from air-photographs, more highly deformed metamorphics to the
east from less deformed metamorphics to the west.
part A section

6.4

It was concluded in

that the region of metamorphics immediately east of

this probable fault was a provenance for some of the Lower Miocene marine
sediments which cover similar, but very

low-grade~

regional metamorphics

to the west of the fault.
(a)

Rock-types of zone 2:

Enclosed within the boundaries of this zone, across a distance
of between 60 and 65 km, are slates, schists and gneisses, which may
have suffered more than one phase of deformation during regional metamorphism, and outliers of unaltered sediments.

The metasediments are

made up of ?unfossiliferous low-grade biotite-bearing metamorphics
(mainly in the eastern part of the zone) and lower grade muscovite and
chlorite-bearing metapiorphics (mainly in the western part of the zone,
but a possible outlier of these rocks occurs in Sampa Creek near the Owen
Stanley Fault).

On lithology the latter group can be equated to the

Snake River Greywacke (see B, 1.2) of probably Upper Cretaceous age (see
A, 9.1).

The' comparatively undeformed and unaltered Tertiary marine

sediments capping mountains in the western part of the zone are thought
to be of approximate Middle Miocene age.
(b)

Structure of zone 2:

Very little is known of the deformation pattern within zone 2.
Concerning deformation of the higher grade metasediments in the eastern
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part of the zone, Dow and Davies (1964) have written

" ... where .bedding is discemibZe., the rocks are
seen to be ver>y tightly folded., and the schistosity
is paraUel to the axial plane of the folds. The
present attitude of the schistosity is a result of
later folding and faulting; for instance., near Wau
(15 miles west of the map area)., the schistosity
dips gently and strikes between north and northwest as a result of late folding. Near the OWen
Stanley Fault., this schistosity strikes parallel to
the fault and dips toward it at progressively
steeper angles., till., at the fault., the schistosity
is nearly vertical; this is interpretated 4s a
result of vertical movement along the OWen Stanley
Fault.
In the Cretaceous rocks [of Sampa Creek] the
dips and strikes of bedding pZanes suggest a tight
north-easterly-trending syncZine., the limbs of
which dip at between 40° and 90°. However., schistosity generaZly dips at a shaZZower angZe than the
bedding., which is at variance with this simple
structuraZ interpretation, and more detaiZed
mapping is required. "
The NNW to north-trending photo-lineaments observed across the zone may
be 'original' structure or some expression of the younger superimposed
deformation mentioned by Dow and Davies in the above quote.
Slates and phyllites striking generally NW have been reported
by Noakes (1936) beneath the unmetamorphosed ?Middle Miocene sediments
in the western part of the zone; he made no mention of obliterated bed.

ding.

Intrusion of the ?post-kinematic Morobe Granodiorite has locally

increased the grade of metamorphism but the effect on the deformation
pattern is not known in detail.
Although the relationships between the metamorphic grades
across zone 2 are unknown, it can be stated generally that metamorphic
grade decreases from east to west.

The intensity of

deformatio~

may

follow suit, as bedding obliterated by schistosity and rootless folds
have been described in the east but only slaty-cleavage has been reported
in the west.

A possibly significant feature of the structure of the zone

2 metamorphics is the reported shallow dip of schistosity and slatycleavage,
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(c)

Boundary of zone 2:

The nature of the NNW to north-trending photo-lineament which
forms the western boundary of the zone is uncertain.

It appears to be a

zone of faulting associated with the western flank of a large anticlinal
feature which can be traced north from the Mt. Imbini area to where
Lower Miocene rocks terminate against metamorphics around the Kapau
River headwaters.

The boundary may trend SSE from Mt. Imbini to where

Miocene sediments thin onto metamorphics in the Tiveri River area (see
Encl. 8).
(d)

Ages of deformation in zone 2:

At least two phases of deformation can be recognised in zone 2.
The occurrence of gently-folded ?Middle Miocene sediments resting unconformably on regional metamorphics attests to pronounced pre-?Middle
Miocene deformation and weaker post-?Middle Miocene deformation.

Con-

cerning the earlier deformation; if there is a strong unconformable
relationship between the rocks of the two metamorphic groups, pre- and
post-Upper Cretaceous deformation may have occurred.

Alternatively, a

metamorphic zoning 'effect accompanied by later faulting could have
resulted in the variation in grade within the Owen Stanley Metamorphics;
in which case only a post-Cretaceous phase of deformation need be invoked.
Comparison of the degree of deformation and metamorphism in
zones 1 and 2 suggests that the emplacement of the basic-ultrabasic rocks
was post-kinematic in relation to the Owen Stanley Metamorphics.

How-

ever, it is debatable whether the deformational histories of these two
important structure units should be directly compared.

Discussion of the

many possibilities as to the relationship between zones 1 and 2 must be
left to later interpretation sections.

Zone 3
This zone extends from the western boundary of zone 2, 30 to 35
km west to the approximately north-trending Kapau Fault (named by Stanley,
1941); thus the rocks of zone 3 are made up of Lower and Middle Miocene
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sediments resting unconformably on very low-grade regional metamorphics
which are partly Cretaceous in age (see Encl, 8).

The Kapau Fault (here-

in redefined - see later) is considered an important structural feature
because firstly, there is a difference in deformation style ac.ross it,
secondly, early Lower Miocene and Palaeogene sediments are probably
absent to the east of it and thirdly, the trace of the fault appears
coincident with a marked change in facies within the late Lower Miocene
beds of the area.
(a)

Rock-types of zone 3:

The three main rock units observed within these boundaries are
the low-grade metamorphics (these crop out in the east),·the overlying
and onlapping upper part of the Hells Gate Sub-group (late Lower Miocene)
and the Muiai Sub-group (Middle Miocene).

In zone 3, slates, cleaved

"greywackes" and phyllites are thought to be 'basement' for the late
Lower and Middle Miocene sediments.because, they onlap the former rocks
(Palaeogene beds are apparently absent along the contact), Palaeogene
and metamorphic detritus is found in the early and basal J_ate Lower
Miocene beds to the west of the Kapau Fault, and a little further north
in the Langimar River, slates are exposed beneath a veneer of the Miocene
sediments.

The late Lower Miocene rocks consist of biohermal limestones

and marls at least 915 metres in thickness.

Lavas and conglomerates are

reported to be associated with these sediments further north (refer B,
1.2).

The limestones, conglomerates and marls of the Muiai Sub-group are

up to 1,370 metres in thickness and rest partly unconformably on the late
Lower Miocene sediments.
(b)

Structure of zone 3:

The pattern of deformation within the metamorphic terrain is
unknown.

There are a number of NW to NNW-trending photo-lineaments in

the area which could be either original or later superimposed trends.
The Miocene sediments are deformed by three main folds, one of which was
originally disclosed by the Tauri Expedition (Stanley, 1941).

They are

.from west to east, the "Kapau Anticline", Muiai Syncline and "North
Doorway Anticline".

These structural features can be traced on air-

photographs almost due north for many kilometres (refer B, 1.2).

11

The

Kapau Anti C1·i ne 11 was not recognised where it was crossed

by the Tauri Expedition survey but analysis of the expedition's field
data reveals three main factors which point to its existence.

Firstly,

there are opposed dips across the suggested crest, secondly, stratigraphic problems are resolved by the postulation of an anticline and
thirdly, Stanley (ibid.) noted the anticline photogeologically a little
further south.

The fold can be traced on air-photographs trending

northwards through the·above locality; it fits well in the regional
pattern of deformation.

No pre-Tertiary rocks are ex.posed in the core

of the "Kapau·Anticline" where it was traversed in survey; however,
they may be ex.posed further north, as the fold has an overall southerly
plunge.

The anticline is ex.pressed in late Lower Miocene sediments

which change facies across the fold, that is, limestones to the east and
deep-water sediments to the west.

The limbs of the fold dip at about

35° and although the crest is faulted (Kapau Fault), there does not
appear to

b~

major displacement of the late Lower Miocene beds.

The

Kapau Fault does not cut Middle Miocene sediments which lie unconformably over the crest of the fold in the Iwommhowa Mt. area.
The Muiai Syncline trough trace lies parallel to and approximately 8 km east of the "Kapau Anticline" crestal trace.

The syncline

I

is essentially horizontal throughout most of the area but south of the
Kapau River it plunges gently to the south.

Where the Tauri Expedition

crossed the fold, it is open, with dips not rising above 20° for 3 km
either side.of the trough trace.

Along the trough, mesa-like outliers

of the upper·part of the Muiai Sub-group rest conformably on older beds
but horizons low in the sub-group become unconformities as they are
traced towards the flanking anticlines.
The "North Doorway Anti cl i ne 11 lies approximately 7 km east of
the Muiai Syncline trough trace.

It has not been examined by ground

survey but from air-photographs the fold appears symmetrical and
plunges south .at an estimated 30° from the westernmost contact between
the Miocene and the metamorphic rocks.

A fault extends south along the
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crestal trace of the fold but no large displacements of the Miocene rocks
can be discerned,
Minor structural features associated with these folds have not
been recorded in the field.

Photogeological study suggests that strike-

fracturing, and probably minor folding, is associated with the eastern
flank of the

"Kap~u

Anticline" and possibly the "North Doorway Anticline".

Lineaments striking NE and WNW appear to be restricted to the Middle
Miocene limestone body overlying the crest of the "Kapau Anticline"
(refer Encl. 9) •
Boundary of zone 3:

(c)

The Kap au Fault, which forms the western boundary of the zone,
has an approximate meridional trend a little east of the longitude
146°05'E.

It is a fault along, or close to, the crestal trace of the

"Kapau Anticline".

Where the Tauri Expedition crossed the anticline the

fault appears to be vertical but further north, photogeological study
indicates a probable easterly hade.

The main movement on the fault took

place late in the early Lower Miocene.
this clear.

The following argument makes

As mentioned previously, early Lower Miocene and basal late

Lower Miocene sediments are considered to occur only to the west of the
fault.

Judging from the textural characteristics of some of the con-

stituent detritus of the basal beds, which includes metamorphic, Lower
Tertiary and early Lower Miocene material, it was derived from areas
immediately east of the fault.

This contention is supported by change

in facies of late Lower Miocene marine sediments from shallow-water
types in the east to deep-water types to the west of the Kapau Fault.
It is probably a high-angle thrust with westerly downthrow.

Deform-

ation of the Miocene sediments is more gentle to the east (zone 3),
than to the west (zone 4) of the Kapau Fault.

Part of the fault can be

observed in Photograph No. 2 (trimet. Ml332, ROB14).
(d)

Ages of deformation in zone 3:

At least four phases of deformation occurred in the third
structure unit.

Some of the folding that produced the deformation in
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the regional meta.morphics is post-Cretaceous.

Eocene chert and meta-

morphic detritus has been noted in the early Lower Miocene Yuyebba
Creek Beds of zone

4, thus post-Lower Tertiary movements took place.

However, because of the apparent absence of Lower Tertiary sediments
from zone 3, either due to erosion or non-exposure, the post-Cretaceous and the post-Lower Tertiary phases of deformation cannot be
satisfactorily separated.

Initial movement on the Kapau Fault late

in the early Lower Miocene can only be indirectly related to a phase
of folding in zone 3.

In zone

4

immediately west of the fault, basal

late Lower Miocene rocks, which contain a reworked early Lower Miocene
fauna, are unconformable on early Lower Miocene rocks (Obagewa Conglomerate on Yuyebba Creek Beds).

Therefore, it is assumed that the

movements which produced this unconformity also occurred in zone 3.
As described previously, the Middle Miocene sediments have been
deformed with the late Lower Miocene beds into the Muiai Syncline but
along

~he

flanks, the former sediments lap unconformably onto the late

Lower Miocene beds of the "Kapau and North Doorway Anticlines".
phases of deformation occurred late in the Lower Miocene and

Thus,

subse~uent·

to the deposition of the Middle Miocene sediments of the Muiai Syncline.

Zone 4
This structure unit extends west from the Kapau Fault to a
strongly· developed NW to north-trending photo-lineament, herein named
the

11

Eruki Fault 11 , a distance of some 15 to l7

Exposed within zone

4,

km (refer Encl.

S- & 9).

in the South Kapau sector, are early Lower

M:i,ocene sediments, and some late Lower Miocene beds in.the SE part of
the zone.

The "Eruki Fault" is considered important because late

Middle Miocene folding was much more intense to the west (zone 5), than
to the east of the fault.

It may also have been coincident with a

Middle Miocene shoreline; Middle Miocene beds were thickly developed to
the west of the fault but little Middle Miocene deposition occurred
immediately to the east of it.
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(a)

4:

Rock-types of zone

Exposed in the southern part of the zone are Lower Miocene
deep-water sediments (Hells Gate Sub-group) and a minor unconformable
outlier of Middle Miocene sediment (Be Creek beds).

Older rocks,

possibly Cretaceous in age may be exposed in this zone, especially in
the more northerly parts.

Early Lower Miocene sediments have been

examined at only one locality (Yuyebba Creek Beds) but they are thought
to be widespread in zone 4 overlying unmetamorphosed Cretaceous, and
possibly thinly developed Eocene beds.

Basal late Lower Miocene sedi-

ments, which include coarse-grained conglomerates,
300 metres in thickness in the eastern part of zone
ably thin westward.

a~e

approximately

4 but these prob-

The late Lower Miocene deep-water mudstones and

subordinate sandstones are at least 1,000 metres in thickness.
(b)

Structure of zone

4:

In the South Kapau sector, four anticlines have been dis-

4 by photogeological study.

closed in zone

These can be tied to

structure information available from the Tauri Expedition traverse
which crossed the zone at latitude

7°40 1 s.

They are, from west to east,

the strongly faulted "Eruki Anticline", the Faulted Nose Anticline, the
"Hells Gate .Anticline" and the strongly faulted "Werr .Anticline".
These anticlines, which involve Lower Miocene sediments, can be traced
SE into the Lakekamu sector where they plunge beneath comparatively
undeformed Middle Miocene unconformities.

The folds were mainly devel-

oped late in the Lower Miocene (refer Encl. 8 & 9).
The

11

Eruki Anticline" is a photogeologically mapped fold

which is associated geometrically with the "Eruki Fault".

The fault is

crestal to the "Eruki .Anticline" in the central part of the sector but
to the north and south it occurs_ along the western flank, parallel to
the crestal trace.

To the north, the fold is made up of Lower Miocene

sediments but to the south the western flank is made up of Middle
Miocene beds.

These factors suggest that the anticline may be south-

plunging and asymmetrical to the west.

The "Eruki .Anticline" appears

to be continuous with the SE-trending Mea Anticline in the extreme
southern part of the sector.

The NE-facing Mea Anticline atypically

involves Middle Miocene sediments and is, therefore, strictly a part of
the zone 5 structure unit (q.v. ).

The trough immediately east of the

Mea Anticline, the Wagewa Syncline, can be followed to the NW and
north, parallel to the crestal traces of the Mea Anticline and the
"Eruki Anticline".
The Faulted Nose Anticline lies about 3 to 4 km east of the
crestal trace of the "Eruki Anticline".

The anticline was examined by

the Tauri Expedition where it crosses the Tauri River a little south of
latitude 7°40 1 s.

In this area it has a strong SW facing; the SW limb

is faulted and almost vertical and the opposite limb dips at about
40°NE.

The structural configuration of the anticline indicates that

the fault along the SE limb, the Tauri Fault of the Tauri Expedition,
is a steeply-dipping thrust with a NE hade,

The fault is shown in the

expedition report (Stanley, 1941) as having an opposite sense of moveme.nt; this was postulated to satisfy stratigraphic requirements.
However, the revised stratigraphic scheme herein, allows the sense of
movement on the fault that the fold configuration suggests.

The Tauri

Fault can be traced NW for 7 km, past which point the Faulted Nose
Anticline continues, apparently almost symmetrical and unfaulted, along
a NNW to north trend.
The

11

Hells Gate Anticline 11 :

The recumbent _syncline ·and the

overturned Be "structure" of the Tauri Expedition are herein replaced
by ·the faulted "Hells Gate Anticline".

Inclusion of the former struc-

tural features·in the expedition's map was made necessary by their
particular interpretation of the stratigraphy.

Here again, revision of

the stratigraphy allows a more satisfactory explanation of tpe structural
information accrued during their traverse.
regional structure pattern.

The fold fits well into the

The "Hells Gate Anticline" is an obvious

photogeological feature which trends parallel to and about 4 to 6 km NE
of the Faulted Nose Anticline.

The style of deformation of the

'~Hells

Gate Anticline" in the southern part of the sector is very similar to
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the latter fold, having a vertical and faulted SW limb but a slightly
steeper opposite limb.

The bounding troughs are the "Tauri Syncline"

to the SW, and the "Werr Syncline".

Faulting associated with the anti-

cline can only be followed 7 km to the NW.

The fold can be traced

further north on trimetrogon-photographs (M1332) where it appears to be
nearly symmetrical and unfaulted,
The

11

Werr Anti cl ine 11 is strongly faulted and west-facing;

it

is the most deeply exposed structural feature examined by the Tauri
Expedition.

It involves late Lower Miocene beds but early Lower ·

Miocene beds are exposed in the core.

The fold.has a northerly trend

where it was traversed by the expedition at about latitude 7°38'S but a
little further north, it temporarily swings to the NNW before assuming
a north to NNE trend (trimet. Ml332).

The Werr Fault (Tauri Expedition)

has a thrust aspect and a steep easterly dip along the southern end of
the fold; here, it cuts out the eastern limb of the "Werr Syncline".
On the eastern flank of the anticline early Lower Miocene beds are unconformably overlain by basal late Lower Miocene

sedime~ts.

The latter

sediments pass into the trough of the Wemmai'ia Sync+ine and te+minate
against the Kapau Fa.ult.
If minor structures are associated with these folds they were
not recorded by the Tauri Expedition; no mention was made of cleavage or
jointing.

Air-photographs reveal the presence of one west-trending and

three NW-trending faults, or fractures, oblique to the above folds.

The

trough trace of the "Be Creek Syncline" (the Middle Miocene outJ:ier) is
also ·somewhat discordant with the overall structure pattern of zone 4 ·
(refer Encl. 9).
(c)

Boundary of zone 4:

The "Eruki Fault", probably an east-dipping thrust closely
associated with the geometry of the "Eruki Anticline", has a curvilinear
trace about longitude 145°55'E; it may continue SE below the Mea .Anticline.

The trend of the fault is parallel, and its sense of movement

similar, to boundary faults further east.

Part of the fault is well

illustrated in Photograph No. 3 (trimet. Ml333, ROB19).

Photograph No. 3:
Looking SE acros s the Eruki Fault.
Structure zone 5 is in
·
t he foreground and s tructur e zone 4 is in the centre.
The
(Photographs made
lime stone peaks of zone 3 can be observed in .the background.
avail ab le by the R. A. A. F.).
·

1-tj

P"

0
c+
0

.
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The major development of the folds described above, as well as
the Werr Fault, took place very late in the Lower Miocene (see B, 103).
It is probable therefore, that major development of the "Eruki Fault"
also took place at this stage; if so, it could have exerted a control on
Middle Miocene sedimentation for the following reasons.

Firstly, Middle

Miocene sediments are very thick to the west of the fault but they are
virtually absent in zone

4.

Secondly, reworked foraminifera and lime-

stone fragments in the Middle Miocene sediments to the west of the fault
appear to match the fauna and lithology of late Lower Miocene rocks
further east, particularly those of the Kapau Limestone.

Lastly, the

Yuaini Tuffaceous Sandstone, a Middle Miocene rock unit, thins markedly
to the east towards the "Eruki Fault".

4

Late Middle Miocene folding was comparatively weak in zone

(see B, 1.3) but deformation of this age was strong to the west of the
"Eruki Fault" in zone 5,

The post-Lower Miocene recurrent movement on

the "Eruki Fault", suggested by the termination of Middle Miocene beds
against the fault in some places, may have also occurred in the late
Middle Miocene.
(d)

Ages of deformation in zone

4:

At least three phases of deformation occurred in zone

4.

As

mentioned during discussion of the "Werr Anticline", late Lower Miocene
beds (Obagewa Conglomerate) lie unconformably on early Lower Miocene
beds (Yuyebba Creek Beds) along its eastern flank.
zone

Further north in

4, unconformities can be observed on aerial photographs at what the

writer considers to be the same stratigraphic level.

Thus, the first

recognisable phase of deformation occurred late in the early Lower
Miocene.

The late Lower Miocene deep-water sediments of zone

again folded and faulted towards the end of the Lower Miocene.

4 were
These

sediments are, in turn, unconformably overlain at one place by deformed
Middle Miocene sediments (Be Creek beds).
of deformation in zone

The third recognisable phase

4 occurred late in the Middle Miocene (see B, lo3).
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Zone 5

This zone extends from the "Eruki Fault" some 20 to 25 km
west to the Dude Fau1t (the western limit of detailed investigation in
this work).

In the South Kapau sector, the Dude Fault trends south

along longitude 145°40'E and is associated with the western flank of
the Dude Anticline (named by Pratt and Mackinnon, 1938).

The eight

intervening anticlines between the "Eruki" and Dude Faults are made up
of Lower and Middle Miocene strata.

The Dude Fault is considered to

be an important structural feature because it separates a zone of
folds to the east, their major development having occurred late in the
Middle Miocene (end of Karova Sub-group deposition) from folds of a
different style to the west which continued, or commenced, to develop
after the Middle Miocene.

Moreover, the region to the east of the

fault can be considered a provenance for the post-Karava Sub-group
sediments to the west.
(a)

Rock types of zone 5:

Sediments exposed along the folds of zone 5 are probably
mainly equivalent to the Lower Miocene Hells Gate Sub-group of the TauriKapau area; the lower parts of the Middle Miocene Karova Sub-group crop
out in the east and SE of the zone.

In this region the massive inter-

bedded units of Lower Miocene sandstones and mudstones may be more than
2,500 metres in total thickness.

The Middle Miocene sediments are of

similar lithologies but they probably include significant thicknesses
of conglomeratic beds.
(b)

Structure of zone 5:

The nine longitudinally continuous and parallel to sub-parallel
anticlines of zone 5 are from west to east, the Dude, Urai'ia, Haue'ia,
Murua, "Yeyamrrma", Erma, Meoue, Idigue and Mea Anticlines.

The four

first named anticlines have been delineated in two stream traverses in
the far western part of the sector and were found to be asymmetrical to
the west,

The other five anticlines have been extrapolated by the

author, with the aid of air-photographs, from the Tauri Expedition
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traverse in the Lakekamu sector, northwards into the South Kapau sector.
Of these anticlines the Mea, Idigue and possibly the Meoue are asymmetrical to the east.

Major faulting in the region is either associated

with individual anticlines or slightly discordant with the fold trends.
Thus, the structural features of zone 5 can be divided into four descriptive groups.
Group 1:

West-facing folds and associated thrust-faults (if developed) this deformation involves Middle and Lower Miocene and
possibly older rocks.

Group 2:

Mainly east-facing folds and associated thrust-faults (if developed) - this deformation appears to involve mainly Middle
Miocene and possibly some late Lower Miocene rocks.

Group 3:

Mainly west-hading faults (and associated deformation)
slightly discordant with the fold trends.

Group

4:

East-hading faults slightly discordant with the fold trends.
(i)

Group 1 features, folds with westerly asymmetry

main-

tained along the greater part of their length, are developed in the
western half of zone 5,

They are, from west to east, the Dude, Urai'ia,

Haue 1 ia, Murua and "Yeyammna" Anticlines.
The Dude Anticline has a meridional trend between New Year
Creek in the north and the Lohiki River 35 km to the south.

From place

to place the sectional form of the fold varies slightly but the overall
configuration is that of a west-facing anticline.

In the Ivori and

Lohiki Rivers area, the western limb is steep to vertical but the opposite limb is more gently dipping.
the steeper western limb.

Strike-faulting is associated with

Further north in the Yoai and New Year

Creeks area, the anticline is only slightly asymmetrical to the west
and here, the faulting associated with the fold is crestal.

The super-

ficial configuration of the Dude Anticline suggests that the faulting
dips steeply eastward and that down throw is to the west.

The overall

plunge of the fold is to the south but there is at least one reversal
in the sector and this is in the vicinity of the Ivori River.
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The Urai 1 ia Anticline trends parallel to and some 4 to 5 km
to the east of the Dude Anticlineo

From New Year Creek south to the

Ivori River this fold, like the adjacent parts of the Dude Anticline,
has gently-dipping limbs with only slight westerly asymmetry but it
is not faulted.

The trough trace of the intervening Kevoro Syncline

is thus closer to the Urai'ia Anticline in this region.

Further south

in the Lohiki River area, the anticline is symmetrical, more tightly
folded and its crestal trace is a little closer to that of the Dude
Anticline.

Here, the trough trace of the Kevoro Syncline is approx-

imately midWSiY between these two anticlines.
The Haue 1 ia Anticline has been traversed in both the Ivori
and Lohiki Rivers by Stanley (Stanley and Mackinnon,
crest lies parallel to and about 3 to
cline.

4 km

1940).

The

east of the Urai'ia Anti-

With the aid of aerial photographs (trimet. M1333), the

crestal trace can be extrapolated 16 km north of the Ivori River to
connect with that of the Evari's Anticline which was described and
named in New Year Creek by McWhae

(1948).

The fold is asymmetrical to

the west in New Year Creek and the Lohiki River, but is atypically
east-facing in the Ivori River.

The Lohiki Syncline (the trough

between the Urai'ia and Haue'ia Anticlines) reflects this eastern
facing in the latter region by the trough trace temporarily swinging
further away from the Haue'ia crest.

Strike-faults are associated

with the western flank of the anticline along the Lohiki River.
The westerly asymmetry of the fold in this area suggests that the
faults are thrusts dipping steeply eastwardo
The Murua Anticline, in the South Kapau sector, has been
examined in the Ivori River and further north in New Year Creeko

Study

of aerial photographs (trimeto M1333) shows that the fold is continuous
between the two localities.

In New Year Creek the anticline is strongly

asymmetrical to the west; faulting is probably associated with the overturned western limb.

In the Ivori River the attitude of the fold is

almost symmetrical and apparently unfaulted, the western limb dipping
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at an average 55 0 .

There appears to be a continuous southerly plunge

along the anticline between the above two rivers.

The trough between

the Murua and Haue'ia Anticlines, the Swanson Syncline, is rather
tightly pinched; its trough trace is closer to the former anticline
in the region of New Year Creek and the Swanson River but midway
between the two south of the Ivori River.
The

11

Veyammna Anticline" is herein newly defined (see B, 1.3);

it has been traced northward into the South Kapau sector from a point
on the Tauri Expedition traverse a little south of the upper reaches
of the Lohiki River.

Structural information gained during the exped-

ition has been re-interpreted at that locality.

The crestal trace of

the "Yeyammna Anticline" lies about 3. 5 km east of the Murua crest in
the south of the sector, but the distance apart increases northward to
a maximum of 5 km in the vicinity of the Swanson River.

Here, the

fold apparently forks, a branch passing either side of the Nipple (see
Encl. 8).

Faulting can be observed in air-photographs to extend north

from the Tauri Expedition traverse for at least 30 km along or slightly
to the west of the fold crest.

Further north, the anticline appears

to become slightly asymmetrical to the west and more gently folded.
The latter feature is possibly reflected in the trend of the trough
immediately to the west.

The trough trace of the Rakavo Syncline lies

closer to the "Yeyammna" crest in the south but to the north, in the
Swanson River area, it is closer to the Murua crest.
The five anticlines and the intervening synclines described
above can be extrapolated northward into the North Kapau sector to
join with folds mapped in the M'bwei River by McWhae in 1948 (see B, 1.2).
In the M'bwei River these folds are mainly developed in rocks considered
to be early Lower Miocene in age,
(ii)

Group 2 features, developed in the eastern half of zone 5,

are mainly east-facing folds with or without associated thrust-faults.
They are, from east to west, the Mea, Idigue, Meoue and Enna Anticlines.
A well developed trough, the Karova Syncline, separates Group 1 from
Group 2 structural features (see Encl. 8).
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The Mea Anticline has already been mentioned in relation to the
"Eruki Fault".
sediments.

It is a faulted NE-facing fold involving Middle Miocene

The Mea Fault, shown to be crestal in the Tauri Expedition

report, is considered by the writer to exist some 150 metres further
east and to be a west-hading thrust along the NE flank of the Mea Anticline; it forms the eastern boundary of zone 5 in the southern part of
the sector.

The Mea Anticline and the Mawki Syncline, the trough immed-

iately west of the anticline, both appear, from air-photographs, to
merge with the "Eruki Fault" further north.

About 12 km further north

again, the syncline diverges from the fault and dies out l km north of
latitude

7°30 1 s as the trough is followed up-plunge from Middle to Lower

Miocene sediments.
The Idigue Anticline was mapped by the Tauri Expedition at latitude

7°40'8.

It lies about

3 to 4 km SW of the Mea Anticline and like

that fold, is asymmetrical towards the NE and involves Middle Miocene
sediments.

The expedition report shows the anticline to be unfaulted

but air-photographs reveal a lineament along its NE flank.

This linea-

ment is very probably a SW-dipping thrust closely associated with the
geometry of the Idigue Anticline.

Its presence solves a stratigraphic

--pr0blem connected with the fold and is herein named the "Idigue Fault",
The faulted Idigue Anticline can be traced to the SE and to the NW.

To

the NW, the NE flank of the anticline is faulted-out by the "Eruki
Fault".

Further NW again, the Idigue Anticline diverges from the fault

and dies out at the same latitude as does the Mawki Syncline,
The Meoue Anticline trends parallel to and about
SW and west of the Idigue crest.

4 km

to the

The anticline can be traced on air-

photographs NW into the South Kapau sector from the locality of the
Tauri Expedition traverse in the Lakekamu sector.

-In the latter region

it is asymmetrical towards the NE 1m;d apparently unfaulted; this configuration appears to be maintained in the South Kapau sector.

The fold

dies out to the north in circumstances similar to those of the Idigue
Anticline, that is, as the fold is followed from Middle Miocene into
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Lower Miocene sediments.

The trough between the two anticlines is known

as the Yage Syncline.
The

Enna Anticline can be followed NW into the South Kapau

sector from where it was crossed by the Tauri Expedition traverse.

It

appears to be approximately symmetrical and midway between the Meoue
·Anticline and the central axis of zone 5, the Karova Syncline,

The

shallow trough between the Enna and Meoue Anticlines is known as the
Chauma Syncline.

The Enna Anticline dies out at the same latitude as

the Meoue Anticline.
Not one of the last three mentioned anticlines was detected
in a traverse conducted by Carey (1941) from the headwaters of the
M'bwei River to the upper reaches of the Tauri River (see B, 1.2),

This

tends to confirm the photogeological conclusions that the Idigue, Meoue
and Enna Anticlines die out as they pass from the Middle Miocene to the
Lower Miocene terrain.

The "Eruki Anticline" can be traced northward

photogeologically to connect with Carey's (ibid.) Aiweriba Anticline.
(iii)

Group 3 features are mainly west-dipping faults which

have produced some local secondary deformation and which trend slightly
obliquely to the overall fold pattern of zone 5.

Two faults of this

type have been detected in the South Kapau sector,
south with faults mapped by the Tauri Expedition.

These connect further
They are known as the

Yave'ia and Albert Faults.
The

Yave 1 ia Fault can be traced north from the Tauri Expedition

traverse across much of the southern part of the Kapau sector.

It lies

parallel to and to the west of the Karova Syncline in the south, but to
the east of it in the northern part of the sector.
syncline obliquely in the vicinity of the Ivori
major displacement of the trough trace.

The fault crosses the

~iver

but there is no

South of here, it appears to be

a west-dipping thrust associated with a small anticline and syncline.
This is consistent with the attitude of the fault where it was traversed
by the Tauri Expedition in the Lakekamu sector.

North of the Ivori

River, the Yave'ia Fault is downthrown to the west._

Here, a small
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anticline and syncline are once again associated with the fracture.
It is, therefore, very probably a steeply east-dipping· thrust.

This

reversed sense of movement north and south of the· Ivori River may
explain the lack of displacement· on the· fault where it crosses the
Karova Syncline.
The

Albert Fault is a major zone of

was examined by the Tauri Expedition.

di~location

where it

Judging from structural config-

urations in that area (see B, 1.3) it.is a NNW-trending, steeply westdipping thrust, some 5 km east of the Karova trough trace.
north it crosses the

~nna

To the

.Anticline and joins a train of discontinuous

fractures which bear north through the ·South Kapau sector.

This line

of fracturing passes obliquely across the·Chauma Syncline and the
Meoue .Anticline and at its northe:rn end, faults-out the trough of the
Yage Syncline.
(iv)

The fault cannot be traced north of latitude 7°25 1 s.
Group

4 features are east-hading faults slightly dis-

cordant with the fold patte:rn of zone 5.

Two

faults of this nature

are recognised in the Lakekamu sector but only one of them, the
11

Yage Fault", can be traced on aerial photographs into the South

Kapau sector.

The "Yage Fault" is downthrown to the west; it extends

along the Yage Syncline and, at its northern end, cuts obliquely
across the Meoue .Anticline (see B, 1.3).
(c)

Boundary of zone 5:

As explained earlier, the Dude Fault appears to be closely
associated with the Dude Anticline.

In the South Kapau sector, the

fault changes from a position along the western flank of the anticline
in the south, to a crestal position in the north.

The westerly directed

asymmetry of the anticline (which is more pronounced in the south)
suggests that the fault is an east-dipping thrust, the hade of which
apparently decreases northward.

Stratigraphic estimates of the throw

have been made at a number of points, varying from about 1,800 metres in
the Lohiki River area (Stanley and Mackinnon, 1940) to a questionable
1,250 metres in the Yoai Creek area (McW1iae, 1948).
i

Kugler (in pPep.)

MURu-4 .

~

Photograph No. 4:

Looking SE along the SE-plunging end of structure zone
lPhotogr~ph made available by t he R.A.A.F.).
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suggests, from various re-interpretations of the local stratigraphy,
figures ranging from 600 metres to 2,050 metres for the throw in the
latter area.

The overall configuration of the Dude Fault, the southern

end of which is illustrated in Photograph No.

4

(trimet. MJ..333, ROBll),

is similar to boundary faults further east.
The Dude Fault is considered to be a structural feature of
major importance because, firstly, it separates a zone of longitudinally
continuous, north-trending folds (zone 5), from folds which are longitudinally discontinuous and generally NNW-trending (refer Kugler, ibid.
and Encl. 10).

Secondly, zone 5 folds evolved mainly late in the

Middle Miocene, whereas those further west continued, or started, to
develop after the Middle Miocene (see B, 1.3).

Thirdly, displacement

on the fault is substantial, whichever interpretation of the local
stratigraphy is accepted, and lastly, in the South Kapau sector no postKarova Sub-group sediments are known to the east of the "Dude line" but
to the west they occur as infolded outliers up to within 3 km of it,
for example, the Pawro Basin (refer Kugler, ibid.).

The Dude Fault may

have been approximately coincident with a post-Karova Sub-group shoreline.
(d)

Ages of deformation in zone 5:

No unconformi ties have been recognised wi th1n the Lower and
Middle Miocene sediments of the Lohiki-Ivori Rivers area, but they may
exist in the neighbourhood of New Year Creek.

The northern extension

of Middle Miocene sediments up the trough of the Karova Syncline appears,
on aerial photographs (trimet, MJ..333), to be slightly discordant with
the underlying strata.

Furthermore, there may be some type of disharmony

between the early and late Lower Miocene sediments in New Year Creek.
Neither one of these possible discordances· can be proven.

Two late

Middle Miocene phases of deformation can be· recognised in the South
Kapau part of zone 5.

The first of these was the strong late Middle

Miocene movements that produced the folds and associated thrust-faults of
Groups 1 and 2.

Faulting (Groups 3 and 4) occurred immediately after

this folding, on trends slightly oblique to those of the folds.
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Inter-Zona~

Deformation Relationships

In the South Kapau sector, structure units and their main
internal deformations are parallel to sub-parallel, imparting to the
area an overall north-trending grain.

An exception to this could be

the imperfectly known deformation pattern of the zone 2 regional metamorphics.

Late Mid.d.Ze Mioaene Deformation
The two youngest precisely dated phases of deformatien
occurred late in the Middle Miocene in zone 5.

They are the very

strongly developed structural features of Groups 1 and 2, and the
slightly discordant, younger ones of Groups 3 and
Miocene and younger deformation occurred in zone
can be determined.

4. Late Middle
4; no upper age limit

The deformation included faulting discordant with

overall structural grain and possibly weak folding parallel to the
structural grain.

In zone 3, gentle

post-Middle Miocene folding took

place which was also parallel to.the structural grain; gentle late
Middle Miocene, or younger, folding also occurred in zone 2 and possibly in.zone 1.

Regardless of whether all these movements can be

related to a single phase of deformation, late Middle Miocene deformation was strong and parallel to the overall structural grain in zone 5,
but weak in the other zones.

Late Lower Mioaene Deformation
In zone

4

a strong phase of deformation took place parallel

to the overall structural grain towards the end of the late Lower
Miocene.

This movement also folded the rocks of zone 3 but its effect

was less intense.

The phase cannot be identified in zone 2 but

have produced gentle folding in, or just east of, zone 1.

i~

may

Some type of

disharmony may exist.between Lower and Middle Miocene sediments in
zone

~

but its nature is unknown.

Early Lower Mioaene Deformation
Towards the end of the early
movements occurred in zone

Lo~er

Miocene comparatively weak

4, and possibly in zone'5, on trends which

appear to have been mimicked by the late Lower Miocene deformation.
No early Lower Miocene or Palaeogene sediments have been found in
zone 3; however, as previously discussed, evidence suggests that they
were originally deposited in this area.

Therefore, the early Lower

Miocene movements that took place in zone 4, could also have occurred
in zone 3, being sufficiently strong to erode all trace of the Palaeogene and the early Lower Miocene sediments prior to deposition of the
late Lower Miocene beds.

This phase of deformation cannot be traced

in zones 1 or 2.

Pre-Miocene Deformation
Consideration of these movements is centred on the regional
metamorphics of zones 2 and 3, where the pattern of deformation appears
to be sub-parallel to the Owen Stanley Fault, that is, parallel to the
overall structural grain of the South Kapau sector.

The intensity of

deformation within the metamorphics increases eastwards across zones 3
and 2 towards the Owen Stanley Fault.
three phases
morphics.

o~

There may have been at least

deformation in the development-of the regional meta-

These phases could have occurred prior to the Upper

Cretaceous, late in the Cretaceous and late in the Palaeogene.

On the

other hand, there is no evidence available in this sector to contradict the suggestion that there was only late Palaeogene deformation.
The problem will be discussed further at a later stage (see Fig.24).

1.2

ANALYSIS OF THE NORTHERN PART Of THE KAPAU SECTOR
Refer Enclosures 8, 10 and 12; i.e., Maps 5 (Kapau
sector at 1:250,000), 7 (compilation at 1:500,000)
and Cross-sections

Genera) Description
The region covered by the North Kapau sector extends from the
Kratke Range and the recent volcanic centre of Mt. Yelia in the west,
to the Bulolo Depression and the Kuper Range in the east.

The central
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part of the sector covers the Ekuti Range.

The Lower Miocene rocks

cropping out in the Albert Mts. (the western part of the South Kapau
sector) extend north into the Kratke Range area of the Eastern Cordillera.

There is reason to believe that in this area the Lower Miocene

sediments rest on unmetamorphoseQ Mesozoic sediments, which in turn,
rest on metamorphics.

Towards the east, the Lower Miocene strata onlap

regional metamorphics in the Ekuti Range area.

These metamorphics, the

partly Cretaceous Owen Stanley Metamorphics, surround the Bulolo
Depression and extend to the Huon Gulf coast near Salamaua; they are
intruded by ?post-kinematic granites (Morobe Granodiorite).

The north-

ernmost end of the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt crops out along the
Huon Gulf coast south of Salamaua.
These rocks have been folded and faulted along north to NNE
trends in the central and eastern parts of the sector and along north
to NNW trends in the western part of the sector.

The folds are the

northern continuation of the structural features described in the South
Kapau sector.

North of the North Kapau sector (in the Markham sector),

they continue to the north and NNE where the more easterly structural
features plunge beneath the Ramu-Markham· Depression and the more westerly structural features continue across'the Kratke Range into the
mountains at the SE end of the Bismarck. Range.

Sources of Information
Fisher (1944), -Mackay (1955), bow (1961) and Dow and Davies
(1964) have contributed much information concerning the regional metamorphics and the rocks of the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt.

Adastra

aerial photographs (Wau and Mt. Missim) cover this eastern part of the
sector and have been used in compilation of the 1:500,000 map (Encl. 10).
Apart from reconnaissance traverses by Nason-Jones (1935) and
Fisher (1935), the central part of the sector has been poorly investigated.

Adastra aerial photographs (Nauti and Bulowat) have been used to

supplement the information gained from these surveys.
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The western part of the North Kapau sector is even less well
known.

Apart from a reconnaissance traverse by Nason-Jones (1935), and

surveys by Carey (1941) and McWhae (1948) along the M'bwei River in the
far western region, the area remains geologically unexplored.

Moreover,

air-photograph coverage of the area is incomplete, R.A.A.F. trimetrogon
photographs (M167, Ml332 and Ml333) being the only source of information
(refer Encl. 3).

Structure Zones
Of the five structure zones defined in the South Kapau sector,
only two can be independently delineated in the North Kapau sector.
They are, the zone

of basic-ultrabasic,r0cks and the zone of regional

metamorphic rocks.

However, the structural features defined as the

boundaries of the other three zones in the South Kapau sector, can be
traced northward on air-photographs and ap~ear to be just as unique
within the area covered by the North Kapau sector.

Zone 1
The western part of the northern end of the Papuan BasicUltrabasic Belt crops out along the Huon Gulf coast south of Salamaua.
The zone trends out to sea towards the NNE.

Mainly ultramafic rocks

occur in this part of the belt and are separated from the Owen Stanley
Metamorphics to the west, by the NNE-trending

Owe~

Stanley Fault.

The

Owen Stanley Fault, the western boundary of zone 1, bifurcates before
reaching the Huon Gulf coast.

The rocks enclosed within this fault-

fork consist of basic metavolcanics and minor hornfelsed sediments, the
age of which is unknown.

Dow and Davies (1964) have suggested that they

could be Eocene in age.

Zone 2
The Owen Stanley Metamorphics extend westward from the Owen
Stanley Fault to the Ekuti Range area.

The western boundary of this

zone of regional metamorphics is taken to be an anticlinal feature,
possibly faulted, which can be photogeologically correlated with the

zone of faults forming the western boundary of zone 2 in the South Kapau
sector.

Lower Miocene shallow-water marine sediments and volcanics

onlap the metamorphics along the-western flank of the anticline.
Reasons for selecting this lineament as the boundary of zone 2 have been
set out in section 1.1.
(a)

Rock-types of zone 2:

Besides regional metamorphics, deformed Pliocene volcanic and
lacustrine sediments occur within the boundaries ef zone 2; the latter
deposits blanket the floor of the Bulolo Depression.

The Owen Stanley

Metamorphics are made up of biotite-bearing metasediments, known locally
as the Kaindi Metamorphics (these occur in the eastern part of the zone),
and lower grade metamorphics which occur in the western part of zone 2.
In the Watut River area the latter metasediments, known locally as the
Snake River Greywacke, are at least 1,500 metres in thickness and possibly Upper Cretaceous in age (see A, 9.1).

ANNE-trending contact

between these two metamorphic groups has been observed in Snake River at
the northern end of the Bulelo Depression (refer Encl. 10).

Dow (1961)

considered the contact to be an unconformity but evidence for this is
not conclusive; alternatively, it' could be a fault.
(.b)

Structure of zone 2:

A NNE-trending pattern of deformation in the Cretaceous metamorphi cs can be observed on Bulowat aerial photographs, particularly
around

~he

Watut River area NW of the Bulolo Depression,

Judging from

the alignment of fold plunges, there are also reasonably strongly developed NW to,.NNW-trending cross-folds.

The deformation pattern in the

higher grade metamorphics cannot be delineated on aeriai-photographs;
this could be due to the influence of large bodies of intrusive granite
and, possibly, differences in deformation style compared with that shown
by the lower grade metasediments.

Dow and Davies (1964) mentioned that

schistosity in the Kaindi Metamorphics strikes NNE and parallel to the
Owen Stanley Fault near this eastern boundary of zone 2.
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(c)

Boundary of zone 2:

The NNE-trending photogeological lineament which forms the
western boundary of zone 2 can be traced NNE into the Markham sector
where it appears to be an east-dipping thrust-fault.

In the latter

area it trends parallel to and about 7 km to the east of the Lower
Watut River.

As mentioned earlier, the lineament is developed in the

lower grade metamorphics and its trend is parallel to the apparent
major deformation pattern in the western part of zone 2.
(d)

Ages of deformation in zone 2:

At least two phases of deformation can be recognised in this
area.

Post-Cretaceous (and probably pre-Lower Miocene) movements folded

the lowest grade metasediments of the Owen Stanley Meta.morphics along
NNE-trends; the higher grade metasediments may or may not have suffered
a phase of deformation at an earlier stage..

The Pliocene sediments of

the Bulolo Depression have been deformed but the pattern of this
deformation is uncertain.

The NW to NNW-trending cross-folds in the

Watut River area may have been produced synchronously with the postPliocene deformation, or they may be older.
Zone 3

The Kapau Fault can be traced northwards, on air-photographs
(trimet. Ml332), from the South Kapau sector into the North Kapau
sector where it retains its appearance of ·structural importance.

In

this sector, as in the South Kapau sector, the Kapau Fault is considered to mark the western boundary of zone 3.
(a)

Rock-types' of zone 3:

Zone 3 contains late Lower Miocene, and possibly some Middle
Miocene, shallow-water marine sediments and basic volcanics; these
strata rest

unconform~bly

on very low-grade regional metamorphics which

are perhaps equivalent in age to the Snake River Greywacke.
(b)

Structure of zone 3:

In this sector the rocks of zone 3 have been deformed into two
main north to NNE-trending anticlines, the faulted "Kapau Anticline" and
the possible northern continuation of the "North Doorway Anticline".

The

11

Kapau Anticline" trends north along longitude l46°o6'E

but near latitude 7°05 1 s it may swing to the NNE.

Late Lower Miocene

limestones and conglomerates lie unconformably on the axial rocks of
the anticline along its entire eastern flank.

From a study of air-

photographs it can be stated that no rock-types of such a conspicuous
nature as the limestenes occur to the west of the fold.

Near the

trough trace of the syncline te the east of the anticline, the limest0nes and cenglomerates rest unconformably on ?Cretaceous, low-grade
regienal metam.orphics.· The latter rocks may therefore make up the
core of the Kapau Anticline.
The Muiai Syncline lies

approxi~ately

lO km east of the

crestal trace of the "Kapau Anticline" and is outlined by gentlydipping late Lower Miocene sediments.

This north to NNE-trending treugh

is sub-horizontal throughout much of the North Kapau sector but plunges
NNE near

th~

northern

bo~dary

of the sector.

The ·"North Doorway AntiCl i ne 11 can only be traced in places,
north of the South Kapau sector.

The late Lower· Miocene limestenes and

lavas appear to blanket the feld which, further north, is quite censpicuous where it is developed in the regional metamorphics.
In the northern part of the North Kapau sector, a NNE-trending
syncline can be delineated on air-photographs between the '.'North Doorway
Anticline" and the photo-'-linea.inent defined as the· boundary between z0nes
2 and 3.

It is made up of steeply-dipping metasediments, probably equi-

valent in age to the Snake River Greywacke.

Along the trough of this

syncline, and resting with unconformity on the

~etasediments,

are de-

formed outliers of Lower Miocene lavas and/or limestones.
(c)

Boundary of zone 3:

The Kapau Fault can be traced northwards, from the South
Kapau sector, along the western flank ef the "Kapau Anticline".
curve to the NNE near latitude 7°10

1

s,

It may

but north of here, the· fault is

not clearly visible on aerial photographs.

In the North Kapau sector,

late Lower Miocene sediments appear to exist only to the east of the
fault; early Lower Miocene beds may be.restricted to areas west of the
fault.
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(d)

Ages of deformation in zone 3:

Although it has been determined that at least four phases of
deformation occurred further south in zone 3, only two phases can be
recognised in this sector; they are, a post-Cretaceous, pre-late Lower
Miocene phase (which affected the regional meta.morphics) and a postlate Lower Miocene phase.
Zone 4

Zone

4

extends 20 to 25 km west from the Kapau Fault to the

axis of Carey's (1941) Aiwerib~ Anticline.

As mentioned earlier, this

fola is probably continuous, further south, with the "Eruki Anticline".
(a)

Rock-types of zone

4:

Enclosed within this area are ?early Lower Miocene beds, unmetamorphosed Mesozoic sediments and metamorphic rocks of unknown age.
The boundary between the possible early Lower Miocene beds and the
Mesozoic strata cannot be traced on air-photographs; the two groups are
undifferentiated on Enclosures 8 and 10.

The Mesozoic sediments may

lie unconformably
on the metamorphic .rocks found by Nason-Jones (1935)
.
in the upper Tauri River.. These metamorj>hi cs are tentatively correlated with the partly Triassic Bismarck Meta.morphics (see A,
( b)

9).

Structure of zone 4 :.

Apart.from the Aiweriba Anticline, delineation of the deformation pa~tern of zone

4,

in the North Kapau sector, has been determined

only from the trimetrogon photographs.

These folds and faults trend

between north and NNW and can be extrapolated south to connect with the
previously described structural features of the South Kapau sector.
The folds are listed below from west to

e~st.

The Aiweriba Anticline, with which some strike-faulting may be
associated, is continuous to the south with the faulted "Eruki Anticline".

To the NNW it· plunges beneath the ?Quaternary volcanic mantle

of Mt. Yelia ..
The Faulted Nose Anticline and the trough between it and the
Aiweriba Anticline, the Wagewa Syncline, can only be traced about 10 km
into the North Kapau sector.

The "Hells Gate Anticline 11 and its west and east-flanking
troughs, the "Tauri" and "Werr Synclines", trend north and NNW along
an area of' between 5 and 10 km wide; in the far northern part of the
sector they swing. to a NNE trend.
The

11

Werr Anticline", and the east-flanking Wemmai'ia

Syncline, trend north and NNW just west of' the Kapau Fault.

In the

northern part of the sector, the above mentioned metamorphics seem
to be associated with the axial parts of the anticline.

Both the

anticline and the syncline plunge to the south.
A NNW-trending anticline exists to the east of the Wemmai'ia
Syncline in the northern part of the sector; metamorphics may be
exposed in the core.

This fold either connects with the "Kap au Anti-

cline" or is cut by the NNE-trending Kapau Fault (see Encl. 8).
(c)

Boundary of zone

4:

The "Eruki Anticline", the western boundary of zone

4 in the

South Kapau sector, can be traced northwards phetogeologically on a
trend which connects with the axis of the Aiweriba Anticline.

The

latter fold was considered by Carey (1941) to be a major structural
feature with possible Mesozoic beds exposed in its core.

In analysis

of the local stratigraphy the writer concluded that these beds, which
consist of indurated sandstones and shales, are flanked by possible
early Lower Miocene sediments and that late Lower Miocene and Middle
Miocene sediments exist only to the west of the anticline.

Localised

steep dips and possible unconformities (Carey, ibid.) occur on its
western f'lank; aerial photographs reveal probable strike-faulting along
this same limb.
(d)

Ages of deformation in zone

4:

No estimates can be made of ages of deformation in this area.
A discontinuity probably exists between the Mesozoic and the Miocene
sediments in the area but it is not known if deformation accompanied
the break in sedimentation.

At least three phases of folding and

faulting deformed the Miocene beds of zone

4 further south; the

strongest phase occurred late in the Lower Miocene.
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Zone 5
The zone 5 structure unit extends 25 to 30 km west from the
Aiweriba Anticline to the faulted Dude Anticline but the pattern of
deformation within this area is not well known; it is almost entirely
photo-interpreted.

Control exists only in the south along the M'bwei

River where traverses were made by Carey in 1937 and McWhae in 1948.
The main difference in the structure pattern of the North Kapau sector
compared.with that in the South Kapau sector is that in the former
sector only Group 1 structural features are developed (that is, mainly
west-facing folds).

There appear to be no folds in the belt between

the Karova Syncline and the Aiweriba Anticline, the region where
mainly east-facing folds (Group 2 structural features) exist in the
South Kapau sector.

In the M'bwei River area, Group 1 features are

more numerous than in areas to the south and north; there appear to be
branched folds and longitudinally disc0ntinuous folds in the former
area.
(a)

Rock-types of zone 5:

Early Lower Miocene arenaceous and argillaceous beds at least
900 metres in thickness are exposed in the M'bwei River to the east of
'

the Dude Fault.

These rocks form an inlier in a mainly late Lower

Miocene terrain.

The local thickness of the latter rocks, which con-

sist of sandstones and muds tones, is not known; it may be in the order
of 1,000 metres.

Middle Miocene sediments probably exist in a narrow

belt along the axial parts of the Karova Syncline.
(b)

Structure of zone 5:

The folds developed between the Dude Fault and the Karova
Syncline are mainly west-facing; in some cases they are associated with
strike-faults.

The main folds are described below from west to east.

The Dude Anticline can be traced, on Adastra (Armit Range)
and trimetrogon (M1333) photographs, NNW and north from the M'bwei
River.

In the M'bwei River it is strongly asymmetrical to the west and

possibly faulted; this configuration is maintained to the northern
boundary of the sector,

The Urai'ia Anticline can be followed on the air-photographs
from New Year Creek northwards to the M'bwei River, where it is slightly
asymmetrical to the west, and thence NNW to where it appears to plungeout just south of Tuoa Creek.

The west-flanking Kevoro Syncline is

continuous to the northern boundary of the sector.

There is, however,

a short NNW-trending anticlinal feature developed within this trough
between the M'bwei River and Tuoa Creek.

The east-flanking Lohiki

Syncline is clearly visible in the trimetrogon photographs trending
north from New Year Creek across the M'bwei River to where it joins the
Kevoro Syncline near Tuoa Creek.

McWhae (1948) has shown this syncline

in a slightly different position in the New Year Creek area.
The Haue'ia Anticline can be traced north from New Year Creek
to the M'bwei River (Evari's Anticline of McWhae) where it is strongly
asymmetrical to the west.

From here it can be followed NNW to the

northern boundary of the sector.

In the northern part of the sector

the anticline appears to have a wide western flank which extends to the
trough line of the Kevoro Syncline.

Therefore, the anti?lines to the

west of the Haue'ia Anticline in the south, must die out,Pefore reaching
these latitudes.

There is faulting along the western flank of the

Haue'ia Anticline in the Tuoa Creek region.
The Murua Anticline is strongly west-facing and trends north
from New Year Creek across the M'bwei River to where it dies out in the
vicinity of Tuoa Creek.

The west-flanking Swanson Syncline trends

almost due north from the New Year Creek area to the· northern boundary
of the sector.
The "Yeyammna Anti cl i ne 11 bifurcates just south of the North
Kapau sector (see B, 1.1).

The western branch joins the Murua Anti-

cline a little north of the M'bwei River and the eastern branch trends
north and NNW, parallel to the trace of the Kevoro Syncline, to the
northern

bound~ry

of the sector.

The north-plunging syncline between

the two anticlines, joins the Swanson Syncline near Tuoa Creek.
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The Karova Syncline which is clearly visible on trimetrogon
photographs trends parallel to and about· 7 km west of the Aiweriba
Anticline.

In the southern part of the sector, the trough trace passes

along the divide between the watersheds of the M'bwei and Tauri Rivers;
this position is about 3 km east.of Carey's (1941) Karova Syncline.
(c)

Boundary of zone 5:

The Dude Anticline is strongly west-facing; in places the
western limb is almost vertical whereas the eastern limb is gentlydipping.

Minor faulting is reported associated with the fold in the

M'bwei River, but north of Tuoa Creek there are clear photo-lineaments
along its western flank.

Although the Dude Fault seems to be more

strongly developed in the South Kapau sector, where it is a steeply eastdipping thrust, the overall configuration of the Dude Anticline in the
North Kapau sector suggests the structural feature may be of no less
importance in this area.

Many of the reasons given for selection of the

Dude Anticline and Fault as the western boundary of zone 5 in the South
Kapau sector, apply in this sector.
(d)

Ages of deformation in zone 5:

The zone 5 sediments in the North Kapau sector were folded and
faulted by a phase of deformation towards the end of the Middle Miocene
(assuming the folds developed synchronously with their southern extremities in the Lakekamu sector).

It has been mentioned in section 1.1 that

some type of discordance may exist between the Middle and Lower Miocene
sediments in the Karova Syncline.

There may also be discordance between

the early and late Lower Miocene strata.

The early Lower Miocene sedi-

ments exposed along the middle reaches_ of the M'bwei River are probably
restricted to the area between New Year and Tuoa Creeks; here, Group 1
folds are greater in number than in any other part of zone 5 and, furthermore, they plunge both to the north and south of this area.

Thus, in the

near surrounding regions, where presumably only late Lower Miocene beds
are exposed, Group 1 folds are fewer in number.

Although no unconformity

can be proved at this horizon, Carey (1941) stated that field evidence does
not preclude its existence.
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Inter-Zonal Deformation Relationships
Inter-zonal trend relationships in the North Kapau sector are
not as straightforward as in the South Kapau

se~tor.

The structural grain

of zones 1, 2 and 3, trends north and NNE, but the structural grain of
zones 4 and 5, trends north and NNW.

There is some type of bifurcation

of these trends at the northern end of the Kapau Fault.

Further north,

in the Markham sector, all main trends appear to be parallel or sub-parallel and bear NNE and north.

Here, no zone boundaries can be recognised

on air-photographs; this may be due to complication of the deformation
pattern by NE and NW-trending cross-folds.

In the North Kapau sector,

as well as to the north and south, some structural features are oblique
to the main deformation trends.

Besides the Watut River NW-trending

cross-folds in zone 2, there are WNW to NW-trending photo-lineaments in
zones 4 and 5.
As regards ages of deformation, there is no evidence to suggest
that the sequence of deformational events in the North Kapau sector was
not the same as that determined in the South Kapau sector.

In the latter

sector, a relationship existed between phases of deformation because of
their periodic recurrence along similar trends.

The only departure from

a pattern of parallel deformations in the North Kapau sector, is the
temporary divergence of trend

a~

the northern end of the Kapau Fault.

Although the southerly plunge of the component folds of zone

4

exposes

unmetamorphosed Mesozoic sediments and metamorphics, which appear to be
folded with the early Lower Miocene

sedim~nts,

there is no information

concerning the nature of the upper and lower Mesozoic boundaries; therefore, pre-Miocene deformational events cannot be defined.
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ANALYSIS OF THE LAKEKAMU SECTOR

1.3

Refer Enclosures 7, 9, 10 and 11; i.· e. ,
Maps 4· (Lakekamu sector at 1:250,000),
6 (Kapau-Tauri area at 1:100,000), 7
(compilation at 1:500,000) and Crosssections.

General Description
In the western part of the sector, to the west of the Chapman
Range portion of the Eastern Cordillera, are folded and faulted Lower
and Middle Miocene, deep and shallow-water marine deposits.

The folds

plunge south and SE beneath the more gently-folded blanket of post-Middle
Miocene sediments of the Lakekamu Embayment.

In the centre of the sector,

these sediments onlap the low-grade Owen Stanley Metamorphics of the
Eastern Cordillera.

On the NE flank of the cordillera, in the eastern

part of the sector, the regional metamorphics terminate along the SW side
of the Waria Depression.

This narrow trough-like depression is outlined

by the parallel and NW-trending Owen Stanley and Timeno Faults; indurated
and folded sediments of unknown age occur between the two faults.

Rocks

of the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt and, further east, gently-folded
Miocene lavas, crop out to the NE of the Timeno Fault.

Sources of Information
The only available geological information concerning the central
part of the sector is contained in reports by Noakes (1936) and Fisher

(1939).

Further east, in the region of the basic-ultrabasic belt, more

information has recently become available subsequent to surveys by Thompson

(1957) and

Dow and Davies

(1964) .. The western part of the sector falls

within an area in which a considerable amount of work has been carried out
by oil company geologists, particularly those of the Australian Petroleum
Co.

The most important information is contained in reports by Pratt and

Mackinnon (1938), Osborne (1940 and 1947) and Stanley (1941).

The writer

has supplemented these data by field work and intensive study of Adastra
air-photographs designated Albert Divide, Kapau South, Kerema and Tauri.
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This has led to some revisi0n of the stratigraphy, clarification of the
structure, and definition of a number of new structural features in the
area (refer Encl. 9).

Structure Zones
The basic-ultrabasic reeks and the regional metam0rphics make
up structure units 1 and 2, respectively.

The f0ld belts of z0nes 3,

4, and 5-, to the west of the metam0rphics, are made up of Lower and
Middl~

Miocene sediments and can be traced south and SE from the South

Kapau sector int0 the n0rthern part 0f the Lakekamu sect0r.

As in the

South Kapau se9tor, definition of the latter three _zones in this sector
is based en differences in age and style of deformation.
sector, zones 3,

4

In the Lakekamu

and 5 plunge s0uth and SE below the generally gently-

folded Upper Miocene and Pliocene sediments of the NW end of the Lakekamu
Emabyment.

This embayment is tentatively considered a

separat~

structure

unit because of the uncertainty as to whether zones 3, 4- and 5 continue
south beneath it, and becaµse the style and pattern of the folds within .
its boundaries are different, at-least superficially, to the folds of

~he

above mentioned zones.

Zone 1
In this area there are a number of features of the Papuan BasicUl trabasic Belt which are different to those described previously._

The

main differences are in the trends and nature of the zone boundaries and
in the distribution of the enclosed reek-types.

The SW boundary of zone 1

is here made up of two NW-trending faults, the Owen Stanley .and Timeno
Faults (see Photograph No. 5).

They are parallel and approximately 4 km

apart, but to the NNW, near the northern boundary of the sector, they converge and join.

The eastern boundary of zone 1 is formed by the NNW-

trending contact with the Lower Miocene basic volcanics.
(a)

Rock-types of zone 1:

In this sector, zone 1 consists predominantly of basic rocks of
the feldspathic group; a thin strip of ultramafic rocks crops out along
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the NE side of the Timeno Fault (Dow and Davies, 1964).

The feldspathic

group includes mainly norites and gabbros which occur along the SW and
NW parts of the zone respectively.

The boundary between these two rock-

types trends NNW.
(b)

Structure of zone 1:

If Dow and Davies (ibid.) are correct in their suggestion that
the igneous complex of zone 1 is part of a single differentiated mass,
it may have an overall SE-plunge in this area as the main body of ultramafic rock crops out NW of the more basic parts.

However, this would

not be a valid reconstruction if intrusion of the feldspathic group postdated emplacement of the ultra.mafic group.

In this part of zone 1 there

is a preponderance of NW to NNW-trending faults; rock-type boundaries have
similar trends.
(c)

Boundary of zone 1:

As mentioned in a previous section, the Owen Stanley Fault probably dips steeply to the east and NE; the Timeno Fault may have a similar
configuration.

Between the two faults, along the floor.of the Waria

Depression and under Quaternary terrestrial beds, are folded and indurated
fine-grained sediments; their age is unknown but they appear to be younger
than the partly Cretaceous Owen Stanley Metamorphics which crop out SW of
the Owen Stanley Fault.

·Dow and Davies (1964) suggested an Eocene age for

these sediments; they could be even younger.
(d)

Ages of deformation in zone 1:

Since there is evidence of a recurrent phase of movement on the
Owen Stanley Fault in recent time, the fact that the fault truncates the
latter beds does not preclude the possibility that it may have formed
prior to their deposition.

It was concluded in section 1.1 that the Owen

Stanley Fault could have had a phase of movement late in the Cretaceous,
and that emplacement of the basic-ultrabasic rocks could have occurred
some time between the late Cretaceous and the Lower Miocene.

Photo. 5

Photograph No.
Davies,

1964·

5:

Looking NW along the Waria Depression.
(Photograph reproduced from Dow and
BMR Report No. 75).
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Zone 2

The western boundary of the metamorphics of zone 2 is difficult
to define.

It is arbitrarily taken to be along the eastern side of the

Quaternary Kunimaipa Basin of the Lak.ekamu Emabyment unit.

Miocene and

Pliocene sediments onlap the metamorphics in this area but it is not
known if the onlap had direct structural control.

The NW-trending fault

observed on aerial photographs along the eastern side of the Kunimaipa
Basin is probably a post-Miocene feature.

To the NE of the Kunimaipa

Basin, Owen Stanley Metamorphics crop out across the Chapman Range region
of the Eastern Cordillera to the Owen Stanley Fault, a distance of about

55 km.

In the west they consist of radiolaria-bearing shales, cleaved

"greywackes 11 and phylli tes which are thought to be Upper Cretaceous in
age.

The higher grade metamorphics near the Owen Stanley Fault may be

the "lower" parts of the Owen Stanley Metamorphics.

No additional inform-

ation concerning the metamorphics is available in this sector beyond that
already discussed in earlier sections.
Zone 3

Zone 3 extends west for 30 km from where Miocene sediments thin
onto metamorphics in the Tiveri River area, to the Kapau Fault.

It

plunges south under the sediments of the Lak.ekamu Emabyment unit near the
northern boundary of the Lak.ekamu sector.

The reasons for selecting the

Kapau Fault as the western boundary of the zone have been given in section
1.1.

(a)

Rock-types of zone 3:

The main sediments exposed across the zone in this sector are
the shall0w-water marine beds of the Middle Miocene Muiai Sub-group; but
here, unlike the sector further north, these sediments transgress to the
SW across the Lower Miocene strata of zone
occur in the core of the south-plunging
core.of the Doorway Anticline.

11

4.

Late Lower Miocene limestones

Kapau Anticline 11 and in the domal

The structural features of zone.3 cannot

be recognised with any certainty in the Maiporan (uppermost Middl.e Miocene),
er younger formations, of the Lak.ekamu Embayment unit to the south.
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(b)

Structure of z0ne 3:

The previ0usly described structural features 0f zone 3 include
the faulted "Kapau Anticline", the Muiai Syncline and the "North :c>o0rway
Anticline".

A small anticline occurs in this sector between the last

named fold and where the Miocene beds thin 0nto the metamorphics.
The

11

Kapau Anti cl i ne 11 cannc:it be traced beyond the point where

it plunges s0uth under a slight unconformity at the base of the Mai po ran
in the WNW-trending "North Yamuti Syncline".

R0ck units of the Muiai

Sub-group thin around the nose of the fold (see Encl. 9).
The Muiai.Syncline can be considered to either plunge south
under the "North Yamuti Syncline" of the Lakekamu Embayment unit, or
continue SE to join the latter trough near Yamuti Creek.
The "North Doorway Anti cl ine 11 plunges south to where it
connects with the NW-trending Doorway Anticline; Muiai Sub-group sediments. thin around both folds, and the Maiporan appears to thin around
the Doorway Anticline.

The latter fold, which can be considered part

of the Lakekamu Embayment unit (q-. v.), plunges to the NW but dies c:iut
before reaching the trough trace of the Muiai Syncline;- it also plunges
to the SE.
The small south-plunging structural feature of the east of the
"North Doorway Anticline" also appears to die out at the base of the
Maiperan.
WNW-trending photo-lineaments cut across the traces-of the
Muiai Syncline and Doorway Anticline just north of where these folds
plunge under the Maipora Formation.
(c)

Boundary of zone 3:

In the South Kapau sector the Kapau Fault does not cut Muiai
Sub-group sediments; it does so in the Lakekamu sector however, but displacement is not large.

The fault trends along the western flank of the

"Kapau Anticline" and is downthr0wn to the west.
(d)

Ages of deformation in zone 3:

In the Lakekamu sector the late L0wer Mi0cene sediments of
zone 3 were folded about nort4-trending axes at the end of the Lower
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Miocene.

Further movements along the same axes occurred after deposition

of the pre-Maiporan Muiai Sub-group sediments.
The post-Maiporan WNW to NW-trending folds appear to be mainly
confined to the Lakekamu Embayment unit.
Zeme 4

Many of the structural features of zone

4 in the South Kapau

sector can be traced, on air-photographs, for 25 km SE and south into the
Lakekamu sector along a south-trending belt of' Lower Miocene sediments.
These folds and faults pass under the Middle Miocene unconformities in
the Saw Mts. area; they cannot be traced further south into the Lakekamu
Embayment unit.

Middle Miocene sediments also onlap, with visible uncon-

formi ties, the east and west flanks of the belt.

The onlap relationship

between the Lower and Middle Miocene beds makes definition of some of' the
zone 4 folds difficult.

However, recurrent movement along them late in

the Middle Miocene has enabled tentative extrapolations from the South
Kapau sector to be made.
tinuation in the
along longitude

11

The "Eruki-Mea Fault" has a probable SSE con-

Boul der Creek Faul t 11 , which is a strong photo-lineament

146°o4 1 E; it trends along the western flank of the

Barrier Anticline.

The "Boulder Creek Fault" is, therefore, considered

the western boundary of' zone 4 in this area.
sector, zone

As in the South Kapau

4 was an intermittent source area for the thickly-developed

Middle Miocene sediments of zone 5.
(a)

Rock-types of zone

4:

The main rock units exposed along the zone belong to the deep
and shallow-water marine sediments of the Lower Miocene Hells Gate Subgroup; these beds are at least 450 metres thick.

They overlie Eocene

cherts in some places and are, in turn, overlain by the onlapping upper
parts of the Middle Miocene Karova Sub-group in the west, and by the
Middle Miocene Muiai Sub-group in the east.
(b)

Structure of' zone

4:

Three of' the four anticlines delineated in the South Kapau
sector can be extrapolated SE a.n_d south, to tie in with structure information available from surveys by Pratt and Mackinnon (1938) and Osborne
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(1940 and 1947) in the Tauri River-Saw Mts. area.

The anticlines in this

area are, from west to east, the Barrier Anticline and the associated
"Boulder Creek Fault" (this feature is probably continuous further north
with the Mea Anticline and the faulted "Eruki Anticline"), the small
anticline associated with the Tauri Fault (which is continuous with the
Faulted Nose Anticline in the South Kapau sector) and the "Hells Gate
Anticline".

The "Werr Anticline", the fourth anticline defined in the

South Kapau sector, passes under a Middle Miocene unconformity in the
northern part of the Lakekamu sector, just west of the "Kapau Anticline"
nose.
The Barrier Anticline is a west-facing fold which was defined
by Osborne (1947) where the crestal trace· crosses the Tauri River, some

8 km NW of Hells Gate.

It is outlined by coarse-grained Middle Miocene

sediments, but Lower Miocene beds may' exist in the core since the southerly continuation of the fold in the Peva Creek area involves Lower
Miocene beds and the crestal line appears sub-horizontal between two
localities.

The upper units of the Karova Sub-group lap unconformably

around the anticline, particularly to the north, where the crest plunges
under an unconformity at the base of the Wagewa Basin sediments.

The

Mea Anticline emerges from under the NW end of the basin on the same trend
(refer Encl. 9).
The Faulted Nose Anticline:

A small anticline, formed in

Lower Miocene sediments, is associated with a zone of faulting to the east
of the Barrier Anticline along the Tauri River and Dala Creek, about 4 km
west of Hells Gate.

On the same trend, 5 km further south and east of a

zone ?f faulting, steeply east-dipping Lower Miocene mudstones occur
above, and below, a strip of Eocene chert•
is suggestive of an overturned anticline.

This structural configuration
The above structural features

lie between the Barrier and Mea Anticlines to the west, and the "Hells
Gate Anticline" to the east, and therefore, are considered to be the,
southern continuations of the Faulted Nose Anticline and the Tauri Fault.
The Wagewa Syncline lies close to the Tauri Fault along the Tauri River
and Dala Creek.
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The

11

Hells Gate Anticline 11 has a northerly trend in Hells Gate

Creek and involves Eocene chert and steeply-dipping Lower Miocene conglomerates and mudstones.

Just north of here, in the Hells Gate area,

the crestal trace is disrupted by a zone of WNW to

NW~trending

faults

along which sinistral transcurrent movements have occurred (refer
Encl. 9).

The anticline continues northwards from a point 4 km NW of

Hells Gate; in this region, Lower Miocene limestones are intercalated
with the mudstones along the eastern flank.

Near the boundary between

the Lakekamu and Kapau sectors, the fold plunges to the NNW and is associated with a NE-dipping thrust-fault.

The trough along the eastern

flank of the "Hells Gate Anticline", the "Werr Syncline", trends SSE and
south along the Kapau River but passes under a Middle Miocene unconformity near Poison Creek, 2 km NE of Hells Gate.
Thus, in this part of zone

4, deformation took place mainly

along north tq NNW trends but in addition, faulting occurred along
oblique WNW to NW trends.
(c)

Boundary of zone

4:

The "Boulder Creek Fault" is a steeply east-dipping thrust
which is probably continuous with, and has a similar configuration to,
the "Eruki Fault" in the South Kapau sector.

It cannot be traced south

of the Saw Mts·.
The

unconformable~relationship

between the folded zone

4 Lower

Miocene sediments and the comparatively unfolded Middle Miocene sediments
of the Saw Mts. area indicate that the main movements on the folds and
faults of zone 4, including the "Boulder Creek Fault", took place late in
the Lower Miocene.
Zone 4 was an intermittent provenance for the zone 5 Middle
Miocene sediments because unconformities existing at the base, and within
the thinly developed Muiai Sub-group succession of zone

4 are apparently

absent from the very thickly de~eloped Mlddle Miocene succession of
zone 5.
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There were recurrent m0vements on the "Boulder Creek Fault"
late in the Middle Miocene.

This phase of movement intensified the

Lower Miocene folds along the western side of zone

4, as well as

folding the onlapping Middle Miocene Karova Sub-group sediments.
remaining part of zone

The

4 was little influenced by the late Middle

Miocene folding.
(d)

Ages of deformation in zone

4:

At least three phases of deformati0n can be recognised in
zone

4.

The first phase was the late Lower Miocene folding and faulting

along northerly trends; this was followed soon after by the WNW to NWtrending mainly transcurrent faulting.

The second phase of deformation,

which also took place along northerly trends, occurred late in the
Middle Miocene, but generally its effect was not strong.

Post-Middle

Miocene folds and faults can be recognised mainly in the Maiporan and
younger sed;iments of the Lakekamu Embayment unit.
Zone 5

Zone 5 extends 30 km west from the "Boulder Creek Fault" to
the Dude Fault.

All the north-trending folds and faults of zone 5 in

the Kapau sector, continue to the SSE and SE into the Lakekamu sector
where

of them plunge beneath an unfolded and south-dipping late

so~e

Middle Miocene unc0nformity at about latitude 7°55 1 s, and others die
out up-section, a little further north, in the upper units of the
regionally south-dipping Karova Sub-group.

The reasons for defining

the Dude Fault as a structure zone boundary have already been set 0ut in
section 1.1.
(a)

Rock-types of zone 5:

The sediments in this part of zone 5 are mainly Middle Miocene
in age (the congl0merates, sandstones and mudstones of the Karova Subgroup); they are 'between 3,000 and 4,000 metres in total thickness.
The more finely-grained beds exposed beneath these strata in the Murua
River are probably late Lower Miocene in age (top part of the Hells Gate
Sub-group).

The latter beds are widely exposed up-plunge towards the NW.
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(b)

Structure of zone 5:

The fold pattern in this region has been fairly well established
by the Tauri Expedition (Stanley, 1941) which crossed the zone from SW to
NE between the Murua and Lohiki Rivers, and by Pratt and Mackinnon (1~38)
who traversed the Murua River and Karova Creek.

In discussion of the

South Kapau sector zone 5 structure, these felds and faults were divided
into four descriptive groups; this subdivision can also be applied in the
Lakekamu sect0r.

The subdivisions are: Group 1 SW-facing folds, Greup 2

NE-facing folds, and the slightly oblique'SW and NE-dipping faults 0f
Groups 3 and 4.
(i)

Group 1 features along the

·sw

half of zone 5 include the

Dude, Urai 'ia, Haue' ia, Murua and "Yeya.mmna" Anticlines'.
The Dude Anticline· has a more pronounced west and SW asymmetry
in this sector.

The fold is overturned from the Lohiki River SE to the

Murua River and is strongly faulted along the SW limb close to the crestal
trace.

The anticline involves mainly Lower Miocene sediments but Middle

Mioce~e

beds are folded over the crest down-plunge towards the Murua River

(see Photograph No.

4).

In the latter area the.Dude Anticline; and the

east-flanking Kevoro Syncline, are unconformabiy .overlain by the uppermost
Middle Miocene Maipora Formation.
The Urai 1 ia Anticline trends parallel to the Kevoro Syncline and
is only slightly asymmetrical to the SW.

The crestal parts of the fold

are steeply-dipping but there is no major associated strike-faulting.
The Haue'ia Anticline, however, is strongly asymmetrical to the
SW, at least where the· Tauri Expedition crossed the fold between the
Lohiki and Murua Rivers.

1

NW 0f the Murua River, strike-faulting is assoc-

iated with the steep SW limb.
These two anticlines and their east-flanking troughs. the Lohiki
and Swanson Synclines, plunge at about 15° SE in the vicinity of the Murua
River; here, the fold flanks are gently-dipping and involve only the ·lower
parts of the Karova Sub-group.

Ab0ut 5 km SE of the river. they appear to

die out in approximately the middle of the Karova Sub-group succession, at
the base of a thick conglomeratic unit.
SE at depth.

These folds may continue further
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The Murua Anticline is slightly asymmetrical to the SW in the
Murua River but strongly SW-facing in the upper Karova Creek area.
Local strike-faulting occurs along the SW limb and along the crest of the
fold in the latter area, but it is apparently absent further NW.

The

nose of the Murua Anticline plunges at 30° SE under the late Middle
Miocene unconformity at the base of the Maipora Formation.
The

11

Yeyammna Anti cl i ne 11 is herein newly defined; its presence

was initi'ally photogeologically indicated.

The phetogeological anticline

passes along the Yeya.mmna·Fault of the Tauri Expedition, midwa;y between
the Rak.avo Syncline and their Yave'ia anticline.

However, the expedition's

dip readings around the fault do not preclude the existence of the fold;
the revised position is more satisfying both
ically.

st~ucturally

and stratigraph-

The Yeya.mmna Fault is considered by the writer to be a NE-dipping

strike-fault downthrown to the SW, partly along the crest and partly along
the SW flank of the tightly folded "Yeyammna Anticline".

The axis of the

Tauri Expedition's Yave'ia anticline lies 1 km further NE.

The "Yeya.mmna

Anticline", which involves mainly late Lower Miocene sediments, dies out,
or is.faulted-out by the Yave'ia Fault, 8 km SE of Karova Creek.
(ii)

Group 2 features exist along the NE half of zone 5 and are

mainly NE-facing folds (with or without associated thrust-faults) which
become congested and strongly faulted towards the SSE.
to SW, the Mea, Idigue;·Meoue and Enna Anticlines.

They are, from NE

As in the sector

further north, Group 1 and 2 structural features are separated by the
Kareva Syncline.
The Mea Anticline has been described in section 1.1.

In this

sector, the fold passes under the Wagewa Basin but does not reappear
further SE, where it is presumably faulted-out by the "Boulder Creek
Fault".
The Idigue Anticline, and the NE-flanking Mawki Syncline, continue for at least 20 km SE and SSE from the northern boundary of the
Lak.ekamu sector, to where they disappear into thrust-faulting, just west
of the southern end of the "Boulder Creek Fault".

The Meoue Anticline and the Enna Antic1ine (which is 0verturned
t0 the west at the SE end) are faulted-0ut, in the same area and in circumstances similar t0 th0se of the Idigue Anticline; by the "Yage Fault" and
the "elbira Thrust", respectively.

The Middle Mi0cene beds inv0lved in this

f0lding are unc0nformably overlain by the Maip0ra Formation in the BarrenMaip0ra Creeks area.
(iii)

Gr0up 3 features.are SW-dipping faults, associated with

s0me 10cal deformati0n, which trend slightly obliquely te the 0verall f0ld
pattern 0f z0ne 5.

The tw0 faults of this nature in the Lakekamu sect0r

are the Yave'ia and Albert Faults.
The Yaye'ia Fault, where it was crossed by the Tauri Expediti0n,
trends parallel t0 and ab0ut 3 km SW 0f the trough trace of the Kar0va
Syncline.

Overturned dips f0und by the expedition along the SW side 0f the·

fault suggest that it is ass0ciated with a small, 0verturned and NE-facing
anticline.

The f0ld can be foll0wed· 0n the Albert Divide air-phot0graphs.

The Yave'ia Fault is, theref0re, probably a steeply SW-dipping fault which
is d0wnthr0wn to the NE.
stratigraphy.
Anticline".

This configurati0n satisfies the 10cally revised

A syncline should exist between this fault and the "Yeyammna
The writer believes,. fr0m ph0togeological evidence, that the

syncline trends along the axis of the Yave'ia anticline of the Tauri Expediti0n and is tentatively termed the "Yave'ia Syncline'!,

To the SE, in the

Murua River area, the Yave'ia Fault diverges from a trend p.arallel to the
Kar0va Syncline and appears t0 cut the "Yave 1 ia Syncline", the "Yeyammna,
Anticline" and the Rakavo Syncline.
NE flank 0f the Murua Anticline.

It may continue further SE along the

T0 the NW, the fault c0nverges on the

Kar0va Syncline trough trace and crosses it near the Iv0ri River (see South
I(apau secter).
The Albert Fault was cr0ssed by the Tauri Expedition s0me 5 km NE
of the tr0ugh trace of the Kar0va Syncline.

To the NW, the trace 0f the

fault diverges from a trend parallel to the syncline, but to the SE it c0nverges 0n the trough trace.
"elbira Thrust".

The SE end of the fault terminates at the

The stratigraphy and structural configuration 0f the area
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in the vicinity of the ·fault indicate that it is a steeply SW-dipping
thrust with a pr0bable throw 0f appr0ximately l ,'500 metres; it is associated with a large syncline and a small anticline to the SE of where the
fault was examined by the Tauri Expedition.

The trough, herein named the

"Albert Syncline", is plainly visible on air-photographs trending SE
between the fault and the Enna Anticline.
(iv)

Gr0up

4

features are NE-dipping faults which are·slightly

disc0rdant with the fold pattern of z0ne 5.

The two faults of this type

in the Lakekamu sector are the "Yage Fault" and the "Obira Thrust".
The

11

Yage Faul t 11 is a clearly. visible photogeological lineament

along the NE flank of the Tauri Expedition's Yage Syncline; near the northern boundary of the sector, the fault passes through a zone of vertical
dips disclosed by the expedition.

/

Further SSE it cuts out the Yage Syn-

cline and parts of the SW-flanking Meoue Anticline; judging from dip
evidence just west of Boulder Creek, the fault hades to the east.

In the

Maip0ra Creek area it swings sharply to a SE trend and cuts across zone
at the SW end of the Saw Mts.

4

Here, it appears to have sinistrally dis-

placed beds of the late Middle Miocene Maipora Formation.
The

11

0bi ra Thrust" is a strong SSE-trending photo-lineament

aleng the SE end of the Karova Syncline's NE flank.

Near where the Group

2 folds plunge under the Maiporan unconformity, the thrust, like the "Yage
Fault", swings sharply to a SE trend cutting the southern ends of the
Albert Fault, the Enna Anticline, the Chauma Syncline and the Me0ue Anticline.

The overturning of the SSE ends of the Albert Syncline and the

Enna Anticline appears to be spatially related t0 the "Obira Thrust", ,
This fault, which in places has str0ngly sheared Middle Miocene sediments
(author's observation just north of Obira Creek), is a NE-dipping thrust;
along the SE end of the fault there has been sinistral transcurrent m0vement.
(c)

Boundary of zone 5:

The close geometrical associati0n of the Dude Anticline with the
Dude Fault suggests that their maj0r development was coeval, and since the
Dude Anticline and the east-flanking Kevoro Syncline (as well as some
' .
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other zone 5 folds) plunge under a comparatively undeformed unconformity
at the base of the Maipora (Iavokia~ Formation, folding took place towards the end of Kar0va Sub-gr0up dep0si tion,. that is, late in the Middle
Miocene.

As mentioned earlier, some of the zone 5 Group 1 folds die out

down-plunge towards the SE about the middle of the Karova Sub-group success ion, before reaching the _Maipora.p unconformity.

This phen0menon does

nGt appear to be associated with an unc0nf0rmity er fold congestion; the
problem will be mentioned again in a later section.
In the Lakekamu sector the Bude Anticline is overturned and SWfaci~g,

and since the Dude Fault trends along this overturned SW limb, it

may be a NE-dipping thrust (see Photograph No.

4).

Estimations of the

throw made by field geologists and palaeontol0gists vary from fairly
small figures up to approximately 1,500 metres.

It,has been suggested

that the movement may be ·distributed across the overturned SW flank of
the anticline rather than being localised 0n ene surface; this may explain
low estimates of movement en the Dude Fault itself.

The reasons for

selecting the Dude Fault as the western boundary of zone 5 have been fully
explained in the South Kapau sector discussion (refer [c] in B, 1.1).
(d)

Ages 0f def0rmation in zone 5:

At least three phases of movement produced the structural configuration of zone 5.

The first recognisable def0rmation occurred late in

the Middle Miocene and produced the folds, and associated thrust-faults,
of. Groups 1 and 2.

The secend phase took place shortly afterwards, pro-

'ducing the thrust-faults ef Gr0ups 3 and 4.

These faults only slightly

affect the unc0nf0rmably overlying Maipora Formation at the SE end of zone

5, and therefore their major development also occurred late in the Middle
Miocene.

The post-Middle Miocene third phase of movement probably pro-

duced the local SE plunge of the zone 5 folds where they pass under the
south-dipping northern flank of the Murawaie Synclin.e in the Lakekamu
Embayment unit.

The Lakekamu Embayment Unit
The north to NW-trending structure patterns of zone 3, 4 and 5,
do net have obvious southerly continuations in the Maiporan and younger
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sediments in the NW part 0f the Lakeka.mu Embayment,
fore, c0nsidered as a separate structure unit.

The area is, there-

Deformation appears to be

mainly on WNW to NW trends, although there are some more northerly trending features.
(a)

Rock-types of the Lakeka.mu Embayment unit:

In the Lakekamu sector, this unit can be defined as that area
covered by uppermost Middle Mi0cene, Upper Miocene, Pliocene and Quaternary
sediments; in some places the combined thickhess of these beds may reach
over 4,000 metres.

The Upper Miocene is represented by predominantly

argillaceous marine deposits which become conglomeratic towards the eastern
side ef the zone.

The Pliocene sequence contains both terrestrial and

marine beds which are mainly composed of terrigenous arenaceous material in
the west, and conglomeratic material in the eastern part of the zone.

The

Quaternary is mainly represented by the alluvial deposits in the Lakekamu
and Kunimaipa Basins.
(b)

Structure of the Lakek~i;i. Embayment unit:

The structural features in the Lakekamu Embayment unit can be descriptively subdivided into feur groups; folds and faults trending between
WNW and NW, and folds and faults trending between NNW and north.
(i)

Felds with appreximate WNW trends include the Muruwaie Syn-

cline, the Malalaua Anticline, the "South Yamuti Syncline", the Yamuti
Anticline, the "North Ya.muti Syncline", the Doorway Anticline and the "Fish
Creek Syncline" (refer Encl. 7 & 9).
The

Muruwaie Syncline swings from a trend parallel to and SW of

the Dude Anticline, to a WNW trend which cuts obliquely across the SE end
of the zone 5 structure unit from the Matupe River to Maipora Creek.

A full

Maiporan to Pliocene succession is present only in the WNW-trending part of
the syncline;

here, a thickness of approximately 3,100 metres of apparently

almest continuously deposited sediments crop out .en both flanks of the fold.
The main phase of development of this part of the fold must have ta.ken place
after the Pliocene, but some earlier movements also probably occurred.

The

limbs of the syncline are symmetrical abeut the trough trace and dip towards
it at about 30°,
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The Malalaua Anticline is developed at the eastern end of the
northern flank 0f the Muruwaie Syncline.

It is a complex, ESE-plunging

f0ld along which Upper Miocene and Pliocene sediments are exposed with
dip attitudes up to

40°;

few steeper dips have been recorded.

trends south then ESE, along a distance of about lO km.

The crest

There were

probably twe phases of movement on the fold but it is uncertain whether
there were two different trends of folding, that is, on north and WNW
trends.

The movements took place early in the Pliocene (as evidenced by

marked thinning of early Pliocene beds over the crest) and subsequent to
the Pliocene.
The

11

South Yamuti Syncl i ne 11 involves the Maiporan and the

Muruan in a restricted area around the southern reaches of Yamuti Creek,
just north of the Tauri and-Kapau Rivers' junction.

This ESE-plunging

fold extends neither into the Middle and Lower Miocene sediments of zone

4 ner

into the Pliocene sediments of Rim Ridge to the SE.

The Kerodo

Anticline and a number of associated small parallel folds, plunge NNW
under the SW limb of the syncline.

The fold may have developed late in

the Upper Miocene.
The Yamuti Anticline plunges ESE and is parallel to and 3 km
north of the "South Yamuti Syncline".
ments of zone

4,

It involves Middle Miocene sedi-

as well as the Maiporan and Upper Miocene sediments;

the Pliocene beds of Rim Ridge appear to be unaffected.

Here again,

development of the fold may have taken place late in the Upper Miocene.
The

11

North Yamuti Syncl i ne 11 plunges ESE and is parallel to the

Ya.muti Anticline.

It can be f0ll0wed for 20 km from where the "Kapau

Anticline" plunges under the Maiporan on its northern flank, ESE into
the Pliocene beds of the Fish Creek area.

If the axis is, in fact, con-

tinu0us between these localities, the deformation occurred subsequent tG
the Upper Miocene.
The Doorway Anticline trends SE and ESE from the southern end
of the "North Do0rway Anticline".

The fold is about 20 km in length and

involves late Lower Miocene t0 Pliocene sediments.

It is not, therefore,
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entirely within the boundary of the Lakeka.mu Embayment unit.

The fault

which exists along part of the crest of the fold appears to be a NE-dipping
thrust; it has a component sinistral transcurrent mevement.

There could be

some thinning ef Middle Miocene beds areund the domal cere of the Doorway
Anticline, but the main phase ef defermation must have occurred after the
Pliocene.
The

!

1

Fish Creek Syncline 11 trends parallel te the Doorway Anti-

cline abeut 5 km to the NE.
Pliocene beds.

It is mainly develeped within the Muruan and

To the SE, the syncline joins the north-trendi!"1-g "West

Olipai Syncline" near the Olipai River.

The "Fish Creek Syncline" devel-

oped subsequent te the Pliecene.
(ii)

Faults with approximate WNW trends are numerous in the

Lakekamu Embayment unit.

They are mainly observeq as photo-lineaments, but

ground central does exist in seme localities.

This faulting is present in

all aged sediments of the embayment and can be followed into the elder
sediments of zenes 3 and

4.

Sinistral transcurrent movement has taken

place on seme of the fractures, but others appear te be nermal faults.

The

two lengest lineaments exist in the northern part of the unit and in the
coastal area seuth of the Muruwaie Syncline.

The former feature consists

ef a train of discontinuous WNW-trending·phote-linea.ments· which extend for
50 km from the meta.morphics of zone· 2, across the northern, end of the
Lakeka.mu Embayment unit into the sediments of zone 3 (see Encl. 7 & 9).
The 40 km long WNW-trending lineament near the Gulf_ of Papua coast, extends
from the Tauri River to the Cupola (see Photograph No. 1).

There has been

quite recent movement on these faults as most of them cut Pliocene and, in
some cases, Quaternary sediments.
(iii)

Approximately north-trending felds include part of the

Malalaua Anticline, the Keredo Anticline, the Olipai Anticline and the
Kurai Anticline.
The Malalaua Anticline has already been described.

It is men-

tioned again at this point because the north-trending portion of the fold
could have been developed independently of the EBE-trending part; the
defermation took place in the early Pliecene and/or after the Pliocene.
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The Kerodo Anticline is a d0mal feature which plunges to the NNW
and the SSE just east of the Tauri and Kapau Rivers' junction; a NNW-trending fault is associated with its western limb .. The fold is made up of
Maiporan sediments which surround a core of Middle Miocene limestone.
Deformati0n occurred sometime .after the deposition of the lower parts of
the Upper Miocene sequence.
The Olipai -Anticline, and the

west-fl~king

Olipai Syncline, are

mainly north-trending folds which appear to be restricted.to the Pliocene
sediments between the· Tiveri and 0lipai Rivers.
The Kurai Anticline plunges towards the NNW in the eastern part
of the un.it; an east-flanking syncline may be 'developed below the alluvium
of the Kunimaipa Basin.

The fold is at least 35 km in length and is made

up of Pliocene sediments resting unconformably on Upper Miocene and Middle
Miocene rocks.

The crest is not cut by any major WNW-trending faults, but

strike-faulting may be associated with the steeply-dipping eastern flank
( Chawner, 1940).
(iv)

Approximately north-trending faults are mainly developed

in the region of the Yamuti and Kerodo folds, NE of the Saw Mts.

These

are photo-lineaments up to 15.km in length and include the fault along the
western limb of the Kerodo Anticline.

There are four ether lineaments

about 3 km apart, parallel to the "Kero do Fault".

The age of the faults

is uncertain, but the two eastern ones cut sediments low in the Pliocene
succession.

A similar fault trends north along the western limb of the

Malalaua Anticline; it cuts Pliocene and Upper Miocene sediments.
( c)

Boundary : of the Lakekamu Emb aymen t unit :

The boundary of the unit can only be defined in plan; the northern boundary can be drawn along the outcropping structural discontinuity
at the

~ase

of the Maipora Formation.

In regions where the Maiporan can-

not be defined, the boundary can be placed at the outcropping base of the
Upper Miocene succession.
(d)

Ages of deformati0n:

The WNW and north-trending structural features of the Lakekamu
Embayment unit appear to have had their main phase of development after
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the Pliocene.

This deformation may have occurred early in the Quaternary

as sub-horizontal Pleistocene beds rest unconformably on Pliocene beds in
the environs of the Muruwaie Syncline (see A, 2 & 3).
occurred prior to this deformation and

a~er

Movements probably

.deposition of the Maiporan,

for example some of the WNW-trending folds and faults, but their age cannot be evaluated with any accuracy.

Inter-Zonal Deformation Relationships
The inter-zonal deformation relationships between· zones 1 to 5
have been considered fully in the equivalent part of sectioh 1.1 (see
also Fig.24); there are few differences in these relationships in the
Lakekamu sector.

The main difference can be seen in comparing the late

Lower Miocene fold trends of zone 4, with the late Middle Miocene fold
trends of zone 5.

In the South Kapau sector these trends are parallel to

sub-parallel, but in the Lakekamu sector they tend to converge towards
the south, where the folds of zone 4 trend approximately north~ and those
of zone 5 trend between NNW and NW.
1,

-.

The youngest phase of deformation recognisable in the South

Kapau sector took place late in the Middle Miocene.

In the Lakekamu

sector, post-Middle Miocene movements can be dated because of the presence
of Upper Miocene, Pliocene and Quaternary sediments.

These sediments are

contained·in the structure zone previously referred to as the Lakekamu
Embayment unit.
Pliocene.

Here, the main phase of deformation took place after the

This deformation includes a set of tentatively related folds

and faults on NNW to north·trends, and another set of tentatively related
folds and faults on WNW to NW trends.

The former structural features are

possibly rerated to the overall structural grain of zones 3 and 4.

One of

the oldest dated fractures of the latter type:is the WNW to NW-trending,
sinistral transcurrent fault in the Hells Gate area of zone 4; it is late
Lower Miocene in age.
To summarise:

firstly, movements on trends

para~lel

to the

deformation pattern of zones 3, 4 and 5, may have continued after the late
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Middle Miocene, as exemplified by the NNW to nerth-trending felds and
faults in the Lakekamu Embayment unit.

Secondly, if the post-Pliecene,

WNW te NW-trending faults ef the Lakekamu Embayment,unit can be related
to the faults with similar orientations in zenes 3, 4 and 5, then movements on these trends .may have commenced at least as early as the late
Lower Miocene,

1.4

ANALYSIS OF THE MGRESBY SECTOR
Refer Enclosures 2, 3, 4, 10 and 12; i.e., Map
Index, Reliability Chart and Maps 1 (Moresby
sector at 1:250,000), 7 (compilation at
1:500,000) and Cross-sections

General Description
Palaeogene marine sediments and synclinal outliers of Lewer
Miocene marine sediments, which have been

f~lded

and faulted by more

than ene phase of deformation, extend some 40 km eastwards from the Gulf
of Papua coast near Port Moresby into the foothills of the Eastern Cordillera.

In places, these beds are blanketed by eroded outliers of Upper

Miocene and Pliocene terrestrial deposits.

The structural features of

this coastal region plunge NW and NNW beneath the Quaternary Galley Reach
Basin, the SE end of the Lakekamu Embayment.

In the higher foothills,

erosion of the Palaeogene beds has exposed low-grade regional metamorphics.

In this particular area the latter rocks, herein equated to the

©wen Stanley Meta.merphics, are apparently unfossilifereus, but lithelogically similar rocks to the NW, and to the SE, contain Upper Cretaceous
foraminifera.
The Gwen Stanley Metamorphics show an apparent increase in
grade of metamorphism and degree of deformation towards the east, across
the part of the Eastern Cordillera known as the 0wen Stanley Range.

On

the NE fall of the cordillera, SE ef Kokoda, the metamorphics terminate
abruptly against the Owen Stanley Fault,

Rocks making up part of the SE

end of the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt crop out immediately to the east
of the fault.

Sources of Information
The metamorphic rocks 0f the Owen Stanley Range have not been
closely examined, and no structural study has yet been made.

Macr0sc0pic

descriptions 0f these rocks can be found in E. R. Stanley's (1923) c0mpil.ation of the ge0logy of Papua, and in an unpublished report by K. W. Gray

(1955).

Both geologists have made traverses acr0ss this

Eastern Cordillera.

p~rt

of the

On the NE flank of the c0rdillera, Smith and Green

(1961) have surveyed the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt in the vicinity of
the Musa Depression, but n0 examination has been made of the regi0n
between here and Kokoda, some 25 km further NW.
More information is available concerning the rocks on the SW
flank 0f_the c0rdillera; the following structure analysis is mainly confined to this region of the Moresby sector.

Reports covering various

aspects of the geology of the Port Moresby district include those of
Stanley (1923), the Anglo 7 Persian Oil C0, (1930), Taverne (1939),
Glaessner (1952), the Australasian Petr0leum Co. (1961) and various unpublished reports by the Bureau of Mineral Resources, Canberra.

The author

has supplemented data from these sources by field work and close examination of Adastra (Port Moresby). air-photographs.

Structure Zones
The rocks exposed across the Moresby sector are tentatively subdivided into four NW to NNW-trending structure zones,

From east to west

they are - the belt of basic and ultrabasic reeks on the NE flank of the
Owen Stanley Range, the zone of regional metamorphics along the range
itself, and two zones within the mainly Palaeogene.terrain which forms the
lower SW flank of the range.

Delineation of the two latter zones is based

on difference in age of deformational development,.rather than on deformation style or rock-type differences, as in the case of the two first
mentioned zones.
Since zone 1 is well outside the studied area, it is perhaps
sufficient to state that in this sector, the overall structural relationships
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0f the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt to surrounding rocks, appear fundamentally similar tG th0se along the NW end 0f the belt, that is, in the
Lakeka.mu and Kapau sectors (see B, 1.1 te 1.3).
as in the latter sect0rs, the

Owe~

In the MGresby sect0r,

Stanley Fault separates zone 1 from

the z0ne 2 regional meta.m0rphics.

Zone.2
The western beundary of z0ne 2 is taken te be a·NW-trending
line 0f probable thrust-faulting ab0ut 15 km east of Pert Moresby, almost
at the base 0f the SW feethills ef the Owen Stanley Range,
(1~52)

Glaessner

ha.med this line of dislecati0n the Bogoro Fault Zone (refer Encl.

4).

The fault may mark the western limit of regienal meta.merphism in the Upper
Cretaceous part 0f the Owen Stanley Meta.merphics, as well as demarcating
the western limit 0f comparatively intense late

Palaeog~~e

felding 0f the

Eecene beds 0f the Port Moresby Group; extensive outcrops of gabbr0ic
rock occur, enly te the east 0f the fault,
(a)

Rock-types· of zone 2:

The mountains of the Owen Stanley Range are pred0minantly made
up 0f the green-schist facies metasediments of the Owen Stanley Meta.merphics.

The less altered and deformed rocks 0f the unit, from which rare

Upper Cretaceous fossils have been recovered in areas NW and SE of the
Moresby sector, appear te be developed along the lower SW flank 0f the
0wen Stanley Range, that is, in the region te the east of the Bog0ro Fault
Zone.

Here, these rocks are partly covered by indurated and, in places,

sheared Eocene argillaceeus and tuffaceeus beds (into which the gabbreic
rocks have been intruded), and the Pliecene basic velcanics of the Sogeri
Plateau.

Minor synclinal outliers ef early Lower Miocene and Upper.Miocene

sediments rest uncenformably en the Eocene beds.

Sheared.Upper Cretaceous

limestones and shales occur as fault-slices aleng the Bogero Fault Zone.
The ·stratigraphi.c relati0nship between the Uppe:,r .Cretace0us regienal metam0rphics and the Eecene reeks, is net well kn0wn; it may not be a level of
strong unc0nferJP.ity.

(b)

Structure of z0ne 2:

As already mentioned, much 0f z0ne 2 is structurally unkn0wn.
In the Br0wn and GGldie Rivers area, ph0t0ge0l0gical evidence indicates
that the 10w-grade metamerphics in this region strike between WNW and NW;
possible anticlinal features can be observed,

Further SW, air-photo-

graphs reveal an apparent NW-trending reek-type change about 8 km NE of
Mt. Lawes.

Judging from information en Papua Oil Development Co. maps

(Taverne, 1939), this feature could represent the Tertiary/pre-Tertiary
boundary (refer Encl,
across the contact,

4); there appears to be no great strike discordance
In the Palaeegene terrain of the Mt. Lawes area,

structural features are more clearly visible en the photographs,

Here,

there are a number of probable NNW to NW-trending anticlines, and WNWtrending- faults.

Two distinct anticline-like features coincide approx-

imately with Glaessner's (1952) Eriama and Begoro Fault Zones.
'

'

The Eriama Fault Zone appears to be clesely associated, in
places, with the SW flank of a tightly-felded, SW-facing anticline which
can be ph0t0ge0logically traced from just west of Mt. Lawes, SE to the
Dubuna Mine area, a distance of some 25 km.

The NW end 0f this prebable

anticline, herein tentatively named the "Dubuna Anticline", appears to
plunge under the alluvium 0f the Galley Reach Basin,

Basic igneous

intrusions, sheared and cleaved Eocene sediments (author's observations
near the Laleki River), and, towards the SE, fault-slices of Upper
.Cretaceeus limestone (Glaessner, ibid.), make up the axial parts of the
fold.

The fault zone, which is dewnthr0wn to the SW, may hade to the NE.
The Bogoro Fault Zone may also be asseciated with a NNW-trend-

ing, SW-facing anticlinal feature, but the structural configuration of
the reeks along this belt appears mere complicated than in the case of
the previously discribed fold.
has remarked

Concerning the fault, Glaessner (ibid.)
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''A ... mere profeund change eccurs on the Bogero Fa:ult
Zene ... It is marked by strong crushing ef limestones
and shales @mounting in places to mylenitization, by
lensing of sedimentary formations and igneous bodies
on the upthrow [NE] side, by a line of small lensing
outcrops of Cretaceous limestones, by doleritic intrusions and by the appearance of large masses 'of gabbro
which are not known west of the fault. "
The writer has observed that felding of the Eocene beds is generally less
intense, or more open, to the west of the Begore Fault Zone.
(c)

Boundary of zene 2:

Major evolution of the folds in the Eecene strata to the NE ef
the Bogoro Fault Zone, and, therefore, at least some_of the deformation
of the Owen Stanley.Metamorphics, is considered to have taken place late
in the Palaeogene; only miner folding occurred further west at this time,
This is based on the contention that Eocene deep-water sediments show ne
signs ef facies change across the fault zone, and that these sediments
are thickly developed to the west, but comparatively thinly developed to
the east of the fault zone where they are probably unconfor!nably overlain
by early Lewer Miecene beds.

The validity of this statemertt depends on

the stratigraphic relationships between the foliated Upper:Cretaceous
limestones,.Eocene beds and early Lower Miocene sediments which crop out
in close mutual-proximity near the SE side of the fault, ih the Bootless
Inlet area (locality X, Encl.
ion to be an unfaulted

e~e,

4).

Taverne (1939) censidered this success-

in which Cretaceous rocks are overlain, with

no great discentinuity, by a thin Eecene sequence, which, in turn, is
everlain with strong unconformity by early Lower Miecene sediments (see A,
7,1).

Glaessner (1952) suggested that these contacts are probably

faulted; the writer closely inspected this region in 1963 and considered
Taverne 1 s (ib~d.) interpretation the more likely.
Other features possibly associated with th±s zene 2 boundary
are, firstly, regional metamorphism-of the Upper Cretaceous part of the
Owen Stanley Metamorphics may terminate along this line (the Upper Cretaceous Barune Sandstone, which crops out
unaltered),

7 km west ef the fault, is

Secondly, early Lower Miocene beds have a much greater basic
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tuffaceous content in areas west of the fault (where they rest with
apparent slight disconformity on Eocene rocks), than to the east of it.
Thirdly, the widespread gabbro intrusions are restricted to areas east
of the fault zone.
(d)

Ages of deformation in zone 2:

At least four phases of deformation occurred in zone 2.

The

strongest recognisable phase of deformation occurred late in the Palae0gene across-the area immediately east of the Bogoro Fault Zone.

Two

phases of folding=may·have occurred before this time,.producing the
difference in regional metamorphic grade within .the Owen Stanley Metamorphics, that is, in the pre-Upper Cretaceous and in the late Cretaceous;
this cannot be proved.

As mentioned earlier, there appears to be no great

structural discordance between Palaeogene and Cretaceous rocks.

The

second recognisable phase of deformation occurred after the early Lower
Mioce~e

and.before the Upper Miocene.

This deduction is based on compa-

rison of intensity of deformation in the early Lower Miocene beds and the
Upper Miocene Siro Beds; the latter beds crop out in a gently-folded synclinal outlier below Hombrom Bluff.

The Siro Beds are unconformably

overlain by the very gently-folded Pliocene volcanics of the Sogeri
Plateau.

Therefore, late Upper Miocene (or early Pliocene) and post-

Pliocene. moveme~ts have occurred (third and fourth phases of deformation).

Z@ne 3
Zone 3 extends 20 km west from the Bogoro Fault Zone to a zone
of faults trending NNW along the coastline west of Port Moresby.

The

Boira Fault (Glaessner, 1952), and a fault through the Dareba Hill area,
probably mark.the western boundary of a fold belt active late in the early
Lower Miocene; late Lower Miocene beds were deposited to the west ef the
boundary.

Zone 3 plunges NNW under the Quaternary alluvium of the Galley

Reach Basin in the vicinity ef the Laloki River.
(a)

Reck-types of zone 3:

The zone 3 structure unit is mainly made up of Eocene and early
Lower Miocene sediments.

Small outcrops of Upper Cretaceous sandstones
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occur at Barune, and late Lower Miocene conglomerates transgress from west
of the Dareba Hill fault, a short distance onto the Eocene terrain east of
Papa.

A synclinal 0utlier of Upper Mi0cene beds exists just west 0f

Fairfax Harbour, and Pliocene sediments are unconformable on late L0wer
Miocene and Eocene beds in the area east of Dareba Hill,
(b)

Structure of zone 3:

In general terms, zone 3 c0nsists of four main NNW-trending
anticlines; according to Glaessner (ibid.), some of them are more like
anticlinoria.

These structural features are, from west to east, the

Dareba Hill anticline and associated fault (the Boira Fault may also be
ass0ciated with .an anticline), the Fairfax Fault and an associated anticline, the Taurama Anticlinorium and the associated Koki Fault, and the
Dokuna Anticlinorium (refer Encl,
in the Eocene beds of zone 3;

4).

Small scale puckering is widespread

it is particularly well devel0ped at Paga

Point, near the Port M0resby township.
A faulted anticline can be observed on air-photographs trending
SE from the Dareba Hill area towards the region east of Papa where the
crestal trace appears to plunge under late Lower Miocene beds,

According

to Taverne (1939), Eocene beds crop out in ,the core of the fold to the
east of the associated NE-dipping thrust-fault.

The Boira Fault, which is

en echelon.with the former fault, has also been interpreted as a NE-dipping
thrust by Taverne (ibid.) and Glaessner (1952),

The Sire Beds, considered

by the writer.to be Upper Miocene in age (see A, 4.1), form a synclinal
outlier along a trough developed in Eocene strata to the east of the Beira
Fault; Glaes.sner named this trough the Raku Syncline.
The Fairfax Fau 1t ( Glaessner, ibid."), which is probably associated with an east-flanking anticline, trends NNW te NW through the Fairfax
Harbour area,

The NW end of this structural feature either terminates at a

west-trending fault, or plunges below the late Lower Miocene beds ef the
Papa regic:m,

A wide shallow syncline may exist to the east of the anticline

under Port Moresby harbour.
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The Taurama Anticlinorium is considered by Glaessner to be made
up of a number of SW-facing anticlines involving Eocene strata.

The' SW-

flank is cut by strike-faults and,. in places, may be overturned.

The

main strike-fault has been named the Koki Fault by Glaessner; serpentinous material, Upper Cretaceous sandstones and intrusions of basic igneous
rock crop out along its trace.
dips steeply to the NE.

The fault has SW downthrow and probably

Two anticlines, the most prominent one of which

if,

is herein· termed the "Mokeke Anticline", and an intervening
can be observed on aerial photographs on trends which

str~ke-fault,

sugg~st

they may be

the NW continuations of the component structural elements of the Taurama
Anticlinorium •. They can be traced for a distance of 20 km to where they
plunge NNW under the Galley Reach Basin alluvium.

This probable NW

~on

tinuation of the Taurama·.Anticlinoriurn is cut by three oblique, west to
WNW-trending faults.

The NE-flanking Taurama Syncline (Glaessner~ ibid.)

contains early Lower Miocene beds which rest with no great structural
discordance on Eocene sediments.
The Dokuna Anticlinorium (Glaessner, ibid.) is a SW-facing
structural feature; dips are steep to vertical along.the SW flahk but
comparatively shallow along the opposite limb.

The

NE~flanking sy~cline,

as in the case of the Taurama Syncline, contains early Lower Miocene
sediments.

'~

The NE flank of tbis trough rises towards the Bogoro Fau+t

Zone in a series of small, tight folds.
There are a number of west to WNW-trending fractur,es cutting
obliquely across the structural grain of the Port Moresby district.

One

of these is a strong photo-lineament trending WNW down the Laloki River
to the Dareba .Hill area.

It is herein termed the "Laloki Fault"; it

appears to have components of northerly downth.row and sinistral transcurrent movement.

The latter movement is deduced from the appearance of

left-lateral dragging of structural features near the fault trace.
(c)

Boundary of zone 3:

The Boira Fault and the Dareba Hill fault are probably steeply
NE-dipping thrusts which have thrown strongly deformed and thickly
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devel0ped early Lower Miocene beds to the west, into juxtaposition with
similarly deformed Eocene siliceous sediments.

The basal conglomerates

of the comparatively gently-folded late Lower Miocene beds of the Redscar
and Dareba Hill areas, transgress eastwards over the Dareba Hill anticline
and thin onto the Eocene terrain beyond.

These sediments do not appear to

have been markedly affected by movement on the Dareba Hill fault.

The

, above-menti.oned basal beds, which are considered to approximately represent
a late Lower Miocene shore-line, contain detritus derived from metamorphic,
Eocene and.early Lower Miocene terrains.

The main development of these

faults, as .. well as many of the other zone 3 structural features, is considered 'to have taken place late in the early Lower Miocene.

Thickly devel-

oped late Lower Miocene beds (of a possible zone 4 structure unit) may
exist to the west of-Redscar Head.
(d)

Ages· of deformation in zone 3:

The basal beds of.the.Eocene Port Moresby Group, from which
Palaeocene fossils have.been recovered at one place, rest conformably on
the Upper Cretaceous Bar't:llle Sandstone,

Contacts.of this nature have been

found at two localities'on the eastern side of the Koki.Fault.

Early Lower

Miocene beds rest with'pTobable disc0nformity on.rocks of.the Port Moresby
Group along· the flanks ·of the Taurama and .Dokuna Synclines; there does not
seem to be any great strnctural disharmony at this level.

The above des-

cribed configuration of the Dareba-Boira fault. zone suggests to the writer
that the first major recognisable phase of deformation occurred late in the
early Lower Miocene; this phase may have given rise to the zone 3 structure
unit.

Post-late Lower Miocene folding has occurred.

This phase of deform-

ation probably took place before the Pliocene sediments were deposited to
the east of Dareba Hill; at one place, these beds rest unconformably on,
late Lower Miocene sediments.
and faulted,

The Pliocene beds are also gently deformed
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Inter-Zonal Deformation Relationships
Although recurrent phases of felding and faulting occurred in
the Moresby sector from at least the Lower Tertiary until after the
Pli0cene, there is ne evidence to suggest that folding occurred on trends
other than parallel or· sub-parallel, that is, NW to NNW trends.

The

youngest phases 0f deformation occurred just before, and after, Pliecene
sedimentati0n and were apparently widespread.

The mild post-late Lower

Miocene folding of zone 3, and areas further west, might be equatable te
the early Pliecene deformation; alternatively, it may have occurred at
some stage in the Middle Mi0cene.

Streng- zone 3 deformation took place

late in the early Lewer Miecene; the phase is not directly identifiable
in zone 2, alth0ugh«this,_ and/or the possible Middle Miocene phase, must
have folded the early
Zone,

Lo~er

Mi0cene beds-to the east of the Bogoro Fault

Another phase of strong deformati0n occurred in zone 2, or at

least the western part of zone 2, late in the Palaeogene.

This phase is

net considered to have .markedly affected the strata of.zone 3.

Pre-Upper

Cretaceous and/or late Cretaceous phases of deformati0n may have 0ccurred
in zone 2; if net, the main def0rmation of the Owen Stanley Metam0rphics
must have been produced by the late Palaeogene movements.

ANALYSIS OF THE OROI SECTOR

1.5

Refer Enclosures 5, 10 and 11; i.e., Maps 2
(Oroi sector at· 1:250,0GO), 7 (compilati0n
at 1:500,000) and Cross-sections

General Description
In the Oroi .sect0r, the SW flank. of the Eastern Cordillera is
superficially made up of a SW-dipping homocline of very gently-folded
Pliocene strata.

The Pliecene beds extend westward from the upper reaches

of the Vanapa River to the Gulf 0f Papua.

The folding appears to be more

strongly devel0ped towards the coastline (the area referred te earlier as
the Oroi High), where Middle Miocene and late Lower Miocene sediments are
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exposed in cores of NW-trending anticlines.

In this general area, faults

trend westerly and northerly,
The main peaks of the cordillera, in this sector, are Mts.
Victoria and Scratchley, which are predominantly made up of green-schist
facies metasediments of the Owen Stanley Metamorphics.
separated from the igneous complex of' the Papuan

These rocks are

Basic~Ultrabasic

Belt,

cropping eut al(;mg the: NE fall. ef- the cordillera:, by the Owen Stanley
Fault.

The fault zone trends WNW in the SE, but further north, in the

vicinity of Kokoda, it swings to a NNW trend and extends along the Mambare
Depression.

Sources of Information ·
The Mambare Depression region has been examined by Patterson and
Kicinski (1956), Thompson (1957) and Davies (1959),

In the foothills of

the SW flank of the Eas-te,rn Cordillera·, traverses .have been made by
Osborne (1946) and Brouxhon (1965).

The coastal areas of the Oroi High

have been examined by numerous oil companies and consulting firms over a
period of more than.thirty years.

The main investigators include, the

Anglo-Persian Oil Co. (193G), Papua.Oil Development Co, (Taverri.e, 1939),
the Australasian Petroleum.Co. (e.g. Millward and Stach, 1941), The Papuan
Apinaipi Petr0leum. Co •. (e .• g.. Mathews and Sturmfels, 1957), a.hd Mines
Administration Pty

Ltd

(e.g. Allen 9 1958).

The writer ehcountered prob-

lems in comparing field data recorded by these
number of cases,

appea~

to be conflicting.

companies~

which, in a

The structural features shown

on Enclosure 5 have been.delineated by reconciling as

~uc4

of these field

data as possible, with information gained from interpretation of Adastra
air-photographs designated··Biulu, Hall Sound and Kubuna.

Structure Zones
Zones 1 and 2 are made up of the Aj.ura.Kujara Range basic and
ultrabasic rocks, to the east of the Mambare Depression, and the Owen
Stanley Metamorphics of the Mts. Victoria and Scratchley region, respectively.

The rocks of these zones are continuous to the SE with those
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defined as making up zones 1 and 2 in the Moresby sector.

However, the

western boundary of zone 2 in the Moresby sector (active in the late
Palaeogene) and the Lewer Miocene folds of zone 3 in the Moresby sector,
cannot be traced NW into the Oroi sector because they plunge below
Pliocene strata and the Quaternary sediments of the Galley Reach Basin;
nor can the z0ne 2 and 3 boundaries be independently defined in the Oroi
sector.

The structure of this region is, therefore, considered to be a

separate unit, and since the superficial rock cover c0nsists mainly of
the Pliocene and Quaternary sediments 0f the SE end of the Lakekamu
Embayment, it is named the Lakekamu Eni.bayment unit (see also B, 1.3 and
\

1.6).
The Lakekamu Embayment Unit
As in the Lakekamu sector, the unit can only be defined in
plan.

The unit was delineated in the Lakekamu sector because Lower and

Middle Miocene fold belts of that area cannot be traced in the Upper
Miocene and Pliocene strata in the NW end of the Lakekamu Embayment.
Although Middle and Lower Miocene beds are exposed on the Oroi High,
pre-Pliocene folds cannot be certainly identified.

In plan, therefore,

the eastern boundary of the unit is taken to be the transgressive contact between the probable Pliocene volcanics of the Kanosia Beds, and
the metasediments of the-Owen Stanley Metamorphics.

A western boundary

cannot be defined.
(a)

Rock-types of the Lakekamu Embayment unit:

The Quaternary alluvium in the NW part of the Galley Reach
Basin separates the rocks of the unit into two portions.
the basin, the mainly Pliocene Kanosia Beds consist of

To the NE of

SW~dipping,

thickly developed basic lavas, agglomerates and volcanic sediments;
they rest on Owen Stanley Metamorphics in the east, but near the northern boundary of the sector, in the Dilava River area, they unc0nformably
overlie undifferentiated Mi0cene lavas.

The well log of Rorona Corehole

No.l indicates that in the Galley Reach area, Pliocene strata rest
directly on pre-Miocene (?Lower Tertiary) rocks at a depth of 315 metres
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below ground level.

West of the Galley Reach Basin, Pliocene marine and

terrestrial sandstones and conglomerates (Kaufana Beds) thin towards the
coast.

Generally, the Kaufana Beds rest unconformably on the Middle.

Miocene Lavao Formation, but Upper Miocene mudstones have been found at
one place, near Tubu (see A, 4.1).

The Lavao Formation consists of lime-

stones and coarse to fine-grained shallow-water marine sediments which
thicken towards the west.

Late Lower Miocene argillaceous beds also

appear to thicken in this direction; contacts between the latter beds and
the overlying Middle Miocene sediments appear to be conformities in some
places and unconformities in other-places.
'(b)

Structure of the Lakekamu Ernbayment unit:

The main structural features of the unit (many of which were
named by Millward and Stach, 1941) are, from west to east, the Oroi (NEfacing), Delena, Diumana (NE-facing), Vanuamai, Bokama, Kaufana (NE-facing), Diulu, Bohoamahe (SW-facing) and Wonono (SW-facing) Anticlines of
the Oroi High (some of these are associated.with strike-faults), the
Galley Reach Basin, the Rorona and Kanosia Anticlines (and surrounding
minor folds), and west and north-trending faults (see Encl. 5).
The Oroi Anticline is a NW-trending, NW and-SE-plunging fold
·15 km in length.

It is outlined on both flanks by Lavao Formation sedi-

ments which dip at an average 45°NE and 30°SW respectively.

Dips are

slightly steeper in the axial part of the fold (which is made up of late
Lower Miocene beds), but these tend to flatten over the crest.

Oroi No.l

well was commenced close to the crestal trace and reached a total depth
(below rotary table) of 1,682 metres, penetrating only late Lower Miocene
siltstones.

In this area late Lower Miocene beds are at least 1,480

metres in thickness (see A, 6.1).

The author's interpretation of the

fold- configuration suggests that, in the interval over which dipmeter~

'~readings

were taken in Oroi No.l,.the anticline is NE-facing, with poss-

ible faulting along the SW-hading axial surface (see Encl. 11).
The Delena Anticline is developed in Middle and late Lower
Miocene sediments; it lies en echelon with,_and to the north of the Oroi
Anticline.

The main part of the NE flank crops out along Yule Islaµd;
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here, dips average about 60°NE (most of the SW flank is concealed by
coastal waters of the Gulf of Papua).

The fold plunges at 20°SE near

the northern end of the Oroi Anticline; it may have a SE continuation
in a small NW-plunging fold near the southern end of the Oroi Anticline.
Several cross-faults are associated with the Delena Anticline but these
appear to be restricted to the Middle Miocene Lavao Formation.
The Diumana Anticline, which lies parallel to and about 5 km
NE of the Oroi Anticline, is a NE-facing fold involving Middle Miocene
beds along a distance of at least 10 Jan; it plunges NW and possibly SE,
below unconformably onlapping Pliocene sediments.

The NE flank dips

steeply, but along the opposite flank dips average 25°SW.
The Vanuamai Anticline appears, on air-photographs, to be a
20 km long, rather narrow and almost symmetrical structural feature, the
crestal trace of which, as delineated by the writer, approximately coincides with that mapped by Millward and Stach (1941).

The anticline is

mainly developed in shallow-dipping Middle Miocene sediments; the crest
plunges-out as it passes from Middle Miocene beds into unconformably onlapping Pliocene sediments.

Late Lower Miocene beds may be exposed in a

narrow strip along the steeply-dipping axial part of the fold.

A NW-

trending photo-lineament, possibly a strike-fault, bears along the SW
limb, cutting the crest

obli~uely

near Kaieu.

The Bokama Anticline trends NW about 3 km to the east of the
former fold.

It is not as deeply exposed as the Vanumai Anticline, being

made up almost entirely of the gently-dipping Middle Miocene Bokama limestone (see A, 5,1).

The fold plunges NW under Pliocene sediments, but

the configuration of its SE end is problematical; it appears tq terminate
at a west-trending photo-lineament which could be a fault downthrown to
the south.
The Kaufana Anticline involves Pliocene sediments along a NWtrending, 6 km long crest in the SE part of the Oroi High.

The NE flank

dips at an average 45°NE, and the opposite flank at 30°SW.

No structure

information was gained from Kaufana No,l well, but it revealed an unconformity at the base of the Pliocene succession, below which is an
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approximate 150 metre thickness of Middle Miocene beds.

The latter beds

rest with probable unconformity on_late Lower Miocene sediments (see A,
5.1); the well remained in these sediments to total depth, 1,031 metres
below the rotary table.

Air-photographs show the presence of a possible

strike-fault on the NE side of the NW-plunging nose of the fold.
feature can be traced NW towards Vanuamai, a distance of 20 km.

This
Steeply

NE-dipping Pliocene sediments are associated with the lineament along
most of its length.
The Diulu Anticline is one of two NW-trending "whalebacks" developed en echelon in Pliocene beds, about 8 km north of the Kaufana Anticline.
The Pliocene sediments of this area, which dip at less than 15°, are almost
completely surrounded by alluvium of the Galley Reach Basin.
The Bohoamahe Anticline is an atypically SW-facing structural
feature which can be traced photogeologically over a distance of

16

km"

It

is made up of Pliocene beds and lies midway between the fault trending NW
from the Kaufana Anticline, and another parallel fault, some 12 km to the
NE.

The Bohoamahe Anticline is associated with a clearly defined SW-flank-

ing syncline.
The

l~onono

Anticline is also atypically SW-facing and apparently

related to the above mentioned fault to the NE of the Bohoamahe Anticline.
The fault passes along the SW limb of the fold and, judging from airphotographs, is downthrown to the SW.
The Galley Reach Basin has been defined earlier as that area
covered by Quaternary alluvium to the NW and SE of Galley Reach.

The NW

end of the basin, which trends NNW along the Dilava River, separates the
Oroi High from the SW-dipping Pliocene homocline to the east.

The west-

ern boundary of this part of the basin is slightly discordant with the
fold trends of the Oroi High, having an almost meridional trace; it may
be partly fault controlled.
Folds are not well developed in the Pliocene rocks to the east of
the Galley Reach Basin.

Numerous shallow dip reversals have been recorded

in the regional slope of the Kanosia Beds in the Aroa River area; these
have been interpreted as NW to NNW-trending anticlines.

Here, the two most

clearly defined folds have been named the Rorona Anticline (Taverne, 1939)
and the Kanosia Anticline (Osborne,

1946).

Both folds are developed in
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Pliocene beds and are onlapped by Quaternary alluvium.
Photogeological evidence suggests the presence of faults with
meridional trends in the Pliocene rocks NE of the Galley Reach Basin.
Similar faults may exist along the eastern edge of the Oroi High.

The

numerous west to WNW-trending photo-lineaments of the Oroi High appear
to be restricted to the Pliocene terrain.
(c)

Boundary of the Lakekamu Embayment unit:

As explained earlier, only an eastern boundary to the Lakekamu
Embayment unit can be defined in this sector.

It is considered to be the

transgressive contact between comparatively undeformed basic volcanics,
probably belonging to the Pliocene Kanosia Beds, and the metasediments of
the Owen Stanley Metamorphics.

The contact is clearly visible on air-

photographs trending south and SW along the ranges to the west of the
upper Vanapa River.

As described in part B section 1.4, the oldest recog-

nisable strong phase of deformation on the zone 2 regional metamorphics
took place in the late Lower Tertiary.
(d)

Ages of Deformation:

Post-Pliocene folding and faulting occurred on NW and NNW trends;
Pliocene sediments are also cut by west and north-trending faults.

Because

of the general absence of Upper Miocene sediments (in the Oroi High area)
and the apparent onlap of Pliocene beds onto Middle Miocene sediments along
flanks of anticlines, NW and NNW-trending post-Middle Miocene and prePliocene folding may have occurred.

The possible unconformable relation-

ship between late Lower Miocene and Middle Miocene sediments in Kaufana
No.l well suggests that movements may have occurred late in the Lower
Miocene or thereabouts; the specific nature of the movements is unknown.

1.6

ANALYSIS OF THE BIARU SECTOR
Refer Enclosures 6, 10 and 11; i.e., Maps 3
(Biaru sector at 1:250,000), 7 (compilation
at 1:500,000) and Cross-sections

General Description
In the Biaru sector, Upper Miocene and Pliocene marine and non-
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marine sediments, which are locally folded on north and NNW trends,
extend east from the hills along the Gulf of Papua coast (previously
referred to as the Biaru High), below the Quaternary alluvium of the
Angabunga Basin and, further east, transgress Miocene volcanics, Palaeogene sediments and pre-Tertiary metasediments (Owen Stanley Metamorphics)
along the higher foothills of the Eastern Cordillera.

Here, faults are

mainly developed on NNW trends, and the unfolded Pliocene strata are predominantly made up of basic volcanics.
Owen Stanley Metamorphics are exposed across the Eastern
Cordillera, the highest peak of which, in this sector, is Mt. Albert
Edward.

Although basic and ultrabasic rocks are known to crop out on the

NE slopes of the cordillera in the Biaru sector, the exact nature of their
contact with the metasediments to the west is uncertain.

If the Owen

Stanley Fault is continuous between the Waria Depression to the NW and
the Mambare Depression to the south, as is suspected, it may constitute
the boundary between these two rock groups.

Sources of Information
The only regions of the Biaru sector which have been reasonably
well investigated geologically are parts of the SW foothills of the
cordillera, that is, along the Angabunga and Akaifu Rivers, and the coastal
Biaru High.

Pratt and Whittle (1938) have made traverses along both the

above mentioned rivers, and de Verteuil and Rickwood (1946), Sturmfels

(1957), Brouxhon (1965), and the author in 1963, have conducted traverses
immediately to the east of the Angabunga River.

Geologists of the follow-

ing organisations have investigated the structural features of the Biaru
High - the Anglo-Persian Oil Co. (1930), the Australasian Petroleum Co.
(e.g. Millward, 1941), The Papuan Apinaipi Petroleum Co. (e.g. Strumfels,

1957), Mines administration Pty Ltd (e.g. Allen, 1958) and the Bureau of
Mineral Resources, Canberra (Guppy, 1947; Condon, 1949). Data from these
sources have been supplemented by study of Adastra aerial photographs
designated Akaifu River, Jokea and Kubuna.
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Structure Zones
As in the previously described regions to the north and south
of the Biaru sector, the rocks of the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt and
the Owen Stanley Metamorphics are regarded as constituting zones 1 and
2 respectively, and the Miocene, Pliecene and Quaternary strata of the SW
slopes of the cordillera are considered part of a separate structure zone,
the Lakekamu Embayment unit (refer B, 1.3 & 1.5).

In this sector much of

zones 1 and 2 is structurally unknown, but an arbitrary western boundary
to zone 2 can be defined at one place.

Here, near the junction of the

Angabunga and Auga Rivers (see Encl. 6), erosion of the onlapping Pliocene
volcanics of the Lakekamu Embayment unit has revealed a fault-contact
between Miocene volcanics to the west, and low-grade Upper Cretaceous
metasediments of the Owen Stanley Metamorphics to the east.

The Miocene

lavas to the west of the fault are tentatively considered part of the
Lakekamu Embayment unit.

The Lakekamu "Ernbayment unit
This unit extends e·ast from the Gulf of. Papua coast into the
foothills of the Eastern Cordillera; it includes the folded Upper Miocene
and.Pliecene sediments of the coastal Biaru.High, the alluvial deposits
in the NNW-trending Angabunga Basin, and the west and SW-dipping hemocline
of Pliocene volcanics of the Mts. Tafa, Davidsen and Yule region.
ti0~ed

As men-

above, the Miocene volcanics, underlying those of the Pliocene, are

tentatively included as part of the unit.

Thus, an eastern boundary to

the Lakekamu Embayment unit can be defined in the upper Angabunga River
area where either Pliocene volcanics rest unconfermably on the zone 2 Owen
Stanley

Metamorphics~

morphics,

or Miocene v0lcanics are faulted against these meta-

Further north, the relationship of the Lakekamu Embayment unit

rocks to these of zone 2 is unknown.
(a)

Rock-types of the Lakekamu Embayment unit:

The Quaternary alluvium of the Angabunga Basin separates the
older rocks of the-unit into two parts.

To the east of the basin, all

Mio-Pliocene rocks belong to a thickly developed, terrestrial volcanic
facies.

Upper, Middle and Lower Miocene rock units·, each of which appears
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t0 be bounded by unc0nformities, have been,defined within this successi0n
(see- A, 4.1 to 6.1).

T0 the west ef the basin and along the Biaru High,

sediments 0f the Pliocene Apinaipi Group are marine and non-marine
up te

~00

types~

metres in thickness, made up 0f coarse to medium-grained terri-

genous material and thin bi0hermal limest0nes.

Upper Mi0cene

11

pyr0clastics"

and.marine mudstones, which are exp0sed in three places bel0w the uncenf0rmably overlying Apinaipi Group,

are at least 760 metres in thickness (see

A, 3.1 & 4.1).
(b)

Structure of the Lakekamu Embayment unit:

The main structural features

0~

the unit are, from west to east,

the nerth and NNW-trending felds 0f the Biaru High, the Angabunga Basin and
the ?unf0lded, west and SW-dipping_ sheet 0f Pli0cene v0lcanics; the Mi0cene
v0lcanics bel0w the Pli0cene homocline may 0r may net be folded.

Nerth

and NNW-trending faults 0ccur,in the latter regi0n and WNW-trending phot0li.neaments, which c0uld be faults, cross the f0lds 0f the Biaru High.
latter folds are devel0ped along two north-trending zones.

The

Fr0m south to

nerth, the c0astal train consists ef the Maiva (see Encl. 6), Oiapu, Lesi
and P0po Anticlines and the.eastern train c0nsists 0f the Inapi, Inawafunga,
Apinaipi and Akina Anticlines.

Mest 0f these f0lds were originally defined

by ge0l0gists 0f the Angle-Persian Oil C0.
The Oiapu Anticline is made up 0f Pli0cene and Upper Miocene sediments and trends NNW for-over 20 km fr0m Cape P0ssession to the Biaru River.
Southern and n0rthern culminations are devel0ped; the Upper Miocene sediments are exp0sed in the southern culminati0n.

Flank dips tend te be

variable but the regi0nal attitude 0f the steeper western limb ranges
between 30° and 40°; a small anticline is developed 0n the eastern limb.
Superficially, the Oiapu Anticline is asymmetrical t0 the west.

Wells

sunk 0n the anticline by The Papuan Apinaipi Petr0leum C0. revealed little
evidence as to its subsurface c0nfiguration; all wells reached t0tal depth
in probable Upper Miocene rocks.
·The Lesi Anticline inv0lves Pli0cene sediments which emerge as a
· 14 km 10ng

11

whaleback 11 fr0m the surr0unding Quaternary alluvium; the crestal
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trace trends NNW from the Biaru River.

The fold has a rather flat crest

but steeply-dipping flanks; along the.eastern limb dips rise t0 70° and
80° whereas al0ng the opposite limb, 50° and 60° dips are comm0n.
The Popa Anticline lies en echelon with, and is similar in
form t0 the Lesi Anticline.

The crest, which is 11 km in length,

extends NNW into the Quaternary alluvium of the Lak.ekamu Basin (see
Ph0t0graph Ne, 1).

The fold differs frem the Lesi Anticline in having a

comparatively shallow western limb; it is strongly ENE-facing.

Upper

Miocene mudst0nes, the "mobility" 0f which caused insurmountable difficulties during sinking of the Anglo-Persian Oil Co 1 s, five sc0ut bores
(see A, 4.1), crop out along the axial parts of the fold.
The Inawafunga Anticline (nomenclature a~er Sturmfels, 1957)
is a domal structural feature with symmetrical and gently-dipping flanks
made up of Pliecene strata; it' lies some.6 km to the east of the northern end ef the Oiapu Anticline.

The crestal line, which is probaq}y

convex to the west, plunges north_at 20° towards the Biaru River ,and SE
at about 15°, thus revealing Upper Miocene mudstones in an elliptical
core.

Air-photograph evidence suggests -a possible c0nnection-between

this SE-trending crestal trace and that of the NW-trending Inapi Anticline (Millward, 1941) which lies 15 km further SE.

Flank dips of-the

latter fold do not rise above 10°.
The Apinaipi Anticline is a 10 km long, flat-crested "whaleback" of Pliocene sediments, the slightly sinuous crestal trace of which
trends north from the north-plunging nose ef the Inawafunga Anticline.
The western limb is more steeply-dipping than the eastern limb along
which dips average between 15° and 20°.
The Akina Anticline (Millward, 1941) is 7 km in length and
lies 3 km NE of the north-plunging nose of the Apinaipi Anticline.

It

is an elliptical, NW-trending fold made up of Pliocene sediments; the .SW
and NE flanks dip at approximately 20° and 15° respectively.

A WNW-

trending photo-lineament, which could be a fault, cuts the culmination
of the Akina Anticline.
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The Angabunga Basin contains Quaternary alluvium; its outline
is probably controlled by NE-dipping Apinaipi Gr-oup .sediments along the
eastern side of the Biaru High, and west and SW-dipping (5° to 15°)
Pliocene volcanics of the Mt·. Davidson-Mt. Yule homocline.
( c)

Boundary of the Lakekamu Embayment unit:

Generally, rocks of the.Lakekamu Embayment unit show transgressive relationships with the sediments and metasediments of zone 2
to the east, but in one place at least, they are in fault-contact with
the rocks of zone 2.

The latter contacts involve Miocene strata of the

Lakekamu Embayment unit, but the former contacts seemingly involve only
the Pliocene strata of the unit.

The Miocene volcanics, which crop out

along the middle reaches of the Angabunga River, are tentatively considered to be locally part of the Lakekamu Embayment unit because of
uncertainty as to whether folding accompanied formation of the unconformi ties within this Miocene succession (see definition of the
Lakekamu Embayment unit in B, 1.3 & 1.5).

The Pliocene volcanics of

the unit transgress as a generally unfaulted but, in places, deeply
eroded sheet over the Miocene volcanics and onto the rocks of zone 2.
The latter reeks, in the area just east:of the NNW-trending faultcontact with the Miocene volcanics and in order of the Pliocene transgression, consist of Upper Cretaceous metasediments of the Owen Stanley
Metamorphics, very slightly metamorphosed Palaeogene sediments and,
further east, the ?unfossiliferous higher grade metasediments of the
Owen Stanley Metamorphics.

The higher grade metamorphics are separated·

from the Palaeogene beds, which overlie the Upper Cretaceous metasediments with apparent conformity (see A, 8.1), by a

NNW-trending, pre-

Pliocene (?thrust-) fault.
(d)

Ages of deformation:

The development of the NNW and north-trending Biaru High
folds, the Angabunga Basin, and the west to SW regional tilt of the
Pliocene volcanics to the east of the Angabunga Basin, can be dated
only as post-Pliocene.

Early Pliocene, or late Upper Miocene movements
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occurred within the Lakekamu Embayment unit both to the east and west of
the Angabunga Basin.

In the Biaru·sector, early and late Middle Miocene

movements may have occurred, at least in the eastern part of the unit;
possible unconformities have been found at the top and bottom of probable
Middle Miocene andesitic lavas within the Miocene v0lcanic successi0n 0f
the upper Angabunga River area (see A, 5.1).

Neither the specific nature

of these movements, ncr that 0f the ab0ve mentioned early Pli0cene movements, can be determined.

The age of the fault between the Mi0cene

volcanics of the Lakekamu Embayment unit and the metasediments of zone 2
can he regarded 0nly as pre-Pliocene.

2.

STRUCTURE SYNTHESIS AND SEQUENCE OF DEFORMATION
In this section of part B, the structure z0nes or units defined

in the analysis of the Moresby, Oroi, Biaru, Lakekamu and Kapau sectors
are inter-related and an overall structure synthesis of central Papua and
the adj0ining part of New Guinea is 0utlined.

2.1

LAKEKAMU EMBAYMENT UNIT

Resume
The limits of this unit are defined as the bGundaries within
which folds 0f Middle MiGcene age and 0lder, are nGt directly rec0gnisable (see Fig.25).

The main sediments within these bGundaries are of

Upper Miocene, Pli0cene and Quaternary age but in certain areas, Middle
and LGwer Miocene rocks must als0 be included.

In different places, the

perimeter 0f the unit c0incides with the outcropping eroded margins of
upperm0st Middle Miocene beds (Maip0ra F0I,'l!lation), Upper Miocene strata,
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Pliocene strata and Quaternary strata (SE end of the Galley Reach Basin).
In the Angabunga River area the boundary is taken to be coincident with
the fault which separates Miocene volcanics from Upper Cretaceous metasediments (the main deformation of which is considered pre-Miocene in
age:

see B, 2.5),

The main recognisable phase of folding of the.

Lakekamu Embayment unit rocks took place soon after the Pliocene.

An

important structural problem connected with the region, which will be
discussed in parts of this, and later sections, is whether the pre-Upper
Miocene folds of zones 3, 4 and 5 exist below the rocks of the Lakekamu
Embayment unit.
The structural features ef the unit are developed in four isolated provinces.

This isolation, which may or may not be an effect of

the surficial cover of Quaternary alluvium, makes structure synthesis
difficult.

The four provinces are:

the Kurai-Rim Ridge area, the Biaru

High area, the Oroi High area and the Mt. Yule-Mt. Cameron area.

The Kurai-Rim Ridge Area.
This area covers the NW end of the Lakekamu Embayment unit
where structural features are descriptively divided into a set ef tentatively related folds and faults on NNW to north trends, and another set
of tentatively related folds and faults on WNW to NW trends (see B, 1.3).
Three main generalisations can be made concerning the folds.

Firstly,

they have shallow-dipping flanks and are approximately symmetrical;
exceptions are the east-facing Kurai Anticline and the complex Malalaua
Anticline, the north-trending northern end of which is strongly westfacing.

Secondly, most of the folds and faults mainly developed sub-

sequent to the Pliocene, but the Kurai and Malalaua Anticlines, at least,
appear to have had an additional earlier phase of development late in the
Upper Miocene or early in the Pliocene.
,

The ages of the locally devel-

oped north-trending Kerodo Anticline and WNW-trending Yamuti Anticline
are uncertain; Upper Miocene sediments are the youngest involved in this
folding.

Thirdly, all folds (except the Kurai Anticline) plunge towards

the south and ESE,

These plunges might be explained by regional tilting

of the Rim Ridge area in the late Pliocene; this tilting is evidenced by
the Pliocene cuesta-slopes of Rim Ridge,
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The Biaru High Area
The folds in the Pliocene and Upper Miocene sediments 0f the
Biaru High (see Fig.25) trend between north and NNW and are developed
along two parallel, north-trending zones.

The eastern zone contains

symmetrical and west-facing folds, all of which appear part of a single
longitudinally continuous structural feature; an exception is the Ak.ina
Anticline at the northern end of the zone.

The western zone is made up

of the west-facing, longitudinally continuous Oiapu Anticline and two
atypically east-facing; en echelon folds, the Popo and Lesi Anticlines.
The west-facing folds have shallow-dipping limbs, apart from local steep
dips along their western flanks, but the Popo and Lesi Anticlines have
comparatively steeply-dipping limbs.

Besides four WNW-trending photo-

lineaments which cut these folds obliquely, faulting is not obviously
strongly developed in the area.

Deformation took place after the Plio-

cene but an earlier phase of movement may have occurred late in the
Upper Miocene

and/o~

early .in -the Pliocene.

The Orei High Area
The NW-trending folds in the late Lower Miocene, Middle
Miocene and Pliocene sediments of the Oroi High are·a (see Fig. 25) , can
be divided into a group of predominantly NE-facing anticlines and a
minor group of SW-facing anticlines.

The form.er group includes the

Oroi, Diumana and Kaufana Anticlines, and the latter group includes the
Bohoamahe and Wonono Anticlines; the two groups are spatially separated
by a fault trending NW from the Kaufana Anticline.

The NE-facing folds

to the SW of this fault have gently-dipping limbs but the axial parts
of some of them tend to be more steeply-dipping.

A major phase of de-

velopment of these folds took place at some stage (probably late) in the
Upper Miocene; another weak phase occurred after the Pliocene.

Only

Pliocene beds are exposed on the strongly developed Wonono and Bohoamahe
Anticlines.

Apart from faults w.i th NW trends, pheto-lineaments can be

observed bearing west and north.
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The Mt. Yule-Mt. Cameron Area
Pli0cene volcanics form a sheet-like bedy which stretches from
Mt. Yule in the NW, through the upper Dilava River area to the Mt. Cameren
area in the SE (see Fig.25).

This hemecline, which dips at 5° to 15° west

and SW under the Quaternary alluvium in the Angabunga and Galley Reach
Basins, has its greatest elevation

a~

the NW end; the upper parts ef the

Mt. Yule massif (3,275 m) are made up ef Pliocene velcanics.

Further NW

of Mt ,\1 Yule, the homocline is replaced by the lew-lying Kunimaipa Basin.
1

Pli0cene sediments are believed to make up a syncline to the east of the
Kurai Anticline, below the Quaternary alluvium of-the basin.

Under the

homocline, the tilt of which was pest-Pliocene in age, are volcanics of
Upper, Middle and Lower Miocene age.

At least three unconformities exist

at different levels within this succession but it is not known if folding
accompanied their formation.

Synthesis
The SW-facing folds of the Oroi High (Wonono and Bohoamahe
Anticlines), to the NE of the fault trending NW from the Kaufana Anticline,
are similar in style to the west-facing

fo~ds

of the Biaru High.

The

Bohoamabe Anticline may, in fact, be continu0us with the Inapi Anticline
under the surficial deposits of the Angabunga Basin.

All these folds,

including the Lesi and Popo Anticlines, had maj0r phases 0f development
after the Pliocene.

The NE-facing folds of the Oroi High, to the SW of

the above mentioned fault, probably had their major phase of development
late in the Upper Miocene; they have no obvious continuations to the NW or
SE.
The Kurai and Malalaua Anticlines appear to be the only f0lds in
the NW end ef the Lakekamu Embayment unit which were strongly deformed
subsequent to the Pliocene but they have ne obvious spatial connection
with the folds of the Biaru High,

As mentioned earlier (B, 1.3), the

north-trending structural features ef the former area may be related to
the structural grain of the south-plunging zones 3 and 4 to the north, and
the WNW-trending structural features may be related to the oblique, WNW to
NW-trending faults of zones 3,

4 and 5,
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A remarkable feature 0f the eastern part of the Lakekamu Embayment unit is that the regional tilt 0f the Mt. Yule homocline appears to
have been coeval with the formation of the Kunimaipa Basin.

2.2

THE ZONE 5 STRUCTURE UNIT

Resume
Z0ne 5 consists of a belt of parallel and longitudinally continuous, NNW to north-trending folds (see Fig.25), their major devel0pment having occurred late in the Middle Mi0cene,

Zone 5 is bounded t0

the east by another gr0up of folds which had their major phase of development late in the Lower Miocene.

The longitudinally discontinuous, NW

and NNW-trending folds to the west of zone 5 mainly developed after the
Middle Miocene (refer Kugler, in prep.).

The zone 5 structure unit, the

component folds of which are made up of Middle and Lower Miocene sediments, plunges SSE under strata of the Lakekamu Embayment unit in the
area between the Murua River and the Saw Mts.

Synthesis
Faulting in zone 5 appears to be of three main types; these
are, strike-faults geometrically associated with folds, faults which are
slightly discordant with fold trends, and oblique WNW-trending faults.
/

The folds of zone 5 are descriptively divided 'into two.groups (see B,
1.1, 1.2 and 1,3).

Mainly west to SW-facing folds are developed along

the western half of the zone and mainly NE to east-facing folds are
developed along part of the eastern half of the zone.

Folds of the Western Group
The overall southerly plunge of these mainly west and SWfacing. folds (between the Dude Anticline and the Karova Syncline) reveals
progressively 0lder Miocene rocks towards the north; Middle Miocene beds
crop out in the south, late L0wer Miocene beds are exposed further north
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and, in the M1bwei River area further north again, early Lower Miocene
beds are exposed across an inlier within the latter sediments.

The

folds swing from NNW trends in the south, to north trends in the north;
generally, they have more steeply-dipping flanks in the former area.
Thrust-faulting, with downthrow to the west, is common along the SW
flanks of the folds towards their southern extremities.

Although many

of the folds pass across the inlier of early L0wer Miocene sediments,
additional folds are developed in this area which suggests that some
type of structural disharmony may exist at the early/late 10wer Miocene
boundary.

A slight unconf0rmity may als0 exist between late Lower

Miocene and Middle Miocene beds.

Mest ef the western group folds are

longitudinally amazingly continuous, being at least 100 km in length;
this is net, however, their full extent.

Many of them appear (on tri-

met. air-phetos.) to continue north of latitude 7°00'S into the Markham
sector.

Here, they trend NNE towards the anticline extending NE from

the Aure Fault (se~ Encl. 10).

They may cress the anticline and swing

to the NNW, but this can only be regarded as speculation; the fold
pattern in this area is complicated by WNW-trending structural features
(see Fig.25).

It is problematical whether or not the western group

folds continue seuth, at depth, beyond where seme ef them plunge under
the south-dipping sediments of the Lak.ekamu Embayment unit, and others
die-eut up-sectien in the upper parts 0f the Middle Miecene succession
of the Murua River area.

Folds of the Eastern Group
The mainly east and NE-facing folds of the eastern group
exist between the Karova Syncline to the west, and the Barrier Anticline,
and its probable northern continuation, the "Eruki Anticline" to the
east; further north again, the latter fold connects with the Aiweriba
Anticline,

The eastern greup folds appear to be restricted to areas 0f

Middle Miocene sediment; they cannot be traced north of latitude 7°25'S,
that is, into the pre-Middle Miocene terrain between the Karova Syncline
and the Aiweriba Anticline.

Towards the SSE, and west of the Barrier
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Anticline, these east-facing folds are very congested and in many cases
their flanks seem completely attentuated by strike-faulting.

The south-

ern extremities of the folds either terminate on oblique WNW-trending
faults (along which there has been a component of sinistral transcurrent
movement), or plunge under the south-dipping rocks of the Lakekamu
Embayment unit.

THE ZONE 4 STRUCTURE UNIT

2.3

Resume
The strongly developed, longitudinally continuous and generally north-trending folds of zone

4 (see Fig.25) had their main phase

of deformation late in the Lower Miocene.

They are bounded by the com-

paratively gently deformed late Lower Miocene and younger folds of zone
3 to the east, and the zone 5 folds to the west.

Zone

4 folds plunge

under a SE-dippi?g early Middle Miocene unconformity in the lower Kapau
River and Saw Mts. area.
zone

4,

Because of the overall southerly plunge of

outcropping sediments increase in age from the Saw Mts. area in

the south, to the Kratke Range in the north; from south to north these
sediments are - late Lower Miocene beds, early Lower Miocene beds, older
unmetamorphosed ?Mesozoic sediments and ?pre-Jurassic metasediments.

Synthesis
Zone

4 folds, which exist between the anticlines along the

"Aiweriba-Eruki-Barrier line" to the west and the Kapau Fault to the
east, are west-facing in the south but-more symmetrical north of latitude 7°30 1 s.

There is locally intense SW asymmetry of the folds, with

which thrust-faulting is associated, in the Be and Werr Creeks area
(lat. 7°40 1 sr, where the general north trends of zone 4 folds assume
temporary NW ~rends.

Only two anticlines of zone 4 appear to be assoc-

iated with longitudinally continuous, west-flanking thrust-faults;
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they are the strongly developed "Werr Anticline" and the anticline
forming the western beundary ef zone

4.

The ?pre-Jurassic metamorphics

appear to crop out- a·leng the axial parts of

the"'"W~rr
• ~

Anticline" where'

"'r·, "'- •

the crestal trace crosses the UpIJer Tauri River~~~~T:here are numerous ·
,.

obli~ue,

-

WNW to NW-trending faults in zone

"

4, on some of which compo-

nents of sinistral transcurrent movement can be observed, for example,
the fault in the, Hells Gate area,

Zone

4 folds, like those of zone 5,

are longitudinally very continuous; they appear (on trimet. air-photos.)
to extend on NNE and NE trends into the Markham sector.

The Aiweriba

Anticline may be continuous with an anticlinal feature in the Mt. Fiora
area (see Encl. 10) which, after swinging to a NNW trend, crosses the
Lamari River te the SW of the Orlowat Syncline (see Fig.25).

All the

NNE-trending folds of the Kratke Range area may swing back to the NNW
direction along a latitude through Mt. Fiora, but as in.the area further
west, the structure pattern is confused by cross-folds.

Apart from the

north-trending Kerodo Anticline and associated faults, which may be
expressions of the "Werr Anticline" at depth, zone 4 folds do not seem
to be reflected in the strata in the northern end of the Lakekamu
Embayment unit.

2.4

THE ZONE 3 STRUCTURE UNIT

Resume
The zone 3 structure unit in the Kapau and Langimar Rivers area
is marked by a nerth and NNE-trending belt of gently deformed late Lower
Miocene sediments.

Along the trough of the most prominent structural

feature of the zone, the Muiai Syncline, outliers of Middle Miocene sediments rest with slight unconformity on.the late Lower Miocene beds, which
in turn rest unconformably on very low-grade ?Upper Cretaceous metasediments.

Zone 3 is bounded to the west by the folds of zone

4; to the east

it is bounded by the metamorphic terrain of the zone 2 structure unit.
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In the Port Moresby area, a zone 3 structure unit has been
defined independently of the above described unit.

It consists of NNW-

trending folds which.developed mainly late in the early Lower Miocene.
The folds are made up of Eocene sediments which are overlain with only
slight· discordance by early Lower Miocene beds; the Eocene beds are
apparently conformably

unde~lain

by Upper Cretaceous sediments.

The

zone is bounded to the west by coastal waters of the Gulf of Papua, and
to the east it is bounded by zone 2 Eocene beds and partly Upper Cretaceous metasediments which were folded by a major phase of deformation
late in the Palaeogene.

,Synthesis

The Kapau and Langimar Rivers Area
Here, the north and NNE-trending, slightly sinuous folds of
zone 3, which from west to east consist of the "Kapau Anticline", the
Muiai Syncline, the "North Doorway Anticline" and an east-flanking
syncline, have gently-dipping and symmetrical limbs.

All the folds,

except perhaps the "North Doorway Anticline", are longitudinally continuous, their southern extremities plunging south below the rocks of
the Lakeka.mu Embayment unit and their northern extremities plunging
NNE towards the Lower Watut River.

The Olipai and Kurai Anticlines

and the north-trending faults to the east of the Kerodo Anticline may
be reflections of zone 3 structural features under the sediments of
the Lakeka.mu Embayment unit.

The northern end of the west-flanking

thrust-fault along the "Kapau Anticline", the Kapau Fault .. either
swings to the NE near the Isimp River or continues
on a NWW-trend to
.,
about latitude 7°00'8; in this area, which is poorly covered by airphotographs, the structural grain bifurcates. ·North of latitude
7°00' 8, fOlds appear to be generally NNE-trending (see Encl. l'O) but

near th~ ~arkham River they curve towards the NNW (~ee Fig.25).
Besides the comparatively weak post-Lower Miocene phases of folding in
zone 3, there were

earl~er

phases of stronger folding, one of which.
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took place late in the early Lower Miocene.

This is deduced as follows

(refer also B, 1.1) - basal late Lower Miocene strata, which unconformably overlie early Lower Miocene beds just west of the Kapau Fault in
zone

4, contain abundant metamorphic, Eocene and early Lower Miocene

detritus; following on from this, since the "post-basal" late Lower
Miocene beds rest unconformably on metasediments to the east of the
Kapau Fault,_ the erosion which accompanied the deformation late in the
early Lower Miocene in zone 3, must. have complet.ely removed Eocene and
early Lower Miocene sediments from the latter area before deposition of
the widespread "post-basal" late Lower Miocene sediments.

The Port Meresby Area
The main NNW-trending zone 3 folds of the Port Moresby area,
which exist between the Boira Fault zone in the west and the Bogoro
Fault Zone in the e_ast, are asymmetrical to the SW and, in some cases,
are associated with SW-flanking thrust-faults.

They plunge NNW under

Quaternary sediments in the SW end of the Lakekamu Embayment unit in the
vicinity of the Laloki River.

The main deformation in zone 3 took place

late in the early Lower Miocene; the comparatively gently-folded,
thickly developed late Lower Miocene sediments of the Dareba Hill area,
transgress and thin to the SE over a strongly faulted and folded anti·,.:

cline involving E0cene sediments, and some 6 km south of here, the Boira
Fault separates strongly deformed early Lower Miocene beds from similarly deformed Eocene sediments (refer B, 1. 4) •

This line ,of faulting

is considered the western boundary of zone 3 in the Port Noresby area.
It may continue NNW below the surficial sediments of the Galley Reach
Basin and pass between the Rorona and Kaufana Anticlines of .. the Oroi
High area,

Late Lower Miocene beds probably thicken towards the west

from the Kaufana No.l well and contain abundant metamorphic, Eocene and
early Lower Miocene detritus and a derived Upper Cretaceous foraminifer,
whereas the Rorona Corehole No.l revealed Pliocene sediments resting unconformably on possible Palaeogene.rocks.
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The superficially different structure zones of the Kapau and
Langimar Rivers area and the Port Moresby area are seen to hold more
similarities than are at first apparent; for instance, the Kapau Fault
and Boira Fault zones appear to have been active at the same time.

The

superficial difference between the areas arises from the fact that
Palaeogene and early Lower Miocene beds were completely removed from
zone 3 in the Kapau area before the

widespre~d.late

Lower Miocene

transgression, but in the Port Moresby area, Palaeogene and early Lower
Miocene beds were not completely eroded from zone 3 and late Lower
Miocene transgression appears to have been restricted to the western
part of the zone.

If this coincidence of- structural development in the

two areas is correct, the late· Lower

Mioc~ne

sediments to the west of

the Kaufana Anticline, .which have been considered part of the Lakekamu
Embayment unit, may.in fact be part of a zone 4 structure unit of late
Lower Miocene folding analogous with that in the Saw Mts.-Kratke Range
area.

THE ZONE 2'STRUCTURE UNIT

2.5

Resume
The zone 2 structure unit is made up of low-grade regional
metamorphics .and minor developments _0f E0cene beds which crop out along
an arcuate belt of country extending s0uth from.the Markham River, and
SE along part of the Eastern Cordillera towards the Owen Stanley Range.
The zone is bounded to the east by the Owen Stanley Fault.

In the

portion of the belt_ c0vered by the Markhatn, Kapau and Lakekamu sectors,
the eastern half of the zone consists 0f ?unfossiliferous, low-grade,
bi0tite-bearing regi0nal metam0rphics and the western half consists of
lower.grade muscovite-bearing metasediments which are partly Upper
Cretaceous in age.

The apparent major pattern of deformation, in the

western part of the area at least, is a belt 0f longitudinally
uous folds trending between north and NNE (see Encl. 10).

contin-

ANNE-trending
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contact between the higher and lower grade rocks is exposed near Snake
River and can be variously interpreted as an unconformity, a fault or a
metamorphic zone boundary.

The partly faulted western boundary of zone

2 is an arbitrary one of rock-type difference which separates zone 2 from
the zone 3 structure unit of the Kapau and Langimar Rivers area.

The

pattern of deformation within the metamorphics of the Biaru and-Oroi
sectors is poorly known, but in the western part of the zone, Upper
Cretaceous metasediments, partially metamorphosed Palaeogene sediments,
and ?unfossiliferous metamorphics are exposed along NW to NNW-trending
structural features in the upper Angabunga River area.

Here, Lower

Miocene volcanics of the Lakekamu Embayment unit are faulted against
the Upper Cretaceous metasediments.

Further south, this arbitrary west-

ern boundary of the zone is concealed-Oy Pliocene volcanics.

A western

boundary to the zone 2 structure unit can be defined only in the Moresby
sector; it is considered to be the Bogoro Fault Zone.

To the east of

the fault, indurated and sheared Eocene beds rest without strong unconformity on probable Upper Cretaceous metasediments along NNW and NWtrending folds.

The oldest

recognisab~e

strong phase of deformation in

this area occurred late in the Palaeogene.

As explained more fully at

an earlier stage (B, 1.4), this is based, in part, on the contention
that although Eocene sediments show no signs of facies change across
the Bogoro Fault Zone, which is downthrown to the SW,. they are much more
thickly developed to the west than to the east of the fault, where they
are unconformably overlain by early Lower Miocene beds.

Synthesis
The eastern half of zone 2 consists of ?pre-Upper Cretaceous,
low-grade, biotite-bearing regional metamorphics and the western half
of the zone consists of lower grade muscovite-bearing metasediments,
partly Upper Cretaceous in age, and minor developments of partially
metamorphosed Palaeogene sediments.

Although little is known of the

internal pattern of deformation of the zone, it can be stated generally
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that f0ld (and schistosity) trends appear to be sub-parallel t0 the
zone boundaries and that the intensity of def0rmation and metamorphic
crystallisation increases from west to east •. The earliest recognisable
phase of strong deformation in z0ne 2 occurred

~ate

·in the Palaeogene.

Late Cretaceous and pre-Upper Cretaceous phases of deformation may have
occurred on trends similar to those of the late Palaeogene; this might
explain the regular variation in.grade .within the zone 2 metamorphics
(Gwen Stanley Metamorphics),. but as yet there is no evidence to support
this contention.

With more information further structural subdivision

of zone 2 may be possible,

2.6

THE ZONE 1 STRUCTURE UNIT

Synthesis
The NW to NNW-trending igneous complex of the Papuan BasicUl trabasic Belt is herein regarded as the zone 1 structure unit; it
extends along the entire eastern side of the zone 2 metamorphic belt
from near Salamaua in the north, to the Musa Depression in the south,
a distance of 300 km.

Zones 1 and 2 are separated extraordinarily

abruptly by the longitudinal zone of regional dislocation known·as the
Owen Stanley Fault.

Zone 1 rocks are bounded to the east by Lower

Miocene volcanics but the nature of the contact is unknown.

The ultra-

mafic parts of the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt generally crop out
adjacent to the 0wen Stanley Fault, to the west of ·the more feldspathic
parts.

These rocks have been altered to serpentinite and actinolite

schist along ,mainly NNW-trending faults and in proximity to later
intrusions; they also show evidence of partial chloritisation, epidotisation and saussuritisation.

If the ultramafic and feldspathic rocks

are part of a single differentiated mass, an overall easterly dip of
the body can be envisaged by virtue of the basal ultramafic parts cropping out to the west of the more feldspathic parts, but this would not
necessarily hold true if, the ultramafic rocks pre-date intrusion of the
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feldspathic rocks.

The possibly steeply east-dipping Owen Stanley Fault

is a complex zone of dislocation along which comparatively recent sinistral transcurrent movements·have occurred in some places; major vertical
movements may have taken place at an earlier stage, with downthrow
mainly to the west,

Age relationships of the rocks and structural fea-

tures of zone l with those in surrounding areas are difficult to define.
Development of the Owen Stanley Fault could have commenced at least as
early as the Upper Cretaceous; the eastern boundary of the zone, if
faulted, is post-Lower Miocene ip age.

The time of emplacement of the

igneous complex could, therefore, range from late Cretaceous to late
Palaeogene but it may have an even older history.

Structure relation-

ships betweerr the important zone l and zone 2 units will be further considered in Tectonic Synthesis.

SEQUENCE OF DEFORMATION
As already stated in the introduction to part B, delineation
of structure zones was mainly intended to emphasise readily observable
differences in deformation style, such as "intensity" of folds, across
the structural grain of-the central Papua region,

This aspect of the

study can be considered reasonable successful; there is a zonal decrease
in "intensity" of folds from the wastern boundary of zone 2 in the east
to zone 5 in the west, as well as a zonal variation in the overall west. erly asymmetry of structural features.
important findings to

em~rge

But perhaps one of the most

from structure analysis and synthesis is

the inter-zonal variation in age of "intense" deformation.

This is

remarkable in that it means there was localisation of folding in space
and time,
Parts of the Lakekamu Embayment unit suffered strong folding
soon after the Pliocene but this phase of deformation cannot be recognised outside

the limits of the unit, apart from weakly developed folds

in zone 3 and the western part of zone 2 in the Port Moresby area, and
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WNW-trending structural features across the southern extremities of
zones 3 and

4

in the Tauri and Kapau Rivers area.

Miocene felding

~ppears

Strong late Middle

to have been spatially restricted to zone 5.

Further.east, the strong late Lower Miocene deformation in zene

4 was

accempanied by comparatively weak folding in zone 3 and-possibly in
zene 5,

Feld development was prebably widespread late in the early

Lower Miecene but a.western front of strong deformation produced the
Beira Fault .. zone of the Pert Meres by area, and the Kap au Fault zone
of -the_Kapau and Langimar Rivers area (the western boundaries ef zene

3 in these areas).

An eastern limit ef strong early Lower Miocene

felding is net known.

Further east again, strong late Palaeogene

felding occurred aleng, and to the east of the Bogoro Fault Zone
(western beundary of zone 2), but was enly weakly develeped to the
west; the arbitrary western beundary of zone 2 in the Kapau and
Langimar Rivers area ceuld have had a similar histery,
limit 9f ·late Palaeogene felding in unknown,

An eastern

Late Cretaceous and pre-

Upper Cretaceeus def0rmati0n may have occurred in parts of zone 2 but
the possible.late Cretaceous phase ceuld not have extended as far west
as the western part of the zene er zone 3 in the Port Moresby area,
since Palaeegene beds rest with apparent conformity on· Upper Cretaceeus
sediments .in these places.
Te summarise:

deformatien was secular and, as far as can be

judged, a relationship existed between phases of deformation because
ef their periedic recurrence along parallel trends.

Moreover, during

any ene phase ef movement there was localisati0n of "intense" deformation.

These leci appear te have migrated westward as each new phase

developed,

The post-Pliocene felds of the Lakekamu.Embayment unit

appear,··te disrupt this- pattern of westward migration but there is some
evidence to suggest that older fold belts may exist belew the Upper
Miecene and Pliocene beds ef the unit.

The zone l structure unit is

als0 difficult te place in this pattern of defermational develepment.
Both problems will be considered further at a later stage,
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II

C.

THE

RELATIONSHIP

TECTONIC SYNTHESIS

BETWEEN

DIASTROPHISM AND

STRUCTURE

DEVELOPMENT

The spatial configurations of the patterns of diastrophis_m in
the central Papua region appear to have varied with time (see part A).
Structure analysis has indicated zonal variations in deformation style,
and synthesis has shown the age of formation of these units of structure
to have also varied (see part B).

Part C involves the determination, at

given times, of the spatial relationship between the unspecified types of
movements and the specific types of deformation, as well as the outlining
of the tectonic evolution in the region.

QUATERNARY TECTONICS

1.

The youngest recognisable phase of diastrophism occurred during
the Recent in the area of the Lakekamu Embayment.

It included a small

positive vertical movement along-a 10 km wide, NNW-trending belt of country through the Moresby, Oroi and Biaru Highs and the Malalaua area.
Simultaneous negative movement took place along a parallel trend which
resulted in accumulation of alluvium in the Galley Reach, Angabunga and
J

and Lakekamu Basins.

The overall deformation appears to have been broadly
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anticlinal and synclinal, and parallel or sub-parallel to the morphological axis of the Eastern Cordillera.

The morphology of the terrain

within the embayment may have been fashioned at this time, or it could
have been determined by an earlier phase of deformation (see below).
Pleistocene diastrophism in the central Papua region involved
uplift of the already elevated areas bounding the Lakekamu Embayment;
there was considerable elevation of the axial parts of the Eastern Cordillera particularly around Mt. Albert Edward where movements were
probably strongest in the pre-Wurm Pleistocene (see Fig.26).

The spec-

ific nature of the movements along the cordillera is uncertain, but
judging from the homocline of Pliocene strata in the Mt. Yule-Mt. Cameron area (the formation of which was coeval with that of the Kunimaipa
Basin), it may have taken the form of a simple anticlinal upwarp.

Sym-

pathetic movements along the pre-existing Owen Stanley Fault zone
produced the trough-like features of Musa, Mambare and Waria Depressions.
The Quaternary sediments that accumulated in these places were almost
immediately faulted and folded.

The nature of the post-Pliocene deform-

ation in the Bulolo Depression is unknown.
The youngest recognisable specific types of deformation in the
central Papua region are the strongly developed, NW to north-trending
Pleistocene folds restricted to the Lakekamu Embayment.

These are the

predominantly west-facing folds of the Biaru High, the NE part of the
Oroi High, and the Kurai and Malalaua areas.

The folds of the Malalaua

area mainly evolved ?early in the Pleistocene (here, thinly developed
Pleistocene beds rest with angular unconformity on late Pliocene beds);
the ether folds probably evolved about the same time.
are

~pposite,

These deformations

and parallel and sub-parallel to the axis of maximum

Pleistocene uplift of the Eastern Cordillera.

WNW to NW-trending faults

in the embayment area (as well as folds with similar orientations in the
Rim Ridge area) were also formed about this time; however, it appears
that there were later movements on some of them, as evidenced by their
continuation as photo-lineaments in the alluvium of the Kunimaipa and
Lakeka.mu Basins.

Faults with trends parallel to these, in the region
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adjacent to the northern end of the Lakeka.mu Embayment, were active in
earlier time (see C, 4 & 5).

The apparent absence of widespread exposures

of Pleistocene sediments in the embayment may be real; if so, sediments of
this age could exist in areas now covered by the alluvium of the Kunimaipa,
Lakeka.mu; Angabunga and Galley Reach Basins and the neighbouring coastal
waters of the Gulf of Papua.

PLIOCENE TECTONICS

2.

The textural characteristics of the Pliocene sediments of the
Lakeka.mu Embayment and the configuration in plan of the postulated original
extent of these sediments (only slightly more extensive than present outcrop limits:

see A, 3.3) suggest that differential vertical movements,

between the depositional interface and the provenances, were active
throughout the Pliocene and that the long axis of the Pliocene basin was
sub-parallel to the Quaternary morphological axis of the Eastern Cordillera
(see Fig.5 & 26).

Therefore, an area of protracted Pliocene uplift was very

probably coincident with the zone of ?early Pleistocene uplift;

Pliocene

uplift was most intense to the NW of the Mt. Albert Edward region.

Con-

temporaneous basic volcanism occurred along the east and SE parts of the
basin.

The seawards shift of the Pliocene strand line across the deposi-

tional area (see A, 3.2) may indicate that sedimentation outpaced subsidence,
in which case, the differential vertical movements had a positive bias.
A variation in this simple picture of diastrophism occurred along the SW or
seaward side of the basin; here, there was a longitudinally continuous,
narrow zone of early Pliocene uplift and slight erosion.
The specific nature of these deformations is uncertain; they may
have been broad anticlinal and synclinal warpings, as was probably the case
with the Pleistocene and Recent movements (apart from the ?early Pleistocene
folds of the Lakeka.mu Embayment).

The NW parts of the broadly synclinal
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Pliocene basin ended rather abruptly along a trend normal to the basin
axis, thus the Pliocene upwarp appears to have widened in the area
immediately NW of the Chapman Range, extending SW to include the Albert
Mts. region.
The Bulolo Depression, the 10ng axis of which is sub-parallel
to that of the cordillera, was probably formed in the early Pliocene
but the nature of the movements which accompanied its development is
unknown; the movements were associated with acid volcanism.

The form-

ation of the Ramu-Markham Depression was also a maiqly Pliocene event,
as evidenced by textural characteristics of the Pliocene marine and
terrestrial sediments within the depression boundaries relative to
those of the Upper Miocene beds.

The long axis of the depositi0nal

area was probably parallel to and NE of the main zone of Pliocene uplift.
Faulting could have been associated with the development of this feature
but mapped faults all appear to be post-Pliocene in age;

these fractures

exist along the NE side of the depression.

UPPER MIOCENE

3.

TECTONICS

There were differential vertical movements between the Upper
Miocene depositional area of the Lakekamu Embayment and the provenances
in the areas now occupied by the Eastern Cordillera and the Albert Mts.
The overall pattern of Upper Miocene diastrophism was generally similar
to, and spatially coincident with, that of the Pliocene (see Fig.8 & 26).
The specific type of deformation accompanying these movements is uncertain.
Apart from the gentle late Upper Miocene, or early Pliocene, folds in the
Port Moresby area, no Upper Miocene phases of folding or faulting are
recognised in the areas surrounding the Lakekamu Embayment.

Within the

basin, the NE-facing folds of the Oroi High are probably late Upper
Miocene in age.

Although there is no direct evidence for folding,
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deformation also occurred late in the Upper Miocene in the areas of the
Biaru High and the Kerodo and Kurai Anticlines.

However, it is conceiv-

able that overall., the Upper Miocene diastrophic movements took the form
of broad anticlinal and synclinal warpings whi.ch decreased in amplitude
towards the SE.

Subsidence of the Lakekamu Embayment depositional inter-

face, relative to sea level, was greater than during the Pliocene as
evidenced

~y

the textural uniformity of the Upper Miocene globigerine

argillaceous beds along the SW side of the basin, compared with the
textural inhomogeneities of the shallow-water marine and terrestrial
sediments of the overlying Pliocene sequence.
Intra-basinal movements, besides those mentioned above, produced a thickly developed, NE-trending tongue of Upper Miocene deep-water
sediments at the NW end of the basin and normal to its long axis (see
Fig.8); the axis of the re-entrant is parallel to and almost coincident
with the NW termination of the Pliocene basin.

The formation of this

trough-like feature may have been controlled by faulting in the Upper
Miocene sub-stratum, for, although there are no outcropping faults with
NE trends in the immediate area, the axis of the re-entrant is parallel
to the Piyai'ia Fault further NW (see Encl. 7).
The shallow-water marine beds of Upper Miocene age which crop
out along the SW flanks of the Saruwaged Range, dip SW under the Pliocene
sediments of the Ramu-Markham Depression.

These stratigraphic and struc-

tural relationships suggest that intense development of the depression
did not commence until late in the Upper Miocene or early in the Pliocene
(see C, 2).

4.

MIDDLE MIOCENE

TECTONICS

An examination of the Middle Miocene (Tertiary

1
trends of
)
3
diastrophism and structure development reveals different tectonic patterns
1

f
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compared with those just discussed (see Fig.27).

Distribution of Middle

Miocene sediments in relation to provenances indicates that only a longitudinally discontinuous high of low relief was present along the NWtrending axis of strong Upper Miocene, Pliocene and Quaternary cordilleran uplift (uplift along this zone had not commenced in the late Lower
Miocene, at least not in the central Papua region:

see C, 5).

The

nature of the Middle Miocene movements along the discontinuous

~igh

only be assumed similar to those that occurred in later time.

The main

can

trends of Middle Miocene diastrophism were oblique to this axis; an
easterly high and an adjacent deeply subsided low (which was itself upli~ed

towards the end of the Middle Miocene) developed along a southerly

trend from the Kratke Range in the north to at least as far south as the
Saw Mts. and possibly even as far as the area covered by coastal waters
of the Gulf of Papua near the Oroi High (see A, 5.4 and Fig.13).

This

coupled, elongate high and low formed initially in the very early Middle
Miocene er late in the Lower Miocene; it had an overall southerly plunge
even in its early stage of development.

The specific nature of the move-

ments accompanying the formation of the feature will be discussed in the
following section (see C, 5).
Deep-water marine sediments up to 3,500 metres in thickness
accumulated in the low (Karova Sub-group) and transgressive shallow-water
marine sediments of the Muiai Sub-group were deposited intermittently in.
places across the high.

Contemporaneous basic and intermediate volcanism

occurred in parts of the latter region.

Towards the north the low prob-

ably swung to a WNW trend, SW of the newly .forming axis of subsequent
cordilleran uplift.

The line of facies change between the deep and

shallow-water sedimentary bodies has earlier been referred to as the
"Tauri River line" (see A, 5,3 and Fig.27); detritus of the Karova facies
was mainly derived from areas immediately to the east of this line.

The

large elevation differential present between the depositional interfaces
of the adjacent high and low suggests that density-currents may have been
active during the accumulation of the sediments of the Karova Sub-group,
but few.sedimentary structures indicative of this mode of deposition have
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been found in these rocks (see A, 5.1).

Towards the end of the Middle

Miocene the unstable low of the Karova facies was uplifted (at least
in the Albert Mts. area), forming a provenance for the thickly developed
Iavokia Formation sediments that were deposited to the west of the "Dude
line" (see B, 1.1 and refer Kugler, in prep. ) .

The thinly developed

uppermost Middle Miocene sediments of the Maipora Formation (equivalent
in time to the Iavokia Formation) formed as a transgressive sheet over
the less elevated regions to the east of the "Dude line".
The late Middle Miocene uplift of the Karova facies was coincident with the development of the fold belt here previously referred
to as the zone 5 structure unit.

The belt consists of the thrust-

faulted, west to SW-facing and east to NE-facing folds between the Dude
Anticline ("Dude line") in the west and the Barrier-Eruki train of anticlines ("Tauri River line") in the east (see B, 2.2 and Fig.27).

The

'·

northern end of the belt must have passed obliquely across the newly
forming, NW-trending axis of subsequently strong post-Middle Miocene uplift, thus diverging from the low of the Karova facies.

Late Middle

Miocene WNW-trending faults, on which there have been components of
sinistral transcurrent motion, cut some of the folds at the southern end
of the belt.
By the end of the Middle Miocene, or early in the Upper Miocene,
the broad anticline-like warping along the cordilleran axis had spread SW
to the "Dude line" in areas north of the Saw Mts;

to the SE of the Saw

Mts. there was general subsidence and continued Upper Miocene sedimentation (see C, 3).

Where observed, the beds below the Upper Miocene deep-

water marine sequence of the Lakekamu Embayment belong to the Middle
Miocene shallow-water Muiai or Maipora facies.
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5.

LATE

LOWER

MIOCENE

TECTONICS

The pattern of late Lower Miocene (Tertiary

f _ 1 ) diastrophism,
1 2
as deduced from sedimentary facies arrangements and provenance distribu1

tion, had a predominantly north and NNW trend (see Fig.15).
diastrophic

elements

The main

consisted of an elongate zone of strong subsi-

dence, in which deep-water marine sediments accumulated, and flanking
unstable and semi-stable highs along which shallow-water marine deposition
and erosion occurred intermittently; these elements appear to have been
fashioned by movements mainly near the end of the early Lower Miocene (see
C, 6).

Late in the Lower Miocene this pattern of diastrophism was modified

by the growth of a north-trending belt of folds along the eastern part of
the late Lower Miocene zone of subsidence in the Albert Mts. area and, a
little later, by the previously mentioned initial movements along the NWtrending axis of subsequent cordilleran uplift.
The zone of subsidence and deep-water marine sedimentation
extended SSE from the Asaro River area in the north, possibly across the
Kratke Range area, into the region of the Albert and Saw Mts,; it could
have centinued further south to the Oro~ High area (see Fig. 28.) .

These

thick deep-water sediments (and volcanics in the northern part of the low)
thinned gradually and changed facies to shallow-water marine sediments
towards the west, for example, across the Pio River area (see A, 6 and
Kugler, in pPep. ).

To the east of the deeE-water facies, the direction

from which most of the constituent detritus of these sediments was derived
(possibly partly by way of density-currents), there were more abrupt
changes in conditions of sedimentation.

Erosion occurred throughout the

late Lower Miocene along a SSE-plunging high area which is now occupied by
the Bismarck Range; this provenance shed detritus both to the west and
east.

In the Albert Mts. region there was an abrupt change from the deep

to shallow-water facies along the previously described "Kapau River line"
(see A, 6.3 and Fig.28); phases of erosion, reef limestone and conglomerate deposition and basic volcanism occurred to the east of the line.
Similar conditions of sedimentation existed further north in the Lower
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Watut River area and probably in the Saruwaged Range area.

To the east

of this zone, erosion occurred throughout the late Lower Miocene along a
north-plunging high in the region of the Ekuti Range; from here the high
extended SSE towards the Owen Stanley Range area.
The specific nature of the "Bismarck high" movements is unknown but as there was very abrupt thinning of the sediments of the deepwater facies

towar~s

this provenance, longitudinal faulting could have

been. active along the SW side of the high.

The nature of the "Ekuti

high" movements is also unknown; these positive vertical movements were
widespread and periodic, and at times stretched westward to the "Kapau
River line" and almest to the Gulf of Papua coast in the Port Meresby
area.

Basic volcanism, which occurred aleng a zone from the upper Kapau

River area SSE to the Angabunga River area, may have been directly
related te the movements.
Near the end ef the Lower Miocene the "Bismarck high" provenance seems to have expanded south aleng the eastern part of the deepwater zone of sedimentation to at least as far as the Albert and Saw Mts.
area.

This caused a westward shift of the zone of strong subsidence

which in turn set up the conditions resulting in accumulation of the
sediments of the Middle Miocene Karova facies.

The uplift in the Albert

and Saw Mts. area was coincident, both in space and time, with the formation of the north-trending belt of folds and east-dipping thrust-faults
previously referred te as the zone
Fig.28).

4

structure unit (see B, 2.3 and

It is not known if these mainly west-facing folds extended as

far north as the "Bismarck high", but the presence of possible Bismarck
Range-type metamorphics in the upper Tauri River suggests that these
rocks may continue south, at depth, below the zone
eastern boundary of zone

4

4

structure unit.

The

folding was coincident with the "Kapau River

line" and the Kapau Fault, and the Middle Miocene "Tauri River line" was
subsequently formed along the western boundary of the zone (the AiweribaEruki-Barrier train of anticlines).

Weak folding occurred at this time

in areas to the east ef zone 4 and it may have also occurred in the adjacent low to the west; sediments of the Karova facies appear to be slightly
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unconformable on late Lower Miocene beds in some places (see B, 2.2).
WNW to NW-trending faults, along some of which there have been sinistral
transcurrent movements, cut obliquely across the f0lds of zone

4; those

at the southern end of the belt are late Lower Miocene in age.

6.

EARLY

LOWER MIOCENE TECTONICS

The axis of the early Lower Miocene (Tertiary 'e') zone of
intense subsidence and deep-water marine sedimentation was parallel to
and a little further east than that of the late Lower Miocene (.see
Fig.17).

It was bounded to the east and west by semi-stable and stable

highs along which there were intermittent phases of erosion, shallowwater marine sedimentation and, in places, possibly basic volcanism.
La~e

in the early Lower Miocene the eastern part of the low was uplifted

during a phase of strong folding in the Kapau River and Port Moresby
areas.

The axis of the low in the vicinity of the Bismarck Range was

uplifted by movements which probably commenced at about the same time
(seeC,5).
As deduced from depositional environment and provenance
arrangements, the deep-water sediments accumulated along a wide zone of
subsidence which extended from the Bismarck Range area in the north, to
the Port Moresby area in the south (see Fig.29).

Deep-water marine

sedimentation was preceded by very thick local conglomerate deposition
in the Bismarck Range area.

Consideration of the overall diastrophic

"environment" of early Lower Miocene sedimentation, that is, the instability of the low and the probable existence of steep depositional
interface gradients in places along its eastern margin, suggests that
density-current deposition may have occurred in some areas.

Sedimentary

structures indicative of this mode of deposition have been found in the
upper reaches of the Aure River (see A, 7.2).

To the west of the low
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comparatively stable conditions

exist~d

across the Pio River area, where

shallow-water marine sediments were thinly deposited, disconformably
and/or unconformably, on Eocene and Cretaceeus beds.

To the east of the

low, in the vicinity of the Saruwaged Range, there was either strong
erosion throughout the early Lower Miocene, or strong eresion subsequent
to a short phase of early Lewer Miocene sedimentation (see A, 7.1).
Judging from the composition and textures of sediments along the eastern
part of the low south of the Kratke Range, a semi-stable high_occupied
the Ekuti Range-Owen Stanley Range region during mest of the early Lower
Miocene.
The overall early Lower Miocene framework of diast

·~phism

was

mainly fashioned late in the Palaeogene (see C, 7) but local ~eformation
occurred in the region during the early Lower.Miocene.

The nature of

the movements along the highs bounding the zone of subsidence is unknown;
however, they probably were not associated with strong folding, at least
not in the Pio River area.

Weak positive vertical movements occurred

throughout the early Lower Miocene along the

Ekuti~Owen

Stanley Ranges

I

region and were possibly accompanied by basic volcanism in the Akaifu
and Angabunga Rivers area.

Within the zone ef subsidence, the type of

deformation which produced the intense positive ahd negative movements in
the early part of the early Lower Miocene in the vicinity of the Bismarck
Range is unknown, but strong folding and faulting late in the early Lower
Miocene was closely related in space and time with uplift of the eastern
part of the low in the Kapau River and Pert Moresby areas (see Fig.29).
The folds in the latter area, which consist of

p~rtly

thrust-faulted,

SW-facing anticlines and anticlinorial structural features between the
Boira Fault zone to the west and the Bogoro Fault Zone to the east, have
here previously been referred to as the zone 3 structure unit.

The same

phase of folding occurred in the Kapau River area and is considered to
have eroded all early Lower Miocene sediments from places immediately to
the east of the Kapau Fault (see B, 2.4), but the resultant deformation
is here concealed by gently-folded late Lower Miocene sediments.

The

zone 3 structure unit could be continuous between these two areas below

the sediments of the Lakekamu Embayment.

The eastern limit of strong

zone 3 folding is unknown; by analogy with the late Lower Miocene and
late Middle Miocene folds of zones 4 and 5, zone 3 folding may have
been restricted te a belt 30 to 40 km wide.

Since late Lower Miocene

beds appear to rest unconformably on early Lower Miocene sediments in
the M'bwei River area, weak folding probably occurred to the west of
zone 3.

By the late Lower Miocene the above movements had shifted the

axis of deep-water sedimentati0n some 30 km towards the west; the
shallow-water facies of the Pio River area also appears to have retreated further west by the late Lower Miocene.

The oblique, WNW to

NW-trending faults ef zone 3 appear to have pest-dated early Lower
Miocene structure development.

7,

PALAEOGENE

TECTONICS

An elongate zone ef almost continuous Palaeogene (Tertiary
'a'-'d') subsidence and deep-water marine sedimentation extended north
f~om

the area east of Port Moresby to the upper Angabunga and Akaifu

Rive~s

area; it may have extended even further north to connect with

the region of thick Palaeogene sediments of the Saruwaged Range (see
Fig.19).

If this was the case, the Palaeogene low was parallel to and

further east from that ef the early Lower Miocene (see C, 6).

Because

ef later felding, uplift and erosion, the eastern margin 0f this unstable
low cannot be precisely defined, but the western margin is considered te
be marked by the siliceous Eocene sediments which may have originally
stretched north in a c0ntinuous belt from the Port Moresby area to the
Saw Mts. and Bismarck Range areas.

The siliceous beds appear to occupy

a transition zone between the beds of the deep-water facies to the east
and the beds of the shall0w-water limestone facies (indicative of semistable high conditions) to the west (see A, 8.4).

Slight positive and
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negative movements of the depositional interface occurred in the latter
region; these movements were not accompanied by strong folding.

The

composition and large volume of the terrigenous and volcanic sediments
of the Palaeogene deep-water facies indicate that much of the detritus
was derived from the east (see A, 8.3), but due either to the nature of
the provenance bedrock or the lack 0f great subaerial relief of the
provenance, most of the sediments are fine-grained.

Nevertheless, a

substantial elevation differential must have existed between the easterly provenance and the

lo~,

because of the presence 0f an indigenous

pelagic fauna in the rocks of the deep-water facies.

The specific

nature of the movements that occurred along the low and the adjacent
easterly high throughout the Palaeogene is unknown, but the overall
framew0rk was probably mainly formed towards the end of the Cretaceous
(see C, 8).
The framework of diastrophism described above was extensively
modified by earth movements late in the Palae0gene (see Fig.30).

The

main effect of these movements was to elevate the more easterly parts of
the low; this was accompanied by sympathetic subsidence of the Palaeogene
transition zone and part of the area of the shallow-water facies.

The

specific nature of the deformation can be deduced 0nly in the Port
Moresby area where strong folding and slight regional metamorphism (of
the Eocene beds, at least) occurred at the same time as the uplift in the
region to the east of the Bogoro Fault Zone (the western boundary of the
zone 2 structure unit:

see B, 2.5).

Folds in this area are SW-facing

and associated with thrust-faults and possibly a slaty-cleavage.

It is

not known how far east the late Palaeogene folding extended or if the
deformation exhibited by the partly Cretaceous Owen Stanley Metamorphics,
which crop out further east, can be attributed
(see

C,

8).

~o

this phase of folding

In the upper Angabunga River area, partially metamorphosed

Eocene sediments, Upper Cretaceous metasediments and ?unfossiliferous
metamorphics are exposed along NW to NNW-trending structural features.
The deformation and slight regional metamorphism of the Eocene beds at
least, was very probably produced during this late Palaeogene folding.
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The belt of longitudinally continuous, north to NNE-trending folds
immediately east of the arbitrary western boundary of the zone 2 structure
unit in the Ekuti Range-Watut River area (see Fig.25 & 30) is developed
in partly Upper Cretaceous metasediments; Palaeogene rocks have not been
found in this region.

Cleavages are reported to be associated with the

folds but their exact nature and orientation in relation to the fold geometry is not clear.

By analogy with the situations in the above areas,

some of this deformation could have taken place late in the Palaeogene;
alternatively, it may have taken place late in the Cretaceous.

The

author favours the former possibility because early Lower Miocene beds
near the "Kapau River line" contain Eocene and metamorphic rock detritus
which was very probably derived from the east (see A, 7.3 and C, 6).
This suggests that Eocene sediments deposited in the area of the Ekuti
Range were uplifted and eroded about the middle o.f the Tertiary.

8.

JURASSIC-CRETACEOUS

TECTONICS

Trends of Jurassic and Cretaceous diastrophism appear to have
been parallel to those which developed during the earlier parts of the
Tertiary Period.

A zone of continuous Jurassic-Cretaceous subsidence, in

which basic volcanics and marine sediments accumulated, and flanking
semi-stable highs, along which there was intermittent erosion and comparatively little sedimentation, existed in the area subsequently covered
by the Palaeogene shallow-water limestones and siliceous transition beds.
The north and NNW-trending highs have previously been referred to as the
Erave-Wana Swell and the "Bismarck-Moresby high", and the unmetamorphosed
sediments deposited within the intervening low have been termed the
"Wahgi Series" (see Fig.21).

Parallel to and to the east of the "Bismarck-

Moresby high", an unstable low existed in which terrigenous deep-water
marine sediments of mainly Upper Cretaceous age accumulated; it has been

deduced that detritus was predominantly derived from easterly provenances ..
These beds are now the metasediments of the "upper" part of the Owen
Stanley Metamorphics (see A, 9.2 to 9.5).

Because of probable late Cret-

aceous uplift and Palaeogene erosion (the easterly provenance for the
Palaeogene deep-water sediments), the eastern margin of the low cannot ·be
defined.

However, the relationship between Senonian and Palaeogene

facies arrangements in the Port Moresby and upper Angabunga River areas
suggests that the axis of the Cretaceous low was further east than that of
the Palaeogene (see Fig.21).

Extrapolating this sequence of a migrating

zone of subsidence only one step fUrther, the axis of a mainly Jurassic
low could have existed in a position parallel to and further east than
those of the Cretaceous and Palaeogene.

If this was in fact the case, the

metasediments of the "lower" part of the Owen Stanley Metamorphics may
have originally been part of the western portion of a very thick, mainly
Jurassic, sedimentary succession.

The suggestion is supported by sedi-

mentary facies relationships between the "lower" and "upper" parts of the
Owen Stanley Metamorphics (see A, 9.2).

The axis of this hypothetical

low could have extended along the area now occupied by the Papuan BasicUltrabasic Belt; early Cretaceous uplift of this axis would have introduced the previously mentioned easterly provenance for the deep-water
sediments of the Cretaceous low.
The Erave-Wana Swell was formed by deformation along a.broad
zone of intermittent positive vertical movement; Jurassic erosion
occurred along its northern end and Upper Cretaceous or late Cretaceous
erosion occurred mainly along the southern end (see Fig.21 & 22).

It is

not known if folding accompanied these movements but the development of
the swell possibly reflected reworking along an old pre-Permian zone of

folding, regional metamorphism (Omung Metamorphics) and syn- and/or postkinematic acid plutonism (Kubor Granodiorite).

Permian and Triassic beds

are either only thinly developed or absent along the high.
The "Bismarck-Moresby high" appears to have resulted from
deformation along a narrow zone of positive vertical movement.

Erosion

and short phases of Jurassic and Cretaceous sedimentation occurred at
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different places along the high.

In some areas a large elevation diff-

erential must have existed between this provenance and the westerly low
'in which the sediments of the "Wahgi Series" accumulated.

Longitudinal

faulting may have been associated with the development of this gradient.
The "Bis:rµarck-Moresby high" possibly reflects the axial parts of a late
Triassic zone of folding, regional metamorphism (Bismarck Metamorphics)
and syn and/or post-kinematic acid plutonism (Bismarck Granodi0rite).
The Cretaceous low:

As described earlier, the eastern part of

the Cretaceous low in which deep-water marine sediments accumulated (to
the east of the "Bismarck-Moresby high"), was uplifted late in the
Cretaceous causing a westward shift of the zone of subsidence.

This set

up the conditions which led to the Palaeogene deep-water marine sedimentation (see C,

7).

It is not known if folding or regional metamorph-

ism accompanied the uplift, but a possibly significant factor in regard
to the latter question is the apparent absence of metamorphic detritus
from the sediments deposited in the Palaeogene low.
ism could have occurred at depth.

However, metamorph-

The writer considers it not unlikely

if folding was associated with the uplift, by analogy with previously
described situati0ns in which folding accompanied uplift of the eastern
parts of the Palaeogene, early Lower Miocene, late Lower Miocene and
Middle Miocene zones of deep-water marine sedimentation.
The ?Jurassic low:

As already suggested in this secti0n,

early Cretaceous uplift along the axial parts of a (?Jurassic) zone of
thick sediment w0uld have provided the easterly provenances for the
Cretaceous sediments in the adjacent low to ·the west.

The movements

pr0ducing this uplift would have occurred along the area now occupied by
the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt; the belt has here previously been
referred to as the zone 1 structure unit (see B, 2.6).

Since the

?Jurassic sediments may nGw be a porti0n of the "lower" part of the Owen
Stanley Metam0rphics, the question once again arises - was folding and
regional metamorphism associated with the uplift?

The basic and ultra-

basic rocks of zone 1 d0 not appear to be regionally metamorphosed;
however, as discussed earlier (see part B), intrusion of the more
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feldspathic rocks probably post-dated that of the ultramafic rocks, and
the latter rocks may have been injected or emplaced at depth along the
Owen Stanley Fault during initial movements early in.the Cretaceous.

'

Thus, a phase of folding and metamorphism, along trends parallel to
those of the late Palaeogene and ?late Cretaceous phases, could have
occurred during early Cretaceous uplift of the ?Jurassic succession
without necessarily being evident in the rocks which now crop out along
the zone 1 structure unit.

The presence in zone 1 of such large bodies of

ultramafic rock suggests that the ?Jurassic sediments may have been
deposited on or very near an oceanic floor.
From the aforegoing tectonic synthesis (see C, 7 & 8), it
appears possible that three phases of folding, in the early Cretaceous,
late Cretaceous and late Palaeogene respectively, produced the main
deformation exhibited by the Owen Stanley Metamorphics; on the other
hand, there is no reliable evidence to counter the suggestion that only
the last two mentioned phases, or perhaps only the late Palaeogene phase
of folding occurred.

The same conclusions can be applied in considering

the history of metamorphic crystallisation.

The syn- and/or post-

kinematic acid and basic plutonism of structure zones 1 and 2 (Morobe
Granodiorite, etc.) may have been coeval, in which case the intrusions
could have taken place either late in the Cretaceous (apart from those
to the east of the Bogoro Fault Zone near Port Moresby) or, more probably,
late in thJ Palaeogene.

9.

SUMMARY

TECTONIC EVOLUTION

The tectonics in central Papua and the adjoining part of New
Guinea can be divided into three evolutionary phases.
(1)

They are -

eastward migration of NNW to north-trending zones of Palaeozoic to

Mesozoic deformation and sedimentation,
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(2)

westward migration of NNW to north-trending zones of late Mesozoic

to Middle Miocene deformation and sedimentation; these tectonic trends
were superimposed on, and approximately parallel to the older trends,
(3)

WNW to NNW-trending Middle Miocene to Recent deformations and sedi-

mentation which were superimposed on, but oblique to the above trends.
The age of the pre-Permian metasediments and intrusive granites
of the Kubor Range is unknown but here assumed to be Palaeozoic.

These

rocks are considered to form a sub-stratum for the thinly dev~loped
Permian and Mesozoic beds along the NNW to
Swell.

north~trending

Erave-Wana

During the late Palaeozoic and the Triassic, a thick sequence of

sediments accumulated along a zone to the east of the Kubor belt of
?Palaeozoic regional metamorphics.

The sequence was folded, regionally

metamorphosed and intruded by granites late in the Triassic.

The axis

of this activity is reflected in the NNW to north-trend of the "BismarckMoresby high".

During the late Triassic, Jurassic and early Cretaceous,

a thick sedimentary succession may have been built up to the east of the
"Bismarck-Moresby high", possibly on or near an oceanic floor.

These

rocks were perhaps folded and regionally metamorphosed during early
Cretaceous uplift along a zone which is now occupied by the NNW to
north-trending Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt.

Initial movement of the

steeply east-dipping Owen Stanley Fault and emplacement of ultramafic
rocks at depth may have occurred at this time.

Jurassic and Cretaceous

sediments were also deposited along a zone of subsidence between the
"Bismarck-Moresby high" and the Erave-Wana Swell but these beds are not
metamorphosed.
~.

The zones of westward migrating deformation and sedimentation
were superimposed on those just described; the migration commenced with
the above-mentioned early Cretaceous uplift and possible regional metamorphism along the area subsequently occupied by the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasi c Belt.

The uplift initiated Cretaceous sedimentation in an

elongate zone of intense subsidence immediately to the west.

Late in

the Cretaceous, after a thick sequence of deep-water sediments had
accumulated, the eastern half of the zone was elevated during a probable
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second episode of folding and regional metamorphism; acid plutonism may
have also occurred.

This deformation resulted in thick, mainly Eocene,

sediments and in places basic volcanics, being deposited along an
adjacent narrow zone of subsidence to the west.

Late Palaeogene uplift,

folding (west-facing), faulting, slight regional metamorphism, basic and
probably acid plutonism along the eastern part of this belt was associated with subsidence and initial early Lower Miocene deposition to the
west, along the old "Bismarck-Moresby high".

The eastern and, in places,

the central parts of the early Lower Miocene zone of subsidence and sedimentation were elevated during mid-Lower Miocene folding (west-facing)
and faulting along and to the east of the steeply east-dipping Kapau
Fault-Boira Fault zone, and during deformation in the area of the
Bismarck Range.

By the late Lower Miocene these movements had shifted

the axis of deep-water sedimentation 30 km further west.

After late

Lower Miocene sedimentation and local basic volcanism, folding and faulting along northerly trends uplifted the eastern part of the zone between
the Kapau Fault to the east and the "Eruki Fault"-Aiweriba Anticline to
the west.

The northern and southern extremities of this belt of mainly

west-facing folds are difficult to

~efine;

the folds may continue north

to the Bismarck Range area and south under the Gulf of Papua coast towards Port Moresby.

Middle Miocene deep-water deposition, which occurred

further west again, did not extend as far north as had previous zones of
sedimentation; this was due to the early movements along the oblique, WNW
to NNW-trending axis of subsequent cordilleran uplift.

Late in the

Middle Miocene the eastern part of the Middle Miocene zone of thick sedi.
ment was uplifted, folded, and faulted along NNW to north trends between
~

the "Eruki Fault"-Aiweriba Anticline to the east and the steeply eastdipping Dude Fault to the west.

This fold belt may extend south towards

Port Moresby under Upper Miocene to Quaternary sediments in the Gulf of
Papua.
sligh~ly

Late and post-Middle Miocene sedimentation, and deformation on
different trends to those just described, occurred to the west

of the Dude Fault (refer Kugler, in pPep. ).
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The Eastern Cordillera of Papua and New Guinea represents the
culmination of positive vertical movements which commenced slowly in the
Middle Miocene along a generally NW-trending axis oblique to the above
tectonic trends.

These movements intensified in the Upper Miocene and

Pliocene and resulted in complete exhumation of the northern parts of
the early Lower, late Lower and Middle Miocene zones of deformation and
sedimentation, but subsidence of their possible SSE extensions; here,
the zones of sedimentation at least, are covered by the Upper Miocene
and Pliocene sediments, and in some areas basic volcanics, of the
Lakekamu Embayment.

On the NE side of the uplift zone, Pliocene sedi-

mentation appears to have been restricted to the Bulolo Depression and
the zone of subsidence along the area now occupied by the Ramu-Markham
Depression.

Quaternary uplift along the cordilleran axis was most

"intense in the ?early Pleistocene.

The specific nature of the Middle

Miocene to Quaternary movements along the Ramu-Markham Depression, the
cordilleran axis and the Lakekamu Embayment, is uncertain; the deformation may have taken the form of broad anticline and syncline-like
warpings.

Specifically identifiable Middle Miocene to Quaternary

deformation in the central Papua

regio~

includes the strongly developed

?early Pleistocene folds of the Lakekamu Embayment (the trends of these
folds are sub-parallel to the cordilleran axis) and general WNW to NWtrending folds and faults.

On some of the faults, components of

sinistral transcurrent movement have been recognised; this activity
commenced early in the Middle Miocene, or late in the Lower Miocene,
and continued intermittently until the Recent.
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III

D.

TECTONIC

INTERPRETATION

INTERPRETATION

OF

DEFORMATION

As described in the concluding section of part C, tectonic
evoluti0n in the central Papua region can be divided into three stages.
First, there was apparent eastward migration of zones bf deformation
and seqimentation from some time in the Palaeozoic to the late Mesozoic.
Sec0nd, there was westward migration of zones of late Mesozoic to Middle
Miocene deformation and sedimentation across a sub-stratum composed of
rocks formed and deformed during the first stage of tectonic development.
Third, there were NNW-trending to almost west-trending Middle Miocene to
Recent deformations and zones of sedimentation superimposed on, but
mainly oblique to, the above tectonic trends.

The questi0ns which now

arise are, whether there was a genetic relationship between ferces producing each phase of deformation during any one of the three stages of
tectonic evolution and, if s0, whether there was a relationship between
forces producing all the ab0ve deformations.

To answer these questions

an attempt is made in this part (D) to interpret the structure which
developed during each phase 0f deformation and to postulate stress
fields.

Overall stress fields and origins of forces will be discussed

in the final part of this work (part E).
For the reason that most of the assembled structural ,information concerns the belts 0f deformation which developed during Palaeogene
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and Miocene time, the deformations associated with the second stage of
tectonic evolution are considered first.

1.

LATE MESOZOIC

TO MIDDLE MIOCENE

DEFORMATION

It became apparent in Tectonic Synthesis (pa~t C) that three
main factors were involved in westward migration of the zones of deformation and sedimentation.

First, each belt of folding and faulting was

apparently closely associated in time with uplift and erosion, at least
along the identified parts of each structure unit.

Second, uplift was

accompanied by subsidence and deep-water marine sedimentation along an
adjacent area to the west, and third, the more easterly part of each
zone of subsidence became the site of the next phase of folding, faulting and uplift (see Fig.31). From west to east, the phases of folding
and faulting have been dated from field observations, or deduced from
other evidence, as having taken place at the following times; late in
the Middle Miocene (zone 5 structure unit), late in the Lower Miocene
(zone 4), mid-Lower Miocene (zone 3), late in the Palaeogene (?western
part of zone 2), possibly late in the Cretaceous (?eastern part of zone
2) and possibly early in the Cretaceous (?zone 1).

1.1

LATE MIDDLE MIOCENE DEFORMATION
Strong late Middle Miocene folding and faulting was restricted

to the area covered by the zone 5 structure unit (see Figs.25 & 27); the
folds involve a maximum thickness of about 7,000 metres of Lower and
Middle Miocene mudstones, sandstones and some conglomerates.

Unconform-

ities may exist at certain levels within the latter succession but they
are not considered to represent periods of intense movement or deformation (see A, 5.1, 6.1 & B, 2.2).

The zone 5 deformation includes
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east- and west-hading faults slightly discordant with the fold trends
(Group 3 and

4

structural features) and oblique WNW-trending faults.

The folds have been divided into mainly west-facing (Group 1) types along
the western half of the zone and mainly east-facing (Group 2) types along
part of the eastern half of zone

5 (see B, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.2 & C, 4).

The west-facing Group 1 folds appear to decrease in amplitude
up-plunge towards the north, that is, from the Lohiki River area to the
M'bwei River area; in the latter area, McWhae

(1948) noted contorted

early Lower Miocene mudstones in the axial parts of the anticlines.

Some

of the Group 1 folds also appear to decrease in amplitude, and even die
out, down-plunge towards the SSE, that is, as the folds are traced from
the late Lower Miocene terrain of the Lohiki River area into the Middle
Miocene terrain of the Murua River area.

The east-facing Group 2 folds

die out up-plunge towards the north before reaching the latitudes of the
M'bwei River.

The "die-out" appears to be connected spatially with the

transition from the Middle to the Lower Miocene terrain.

Features common

to both groups of folds include east- and west-dipping strike-faults
related geometrically to some of the west- and east-facing folds, respectively.

Most synclines are made up of gently-dipping sediments where-

as the sediments in the cores of the anticlines are generally steeplydipping.
The presence of well developed concentric shear joints in some
of the sandstone beds (author's and Kugler's [pers. comm. J observations
in the Karova Creek and Murua River areas, respectively) and local
fissility (?"concentric-cleavage") in mudstone beds, and the absence of
a pervasive cleavage, taken together with the above facts, suggest that
many of the zone 5 folds ar.e essentially concentric in style.

Even

though deformation took place at a time when much of the Lower and Middle
Miocene succession was perhaps only semi-consolidated and therefore of
low shear strength, the large original viscosity differences between the
coarse- and fine-grained sediments and the probable high fluid pressures
in these beds would have greatly facilitated concentric fold formation.
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Folds of the concentric type, or tending towards the concentric type,
diminish in amplitude both up and d0wn section; this may apply to the
zone 5 folds as there· is decrease in amplitude b,oth up and down the
plunge of most 0f these folds.
This reasoning has been followed in construction of the crosssection which incorporates the southern part of the zone 5 structure
unit (see section B-B', Encl. 11).

Orthogonal thicknesses of beds have

been retained only approximately since mudstone and sandstone units are
present in varying prop0rtions throughout the Lower and Middle Miocene
section.

The east-facing folds are shown based on a single decol+ement

near the top of the late Lower Miocene succession (as described above,
there is outcrop evidence in support of this) and the west-facing folds
show decrease in amplitude with depth t0 at least the bottom of the late
Lower Miocene section.

Thus, it appears that most of the zone

5 folds

are based on surfaces of detachment and that these surfaces are at
different stratigraphic levels; the faults associated with the geometry
of the folds are probably break-thrusts arising from the detachment surfaces.

The Group 3 and

4

faults~ the trends of which are slightly

oblique to those of the f0lds, are shown in section B-B' as deeply penetrating

fractu~es;

these could be related to possible folds at levels

deeper than the detachment surfaces.

If the latter folds do exist, they

may or may not be the same age as the surficial folds.
extremities of the zone

The southern

5 folds may terminate on the WNW-trending sinis-

tral transcurrent faults near the Lakekamu Embayment unit boundary (that
is, on faults possibly connected to the detachment surfaces), or they
may continue SSE at depth below the post-Middle Miocene sediments of the
Lakekamu

Emb~yment

and the Gulf of Papua, in which case the transcurrent

faults may have only deformed the folds in plan and be genetically
related to the fold formation.

un~

The writer favours the latter alternative;

this will be mentioned again further on.
The stress field postulated for zone

5 fold development is one

of east-west compression; .the most intense resultant strain appears to
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have been restricted to the area occupied by this structure unit.

As

there is no structural information concerning rocks deeper in section
than those of the Miocene, it can only be stated that the operation of
these forces may or may not have been restricted to the superficial
Lower and Middle Miocene sedimentary layer.

The

d~rection

of asymmetry

of the folds will be discussed later, but as there is reasonably good
evidence that the Group 2 folds are based on a decollement near the top
of the late

Low~r

Miocene section, the writer considers that their

east-facing could be related to the westwards thinning of the Middle
Miocene secti0n in this area (refer "asymmetrical folds" in de Sitter,
1956).

.

'

LATE LOWER MIOCENE DEFORMATION

1.2

Strong folding and faulting occurred late in the Lower Miocene
(zone

4 structure unit) along part of the eastern half of a belt of late

Lower Miocene deep-water marine mudstones and

subord~nate

sandstones

which, within the unit boundaries, are at least 1,300 metres in thick'
ness. The zone 4 structure unit (see Fig.23 & 25) .lies adjacent to and
east of zone 5 (see B, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.3 & C, 5).

The late Lower

Miocene beds are underlain with slight unconformity by generally thickly
developed early Lower Miocene sandstones; in turn, these beds overlie
chertified Eocene sediments in some places and ?Mesozoic sandstones and
shales in other places.

At one locality within zone

4, the latter beds

are 3,000 metres in thickness but for the most part they are probably
not as thick as this.

The whole sequence rests on ?pre-Jurassic meta-

morphics (refer earlier discussions in part A).
zone

Although some of the

4 folds die out towards the north, that is, between the Saw Mts. to

the s0uth and the Kratke Range to the north, most are longitudinally
continuous along the zone and appear to involve much, if not all, of the
above described sedimentary section; generally, the older rocks are
exp0sed up-plunge to the north.

The folds are west-facing in the south

but more symmetrical north of latitude 7°30'S.

Two of the anticlines are

associated with longitudinally continuous west-flanking thrust-faults,
but all folds are faulted in the area where they assume temporary NW
trends at about latitude 7°40 1 s.

There are a number of oblique WNW to

NW-trending faults in zone 4; on one of these in the Saw Mts. area, sinistral transcurrent movement occurred concurrently with folding, or soon
after.

Only the folds at the southern end of the zone have been closely

examined en the ground but in this area at least, they do not appear to
be associated with a pervasive cleavage (the "fractured" Eocene cherts
observed by Osborne [1947] in the cores of the folds in the Saw Mts. area
may or may not have suffered this jointing during the folding late in the
Lower Miocene).
In the area of the middle reaches of the Tauri River, where
zone 4 assumes a temporary NW trend, fold and strike-fault geometry is
similar to that of the zone 5 Group 1 folds of the Lohiki River area.
With little other evidence (besides that noted in the previous paragraph)
upon which to base cross-section construction, these folds are shown on
section B-B' (Encl. 11) as essentially concentric types, diminishing in
amplitude with depth (it is one of these folds that decreases in amplitude and dies out towards the north).

Considering the expected thickness

of the Lower Miocene section in this area (probably more than 2,500
metres), it appears possible that one or more planes of detachment exist
at a level close to the top of the Eocene chert unit.

However, Eocene

cherts are probably involved in the deformation associated with the most
easterly zone 4 fold (the "Werr Anticline"), as it is strongly faulted
along the

west~rn

axial parts.

flank and early Lower Miocene beds crop out in its

As mentioned above, fractured Eocene cherts are exposed in

cores of narrow overturned and west-facing anticlines at the southern end
of zone 4.

If detachment surfaces are present here, they may exist below

the·Eocene chert unit; alternatively, these folds may indicate the presence
of deformation below the level of decollement formation.
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In the Kratke Range, to the north of where section B-B' intersects zone 4, ?Mesozoic sediments and ?pre-Jurassic metamorphics appear
to be involved in the axial parts of the northern continuations' of the
zone 4 folds represented in the cross-section.

This situation intro-

duces at least two alternatives for the mode of formation of the zone 4
folds (assuming that concentric folds are developed in the surficial
Lower Miocene rocks of the zone).

First, the Kratke Range folds may be

older than late Lower Miocene in age even though the fold trends of
zone

4 appear iongitudinally continuous; in this case, the decollements,

which would have to be present below and possibly above the Eocene chert
unit, may have had their configurations controlled during formation by
the pre-existing folds in the older rocks.

Given this alternative, the

metamorphics may actually be exposed in a fenster.

Second, all the

folds of the z'one 4 structure unit may be late Lower Miocene in age, in
which case, zone

4 is a disharmonically folded prism of rock with the

surficial concentric folds of the Lower Miocene section overlying folds
of the similar type (formed by differential ~ertical movements associated with sub-vertical fracturing; for example, the Eocene cherts of
the Saw Mts. area?) which, in turn, possibly overlie similar-type folds
formed, at very deep levels, by differential vertical movements without
strong sub-vertical fracturing (for example, the ?Mesozoic beds and
?pre-Jurassic metamorphics of the Kratke Range?).
If the first alternative is true, then east-west late Lower
Miocene compress_; on can be postulated for the formation of the decollement-based concentric folds in the Tertiary section of zone

4;

below

this level of disharmony, compressive forces need not have existed.

If

the second alternative is true, then east-west compression probably
operated to depth.

In either case, the strain resulting from the com-

pression appears to have been mainly restricted to the area occupied by
the zone

~structure

unit.

As in the situation of the zone 5 WNW to NW-trending oblique
(sinistral transcurrent) faults, those in zone

4 may be connected to the

detachment surfaces and, therefore, be g,enetically related to fold
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formation; such being the case, the zone 4 structure unit may have terminated on this type 0f faulting at the southern end of the Saw Mts.
Alternatively, the faults c0uld have p0st-dated folding by a small
margin and, genetically, be unrelated to the f0ld formati0n - the faults
simply def0rming the fGlds of zone 4 in plan.

This w0uld explain the

temp0rary NW trend of z0ne 4 at ab0ut latitude 7°40 1 8.

Given this alter-

native, zone 4 late L0wer Mi0cene f0lds may c0ntinue south at depth below
the sediments 0f the Lakekamu Embayment.

MID-LOWER MIOCENE DEFORMATION

1.3

In the Kapau and Langimar.Rivers area the zone 3 structure unit
lies adjacent to and east of the zone 4 structure unit (see Fig.25 & 29),
but the mid-L0wer Mi0cene f0lds in the fGrmer zone are concealed by
gently def0rmed late LGwer Mi0cene sediments.

Here, early L0wer Mi0cene

and Palaeogene sediments were almost c0mpletely eroded during mid-L0wer
Miocene fGlding; this resulted in the late Lower Miocene beds being
deposited unc0nformably 0n metamorphosed and unmetam0rphosed ?Upper
Cretaceous sediments (see secti0n B-B', Encl. 11).

However, it has been

deduced earlier that the c0astal f0lds in the Port MGresby area, at the
southern end 0f the Lakekamu Embayment, are mid-Lower Mi0cene in age
(see B, 1.-4).

These structural features involve an essentially conform-

able sequence of Upper Cretaceous sandstones and mudstones, and early
Lower Miocene arenaceous sediments, which is at least 3,000 metres in
tGtal thickness; at the time of folding, the succession was probably
much thicker than this.

The eastern limit of mid-Lower Miocene folding

is unknown but by analogy with the areas covered by zones 4 and 5, the
def0rmation could have occurred along an area 30 to 40 km wide.

In the

Port Moresby region, the fGlds between the coastal B0ira Fault z0ne t0
the west and the Bogor0 Fault Zone to the east are considered as representing mid-Lower Miocene zone 3 deformation (see B, 1,4, 2.4 & C, 6).
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The complex and very intensely developed structure of zone 3
in the Port Moresby area may be due to superimposed folding.

Geologists

of the Anglo-Persian Oil Co. (1930) were the first to interpret the
small scale contortion of the Eocene beds in this area (see previous
reference in B, 1. 4) as having resulted from

11

slumping".

Detailed

investigation of this phenomenon at Paga Point by C. McA. Powell (pers.

aomm.) in 1964, suggested an explanation involving WSW directed movements (at the time of sedimentation) of near-surface strata causing soft
sediment folding based on detachment surfaces.

The writer believes this

Eocene "slumping" was due to an early temperary phase of uplift, prior
te the main late Palaeogene phase of deformation and uplift (zone 2
structure unit), along the axial partq of the Palaeogene zone of subsidence and thick sedimentation to the east of the Bogoro Fault Zone (see
D, 1.4).

The mid-Lower Miocene folds of zone 3 are well defined on air-

photographs; they are breadly spaced anticlinal and anticlinorial
features which are asymmetrical to the SW and, in some cases, geemetrically associated with NE-dipping thrust-faults.

No detailed examination

has been made of these folds but sub-vertical fracturing (possibly some
type of cleavage) appears to be common along the axial parts of the anticlines, particularly where the folds are developed in the more silicified
parts of the Eocene succession.

There is no available information con-

cerning fold amplitude variation either up and down section or along
strike.
There seems insufficient evidence on which to base an opinion
as to the type, or genesis, of the zone 3 folds.

The large displacements

on the thrusts associated with some of the anticlines (for example, the
Koki Fault) may or may not have taken place at the time of folding.

In

the hypothetical cross-sections presented on Enclosure 12 (see crosssection D), the folds are shown speculatively,as being of the similar
type (see also part E).

However, regardless of their being either basic-

ally similar or concentric in style, the longitudinal continuity and
rectilinearity of the crestal and trough traces do not suggest fold formation in a large strain, low stress environment.

For this reason,

NE-SW directed compression is tentatively postulated for the development
of these mid-Lower Miocene folds, with strain occurring mainly within the
defined boundaries of the zone 3 structure unit 1•

If the folds are of the

similar type, then compression probably extended to depth; if of the concentric type, stresses may or may or may not have been present at depth.

1.4

LATE PALAEOGENE AND ?LATE CRETACEOUS DEFORMATION
The zone 2 structure unit, which is mainly made up of regional

metamorphic rocks, lies adjacent to and east of zone 3 (see Fig.25).
Generally, the eastern half of zone 2 consists of ?pre-Upper Cretaceous
low-grade biotite-bearing metasediments ("lower''. part of Owen Stanley
Metamorphics), and the western half consists of partly Upper Cretaceous
lower grade muscovite-bearing metasediments ("upper" half of Owen Stanley
Metamorphics) and minor developments of partially metamorphosed Palaeogene sediments.

The westerly decrease in intensity of deformation and

metamorphic crystallisation is possibly gradational, and the overall
"trends" of the deformation appear to be sub-parallel to the long axis of
the structure unit.

Deformation in that part of zone 2 adjacent to the

Bogoro Fault Zone (the defined western boundary of zone 2 in the Port
Moresby area) has been shown to be late Palaeogene in age, and there is
evidence that much of the deformation and metamorphism along at least the
western margin of the zone is of the same age (see B, 1.4 & C,

7).

Consideration of the sequence of tectonic events deduced for
this region (see part C & Fig.30) points to the late Palaeogene deformation as probably having been restricted to the axial parts of a belt of
Eocene deep-water marine sediments which were most thickly developed
along the area now occupied by the rocks of the western part of the zone
2 structure unit.

At the time of this folding and faulting, the thick-

ness of the Palaeogene argillaceous and volcanic sedimentary succession
probably far exceeded the maximum reliably measured thickness of 1,220
metres.

The sequence was probably deposited conformably on Upper
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Cretaceous organic, arenaceous and argillaceous sediments which were
also of considerable thickness (at one place, an incomplete section
2,400 metres thick has been measured).

Thus, the movements that deformed

the rocks of the Palaeogene sequence, and the processes which resulted in
their slight meta.morphism, were probably also responsible for at least
some of the

def~rmation

and metamorphism exhibited by the partly Upper

Cretaceous metasediments.
Detailed structural information concerning the deformation
along the western part of zone 2 is lacking.

However, longitudinally

continuous folds, or fold-like features, have been observed in the Watut
River area (NNE-trending), the upper Angabunga River area (NNw-trending)
and to the east of the Bogoro Fault Zone near Port Moresby (NW-trending).
Although cleavages have been reported to be associated with these
elements of structure, no consistent pattern has been noted in relation
to the "fold" geometry; the orientation of the cleavage appears to vary
from being mainly sub-horizontal to mainly sub-vertical.

If large scale

re-folding of cleavage is assumed to be absent, then the latter attitudes
may indicate the presence of "concentric-cleavage" and slaty-cleavage,
respectively.
If the ?"concentric-cleavage" is considered indicative of folds
tending towards the concentric mode -of formation, this factor together
with the apparent longitudinal continuity of the fold-like features,
suggests that at least superficial tangential compression operated,

Con-

sideration of the very thick stratigraphic section involved in this late
Palaeogene deformation, as well as the possibility that the ?slatycleavage may be associated with folds of the similar type, allows a
'

'

further

~peculation

that the same stress field may have also operated at

depth.

It is tentatively postulated that the prism of rock along the

western part of the zone 2 structure unit was disharmonically folded to
depth and that the deformation was produced by compressive forces directed
approximately east-west; strain was mainly confined to the western part of
zone 2 and was probably accompanied by precesses resulting in low-grade
regional metamorphism.

Although relationships between the "upper" and

11

lower" parts

of the Owen Stanley Metamorphics are imperfectly known, the above mentioned easterly gradational increase in the intensity of deformation and
metamerphism might signify overall zone 2 late Palaeegene defermation.
However, Tectonic Synthesis (see C, 8) indicates that the axial part of
the mainly Upper Cretaceous zone of deposition (spatially coincident
with the eastern part of the zone 2 structure unit) was uplifted late in
the Cretaceous and that it remained elevated during Palaeogene sedimentation along the western part of zone 2.

Since uplift was associated with

all previously described phases of folding and faulting (from the late
Palaeegene to the Middle Miocene), the writer suspects that folding and
faulting was in some way associated with the late Cretaceous uplift.
Thus, the "lower" part of the Owen Stanley Metamorphics could have formed
the original sedimentary sub-stratum en which the partly Upper Cretaceous
sediments were deposited (but from which they were subsequently eroded).
It has been noted in a previous section that this depositional contact
may not have been one of great unconformity and that the metasediments
making up the "lower" part of the Owen Stanley Metamorpliics may have been
deposited mainly in the Jurassic.
Tqe apparent absence of folds with longitudinally continuous
axes and the presence of rootless folds and a strong schistosity in the
western par~ of zone 2, suggests that deformation (and metamorphism) may
have taken place at depth in a large strain, low stress environment.
However, the schistosity has been reported dipping at generally

shall~w

angles; this does not seem compatible with the idea of large scale differential sub-vertical flow in a region devoid of tectonic over-pressures.
Available information does not permit further interpretation, but it
should be added that the above features might be better explained by
lateral, rather than vertical flow.
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1.5

?EARLY CRETACEOUS DEFORMATION
Tectonic Synthesis (part C) suggests that a belt of very thick

deep-water marine sediments, eq_uivalent to the "lower" part of the Owen
Stanley Meta.morphics, was deposited along the area now occupied by the
basic and ultrabasic rocks of the zone 1 structure unit (see Fig.21 & 25)
and that most of these sediments could have been Jurassic in age.

Syn-

thesis also indicates that this succession may have been elevated in the
early Cretaceous, providing the easterly and main provenance for the
partly Upper Cretaceous deep-water marine sediments (the "upper" part 0f
the Owen Stanley Meta.morphics).

The latter beds were most thickly devel-

oped along the eastern part of the zone 2 structure unit (see C, 8 & 9).
It would seem, therefore, that the basic and ultrabasic rocks
of zone 1 occupy the axial parts of the ?early Cretaceous z0ne 0f uplift,
but was the emplacement of this igneous complex, and the formation of the
major structural features 0f zone 1, associated with the uplift?

As

already stated (see B, 1.1), intrusion of the pre-Miocene feldspathic
rocks of the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic Belt most probably p0st-dated emplacement of'the ultramafic portion of the complex.

If the latter rocks

were intruded to supracrustal levels, then they must be post-kinematic in
relation to the Owen Stanley Metam0rphics, as they lack evidence of either
intense deformation or general recrystallisation; the intrusion would in
this case be post-Cretaceous in age.

However, an intrusive, or a semi-

solid state re-intrusive origin can be disputed on many grounds, mainly
on strong theoretical evidence that the existence of an ultramafic magma
at supracrustal levels is improbable, and on field evidence which suggests
that the ultra.mafic rocks are devoid of an internal fabric.

If, on the

other hand, these rocks were emplaced by faulting then there is no reas0n
why this deformation could not have commenced early in the Cretaceous,
As mentioned before (see C, 8), if folding and metamorphism occurred at
that time, then the ultrabasic rocks would have had to be injected along
faults at depth, but if the metamorphism of the Owen Stanley Metamorphics
was restricted to the late Cretaceous and/or the late Palaeogene (see D,
1.4), then solid state emplacement by faulting can be easily envisaged,

This being the case, dep0siti0n of the mainly ?Jurassic sedimentary
succession would very probably have taken place in an oceanic province.
Having reached the conclusion that solid state fault emplacement ef the ultramafic rocks could have accompanied the ?early Cretaceous
uplift, it remains to postulate the nature and cause of the uplift,

Low

stress diapiric-type emplacement ef high density material such as unaltered ultramafic rock is unlikely, and therefore the ?early Cretaceous
uplift was probably produced by approximately east-west directed compression.

As noted in part B, geological evidence suggests that the Owen

Stanley Fault, the western boundary of the zone 1 structure unit, is a
steeply east to NE-dipping fracture (the writer believes that the configurations of preliminary Bouguer anomaly profiles in the Salamaua area
[J. S. Milsom, pers. comm.] confirm this suggested fault orientation, and
also indicate that dense rock extends to depth along the eastern side 0f
the contact).

Therefore, it is p0ssible that ?early Cretace0us compress-

ional uplift was accompanied by deeply penetrating high angle thrustfaulting (Owen Stanley Fault) along the western flank of the upli~ z0ne,
and.that emplacement of ultramafic rock occurred along the eastern upthrown side of the fault.

Comparatively minor subsequent movements along

the Owen Stanley Fault and er0sion of the overlying mainly ?Jurassic sedimentary succession would have resulted in the geological relationships new
observed along the z0ne 1 structure unit.

1.6

SUMMARY
(a)

Development 0f structure units 1 to 5 may have resulted from

the operation of tangential compressive f0rces; during any

en~

phase of

folding (mostly asymmetrical t0 the west) and faulting (mostly downthrown
te the west), strain was mainly confined within the b0undaries of the respective structure unit.
(b)

During each phase of folding and faulting, from the ?early

Cretaceous to the late Middle Miocene, the compressive forces were probably
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directed approximately east-west (normal to the long axes of the structure
units), although there is uncertainty as to ?late Cretaceous stress
orientation in the eastern part of zone 2.
(c)
zones 3 to 5

Stresses probably operated to depth in zones 1 and 2.
stress~s

In

may or may not have operated only above certain

levels mainly within the Tertiary sedimentary succession; if all the component folds of zone

4 developed simultaneously during the late Lower

Miocene deformation, then in this zone at least, stress operated to depth.
(d)

Low-grade regional metamorphism accompanied development of

the zone 2 structure unit (?late Cretaceous and late Palaeogene deformation); metamorphism may or may not have occurred during ?early Cretaceous
deformation along zone 1,
(e)

The nature of the relationship between zonal folding and

faulting, and the approximately simultaneous zonal uplift and adjacent
westerly subsidence (see Fig.31) is uncertain; the problem will be further
discussed in part E.

PALAEOZOIC TO

2.

LATE MESOZOIC DEFORMATION

The first recognisable stage of tectonic evolution in the central
Papua region was the apparent eastward migration of zones of sedimentation
and deformation from some time in the Palaeozoic to the late Mesozoic.
There were probably three main developmental phases during this stage of
the tectonics.
First, there was pre-Permian folding, regional metamorphism
(Omung Metamorphics) and syn- and/or post-kinematic acid plutonism (Kubor
Granodiorite) along a belt of thick Palaeozoic sediments.

The axial parts

of this zone of deformation are possibly reflected in the north to NNW
trend of the Mesozoic Erave Wana Swell.
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Second, there was late Triassic folding, regional meta.morphism
(Bismarck Meta.morphics) and syn- and/or post-kinematic acid plutonism
(Bismarck Granodiorite) along a belt of thick late Palaeozoic and
Triassic sediments which were deposited adjacent to and east of the prePermian zone of sedimentation.

The axial parts of the late Triassic

zone of deformation are probably reflected in the north to NNW trend of
the Mesozoic "Bismarck-Moresby high" (see Fig.21 & 23).
Third, sediments accumulated, probably mainly during the
Jurassic, adjacent to and east of the ·late Palaeozoic and Triassic zone
of sedimentation.

As suggested in the previous section, the axial

parts of this very thick sedimentary succession were subjected to compressional uplift in the ?early Cretaceous.

Fault emplacement to supra-

crustal levels of the ultramafic portion of the Papuan Basic-Ultrabasic
Belt accompanied the deformation; meta.morphism may or may not have
occurred at this time.

Regional meta.morphism and acid plutonism

occurred along that part of the ?Jurassic succession adjacent to and
west of the ?early Cretaceous uplift zone in the late Cretaceous and/or
late Palaeogene (see previous discussion of the second stage tectonics).
The ?early Cretaceous uplift of the mainly ?Jurassic zone of
sedimentation appears to have terminated the eastward migration (first
stage tectonics), and initiated the westward migration of zones of sedimentation and deformation (second stage tectonics).

East-west directed

compression, operative to depth, has been postulated to explain the
?early Cretaceous deformation, but a stress field such as this may not
have produced the pre-Permian and late Triassic deformation.

Although

the configuration in plan of the Mesozoic Erave Wana Swell and "BismarckMoresby high" could reflect the orientation of fold trends in the prePermian and late Triassic zones of deformation respectively, there is
insufficient evidence on which to base an explanation as to the origin
of these deformations.
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3.

MIDDLE

MIOCENE

TO

RECENT

DEFORMATION

The westward migration of zones of deformation and sedimentation has herein previously been described as having taken place from
the late Mesozoic to the Middle Miocene.

However, rather than implying

complete termination of this process, the upper age limit should be
taken as indicating that the late Middle Miocene zone of north-trending
folds, faults and uplift is the last clearly identifiable phase of the
second stage of tectonic evolution.

The writer considers that the

migratory precess may have continued further west and later in time
(beyond the western boundary of detailed study in this work, and in the
area examined by Kugler, in prep.) but that it was perhaps partially
concealed or masked
in that area by the generally NW-trending deform.:
ations and zoned of sedimentation of the third stage of tectonic evolution.
In the studied area, this third stage involved NW to NNW and NW to almost
west-trending Mid\j!le Miocene to Recent deformations and zones of sedimentation which were superimposed on, but mainly oblique to, the north to NNWtrending features of the first and second stages of tectonic evolution.

3.l

NW TO NNW-TRENDING DEFORMATION
The NW to NNW-trending structural features which formed in the

time from the Middle Miocene to the Recent can be divided into two groups.
The first group, which consists of bread, longitudinally continuous, anticline and syncline-like warpings, includes the Eas~ern Cordillera (Middle
¥iocene to Recent upwarp along the cordilleran ax,is), the Ramu-Markham
Depression (Upper Miocene to Quaternary subsidence and sedimentation) and
the Lakekamu Embayment (Upper Miocene to Recent broadly synclinorial subsidence and sedimentation) - see Figure 26.

The second group of structural

features, the dimensions of which are an order of ·magnitude smaller than
those of the first group, consists of the relatively narrow, mainly longitudinally discontinuous and specifically identifiable folds of the Lakekamu
Embayment.

These include the west and SW-facing post-Pliocene anticlines of
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the Oroi and Biaru Highs, the east and west-facing ?early Plelstocene
folds at the northern end of the Lakeka.mu Embayment (probably genetically
unrelated to the first mentioned set) and the NE-facing folds of the Oroi
High (possibly Upper Miocene in age but which may have had earlier and
later phases of development) - see Figures 25 and 26.
The internal configurations of the broad structural features
are uncertain.

The cordilleran upwarp may have been simply anticlinal

(as evidenced by the homocline of Pliecene volcanics in the Mt. YuleMt. Cameron area), or anticlinorial (as suggested by the NW-trending
cross-folds in the Kratke Range area - see Encl. lO).

The only-recog-

nised longitudinal faults associated with the upwarp exist in the postPliocene trough-like features of the Musa, Mam.bare and Waria Depressions
\

which were produced by: recurrent movements along the Owen Stanley Fault
zone.

The type of longitudinal faulting which appears to have accom-

panied development of the Ra.mu-Markham Depression is unknown.

The north-

trending fractures along part of the eastern side of the Lakeka.mu
Embayment, between the Dilava and Aroa Rivers (see Encl. lO), appear to
be normal faults but their trends are oblique to the long
·axes of the embayment and the cordillera.

There is, therefore, little

evidence as to the real nature of the anticline and syncline-like warpings.

Speculating' as to their possible origin, they could have resulted

from differential verti:cal movements caused by density changes in mantle
rocks (in an environment devoid of tectonic ove:i;--pressures); alternatively,
they may have formed through the-prolonged operation of approximately NESW directed compressive forces.
latter postulation.

Gravity data lend some support to the

From an examination of Shirley's (1964) Bouguer and

Free-air anomaly maps, it can be seen that in the region of the Ra.muMarkha.m Depression and the NE flank of the Eastern Cordillera, there are
probably gross departures from isostatic equilibrium.

The magnitude of tl·e

Free-air anomalies (more than 100 milligals) over the mountains both to the
NE of the Ramu-Markham Depression and along the NE flank of the cordillera,
suggests that tectonic over-pressures, most probably compressive, are
operative, or have been operative in the immediate past.

__ ,
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The specifically ident_ifiable anticlines of the Lakekamu
Embayment appear to offer little information that can help solve the ab0ve
pr0blem, in addition to which there may be no direct genetic relationship
between these two groups of structural features.

Considering the west and

SW-facing ?early Pleistocene anticlines ef the Oroi and Biaru Highs, the
folds in these two areas may actually

b~;coextensive

below the Angabunga

Basin; thus, the pessible longitudinal continuity and rectilinear nature
i

of their crestal traces, together with the absence of a general subvertical cleavage, suggest an essentially cencentric mede of formation.
This supposition has been adepted in construction of the relevant portions
of cross-sections C-C' , C '-C" and E-E' (see Encl. 11) ; the folds -are shown
decreasing in amplitude with depth.

Detachment surfaces may exist near the

base of the ·argillaceous Upper Miocene succession.

The ENE-WSW directed

compression postulated to explain the fGrmation of these folds could have
been confined to the Upper Miocene and Pliocene section or it could have
operated to depth (a possible explanation of the west to SW-facing of the
anticlines is given in part E).

The above arguments have been followed in

constructing the section across the NE-facing folds of the Or0i High (see
cross-section C-G', Encl.

11).

However, the possible detachment surfaces

in this area w0uld appear to exist near the base of the Lower Miocene
section.

Although field evidence peints to phases of late Upper Miocene

and post-Pliocene deformation, the writer believes that the felds had a
majer phase of development late in the Lower Miocene (a strong unconformity
between Lower and Middle Miecene sediments was encountered in Kaufana No.l
well) and that their NE-facing may be explained by eastwards thinning 0f
the Lower Miocene section (see B, 2.4 and "asymmetrical folds'! in
de Sitter, 1956).

Here again, the postulated compressive forces may er may

not have operated only above a level at the base ef the Lower Miocene
sectien.

The spatial relationship between the NE-facing Oroi High folds and
,,'

1

I

the zone 3 mid-Lewer Miocene folds of the Port Moresby

a~ea

suggests that

the former folds may be part ef the possible southern continuation ef the
zone

4 structure unit (see D, 1.2). As mentioned earlier (B, 1.3 & 2.1),

there were late Upper Miocene and ?early Pleistocene phases of deformation
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along the east and west-facing anticlines at the northern end of the
Lakekamu Embayment, but these folds have no obvious connection with those
described above.

It is possible that the configuration in plan of the

Kurai-Rim Ridge folds might have been controlled by older zone 3 and
zone

4 folds at depth, but there is little information relating to

their genesis.
Therefore, although formation of some of the Lakekamu Embayment
folds may have resulted from approximately NE-SW directed compression,
which either operated to depth or operated at surficial levels, the
limited periods during which the strain took place, in comparison with
the apparent continual and prolonged development of the broad anticline
and syncline-like features of the first group, does not suggest an
immediate genetic relationship (see part E).

3.2

WNW TO NW-TRENDING DEFORMATION
The NW to almost west-trending structural features, which are

most clearly evident in the Saw Mts.-Kapau River area, include longitudinally discontinuous folds and faults; components of vertical and/or
sinistral transcurrent movement have been noted on some of the latter
fractures.

A few of the faults appear to have been periodically active

from the Middle Miocene to the

Re~ent;

others developed mainly during the

late Middle Miocene (southern end of the zone 5 structure unit) and the
late Lower or early Middle Miocene (southern end of the zone
unit).

4 structure

In sections 1.1 and'l.2 (part D), these faults were considered

either to be related locally to detachment surfaces emerging from under
the folds of zones

4 and 5, or to be genetically unrelated to zone 4 and

zone 5 fold formation.

However, if a wider area is considered it is seen

that the WNW-trending fractures are ubiquitous (see Encl. 10), and that
there is a general appearance of left lateral dragging of structural
features to either side of the fault traces; these factors suggest the
latter alternative is the more likely.

Thus, development of the WNW to

NW-trending folds in the Upper Miocene and younger sediments of the
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the northern end of the Lakekamu Embayment, and the dragging of the
older folds, may have resulted from Middle Miocene to Recent simple

shear deformation along WNW to NW-trending transcurrent faults.
Since approximately NE-SW directed compressive forces have
been postulated in the previous section to account for the development
of many of the NNW-trending features, WNW-trending fracturing may have
resulted from the operation of.these same.forces, in which case they
m.ay be sinistral shear faults but with the conjugate or complementary
SSW-trending dextral shears undeveloped.

The author believes that if

additional information is considered, a satisfactory explanation can
be given in which all the above described Middle Miocene to Recent
deformations are related; this explanation involves overall simple
shear, rather than pure shear (see part E).

E.

TYPES

AND

ORIGINS

OF

FORCES

FIRST STAGE TECTONICS

1.

The activity of the processes involved in the first stage of
tectonic evolution appears to have resulted in continental accretion.
Pre-Permian, late Palaeozoic to Triassic, and mainly ?Jurassic sediments
were thickly deposited in three parallel and adjacent belts (see Fig,32);
the eastern (?Jurassic) belt was formed on a sub-stratum possibly composed of ultrabasic rock.

This eastwards sedimentary prograding towards

an oceanic province was punctuated by phases of deformation (and metamorphism) in the pre-Permian, late Triassic anµ ?early Cretaceous, each
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phase being spatially restricted to the wedge of sediment built up just
prior to the deformation.

Although the nature of the pre-Permian and

late Triassic deformations cannot be determined, the presence of ultrabasic rock in the sub-stratum of the third (?Jurassic) sedimentary belt
suggests that sediment accumulation may have been controlled by crustal
subsidence resulting from the operation of tensional forces.

Crustal

stretching may have caused thinning of the basaltic layer and elevation
of deeper ultra.mafic layers, but thinning of the basaltic layer would
not have occurred if, instead, there had been compressional subsidence
or isostatic subsidence due to an increasing sediment overburden.

2.

SECOND STAGE TECTONICS
The ?early Cretaceous compressional uplift of the axial parts

of the mainly ?Jurassic sedimentary belt initiated the westward migration of zones of deformation and sedimentation (second stage tectonics see.Fig.32) across the sub-stratum composed of rocks formed and deformed
during the first stage of tectonic evolution.

During the episodic

folding and faulting which produced structure units 1, 2 (east and west),
3, 4 and 5, in the ?early Cretaceous, ?late Cretaceous and late
Palaeogene, mid-Lower Miocene, late Lower Miocene and late Middle
Miocene respectively, compressional forces were.probably directed eastwest, normal to the long axes of the structure units.
operated to depth in zones 1 and 2 but in zones 3 to

Stresses probably

5, stresses may or

may not have operated only above certain levels mainly within the
Tertiary sedimentary succession.
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SURFICIAL FOLDING OF ZONES 3, 4 AND 5

2.1

If the compressive forces which produced the deformation of zones
3 to 5 operated only above decollements mainly within the Tertiary succession, then the periodic and localised nature of this deformation, that is,
'mid-Lower Miocene folding and faulting (zone 3), late Lower Miocene folding
and faulting (zone 4) and late Middle Miocene folding and faulting (zone 5),
and the predominantly westerly directed asymmetry of the structural features, suggest that folding took place above the frontal parts of flat
overthrusts which moved towards the west.

This type of deformation can be

explained by lateral gravity spreading of rocks away from a zone of uplift;
in the situation under consideration, periodic uplift occurred at the above
times along zone 1 and/or zone 2.

As postulated by many authorities, the

mechanism could operate in an environment devoid of tectonic over-pressures
and, as pointed out by Carey (1958), even in a region subjected to tensional
forces.

The only motivation required for the process is that which causes

the uplift, and this could be any of a number of factors, for example,
density changes in mantle rocks directly below the uplift zone.
However, as specifically noted in part D section 1, the development of each fold belt was closely associated in time with spatially
coincident uplift and erosion, as well as intense subsidence and deep-water
marine sedimentation along an adjacent area to the west (the more easterly
part of each zone of subsidence becoming the site of the next phase of
folding and faulting; westward migration proceeded in this manner).

It is,

therefore, difficult to explain the necessarily fortuitous development of
the flat overthrust fold fronts along the eastern margin of, and exactly
parallel to the long axis of, each zone of subsidence, unless a system is
invoked of differential vertical oscillation of the structure units with

local gravity spreading towards the west of the superficial rocks of each
uplifted unit.

Beloussov (1962) envisaged such a mechanism of oscillating

blocks for the formation of "continuous (holomorphic) folds" in regions
devoid of tectonic over-pressures.

In detail,, the mechanism would involve

uplift of zone 2 in the mid-Lower Miocene and folding of the thick early
Lower Miocene sediments (and some of the underlying beds) in the sunken
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zone 3 area due to westward gravity spreading of the superficial zone 2
rocks.
zone

This would be followed by subsidence and sedimentation along the

4 area during the late Lower Miocene and uplift of zone 3 at the end

of the Lower Miocene; once again, westward gravity spreading of the superficial zone 3 rocks would cause folding of the adjacent late Lower
Miocene sediments (and some of the underlying beds), thus giving rise to
the zone

4 structure unit.

Similar deformations would lead to the form-

ation of the thick belt of Middle Miocene sediments and the late Middle
Miocene folds of the zone 5 structure unit.
Beloussov (ibid.) quoted Van Bernmelen's theory of density disturbances resulting from physical-chemical differentiation in the upper
mantle, as one explanation of oscillatory crustal movements and their
lateral migration.

FOLDING TO DEPTH IN ZONES 3, 4 AND 5

2.2

If the compressive forces which produced the deformation of
zones 3 to 5 operated to depth, then these structure units are disharmanically folded prisms of rock in which concentric-type folds are
developed near the surface, with similar-type folds developed at deeper
levels.

The zone

4 structure unit illustrates this point, if it is

assumed that the component folds of the unit formed simultaneously
during the late Lower Miocene deformation.

Construction of the hypo-

thetical cross-sections A to D (see Encl. 12) is based on this assump_tion.

Therefore, since the westward migrating episodic deformations of

zones 1 to 5 could have resulted from periodic crustal compression, the
uplift of each fold belt and the intense subsidence along the area
adjacent to and west of each belt may also have resulted from crustal
compression.

This being the case, it remains to postulate a mechanism to

explain the clbse formative relationship between the broad warpings and
the fold belts which make up the structure units of the central Papua
region (see Fig.31); to this end, the writer suggests the following
sequence of events.

_j
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(a)

Essentially elastic, multilayer buckling of the crust,

forming a west-facing anticline and a westerly syncline of wavelength
about 80 km, in response to tangential compression.

(Although there are

some theoretical objections, based in part on experiment, to elastic
buckling as a mechanism of "geosyncline" formation [see Ramberg and
Stephansson, 1964], in the case being examined the depressions are not
of "geosyncline" dimensions, besides which the author considers that the
feasibility or otherwise of a buckling process depends to some degree
the actual mechanism by which the compressive force is applied.)
(b)

Subaqueous and subaerial erosion along the uplift zone,

and deep-water marine sedimentation along the depressed zone to the west.
(c)

As temperatures and fluid pressures rise within the

depressed prism of rock, viscosities are lowered and "short" wavelength
folding, which is controlled initially by elastic deformation of the more
competent layers, commences.

Elastic deformation is rapidly replaced by

flow and the depressed prism of rock becomes disharmonically folded, with
concentric-type folds in the newly deposited and low viscosity sediments
near the surface and similar-type folds of various

ki~ds

at depth; thus

the synclinal downwarp becomes a synclinorium.
(d)

The overall tangential compressive forces are now tempor-

arily relaxed; the synclinorium rises in response to isostatic forces,
and lateral sub-crustal flow from the west into the rising zone causes
some subsidence along an adjacent area to the west of the partially inverted synclinorium.
(e)

Build up, once again, of tangential compressive forces

accentuates the isostatic process and buckles the crust into a westfacing anticline (along the partially inverted synclinorium, which
becomes fully inverted and therefore an anticlinorium) and a westerly
syncline of wavelength about 80 km.
(f)

Repetitions of the above sequence of events would result

in westerly migration of zones of deformation and sedimentation.
The processes involved in the second stage of tectonic evolution
appear to have been active across a transitional area between an oceanic
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province and a continental province (see E, 1 & 2); therefore, the
deformations may have developed because of some type of interaction
between the oceanic crust and the continental crust.

The operation of

sub-horizontal mantle currents, with detachment either below the oceanic
crust (eastward moving currents) or below the continental crust (westward moving currents), is suggested as an origin for the tangential
compressive forces.

THIRD STAGE TECTONICS

3.

It was concluded in part D section 3 that if overall NE-SW
directed compressive forces produced the broad, NW to NNW-trending anticline and syncline-like warpings of the Ramu-Markham Depression, the
Eastern Cordillera and the Lakekamu Embayment, then because of their
coincidental development with the generally WNW-trending partly sinistral transcurrent faults and related folds during Middle Miocene to
Recent time, the latter faults and folds may have been produced by the
same compressive forces.

If the stress field was one involving pure

shear, then the generally WNW-trenaing faults can be explained as sinistral shears, but with their complementary SSW-trending conjugate dextral
shears undeveloped.

Alternatively, the stress field may have involved

overall simple shears with a sinistral couple acting about a vertically
oriented intermediate principal stress.

There are at least four addi-

tional factors which might enable a distinction to be drawn between the
two alternatives and since these are connected with possible gross anticlockwise crustal rotations in the central Papua region, the latter
alternative appears to be more likely.
First, the configuration in plan of the main first and second
stage tectonic features is sigmoidal (see Encl. 10 and Fig.32).

If the

long axes of these features are assumed to have been originally more or
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less rectilinear, then deep-seated sinistral shears oriented approximately parallel to the surficial WNW-trending faults could have caused
major left lateral dragging of their northern and southern extremities.
The alternative of right lateral dragging of the central parts of the
first and second stage tectonic features is not considered likely
because of the apparent absence of surficial SSW-trending dextral shears.
Since the trend of the identified part of the Middle Miocene zone

5

structure unit is parallel to the much longer, distinctly sigmoidal
Mesozoic "Bismarck-Moresby high", the deformation probably occurred
mainly after the Middle Miocene.
Second, there are deep triangular depressions below the waters
of the Huon Gulf and the Gulf of Papua (see Encl. 10).

The ages of

formation of these features are unknown but they might be explained as
tensional depressions resulting from the anticlockwise crustal rotations
that must have accompanied the above-mentioned transcurrent shearing
(see Fig. 32) .
Third, the north-trending Hau Fault_ and the large anticlinal
features associated with the Anuna and Aure Faults (see Encl. 10) border
a triangular area of apparent subsidence, the apex of which is directed
eastwards towards the point of inflection in the trend of the "BismarckMoresby high" in the upper Aure River area (see Fig.32).

These struc-

tural relationships are interpreted as having resulted from compression
in the concave side of the arc formed by the

le~

lateral dragging of

the crustal segment delineated by the late Triassic zone of deformation
(the Mesozoic "Bismarck-Moresby high").

Many of the structural features

in this area had major phases of development subsequent to the Middle
Miocene.
Fourth, a small trial palaeomagnetic survey conducted by the
author in central Papua and the adjoining part of New Guinea (see Green
and Pitt, in press) indicates a consistent increase, from the Pleistocene
to the Upper Cretaceous, in westerly declination of the directions of
remanent magnetisation in volcanic rocks.

If the effects of Tertiary

polar wandering are considered to be small (this appears to be a reasonable
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deduction from measurements made in Australia), then anticlockwise
crustal rotations through about 60° have occurred during the Tertiary
and Quaternary.

At least some of this rotation could have been pro-

duced by the Middle Miocene to Recent transcurrent shearing mentioned
in the above paragraphs.
Therefore, if NE-SW directed crustal compression operated
from about the Middle Miocene to the Recent, it is possible that the
stress field involved overall

simpl~

shear with an approximately WNW

oriented sinistral couple acting about a vertically positioned intermediate principal stress.

Even with this possible solution in mind,

the nature of many of the structural features of the Lakekamu Embayment
remains something of a mystery, although recurrent Upper Miocene to
Recent movements on deep-seated NE-trending tension faults, possibly
produced by the WNW-trending sinistral shears in

~he

Saw Mts. area (see

Fig.32), could have controlled Upper Miocene and Pliocene sedimentation
in that region and allowed subsidence of the Lakekamu Embayment to the
SE and uplift of the area to the north of the Saw Mts. (see C, 3).

The

NW to NNW-trending anticlines of the embayment are probably of the·concentric type and appear to have had a main phase of development in the
early Pleistocene, but because strain took place over limited periods
of time in comparison with the apparently prolonged ?compressional
development of the broad synclinorial-like feature of the Lakekamu
Embayment itself, no direct genetic relationship can be inferred.

The

compression which produced the ?early Pleistocene anticlines may or may
not have operated only at surficial levels.

However, it is suggested

that the west and SW-facing anticlines of the Oroi and Biaru Highs are
based on a decollement near the bottom of the Upper Miocene succession
and that this detachment surface ranges eastwards below the homocline of
Pliocene volcanics in the Mt. Yule-Mt. Cameron area.

If gravitational

sliding of the Pliocene volcanics and Upper Miocene sediments towards
the west during Pleistocene uplift along the Eastern Cordillera was, in
fact, the origin of these structural features, then the Lesi and Popa
Anticlines may have been produced by NE-trending subsurface dextral
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shears along the side of the thrust sheet (see Fig.32).

The other NW

to NNW-trending anticlines in the Lakekamu Embayrnent could have formed
during phases of mpvement along older zones 3 and 4 folds which probably
exist at depth below the Upper Miocene, Pliocene and
ments of the embayrnent.

Quaterna~

sedi-

These explanations have been incorporated in

the hypothetical cross-section C (see Encl. 12).
Sub-horizontal, differential WNW to EBE-moving mantle currents
are suggested for the origin of the deep-seated WNW-trending sinistral
shearing which, in turn, may have produced the crustal rotations and the
NE-SW directed crustal compression during Middle Miocene to Recent time.
The sense and direction of these movements appear to agree broadly with
those postulated by Carey, in 1938, to explain the overall morphological
configuration of the island of New. Guinea and to which he applied the
name Melanesian Shear System (see Carey, 1958).
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